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Interactive E-learning - Why Can’t We Get Beyond Bulletin Boards? 
 
Moderator & Sumamrizer: 
William R. Klemm 
Professor of Neuroscience 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Tx 77843, USA 
WKLEMM@cvm.tamu.edu 
 
Discussion Schedule: 
Discussion: March 14-23, 2005 
Summing-up: March 24-25, 2005 
 
 
Pre-Discussion Paper 
 
Internet-based training and education typically relies heavily on the use of Web “bulletin boards,” also often 
called “discussion boards.” The purpose of such boards is to allow learners to post opinions or to respond to 
questions provided by the instructor. But what these boards do NOT do seems to go unrecognized. 
 
 
Comparison of Discussion Boards and Shared-Document Environments 
 
And just what is it that discussion boards do not do? In general, we can say that discussion boards do not exploit 
the full range of opportunities that can be provided for interaction among learners and between learners and 
instructor. Contemporary models of exemplary pedagogical practice include constructivism and cooperative 
learning. Neither of these are supported well by discussion boards, but are well supported by the seldom-used 
environment of shared-document Web conferencing. In shared-document conferencing, learners work with 
application files such as documents, spreadsheets, and Power Point presentations. They can check these out and 
make changes in the files, provided that they have the requisite application software on their local PCs.  
 
Constructivist learning requires students to build their own knowledge and understanding, typically by doing 
some task and producing some kind of deliverable. The deliverable could take the form of a report, a plan or 
recommendations, a literature review or Web quest, a data sheet, problem-solving exercises, insight challenges, a 
presentation, Web pages, portfolios, or other tangible materials that emerge as learners construct their 
understanding of the required subject matter. How can a learner do that with a discussion board? 
 
Cooperative learning requires a group of learners operating as a team to help each other learn. Paradoxically, 
though seldom used in E-learning, cooperative learning works better on-line than it does in face-to-face 
classrooms. The reasons include: 1) All students can find the time to do their share of the work. No longer do 
they have the excuse of conflicting work or study schedules; 2) Thinking is more focused and clear because 
everything is done in writing; 3) Everybody is more accountable. Everyone sees what everyone else is doing 
(and not doing); 4) All inputs are organized and archived for later review and update. 
 
For a group to share documents and application files on-line they could simply e-mail the files to each member 
of the group for their inputs, revisions, and edits. However, this means that there are as many versions of the file 
as there are members of the group. As a file goes through multiple edits by multiple group members, it can 
quickly become impractical to track the versions and incorporate the ideas from all versions into a single final 
file. In the shared-document world, all files are maintained as single copies on a file server. Unlike the 
“messages” in a discussion board, the shared-document files can be full-featured, multimedia files that members 
of the group can check out for insertion of new data and text, editing, and annotation. The advantages include: 
¾  Files are organized. 
¾  Files can be checked out by others and edited, annotated 
¾  Files are all in one place - do not have to be circulated. 
¾  Working memory becomes more effective, because more material can be seen in same place. 
¾  Inputs from multiple group members can be seen in one file. 
¾  Context for inserts and annotation is self evident. 2 
¾  Messages are viewable with fewer mouse clicks to open and close messages, because they appear in one 
document instead of separate multiple postings. 
¾  Messages can be expanded to full-featured, multi-media documents.   
 
This is intended only as a brief introduction to constructivism and cooperative learning, enough I hope to get us 
started in this discussion. For those who wish to explore my writings on the application of constructivism and 
cooperative learning to E-learning, a reading list of some of my papers is appended. 
 
So why are these models of good instructional practice so seldom used in E-learning? And what can we do 
about? These are the themes of this on-line forum. Hopefully, the input of the respondents will help to identify 
the causes of the problem and in so doing suggest ways to advance teaching practices in E-learning 
environments. 
 
 
Possible Causes of Under-utilization of Constructivism and Cooperative Learning 
 
1.  E-teachers adopt the dominant paradigm of face-to-face teaching. Most E-teachers, I assume, have migrated 
from the traditional classroom into E-teaching. As such, they bring with them the predominant teaching 
practices of the traditional classroom, namely, lecturing and class discussion. In the E-learning environment, 
lecture is replaced with Web pages, and class discussion is replaced with discussion boards. Constructivist 
and cooperative learning models for teaching originated in traditional teaching settings, but they have not 
dislodged the lecture from its exalted throne in academe. 
 
2.  Teachers tend to resist change. E-teachers have already found their comfort zone, using Web pages and 
discussion boards as the backbone of their teaching practice. Why expend the effort to do anything else, 
when this seems to suffice? 
 
3.  E-teachers, in their experience in the face-to-face instructional world, have had many bad experiences with 
cooperative learning. Such bad experiences invariably are caused by teachers who do not understand the 
formalisms of cooperative learning. Basically these are the need for 1) a well defined mission or task, 2) 
defined roles for each student member of the team, 3) inter-dependence among team members and shared 
ownership of the result, 4) a process for information gathering, assessment and organization, and 5) an 
efficient way to construct the deliverable, as for example in a shared, community file that is constructed 
asynchronously over time. 
 
4.  Some discussion board software is free. Other such software may come built in to a CMS such as 
Blackboard or Web CT. I should note here that my colleagues and I have developed a shared-document tool 
that can be used inside the WebCT Vista environment. 
 
5.  E-teachers may not realize the variety of things they could be having their students do in a shared-document 
environment that they cannot do with discussion boards. 
 
6.  Shared-document software is deemed to be expensive, complicated, and in need of support staff. The mother 
of all such software is the well-known product, Lotus Notes, and it certainly suffers all of these deficiencies. 
What is not known is that there are now other less expensive and more user-friendly products. All products 
still require support staff for the Web server, but that can also be said of discussion boards. 
 
7.  E-teachers don’t know where to learn how to teach with constructivist and cooperative learning models in a 
computer environment. Where are the books? They only one I know about was just published (see first item 
in the reading list below). 
 
8.  E-teachers do not know about software environments that support shared-document conferencing. Vendors 
who supply bulletin board software will be the last people to tell teachers about competing vendors who sell 
shared-document products. Where can teachers find out about such software. Well for starters, “Google” it. 
My Google search on the terms “shared-document Web conferencing” led to 5,380 hits. 
 
Several questions for discussion seem to emerge. I invite the discussion participants to submit their views and 
insights on the following: 
 3 
1.  How valid is the premise that shared-document conferencing is valuable and yet under-utilized in favor of 
electronic discussion boards? 
 
2.  Which of the various speculations about the cause of under-utilization seem the most pertinent? 
 
3.  What, if anything, can be done to promote more widespread use of shared-document conferencing? 
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Post-discussion summary 
 
Questions Asked: 
 
1.  How valid is the premise that shared-document conferencing is valuable and yet under-utilized in favor of 
electronic discussion boards? 
 
The advantages of collaborative work for developing student writing skills has been endorsed by Deirdre 
Bonnycastle at the University of Saskatchewan.  In describing the 10 or so on-line classes she knows about that 
have a writing assignment, she said, for example, “In every class, the professor has commented on how much the 
writing of the individual students improves as a result of this activity. I'm unsure if it's the peer feedback, the 
modeling, the discussion or a combination of factors that causes the improvement but I think there is a major 
research opportunity for someone to look into this.“ These classes use the discussion board and chat features in 
WebCT, and it is not clear from her comments whether the students just critique each other’s writing and or 
whether they collaborate in generating the writing assignment in the first place. Even if they just critiqued the 
writing, I contend that the reviews would be more comprehensive, convenient, and useful if reviewers could 4 
check out the document and make their criticisms and suggestions in the context at specific points of the 
manuscript. 
 
Deirdre goes on to contend that WebCT already does shared-document conferencing. What is required, however 
to share the documents in WebCT leaves much to be desired. All WebCT has is a regular, plain discussion tool. I 
don't think that attaching a document to a discussion posting, downloading the document, making changes and 
then attaching to a new discussion posting is anything close to true "sharing."  I could use a Volkswagen to move 
all my stuff to a new house or I could use a truck.  Both accomplish "moving" but which is a better way to do it? 
The point is that both do the same thing, but one way is more robust and convenient, especially if multiple users 
and versions of the application files are needed. Regardless of what software is involved, I would argue that 
teachers should get students working on application files, rather than just spouting off opinions in discussion 
forums. It doesn’t take a much research or thought to have passionately expressed opinions. 
 
Arthur Schneiderheinze says: “we need to make more clear the relative advantages of a shared-document 
conference over other forms of online interaction and/or face-to-face experiences. Shared-document systems 
need to be simple to use (and/or easy to learn) and incorporate a design that closely models users' current 
practices and values. People using these systems need to feel that the experience is worthwhile --- that the 
"deliverable" is something that is unique to this experience – and could not have been produced as well or as 
easily/efficiently without participation in the system.” Apparently he agrees that shared document environments 
are desirable (as long as they are easy to use). He didn’t say whether my article provided the necessary rationale, 
but in any case, I am inclined to agree that the advantages of shared-document learning are not self-evident to a 
lot of instructors.  
 
 
2.  Which of the various speculations about the cause of under-utilization seem the most pertinent? 
 
Clark Quinn at OtterSurf Laboratories thinks that the main reason teachers don't use shared-document 
conferencing is that they don't appreciate what it can do and don't know about available software. He also 
believes that shared-document software is deemed to be expensive, complicated, and in need of support staff. 
Neither students nor teachers want to take the trouble to learn new software. He suggests that Wikis, which are 
simple to use, create a collaborative environment. However, the Wikis that I have seen do not seem to have 
much capability for anything beyond simple text annotations, and these are not in context. However, that is 
better than e-mailing around multiple versions of the same document. 
 
Others, however, contend that this kind of software is underutilized because it is not needed. For example, Dawn 
Coburn, at Dunedin College in New Zealand, describes collaboration in a less-than-optimal on-line collaboration 
environment. She has been involved in working on collaborative documents in First Class (as she says, “not 
exactly state of the art technology”) with the final output in Word. She admits that it was rather clumsy, but 
claims that they were able to achieve an outcome that they were satisfied with. Here is the process, as she 
describes it: “We divided the task up into parts, with a different person initiating each section. We all 
commented on the bits and then the person coordinating that part would tidy up and modify the documents. 
Since then I have worked on other collaborative documents with just Word tools. The use of Comments in 
different colors and Track Changes can enable interesting interaction around the core. She points out that the use 
of comments in different colors and Track Changes can enable interesting interaction. Again it has needed 
someone to initiate the core and a division of labor to spread the load, with a person assigned to do final 
formatting, proof reading etc. In the latter case we also met face to face and the preparatory work done on line 
made these meetings much more fruitful than they may have been.” I noted similar benefits in our earlier version 
of version of FORUM that used MS Word. She also makes the point that occasional face-to-face meetings 
complement asynchronous group work, and I have noticed that in my own classes.  
 
Bill Williams, at Setubal Polytechnic, Portugal, also seems to prefer the discussion-board model, using content 
on the discussion board to generate final outputs in MS Word or in html format. Both Dawn and Bill point out 
that the groups in such environments need to be small in order to simplify the document evolution process. 
 
These approaches have the advantage that nobody has to buy anything that they don't already have (MS Word 
and a discussion board software), but the multiple versions created by multiple edits by multiple group members 
can still be awkward and frustrating. On the other hand, Clark Quinn argues that if the student groups are small, 
they can live with the hassles of e-mailing multiple versions involving multiple edits. 
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Bill Williams did express interest in our new shared-document WebCT tool. You can see a video demo at 
http://www.cvm.tamu.edu/wklemm/MATRIX/Demo_movie/matrix1.htm . Williams wants to know if we will 
make it available free and give away the code as an Open Source. We are still formulating our policy, but we 
might make a beta release free to selected institutions. If interested, please send me a note on how you would 
like to use it and your local Web server capabilities.  
 
Perhaps the most negative response came from Stephen Loosley in Melbourne, Australia, who does not accept 
the premise that shared-document E-conferencing is necessarily good pedagogy. In his words, “We are being 
asked what can be done to disseminate a technology which has yet to earn its stripes.” He says that there is no 
proof, and that research is needed to demonstrate that such approaches assist learning. In other words, my 
question about how do we spread the word is getting the “cart before the horse.” First, we have to show that such 
approaches are useful. I thought that the value of shared-document E-conferencing was self-evident. Apparently, 
not so. There is a whole body of constructivist literature that I could have gone into, but which is way beyond the 
scope of this paper. If constructivism needs defense, it has already been achieved in many other venues. 
 
However, Stephen is not entirely dismissive and seems to accept the promise of this kind of pedagogy when he 
says, “If we get this right it could be an excellent world ed discussion resource.”  My concern with this statement 
is that it seems to indicate that Stephen missed the point. Shared-document conferencing is much more than a 
“discussion resource.” Indeed, I am trying to say that educators need to get students to move beyond cheap talk 
to the more challenging, creative, and production processes of generating academic deliverables. 
 
Stephen originally recommended the free collaboration environment, “Moodle.” However, such environments 
can be deceptive, seeming to offer capabilities that they really do not have. For example, Moodle does not:  
 
1.  allow users to check out and work on each other's documents. 
2.  allow in-context linking to user-created comments, to Web sites, or to library resources. 
3.  even have a resource library,  created by the users, where they can check out and use third-party software 
(Power Points, spreadsheets,etc.). 
 
Stephen’s further research has surfaced another free collaboration environment, a Moodle spin-off, called EdNA 
(http://groups.edna.edu.au/). Each group receives a space in which users can choose from a range of tools to 
facilitate communication and collaboration. For example, they can set up web forums and live chats; share web-
links, files and images; create web pages and Wikis; poll or survey members, and add RSS newsfeeds from 
EdNA Online. Groups can be public (open to all) or private (invitation only). 
 
 
3.  What, if anything, can be done to promote more widespread use of shared-document conferencing? 
 
Nobody commented on this question, perhaps because nobody was convinced there was a need to promote 
shared-document conferencing in teaching. My own sense of the issue is that many people are conflicted. They 
want to believe that things are fine the way they are, but down deep they have the lurking feeling that maybe 
they could teach more effectively if their on-line students could function in a fully shared-document 
environment. As the popularity of Wikis indicates, people are starting to warm up to the idea of sharing a Web 
document. I predict that there will be a slow evolution of sentiment to accept an extension of the Wiki model to a 
more comprehensive work/study collaborative environment.   
 
The need to promote shared-document conferencing may be moot. Microsoft has just bought out the company 
that makes "Groove," which is a sophisticated shared-document system created by the founder of Lotus Notes. 
Microsoft’s marketing muscle will likely bring a large degree of understanding and acceptance of shared-
document conferencing. If Microsoft runs true to form, it will bundle a shared-document environment into their 
office suite of software and will slam the door in the face of all potential competitors.  But don't look for 
Microsoft to make the product simple to use or inexpensive. 
 Cristea, A. (2005). Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia. Educational Technology & Society, 8 (3), 6-8.  
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Introduction 
 
Adaptive Hypermedia (Brusilovsky et al., 1993) combines regular hypermedia with user-modelling based 
adaptation. Adaptive Educational Hypermedia (AEH) (Beaumont & Brusilovsky, 1995) aims at enhancing 
online educational environments with personalization: a student should only receive the material that is 
appropriate for him/herself, according to various criteria such as knowledge, age, sex, learning preferences and 
styles, cognitive style, handicaps, etc.  Personalization can be done via adaptability – thus predefined at the 
moment the student ‘enters’ the course, or explicitly makes choices (e.g., via a questionnaire, quiz, etc.) – or via 
adaptivity – which is a dynamic type of adaptation, that changes during the interaction process with the student 
(Oppermann, 1992). 
 
Presently, adaptive (educational) hypermedia is at the point of break-through from academic circles to industry, 
attracting more and more business partners willing to invest in the new trend of personalized information 
retrieval and presentation.  
 
Therefore, the time is ripe to move from the current proof-of-concept type of research to the wide-range, scalable 
implementations (Cristea & De Bra, 2002).  For this purpose, it is necessary to give much more attention to the 
authoring process itself, as it has been shown that authoring for adaptive environments differs substantially from 
authoring for static ones (Cristea, 2003).   
 
In fact, authoring for adaptive (educational) hypermedia means initially creating the resources, labelling them, 
combining them into what is known as (in adaptive hypermedia) a domain model. Then, another (not necessarily 
successive) step is creating a user model, responsible for characterizing the user, either in a static way (which 
generates adaptable material) or in a dynamic way (for adaptive material). More advanced adaptive hypermedia 
systems dedicated to education also add a pedagogic model, and sometimes a presentation model.  
 
Summarizing, we can say that the more different aspects enter the adaptation and personalization process, the 
more aspects (or personal ‘points of view’) of the AH material have to be created by the author. Sometimes, this 
happens via different models and tools, classically however, these aspects are intertwined. The latter happens 
due to the fact that most authoring tools up to now have been system-specific, dedicated to a certain delivery 
platform.  
 
In order for these adaptive systems to be economically viable and acceptable for potential clients, the authoring 
process has to be simple, yet efficient, systematic, role-oriented, with clear semantics and transparent (across 
systems, a similar ‘feel’ should be kept, in the sense that similar decisions should yield similar results). Only in 
this way, educators, for instance, can safely become adaptive educational hypermedia authors, without needing 
programming skills or excessive training. 
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This special issue brings together papers based on the Second International Workshop on Authoring of Adaptive 
and Adaptable Educational Hypermedia, hosted by the Adaptive Hypermedia 2004 conference in Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands. 
 
The remainder of this editorial will describe the major themes of the workshop and how these are treated by the 
selected papers and finally draw some conclusions. 
 
 
Major Themes and Special Issue Papers 
 
The major themes of this second workshop in the series are presented on the leftmost column of the following 
table, whilst the papers are presented in the first row. The table shows the coverage of the topics by the selected 
papers, as follows:  
¾  Papers that are dedicated mainly to that theme/ topic are marked with ⊕. 
¾  Papers that only treat the subject superficially are marked with 9. 
 
In this way, a quick overview of the central focus of the paper collection is possible. 
 
Table 1. Themes and Papers 
Theme \ Paper  Dagger 
et al. 
Retalis & 
Papasalou
ros 
Armani Alfonsec
a et al. 
Guzman 
et al. 
Brown et 
al. 
Design patterns for adaptive 
educational hypermedia 
  ⊕  9     9 
Authoring patterns in 
adaptive/adaptable educational 
hypermedia  
  9    9    ⊕ 
Authoring Tools for 
adaptive/adaptable educational 
hypermedia 
⊕  9  ⊕  ⊕  ⊕  9 
Connecting adaptive educational 
hypermedia with 
cognitive/learning styles 
9         ⊕ 
Collaborative issues for 
adaptive/adaptable educational 
hypermedia 
9         9 
Adaptation model transformations 
between adaptive educational 
hypermedia systems 
      
9 
  
Evaluation of authoring tools for 
adaptive educational hypermedia 
9    9  ⊕    
Evaluation of adaptive educational 
hypermedia design patterns 
   9    9   
Evaluation of adaptive educational 
hypermedia authoring patterns 
          
 
 
The themes here follow those of the previous workshop. Best practices for AEH are dropped in favour of 
Authoring Tools for AEH.  Therefore, the papers selected for this special issue are centred around the main 
themes of the workshop, with special focus on already developed systems & tools.  
 
In the selection process, of special help were the workshop participants, who selected the best papers which were 
then invited to submit extended versions for this special issue. The winning team was that of Dagger et al. (this 
issue), due to their strong pedagogical orientation in design and implementation of their authoring tool for 
adaptive educational hypermedia. 
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Conclusion 
 
Compared to the papers of the first workshop and special edition (Cristea, 2004), which were more concerned 
with design and patterns, these papers are authoring-system oriented; moreover, they often either mention or 
actually describe evaluation of the authoring or design process, showing that slowly, the field of authoring is 
advancing.  
 
Design and authoring is still represented with two papers: Retalis & Papasalouros with a generic view; Brown et 
al., concentrating on learning styles and their application as patterns.  
 
It is interesting and important to note that the new tools take into consideration existing design specifications and 
patterns, even if, in some cases, only post-factum. The major center of gravity is system building, although in 
this case it refers to authoring systems and not delivery systems for adaptive educational hypermedia. Some great 
collection of examples of new or enhanced authoring systems are presented, based on a wide range of principles 
and authoring needs: pedagogically-oriented authoring in Dagger et al., visual authoring in Armani, authoring of 
computer-assisted assessment with free-text answers in Alfonseca et al. and authoring for adaptive testing as in 
Guzman et al. 
 
Finally, we hope that the readers will enjoy reading these papers. For more information about the topic, please 
refer to the papers of the first two workshops, as well as visit the 3
rd workshop in the series, that will take place 
at the AIED’05 conference in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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ABSTRACT 
The goal of personalised eLearning is to support e-learning content, activities and collaboration, adapted to 
the specific needs and influenced by specific preferences of the learner and built on sound pedagogic 
strategies. One of the major challenges to the mainstream adoption of personalised eLearning is the 
complexity and time involved in composing the adaptive learning experience. The key goal in personalized 
eLearning development tools is to sup-port the teacher in composing adaptive and non-adaptive eLearning 
experiences. One of the arguments of this paper is that these learning experiences should be activity-
oriented and pedagogically driven. Presented is a detailed discussion of the challenges of composing 
adaptive courses and in particular the difficulties and possible techniques in composing appropriate models 
and information to support adaptive courses. The paper describes an adaptive course construction 
methodology which extends traditional eLearning syllabi development with design activities which support 
adaptivity definition, subject matter concept modelling, adaptivity technique selection as well as alternative 
instructional design template customisation. The paper then details the Adaptive Course Construction 
Toolkit (ACCT), which supports this methodology and illustrates the tools usage in the development of an 
adaptive course. Finally the paper presents an initial evaluation of the toolkit and its associated 
methodology. 
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Adaptive course composition tools, Adaptive educational hypermedia systems, Personalised eLearning, 
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Introduction 
 
Adaptive, personalized eLearning offers an important alternative to the ‘one size fits all’ approach of online 
learning [Brusilovsky (2001), Brusilovsky (1998)]. More specifically it offers the potential to uniquely address 
the specific learning goals [Kaplan et al. (1993)], prior knowledge [Milosavljevic (1997)] and context of a 
learner so as to improve that learner’s satisfaction with the course and motivation to complete that course. 
However, authoring such adaptive (intelligent) courses has typically been a very complex, time consuming and 
expensive task [De Bra et. al. (2003) Eklund et. al. (1999)]. Successful personalisable courses, developed using 
intelligent tutoring technology, tend to have been developed as ‘once off’ offerings or developed as research 
vehicles. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have failed to be adopted as a mainstream approach to personalized 
eLearning in higher education, further education or secondary/tertiary education due their inflexibility and 
composition costs. In order to ensure scalable, practical take up of adaptive personalisable courses, two 
challenges need to be addressed. Firstly the architecture for such dynamically personalized courses needs to 
ensure the clear separation between the ‘adaptive engine or player’ which dynamically composes the adaptive 
course, and the model(s) and content from which the personalized courses are generated.  The architectural 
separation of the (multiple) models which can be used to generate personalized eLearning courses is explained in 
[Conlan et. al. (2002), Dagger et. al. (2003)]. Elements of this architectural separation of content and model can 
also be seen in the AHAM architecture [De Bra et. al. (2002)] and the LAOS and LAG architectures [Cristea & 
Kinshuk (2003), Cristea (2004)]. The second challenge to address is the need for simple, pedagogically based 
approaches to composing adaptive courses which reduces complexity, increases efficiency (both in the time 
taken to author the adaptive course as well as in learning how to author adaptive courses) and decreases costs 
associated with such composition.  
 
This paper addresses the second challenge. In particular it proposes a pedagogically sound approach to 
adaptively composing learning activities, subject concept sequencing and learner information specification. In 
particular the approach maximizes the potential for reuse of instructional models, subject domain concepts, 
content, and generates appropriate learner model schemas, content (SCORM based) schemas as well as 
generating the course narrative. In addition the approach also facilitates the scoping/constraining of the generated 10 
course via a teacher’s model, where a course can vary depending on the tutor responsible for that course. The 
approach also offers the course com-poser essential feedback as to the structure, and possible manifestations of 
the course (when satisfying different types of learner) and supports verification regarding the course finally 
delivered.    
 
The first section “Adaptive Course Construction Methodology” illustrates the extension of a traditional non-
adaptive course composition methodology to incorporate adaptivity. The paper provides an insight into past and 
current personalized eLearning applications in section “Personalised eLearning”. “Course Composition for 
Personalized eLearning” presents a detailed description of the model requirements for designing and developing 
adaptive personalized eLearning. The section entitled “Adaptive Course Construction Toolkit (ACCT)” 
illustrates an adaptive course composition tool that was built upon this methodology. “Initial Evaluation” 
provides a brief overview of results from the initial trials of the ACCT. “Related Works” illustrates the 
similarities and differences between this research and the state of the art of adaptive course authoring. Finally the 
“Conclusion” section will provide a brief synopsis of the paper and outline some of the future research being 
carried out in the area of adaptive course composition and future development of the ACCT. 
 
 
Adaptive Course Construction Methodology 
 
The development of any course typically follows a syllabus authoring process which provides curriculum 
alignment of Learning Goals, Leaning Objectives and the Assessment techniques by which those goals and 
objectives are to be assessed.  The curriculum then aligns the subject matter appropriate for the course with the 
expressed goals, objectives and assessment. Finally teaching or instructional strategies appropriate for the 
aligned curriculum and an evaluation strategy to ensure continuous course/syllabus improvement are designed. 
The  development process for an aligned curriculum is iterative meaning that typically there is refinement of the 
goals, objectives, assessment, instructional strategy, subject matter and evaluation so as to ensure a consistent, 
yet deliverable course. This iterative development process is depicted in Figure 1, within the inner development 
methodology.  
 
 
Figure 1. A Sample Adaptive Course Construction Methodology 
 
 
However, in developing an ‘adaptive course construction methodology’, this traditional development 
methodology must be enhanced. Specifically, the methodology must (i) facilitate the specification of different 
types of adaptivity to be embedded in the design e.g. adaptivity based on prior knowledge, context, etc., (ii) 
facilitate the reuse and modification of one or more instructional designs, (iii) facilitate the identification of 
subject concepts and (iv) encourage the reuse of content assets or model elements. The adaptive course 
construction methodology should support the course composer in identifying what parts of the course need to be 
adapted, and what criteria should be used for this adaptivity. For example the course composer should be able to 
specify that the entire course be adaptable based on the learners’ prior knowledge, but that specific activities 
(e.g. a discussion) should be based on the learners’ preferred communication or collaboration style.  
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Thus the adaptive course construction methodology supports the iterative refinement of the adaptive course. It 
does not specify the EXACT content to be selected, but rather defines the subject matter concepts and adaptive 
properties on which content selection should be based.  
 
However, we believe in an active learning approach, one in which the authoring of a course involves the 
authoring of activities and supplementing these activities with appropriate subject matter concepts, tools and 
assessments. Therefore as well as supporting the selection and sequencing of subject matter concepts (from 
domain ontology or subject matter concept space), we believe it is critical that the methodology supports 
selection and sequencing of learning activities. Such activities could include simple activities e.g. learner 
discussion and communication, assignment submission as well as more complex activities e.g. peer review, 
student election/voting etc.  Such activities should be aligned with the instructional design and pedagogic 
strategy of the course. The course composer should be able to either specify these activities as mandatory or have 
them adaptively selected in the same way that other elements of the course are adaptive. 
 
 
Personalized eLearning 
 
Learning delivered online, referred to as eLearning, gives learners a self-controlled learning experience via a 
computer terminal. However, eLearning courses can suffer from one size fits all [Conklin (1987)], whereby each 
learner receives an identical eLearning experience. Such eLearning offerings have witnessed high drop out rates 
as learners become increasingly dissatisfied with courses that do not engage them [Meister (2002), Frankola 
(2001)]. Such high drop out rates and lack of learner satisfaction are due to the fact that most current eLearning 
offerings deliver the same static content to all learners, irrespective of their prior knowledge, experience, 
preferences or goals. 
 
Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) [Brusilovsky (2001)] solutions have been used as possible approaches to address 
this dissatisfaction by attempting to personalise the learning experience for the learner. Such systems may tailor 
the educational offerings to the learner’s objectives [Kaplan et al. (1993), Grunst (1993), Vassileva (1996)], prior 
knowledge [Milosavljevic (1997), Hockemeyer et al. (1998), Kayama & Okamoto (1998)], learning style 
[Gilbert & Han (1999), Specht & Oppermann (1998)], experience [Pérez et al. (1995), Vassileva (1996)] and 
many more characteristics of the learner. eLearning systems that tailor the learning experience to each individual 
learner are termed Personalized eLearning systems. Personalized eLearning employs an active learning strategy 
which empowers the learner to be in control of the context, pace and scope of their learning experience. It 
supports the learner by providing tools and mechanisms through which they can personalize their learning 
experience. This learner empowerment and shift in learning responsibility can help to improve learner 
satisfaction with the learning experience. 
 
While there tends to be a clean separation of the learner model and content model in Adaptive Hypermedia 
Systems (AHS), the instructional approach utilized is rarely separated from the adaptive engine at the core of the 
systems. This means that there is either no explicit and separate instructional model or that this model is 
embedded in the content, learner model or in the adaptive engine itself. This lack of separation makes it difficult 
to repurpose personalized eLearning courses based on AHS. In particular, extending the scope or limiting the 
scope of such courses becomes difficult. Educators must use the complete AHS, or none of it. To support the 
development of flexible personalized courses the multi-model metadata driven approach, developed at Trinity 
College, Dublin [Conlan et. al. (2002)], explicitly separates the elements of adaptivity. These elements of 
adaptivity represent the instructional model, content, learner, tutor and concept domain.  Through reconciling 
these elements of adaptivity at runtime a personalized course offering may be produced for each individual 
learner. 
 
Figure 2, shows a personalized eLearning service combining information about the learner, tutor, instructional 
model, concept domain and content to produce a personalized course. This personalized course is tailored to 
particular characteristics of the learner. It is also tailored in accordance with the tutor’s wishes. For example, the 
personalized course may be tailored to the learner’s prior knowledge of a subject matter, but the maximum (or 
minimum) scope of the course may be defined by the tutor. 
 
Two of the predominant difficulties with authoring and building adaptive personalised eLearning systems are 
complexity of the adaptive system and lack of course developer support for the authoring process. The 
restraining complexity of the course construction process can be somewhat alleviated by providing the course 
developer with a support-oriented environment in which they can create, test and publish adaptive courses. Some 
systems, for example LAMS, actively support the creation of activity based learning experiences [Dalziel 12 
(2003)]. Theses systems however do not support the description and application of adaptivity to the created 
course models in order to produce an adaptive personalized eLearning experience. 
 
 
Figure 2. Combining Elements of adaptivity to produce a personalized course 
 
 
A direct requirement from teachers is the ability to choose passages of a lesson which are group adaptive, to fit 
with a curriculumized classroom scenario, so that the information domain appears the same to all members of the 
“class”. This type of functionality requirement can be realised by the construction of adaptive personalized 
eLearning experiences. 
 
To support the construction of adaptive and non-adaptive courses this research has extended the multi-model 
metadata-driven approach [Conlan et. al. (2002)] to define requirements for constructs such as pedagogical 
modelling and adaptivity modelling. The modelling of pedagogy and adaptivity has formed the basis for 
Narrative Structures, Narrative Concepts and Narrative Attributes. This extension of the multi-model metadata-
driven approach has led to the creation of the Adaptive Course Construction Toolkit (ACCT) which provides a 
course developer-oriented support framework. 
 
 
Course Composition for Personalized eLearning 
 
The composition of an adaptive course requires input from various modelled entities. Entities such as the learner, 
the teacher, the concept space, the pedagogical strategy(s), the learning activities, the content and the adaptive 
mechanisms influence the composition and realization of an adaptive course. For example, the structuring and 
scope of the course and the goals and objectives of the course can be influenced by both the learner and teacher. 
The instructional strategy of the course can be influenced by the nature of what is being learned, the goals and 
objectives of the course and the type of learners that will use the course. All of these models can be used as 
inference mechanisms by the personalized course. However the role of each of the models differs within the 
adaptive course composition process. In the following sections, theses models will be examined and explained in 
the context of the composition of an adaptive course. 
 
 
Concept Space/Domain Ontology 
 
An integral part of a course composition process is the representation of a knowledge domain. Knowledge 
domain representation allows the subject matter expert to model their understanding and experience of subject 
matter area. The Concept Space forms a logical taxonomy for the knowledge domain.  
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During the course composition process decisions will be made based on the information maintained in this 
model. Each element in the model is a concept. For each concept there is a name, a description, a list of related 
concepts and a list of potential candidate learning resources [Dagger et. al (2003)]. For example, information 
stored in the concept can be used while making decisions based on learner’s competencies. 
 
 
Figure 3. Logical view of a Subject Matter ConceptSpace 
 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the organisation of a sample ConceptSpace based on the domain of Structured Query 
Language (SQL). It shows the visual representation of concepts within the space and the relationships between 
these concepts. From figure 3 we can see that the concept SQL has a relationship with the concepts Database 
Retrieval, Populating a Database, Creating a Database, etc. This relationship is depicted by the unidirectional 
arrows in the concept space. Relationship types can be defined to customise the semantic logic of the concept 
space. For example, if two concepts are related by competency levels, the semantics encapsulated in the 
relationship can be reasoned upon when adapting a course based on a learner’s prior knowledge. 
 
 
Narrative 
 
The Narrative Model captures the semantics of the pedagogical strategy employed by a course. It describes the 
logic behind the selection and delivery of learning activities/concepts within the scope of a course. Using the 
narrative, the adaptive course can be personalized towards the goals and objectives of the learner, the preferred 
learning style of the learner, the prior knowledge and learning history of the learner and the context in which 
they are learning [Clarke et. al. (2003)]. 
 
The Narrative Model is the mechanism through which the separation of intelligence (adaptivity) and content is 
realized. This separation increases the potential for the reuse of the learning resources involved, i.e. the content, 
the intelligence and the teaching strategies. It does not reference physical learning resources instead it references 
Candidate Content Groups (CCG) [Dagger et. al. (2003)]. CCG are used to group pedagogically and 
semantically similar learning resources into virtual groups from which the Narrative Model, during execution, 
can reference and use. 
 
The Narrative is used during the reconciliation of the multiple models used by the multi-model metadata-driven 
approach to adaptivity. For example, the learner model can be used to make candidate selection decisions based 
on the characteristics and learning preferences of the learner. The tutor model is reconciled by the Narrative to 
specify scoping boundaries on the subject matter concept space/domain ontology. This notion of bounding 
course scope gives the tutor the flexibility to use the same narrative across different classes or different groups 14 
within a single class, while concurrently producing differently scoped courses. The candidate content groups are 
used by the narrative during the candidate selection process, whereby the narrative chooses the most appropriate 
candidate(s) to deliver to the learner. 
 
 
Narrative Concepts 
 
Narrative Concepts are used to create conceptual containers for elements of narrative structures. They are 
organized to provide a detailed description of a narrative domain in terms of learning activities. Narrative 
Concepts are concepts that are utilized within the narrative description process. An example of a Narrative 
Concept (learning activity) might be “Observation and Discussion”. This activity may use resources and tools 
that are simulation-based and collaboration-based. While the simulation-based resources may be adapted based 
on learning style preferences, the collaboration-based resources may be adapted based on the learners’ 
environmental characteristics for example, device availability and network characteristics. This flexibility allows 
the course developer to rapidly build adaptive courses which contain both simple and complex storylines (plots). 
 
 
 
Narrative Attributes 
 
Narrative Attributes consist of adaptive axes, adaptive techniques, associated descriptions and usage guidelines 
as illustrated in figure 4. Adaptive Axes are high-level descriptions of learner and learning environment 
characteristics to which narrative concepts can be adapted. For example, an Adaptive Axis may describe 
adaptation based on a learner’s prior knowledge of a subject matter area, learner’s goals and objectives, learner’s 
communication needs or learner’s learning style preferences. Adaptive Techniques are the low-level mechanisms 
which adaptive axes can use to perform an adaptive task. For example, through the adaptive axis “prior 
knowledge”, the course composer my wish to use a learning object inclusion/exclusion technique or a link hiding 
technique depending on the level of granularity that exists within the content-space, i.e. whether the content is 
“pages” or “pagelet” [Conlan et. al. (2002)] size. 
 
Narrative Concepts are used to create the custom teaching structure for a non-adaptive online course. To make 
an online course adaptive, the course developer must choose which sections, concepts or learning activities they 
wish to be adapted to the learner. Narrative Attributes can be used to describe the behaviour of a Narrative 
Concept. A narrative attribute may, for example, be used to describe some adaptive context in which the 
Narrative Concept will exist. The course developer can associate narrative attributes with narrative concepts 
indicating his/her desire for these concepts to be adaptively delivered. Such associations may infer that concepts 
be rendered in a particular fashion, for example; adapt this concept to the visual preferences of the learner, while 
at the same time insuring that a set curriculum is adhered to and that the overall course is delivered based on a 
learner’s prior knowledge. 
 
 
Figure 4. Logical Breakdown of Narrative Attributes 
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Narrative Attributes can be used, for example, to apply adaptive effects to concepts based on learner 
characteristics, tutor characteristics, learning context and device specifications. Narrative Attributes are key 
elements in the conversion of a non-adaptive online course to a personalized adaptive online course. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the logical hierarchy of Narrative Attributes. For example, the Narrative Attribute “Prior 
Knowledge” describes what the attribute is capable of performing, a set of usage guidelines for when and how 
this should be used and a group of candidate Adaptive Techniques to use. The Adaptive Techniques describe the 
type of hypermedia adaptation mechanisms available, for example “object inclusion”, “link hiding” and “link 
annotating”. The Adaptive Techniques reference a set of potential learning resource candidate selectors that may 
be used. The selectors are functionally exposed through a service-based architecture. Selectors are passed a list 
of parameters to reason across, for example, the return type of the selector, the ontological elements to reason 
across and potentially infinite other parameters. From this hierarchy it can be noted that as the course composers 
becomes more comfortable with the adaptive course composition process he/she can more directly specify the 
types of adaptive techniques to employ or even the type of candidate selector to use. 
 
 
Narrative Structures 
 
Instructional Design Principles, Pedagogical and Andragogical theory formalize and describe learning and 
teaching strategies. Narrative Structures are a model-based representation of theses descriptions. The models can 
be used as templates when constructing an online course and the descriptions can be presented as usage 
guidelines for the strategy. The combination of guideline and model can be used during reconciliation and 
validation of the online course. 
 
Narrative Structures are used to provide the course developer with a solid foundation, based on sound 
pedagogical and instructional design principles, from which to build their online course. These models are 
interpreted to produce real-time support for the course developer. This support forms a framework for the online 
course based on the selected narrative structure(s). The use of Narrative Structures allows the course developer 
to produce online learning based on single or multiple instructional design principles. For example, the course 
developer could be assembling a course on “How to teach online”. The general course structure may follow a 
didactic approach, however within the scope of this course their may be lessons that are best taught using 
different pedagogical approaches, e.g. a mini case study or a web-quest. 
 
One key challenge of online learning is to facilitate the reuse of all learning resources within a knowledge 
domain. Narrative Structures are formalized metadata models outlining the general narrative concepts and the 
flow of narrative concepts outlined by a particular instructional design strategy. They can be used in whole or as 
part of a customized teaching strategy. They offer guideline support to the course developer by offering usability 
information. Narrative structures can then be used by course developers to share their particular teaching strategy 
for a domain of information. 
 
 
Actors 
 
During the process of specifying and creating an adaptive/non-adaptive course there are two major roles which 
influence the composition of the course, the learner and the tutor. The desired effects from each and modelling 
principals are quite different yet both are equally important to the learning experience. The role of the learner is 
fundamental to an active learning pedagogy which specifies a learner-centric, constructivist learning 
environment. The tutor is fundamentally involved with forming the scope of, providing guidance to and defining 
the learning objectives of the learning experience. 
 
The illustration in figure 5 shows the input types, based on learner and teacher involvement, that influence the 
learning experience. The learner model captures information about the prior knowledge, competencies, goals and 
capabilities of the learner while the teacher model captures information about preferred teaching strategies and 
learning goals. Both of these models are queried during the composition of the learning experience. 
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Figure 5. Influential factors in the Learning Experience 
 
 
Learner 
 
Constructivism involves the learner becoming active and interactive within their own learning experiences to 
develop their own understanding of the knowledge domain [Jonassen (1999)]. One key goal of the multi-model 
approach to personalized eLearning taken at Trinity College Dublin involves the empowerment of the learner. 
The learner should be in control of their learning experience and should have the capability to modify and 
abstract their personal learning path. Through learner empowerment [Bajraktarevic et. al. (2003)] the reach and 
effectiveness of adaptive personalized eLearning can be extended. 
 
The Learner Model (LM) is defined as a schema representing the characteristics of a learner that must be 
modelled. The schema will define the structuring of the LM to provide a mechanism for cross-session 
interoperability and consistency. The ACCT will produce this LM schema which can be used when testing and 
publishing the course. The ACCT will update the LM schema automatically with regard to the changing 
characteristics of the Concept Space (Both Subject Matter and Narrative).  
 
Since the LM is only consulted during the decision making phase of the candidate selection process, the main 
influence of the attributes of the LM will be the narrative concept space since it is here that the adaptive axes are 
applied to the narrative concepts.  
 
 
Teacher 
 
Through the ACCT the ability to empower the teacher within the learning experience can be realized using a 
teacher model schema.  The Teacher model can be used to scope the course towards a group of learners or the 
curriculum of the domain ontology. It allows the course developer to specify semantic boundaries around the 
information space. The Teacher model will also influence the learner modelling instrument. Based on 
recommendations made by the Teacher, the pre-course questionnaire can be dynamically generated in line with 
the tutor restrictions. The Teacher model will also feed into the candidate selection process, i.e. if the teacher 17 
decides that a specific concept must always be taught, adaptively taught, or never taught. The learner model 
would then reflect the curriculumized decisions of the teacher. 
 
The teacher model schema can be automatically generated using the ACCT. The ACCT creates a teacher model 
schema by creating a translated view of the graphical Narrative Model representing the aspects of the adaptive 
course that be influenced by the teacher. The teacher model schema provides the foundation and structure for the 
teacher model allowing the course developer to place curriculumized guidelines on the adaptive course structure. 
 
 
Learning Activities 
 
With the growth in online learning, distance learning and adaptive learning, the paradigms of instructional design 
are evolving [Reigeluth (1999)]. In order for the learner to acquire higher order cognition skills (analysis, 
synthesis and evaluation), the need for instructional design which facilitates, promotes and supports activity 
based learning must be realized. Through online learning and eLearning we can provide a more active learning 
experience, promote active learner involvement and encourage self motivation.  
 
Learning Activities typically consist of some form of task(s), associated tools which could be used to perform 
the task(s), and appropriate learning content. Typically Learning Activities require some intuitive sequencing of 
operations. This sequencing describes the flow between the sub-activities within the Learning Activity. For 
example, as illustrated in figure 6, a learning activity designed for “Peer Review” may involve the submission of 
some assignment, the review of the submitted assignment and so on. Applying this approach, Learning Activities 
can be structurally modelled to provide reusable, scaleable and customizable units of instruction. 
 
 
Figure 6. Learning Activity workflow within the Narrative Model 
 
 
In order to flexibly incorporate Learning Activities into the personalized course composition process it was 
important to design a flexible and descriptive Learning Activity model. The model contains a description of the 
Learning Activity, the type of the Learning Activity (atomic or composite), the types of outcomes it can provide 
and the types of communications tools available. These activities can take the form of an atomic activity (e.g. 
submit an assignment) or a composite activity, i.e. a container activity for a series of atomic activities and some 
sequencing information (e.g. perform a peer review). Associated with an atomic activity is a description of the 
types of communication tools available, for example, email, chat, instant messaging, forum, etc. This flexible 
modelling approach increases potential for reusability, accessibility and interoperability of Learning Activities. 18 
Currently, the ACCT supports Learning Activities in a black box form. This means that a composite Learning 
Activity can only be used as a whole unit. Within the coming months the flexibility of the Learning Activity 
model and potential for learning resource reuse will be realized with the creation of a Learning Activity 
composition workspace within the ACCT. This workspace will allow the course developer to create and 
customize Learning Activities, including the creation of control flow (sequencing) over the Learning Activity , 
the association of candidate communication tools and the creation of blended/hybrid Learning Activities by 
joining together aspects of different Learning Activities. 
 
Adaptive Course Construction Toolkit (ACCT) 
 
Due to the complex and dynamic process of authoring Adaptive Hypermedia, the need for author support in 
creating pedagogically sound adaptive personalized eLearning is evident [De Bra (2003), Brusilovsky et. al. 
(2002), Dagger et. al. (2003)]. From current work in adaptive hypermedia and personalized eLearning it is 
evident that there are two areas of research which need future development, the design of pedagogically sound 
courses and the support offered to the course developer during the composition of pedagogically sound courses.  
 
This need for a pedagogical and course developer support framework has lead to the development of the 
Adaptive Course Construction Toolkit (ACCT). The ACCT is a design-time tool which allows the course 
developer to create adaptive and non-adaptive activity-oriented courses based on sound pedagogical strategies in 
a developer-supported environment. The ACCT provides the course developer with such tools as concept 
space/domain ontology builder, custom narrative builder, content package assembler, learning resource 
repository interactivity and a real-time course test and evaluation environment. The architecture of the ACCT is 
built upon a reusability-focused, developer-supported and service-oriented architecture. For example, the ACCT 
allows the course developer to interact with the learning resource repository, searching for candidates based on 
keywords and contextual prior use, through a web-service interface. 
 
The abstraction mechanisms employed by the ACCT allow the course developer to define their teaching 
strategies and subject matter domains in a reusable and collaboratively supported way. This active promotion of 
reusability not only at the asset level but also the pedagogical, instructional design, concept and activity level 
will aid in the rapid construction of pedagogically sound online adaptive learning experiences. 
 
 
Figure 7. ACCT Architecture Model 
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Pedagogical and instructional design principles were studied and modelled to form reusable and scaleable design 
guidelines for writing narratives supported by the selected principles. The guidelines will identify and describe 
the abstract logic and reasoning behind the conceptual layout of the course. The guidelines are also represented 
in model form whereby the course developer can see and interact with the model structure during the creation of 
their customized course narrative. The developed model guidelines, or schema, will be translated into the model 
support framework for the adaptive hypermedia authoring architecture of the ACCT. 
 
The architecture of the ACCT, as illustrated in figure 7, follows a web services paradigm. The models created by 
and used by the system are accessed from local/remote resource repositories. This provides access to modelled 
pedagogy, subject matter domain, learning activities, content and adaptivity. The course developer can then use 
the available modelled information to compose an adaptive course narrative. 
 
The sample methodology in figure 1 outlines an adaptive course construction process whereby the course goals 
and objectives are initially identified, a pedagogical strategy(s) for the course is chosen, the subject matter 
domain is modelled and applied to the chosen pedagogy(s), the learning resources are selected, the adaptivity is 
applied to the pedagogically-based course structure and the course semantics are tested. This rapid course 
prototyping approach can be achieved with the ACCT as depicted in figure 7. 
 
 
Subject Matter Concept Space Creation 
 
The Subject Matter Concept Space (SMCS) is a light-weight ontology describing the relationships and 
interrelationships that exist within a subject matter domain. The ACCT actively supports the course developer 
during the creation of the SMCS through facilitating addition, deletion and modification of subject matter 
concepts.  
 
The ACCT allows the course developer to describe the relationships between the concepts of the SMCS. The 
relationships are provided as a set of guidelines that the course developer can utilize to created relationship 
definitions. These relationships however can be customized. The ACCT allows the course developer to create 
and define new customized relationships, hence offering more control to the course developer during the course 
construction process. 
 
 
Figure 8. Designing the Subject Matter Concept Space with the ACCT 
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The screenshot in figure 8 depicts the subject matter concept space builder of the ACCT. It illustrates that the 
concepts within the space can be graphically and logically grouped with associated defined relationships. The 
concepts are listed on the left hand side and the logical layout is assembled on the right hand side. 
 
 
Customized Narrative Model Creation 
 
The custom narrative model builder is used by the course developer to describe the course structure in 
pedagogically-supported narrative terms. The course developer is supported with a drag and drop interface 
providing tools built from sample pedagogical models, pedagogical narrative concepts, narrative attributes, 
previously defined subject matter concept space model, learning activities and collaboration paradigms. A 
learning resource repository interaction service is provided allowing the course developer to search for learning 
resources. 
 
A Narrative Structure consists of a collection of Narrative Concepts. The Narrative Concepts allow the course 
developer to apply aspects of pedagogical strategies to certain parts of the adaptive course. For example, the 
sample pedagogical model for a case-based approach might contain narrative concepts to represent learning-
activities such as “The Case-study introduction”, ”The Context of the case-study”, “The Problem to be 
addressed”, “A collection of Resources”, “A mixture of activities”, “A Collection of case tools”, “An Epilogue” 
and “Some case evaluation”. By representing different pedagogical approaches as a workflow of concepts and 
learning activities the models provided by the ACCT become fully customizable and can be used to create hybrid 
pedagogies by blending different flavours of different pedagogies. 
 
As depicted in figure 9, the ACCT pedagogically supports and guides the course developer during the design of 
the custom course narrative by providing a palette of fully customizable sample pedagogical models. The sample 
models provided are used to from the basis for the customized course narrative. Narrative Structures have been 
created to represent pedagogical strategies such as case-based, didactic and web-quest teaching. This approach 
implies that the course developer has the flexibility to apply a blend of pedagogical strategies. For example, a 
course on “How to Program” may follow the general didactic pedagogical strategy but certain sections within 
that course may better lend themselves to be taught through a case-based pedagogical strategy. This flexibility 
empowers the course developer with a tool that is capable of creating complex, and realistic, pedagogically-
sound adaptive course offerings. 
 
The course developer will be offered guidance on how to best use such Narrative concepts within the scope of 
the sample pedagogical model. Based on course developer preference, all or part of the supplied sample 
pedagogical model can be used. There is also a “blank” Narrative Concept which will allow the course developer 
to customize and expand the supplied sample pedagogical models. 
 
While constructing a course narrative the previously defined subject matter concept space is always available in 
the tools palette as seen in figure 9. By dragging a subject matter concept into the graphical narrative model, its 
associated metadata descriptions and relationship information are made available to the Narrative. This 
information can be then used by any applied adaptivity. 
 
The current version of the ACCT provides support for learning activities in unit form. Each learning activity is 
viewed as an atomic unit which it own internal concept descriptions, communication requirements and 
workflow. This atomic unit can be adapted in the same way as any other element of course. With version 2 of the 
ACCT, the flexibility offered by the learning activity model will be realized with the provision for a learning 
activity builder supporting the course developer to fully customize the provided learning activities and create 
new activities. 
 
The Narrative Structures allow the course developer to build a non-adaptive narrative model based on sound 
pedagogical strategies. To make the narrative model adaptive the course developer must select Narrative 
Attributes from the available palette as illustrated in figure 9. The course developer will associate the Narrative 
Attribute with the Narrative Concept to which they want the adaptivity to be applied. Narrative Attributes are 
defined to facilitate adaptivity on axes such as prior knowledge and learning objectives, learning context, 
preferred learning modalities and delivery device. By “tagging” the Narrative Concept with the Narrative 
Attribute the course developer is saying that they would like to have this Narrative Concept taught in an adaptive 
way based on the adaptive axes that have been applied. The course developer is supported during this process 
through guideline information and sample implementation domains. The course developer can view examples 
and best practice information based on the current selected Narrative Attribute. 21 
 
Figure 9. Building a custom Narrative using the ACCT 
 
 
The ACCT has a plug-in service that allows the course developer to search across multiple remote learning 
resource repositories to identify and select appropriate learning resources based on keywords and prior usage 
information. As shown in figure 9, the ACCT actively promotes the reuse of learning resources by empowering 
the course developer to select learning resources from a shared repository. The course developer can then 
associate learning resources with the concepts of their narrative model. Multiple resources can be associated with 
multiple concepts. It is the role of the candidate selector to choose the appropriate candidates during the 
execution of the customized Narrative Model. Note that the learning resources do not necessarily have to exist. 
One of the features of the ACCT is to act as a content specification tool whereby the course developer can 
describe the concepts of the course and their context in a content-independent way. This implies that the content 
need not exist during the building of the ACCT courses. 
 
 
Course Verification 
 
One of the key challenges of authoring adaptive and non-adaptive courses is the ability to test the output of the 
course. The ACCT offers the course developer a mechanism to test, evaluate and re-develop their course through 
a multi-Model Metadata-driven Adaptive Engine service that can interact with and interpret the course and 
models produced by the ACCT. 
 
The ACCT allows the course developer to publish their course in the form of a content package. The content 
package contains such information as the course manifest, subject matter concept space and relationship 
definitions, the custom narrative model, narrative/pedagogical structures and the narrative attributes/adaptive 
axes. The content package is then used during the runtime execution and reconciliation of the course allowing 
the course developer to test the pedagogical coherence of their adaptive course. 
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Initial Evaluation 
 
The initial evaluation of the ACCT has proved very successful. The evaluation process included pedagogical and 
instructional design experts from the Centre for Learning Technologies at Trinity College Dublin and technology 
experts from the Knowledge and Data Engineering Group at Trinity College Dublin. In a workshop-based test 
environment, a demo of how to use the ACCT was given and a detailed explanation of the models involved in 
the adaptive course construction process was provided. The workshop attendees were provided with a 
customizable sample Concept Space, providing the subject area, in which to develop their short adaptive course.  
 
The course developers felt empowered by the ability to efficiently create, test and deploy their short adaptive 
courses with the ACCT. The course developers were extremely satisfied and comfortable with making a non-
adaptive course adaptive using the supplied palette of Narrative Attributes. They felt that the provided Narrative 
Structures (modelled pedagogy) formed a solid basis to build pedagogically sound course offerings. The ability 
to rapidly search for and select learning resources from multiple remote repositories promoted the reuse of the 
learning resources. 
 
The ACCT has been used to develop a number of adaptive personalized eLearning courses at Trinity College 
Dublin in the area of Relational Databases, Physics and Mechanics. In these area’s a number of adaptive 
eLearning courses already exist. The courses produced by the ACCT proved as technically effective as the 
existing hand-developed courses. The main noticeable difference was the course development timeline. The 
initial trials indicate that the ACCT can significantly reduce the development time/cost of creating adaptive 
personalized eLearning (even with the existing content). Phase two of the evaluation is currently underway at the 
IT Innovation Centre at Intel Ireland. 
 
 
Related Works 
 
In order to evaluate this research, a brief review of the state of the art is presented here which illustrates the 
similarities and the differences between the ACCT and the reviewed systems. 
 
Current Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) systems and authoring tools for AH, in the educational domain, concentrate 
on developing and providing adaptive content retrieval and display capabilities. To this, adaptive content 
retrieval/delivery, elements of pedagogy are added in an effort to create online adaptive learning. For 
educationally effective adaptive eLearning however, the pedagogy must be the focus of development. Once the 
pedagogy has been customized (i.e. selected and extended if required) based on the subject matter area and 
learner goals, adaptivity can be applied to the pedagogically sound online course structure to produce adaptive 
personalized pedagogically-driven eLearning.  
 
Currently, there are a range of tools available to create online pedagogy. For example, the REDEEM system 
[Ainsworth et. al. (1999)] allows the teacher to create pedagogical online courses by describing the structure and 
flow of the content of the course and also the sequencing of the content. It allows the teacher to divide the course 
into sections and describe the content that the course will use. REDEEM has been quite successful in 
construction courses however it supports no elements of adaptivity and dynamic personalization. From an active 
learning perspective the LAMS system [Dalziel (2003)], which is built upon the emergent Learning Design 
standard (Previously Educational Mark-up Language EML), allows the teacher to create, describe and sequence 
learning activities. However, LAMS likewise provides no support for adaptivity of pedagogical structure and 
content selection. 
 
Adaptive Hypermedia authoring tools are a novel research area specifically in the domain of adaptive 
educational systems. The LAOS and LAG [Cristea & Kinshuk (2003), Cristea (2004)] adaptive hypermedia 
model hierarchies provide a 5-layer adaptive authoring model for adaptive hypermedia and 3-layer adaptation 
model respectively. Similarities that exist between ACCT and LAOS are the domain model (knowledge domain 
representation), and the adaptation model (both use hierarchical relationships between adaptive axes and 
adaptive techniques). The ACCT differs though by explicitly making the pedagogical model (Narrative) the 
primary focus of the course development process. Certain Pedagogical elements may be implemented in LAOS 
through the goals and constraints model, although they would be more focused on curriculum or course scoping. 
 
Due to the complex and dynamic process of authoring Adaptive Hypermedia, the need for author support in 
creating adaptive pedagogically sound personalized eLearning is evident [De Bra et. al. (2003), Eklund & 
Brusilovsky (1999)]. The reach and effectiveness of adaptive personalized eLearning systems is also limited due 23 
to the cost of application development. The large initial setup cost of adaptive hypermedia is too high for the 
mass adoption of AHS in education. From current work in adaptive hypermedia [Aroyo et. al. (2003), Apted & 
Kay (2002)] in personalized eLearning it is evident that there are two areas of research which need future 
development, the design of pedagogically sound adaptive courses and the support offered to the course developer 
during the process of developing pedagogically sound adaptive courses. Pedagogy can be supported by 
specifying a requirements-based framework in which pedagogy can be described, used, reused and distributed in 
an effort to actively promote the cost reduction of adaptive course creation. The course developer can be 
supported by offering structural support and guideline support during the process of creating adaptive and non-
adaptive courses. 
 
Based on the state of the art in adaptive hypermedia and online pedagogy authoring, the ACCT will support and 
provide innovative ways of applying adaptivity to pedagogy to produce personalized eLearning. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The main goals of the research were three fold. Firstly we aimed at reducing the complexities of composing an 
adaptive course, i.e. construction the information models, applying adaptivity and testing the course. Secondly 
we tried to increase the efficiency of the course composition process, both in terms of the time and effort taken to 
compose an adaptive course and also the time taken to actually understand how to compose an adaptive course, 
i.e. what are the roles and affects of each of the models within the composition process. Thirdly we aimed at 
reducing the costs associated with composing an adaptive course i.e. the creation of learning resources such as 
instructional strategies, adaptivity, learning activities, concept spaces and content models. 
 
These goals are being addressed in several different ways. Initial indications illustrate that steps towards the 
realization of these goals have been successful. The complexities of composing an adaptive course have 
potentially been reduced by facilitating the specification and representation of different compositional models 
such as instructional strategies, adaptivity, learning activities and subject matter representations. Through the 
ACCT these models can now easily be created, used, reused, shared and stored. The Subject Matter Concept 
Space builder greatly reduces the complexities of creating a domain ontology. The Custom Narrative Builder 
significantly reduces the complexities of creating adaptive course narratives by providing a palette of modelled 
components to use during the composition process. Through the course verification service, the complexities 
associated with testing course semantics have been greatly reduced. This reduction in complexity, inevitably 
leads to a decrease in the cost associated with composing an adaptive course. However, the ability to produce 
more efficient and more effective adaptive learning experiences using the ACCT has not yet been evaluated. 
 
To identify the potential benefits of this research we have established a programme of trials over a two year 
period. Firstly, there was a small scale trial consisting of subject matter experts and instructional design experts 
from the Centre for Learning Technologies and the Knowledge and Data Engineering Group at Trinity College 
Dublin. The primary focus of this trial was the usability of the tool. The Second phase of evaluation is due to 
start in the middle of November 2004 at Intel Ireland. The audience of this trial will be subject matter experts 
from Intel’s Performance Learning Solutions group and a selection of Irish secondary school teachers. Again this 
trial will focus primarily on the usability of the tool and the understanding of the adaptive course compositional 
process and models involved. The third phase of evaluation will involve the development of short adaptive 
courses that will be tested by select student groups. This phase of evaluation will focus on the effectiveness of 
the learning experiences produced with the ACCT measured against a control set of hand-written adaptive 
courses. Resulting from the initial trial phases, several key updates were made to both the functionality and the 
feature set of the ACCT. 
 
During the next phase of research and development several different aspects of adaptive course composition will 
be addressed. For example, we are currently developing plug-ins that will accommodate the delivery of adaptive 
courses created using the ACCT on any SCORM-conformant LMS. This will be achieved by interpreting an 
adaptive course narrative as a content package with simple sequencing. Currently, our research into the 
development of novel composition environments is looking at modularized composition components, for 
example, SVG-based composition environments. A view of taking the ACCT to the open source community is 
currently being researched, allowing potential course developers to customize and personalized their adaptive 
course design environment while improving and extending core functionality. 
 
From this research, we have created an environment where educators can adopt personalized eLearning systems 
as an educational tool. By reducing the complexity of course composition, the teacher no longer has to create 24 
different models by hand-coding the appropriate mark-up. This has enabled a totally different type of course 
developer, one that does not need to be a technology expert or an instructional design expert. This research 
provides the building blocks and stepping stones to successful adoption of personalized eLearning in higher 
education, further education, secondary/tertiary education and corporate training. 
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ABSTRACT 
Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Applications (EAHA) provide personalized views on the learning 
content to individual learners. They also offer adaptive sequencing (navigation) over the learning content 
based on rules that stem from the user model requirements and the instructional strategies. EAHA are 
gaining the focus of the research community as a means of alleviating a number of user problems related to 
hypermedia. However, the difficulty and complexity of developing such applications and systems have 
been identified as possible reasons for the low diffusion of Adaptive Hypermedia in web-based education. 
Experience from traditional Software Engineering as well as Hypermedia Engineering suggests that a 
model-driven design approach is appropriate for developing applications where such requirements and 
constraints occur. This paper presents on a model-driven design process of EAHA. This process accords to 
the principles of hypermedia engineering and its innovation is the use of a formally specified object 
oriented design model. 
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Introduction 
 
An Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Application (EAHA) is a dynamic web-based application, which provides 
a tailored learning environment to its users, by adapting both the presentation and the navigation through the 
learning content. Such an application is comprised of learning resources that have specific learning objectives 
and they are interrelated in order to facilitate the learning process. The learning resources are designed based on 
pedagogical rules (or teaching rules) that combine the (domain) model of the content with the user model and the 
instructional strategies. In this paper, the term ‘adaptive’ pertains to the conditional change of the sequence of 
the presentation of learning resources during learning activity based on the previous interaction of the learner 
with the application, as well as with the predefined learner type. 
 
EAHAs are currently a research topic of particular interest in the broader field of adaptive hypermedia 
applications and several EAHA systems have been built during the past years (De Bra et al., 1999; Brusilovsky, 
1996; Brusilovsky, 1999; Fischer, 2001). The design and implementation of EAHA are complex, if not 
overwhelming, tasks. This is due to the fact that it involves people from diverse backgrounds, such as software 
developers, web application experts, content developers, domain experts, instructional designers, user modeling 
experts and pedagogues, to name just a few. Moreover, these systems have presentational, behavioral, 
pedagogical and architectural aspects that need to be taken into account. To make matters worse, most EAHA 
are designed and developed from scratch, without taking advantage of the experience from previously developed 
applications, because the latter’s design is not codified or documented. As a result, development teams are forced 
to ‘re-invent the wheel’.  
 
Therefore, systematic and disciplined approaches must be devised in order to overcome the complexity and 
assortment of EAHA and achieve overall product quality within specific time and budget limits. One such 
approach is the use of a systematic design method to support the whole design process.  
 
Two candidate approaches exist in this direction, software engineering and hypermedia engineering design 
methods. Software Engineering methods fail to deal with the particular requirements of hypermedia applications, 
their user interface intensive nature and their complex node-and-link structure. Although the discipline of 
Hypermedia Engineering (Garzotto et al., 1993; Hennicker & Koch, 2001; Rossi et al., 1995; Schwabe & Rossi, 27 
1995) emerged to address this issue, existing Hypermedia Engineering methods are not adequate for properly 
dealing with the design of educational hypermedia applications. Since educational applications deal with 
learning, the specification of such applications is a planned set of carefully designed activities and tasks, 
assessment procedures, selection of proper resources that will support these activities and procedures, that is, the 
outcome of instructional analysis. According to (Lowe & Hall, 1999), in the design phase, the specification of a 
hypermedia application is converted into a description of how to create the application. Existing hypermedia 
engineering methods do not provide adequate constructs for capturing this specification since they pertain to 
applications that provide views over highly structured data and front ends for transactions resulting to consistent 
changes of these data. Thus, modeling elements suggested by these methods for capturing the domain concepts 
are abstractions and representations this kind of data usually stored in databases. This is the reason why these 
modeling primitives typically derive from entity-relationship and object-oriented modeling approaches. 
However, these primitives do not integrate well with the semi-structured nature of the instruction solutions met 
in educational applications. Moreover, this pure integration makes it difficult to assign to modeling structures of 
existing methods proper semantics, which is crucial if it is desired for models to drive the generation of actual 
applications. Furthermore, although navigation structures proposed by existing methods are generic enough to be 
used in the domain of educational applications, a more specialized approach would be more eloquent and 
efficient to use. This is the main reason why a new approach, specialized in the educational domain is needed. 
Thus, designing Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Applications is an open research issue (Brusilovsky & 
Maybury, 2002). 
 
The structure of this paper is as follows: In the following section, the CADMOS-D hypermedia design method is 
outlined.  The steps and the outcomes of each step of the design method are presented next. In the following 
section an approach for the automatic generation of educational applications is discussed. A review of the related 
literature is presented afterwards and the paper ends with some concluding remarks. 
 
 
The CADMOS-D design method 
 
In this paper, we propose the CADMOS-D design method which captures the outcomes of instructional analysis 
and drives the development of the whole EAHA.  CADMOS, which stands for a CoursewAre Development 
Methodology for Open instructional Systems, proposes a sequence of phases for the development of web-based 
educational applications. These phases are requirements capturing, design, implementation and evaluation. 
CADMOS proposed a specific method, named CADMOS-D, to support the design phase. We are in the process 
of extending CADMOS-D in order to support EAHA design.  
 
CADMOS-D, as a design method, provides two distinct models for educational web applications development: 
A process model, that pertains to the detailed definition and specification of the various design steps, their 
temporal relationships and sequencing and a list of the outcomes of each step, and a product model (Lowe & 
Hall, 1999) that refers to the detailed specification of the outcomes of each step, capturing the design decisions, 
the relationships and dependencies between these outcomes and the mechanisms that allow these outcomes to 
drive the development of the actual application. Furthermore, the product model can form the basis for the 
description of existing applications, provide the blueprints that depict knowledge and common understanding for 
particular applications, either completed or under development, much in the way that the blueprints of a building 
can both drive its development and depict its form, structure and function. The proposed model is defined as a 
UML profile (OMG, 2003). This profile is specified by the extension of basic UML elements, the definition of 
additional semantics for the new elements and as well as the definition of syntactic constraints for the 
interconnection of these elements, beyond these defined in the specification of the UML itself. The design model 
can be decomposed into three sub-models: conceptual, navigational and user interface (presentation) models. 
 
 
The Conceptual Model 
 
The Conceptual Model defines the learning activities that students will be engaged in during the instructional 
process of a specific subject, together with the semantic interrelationships between these activities. The learning 
activities are applied to the various thematic concepts-topics of the domain. The thematic topics should be 
considered as the Ontology of the subject domain to be learned by the students. The Conceptual Model provides 
a didactic solution over the objective definition of the knowledge subject. This definition is provided by the 
authors of the educational application who are considered as subject matter experts. They have arranged that 
body of knowledge hierarchically, subdividing the field into areas, which are then broken down further into units 28 
and individual topics. For each set of topics a set of learning objectives is defined. An overview of the body of 
knowledge for the domain of Computer Science appears in (IEEE, 2001). 
 
Figure 1. Extract of the Conceptual Model of a course on Digital Signal Processing 
 
 
Each learning activity is related to particular learning objectives, notions and terms to be taught, etc, according to 
the syllabus. The activities are hierarchically structured, since composite activities can encapsulate simpler ones. 
The hierarchy of activities corresponds to the hierarchy of learning objectives, that the learner has to meet via 
her/his interaction with an educational application under design. Different types of activities exist: Information 
activities, where the learner access new information, interactive activities, where the learner is dynamically 
interacts with the educational content, and assessment activities during which the assessment or self-assessment 
of the learner’s knowledge or achievement of the learning objectives is evaluated. Apart from their hierarchical 
organization, activities can be associated with each other with specific interrelationships thus forming a semantic 
network that provides an abstract representation of the solution of the problem of instruction of a specific topic. 
This particular view can be reused per se, thus promoting the reusability of educational applications at an 
abstract level, apart from navigation and presentation issues. In this way, the proposed method incorporates the 
principle of separation of concerns and promotes reusability. The activities are associated with specific learning 
resources. The resources align with the notion of Learning Object. These resources are physical, reusable, binary 
entities, either static fragments of digital content, e.g. text, image, video, simulations etc, or dynamic content 
generated ‘on the fly’ from proper scripts in the context of a web-based application environment or Learning 
Management System. An example of a Conceptual model is illustrated in Figure 1, which concerns a hypermedia 
course on digital signal processing.  
 
The hierarchical structure of the Conceptual Model diagrams defines an implicit ordering of activities. The 
children of an activity are visited after their parent, from left to right. Applying this scheme iteratively, the ‘in-
ordered’ traversal of the activity tree defines the default sequence of activities.  
 
The elements of this sub-model are expressed as stereotyped UML classes and they are actually attribute-value 
pairs connected with proper association relationships. The concepts are mapped to specific learning resources. 
The modeling elements of this submodel are: 
¾  Courseware. This is the top-level element in the hierarchy of activities that compose the conceptual view of 
the application. 
¾  Activity. This defines a simple activity which is an atomic one. This activity may contain specific attributes. 
Predefined attributes are the title and the type of the activity (information, assessment, etc). 
¾  CompositeActivity. This element defines a composite activity, which contains others, either atomic or 
concept, thus forming a hierarchy of activities into the educational application. 
¾  Relationship. This refers to the association between two activities, atomic or composite.  
¾  Resource. This element defines the resources associated to specific activities. 
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The Navigation Model 
 
The Navigation Model captures the decisions about how Concepts, Relationships and Resources of the 
Conceptual Model are mapped to actual hypertext elements Pages and Links, and how the conceptual 
relationships defined in the Conceptual Model are driving the structuring of the learning content. The Navigation 
Model is composed by two sub-models, The Navigation Structure Model and the Navigation  Behavior Model. 
These two sub-models are presented in the following subsections.  
 
 
The Navigation Structure Model 
 
This model defines the structure of the EAHA and defines the actual web pages and the resources contained into 
these pages. An example of this model is shown in Figure 2. This structure is composed of the following 
elements:  
¾  Content, which is the top-level container in the hierarchy of an electronic content organization. 
¾  Composite entities that are used as containers, thus composing the hierarchical structure of learning content. 
The chapters and subtopics in which an electronic tutorial or book are organized are examples of composite 
entities.  
¾  Access structure elements, namely indexes and guided tours, which are related to Content or Composite 
components. An access structure contains structural links, that facilitate the navigation into the hypertext 
space of the application. 
¾  Nodes, which are the actual pages of the learning content. Content, Composite and Nodes are associated 
with Concept elements, or directly with Resources, in the Conceptual Model. 
¾  Fragments that are contained into the Nodes. Fragments correspond to Resource elements in the Conceptual 
Model. 
¾  Links between Nodes as well as between Fragments. Note that these links are associative links (Garzotto et 
al., 1993; Rossi et al., 1995) implementing domain specific relationships of the conceptual model. They are 
not structural links denoting, for example, the transition from a page in the learning content to the next one.  
 
The Navigation Structure Model defines, also an implied sequence of nodes. Again, this model has a hierarchical 
structure. This sequence is defined by the ‘in-ordered’ visit of the hierarchy of nodes. However, this default 
behavior can be altered by alternative sequencing which is specified in the Navigation Behavior Model, 
described later.  
 
Figure 2. An extract of the Navigational Structure Model 
 
 
Figure 2 illustrates an extract of a Navigation Structure Model, though not all elements of this model are used in 
it. In this figure the hierarchy of composite and simple nodes are displayed. As shown  a node is associated to 
one or more learning activities from the Conceptual Model. For example, a designer could use a hypermedia 
node to incorporate both the presentation of a theoretical part of the subject domain along with an assessment 
task. Another designer might want to separate those two learning activities. It is obvious that the learning activity 
Analog Signal Analysis
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FFT and IFFT
<<Node>>
Methods: Overlap and Add
<<Node>>
IIR Design
<<Node>>
DSP Tutorial
<<Content>>
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<<CompositeNode>>
FFT Excercise
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Principles of Discrete Systems
<<Node>>
Properties of Discrete Systems
<<Activity>>30 
model remains intact in two different aforementioned cases. This fact allows the reusability of design models and 
the separation of concerns. CADMOS-D advocates that we should not think of “nodes” from the beginning. 
“Nodes” are the realisation in the hypermedia space of learning activities which should be designed first and 
which entail the decisions of the instructional design. 
 
 
The Navigation Behavior Model 
 
The Navigation Behavior Model defines the run-time behavior of the EAHA in terms of navigation. This 
behavior overrides the default run-time behavior, implicit in the previous Navigation Structure Model, which is 
elicited by the structuring of the hypermedia nodes. In this sense, this model supports adaptive navigation, which 
is the method of adaptation that is currently supported by CADMOS-D. Earlier research attempts, such as (De 
Oliveira et al., 2001), have proposed the use of statecharts for the modeling of hypertext and web based 
applications. The Navigation Behavior model uses statecharts, as they are incorporated in the UML in order to 
specify the dynamic transitions of the hypertext structures as the user interacts with the EAHA. Every containing 
element of the Navigation Structure Model (Content, or Composite) is associated to a composite state in the 
Navigation Behavior Model, while every Node corresponds to a simple state. Thus, the hierarchy of the 
navigational elements defined in the Navigation Structure Model corresponds to the hierarchy of nested states in 
the Navigation Behavior Model. The events that fire the transitions in the Navigation Behavior Model 
correspond to structure links into the Nodes: next, previous, up level, etc. In addition, guard conditions in these 
transitions can define alternative navigational transitions, which correspond to conditional behavior of the 
EAHA, thus implementing content sequencing and adaptive navigation. These conditions have the form 
‘event[condition]’ and are displayed as labels in the transitions in statechart diagrams. An example of such a 
design model is shown in Figure 3. In this example, the event ‘continue’ corresponds to a navigation request by 
the learner after she or he has solved a test (FFT Exercise). Depending on the performance in this test, the target 
page of this request can be the ‘Analog Signal Analysis’ or ‘IIR Design’ pages. Such rules can be defined by the 
designer implementing specific Instructional Design strategies. 
 
Figure 3. Example of Navigation Behavior Model 
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The User Interface (or Presentation) Model  
 
The User Interface Model deals with the presentation aspects of the elements defined in the Navigation Model. 
In particular, each Node in the Navigation Model and its resources are associated with a presentation model 
element. Note that a multitude of navigation elements can be associated with the same presentation specification, 
thus promoting uniformity and ease of maintenance of the user interface. The Presentation Model elements have 
their counterparts in corresponding elements of web technology specifications, namely (X)HTML and CSS 
(W3C, 2004) elements. More specifically, the Presentation Model contains the following stereotyped UML 
classes: “html”, that represents HTML elements or aggregations of HTML elements and “css” that actually 
represent Cascading Style Sheet classes. 
 
Figure 4. Example of the basic templates that have been used in the DSP courseware 
 
 
Elements of the User Interface model are associated to particular nodes of the Navigation Model thus assigning 
specific presentation attributes to these nodes, as well to their children in the navigation structure hierarchy. In 
Figure 4 an example of the Presentation Specification of the DSP courseware is illustrated. The template ‘DSP 
Template’ contains, among others that are not displayed for the sake of clarity, a definition of css class ‘p’ for 
the formatting of paragraphs of text. The template is associated with the top-level element ‘DSP Tutorial’ of the 
Navigation Structure Model. This means that the formatting defined in this template is applied to all pages of the 
DSP tutorial. 
 
 
Automatic application composition 
 
The design model of an EAHA can be created using CASE tools like the IBM Rational Rose. CADMOS-D 
suggests the utilization of such tools, since UML models can be stored in XMI, the OMG standard XML 
metadata interchange format (OMG, 2003). In that way, it is possible to process and manipulate XMI data by 
standard XML processing tools (e.g. XML parsers). With the use of a specially developed tool, called CGA 
(Courseware Generation Application), the XMI description of CADMOS-D models are transformed into 
structured hypermedia educational applications. More specifically, the CGA tool accepts as entry the XMI 
description with the relevant learning resources (HTML pages, pictures, files of sound and video, active objects 
as Applets, ActiveX, Flash, etc.) and produces as output the real EAHA. This process is illustrated in Figure 5. 
This is a UML activity diagram, where the various artifacts are represented as rectangles (objects) and the 
activities or software tools in this case, are represented as activities (rounded rectangles). Dashed lines with 
arrows represent ‘object flows’ in UML terminology, that is connections of objects to processes that have as a 
result the creation or state change of these objects. The element ‘Content Packaging’ in the same figure is a note, 
used for commenting in UML diagrams. 
 
The produced web pages are a composition of the provided resources wrapped with the proper XHTML code. 
These pages are accompanied by a description of their structure in the form of a XML manifest file. The XML 
manifest file conforms to the IMS Content Packaging learning technology specification for interchanging 
educational content (IMS, 2003a). In Figure 6 a part of the manifest file for the DSP courseware is depicted. 
 
DSP Tutorial
<<Content>>
p
font-family = Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
font-size = 12px
<<CSS>>
DSP Template
<<template>>32 
Figure 5. The process of creation of Educational Hypermedia Applications out of UML models 
 
 
<imsmanifest version="1.3" identifier="TEST"> 
 <organizations  default="TOC1"> 
  <organization  identifier="TOC1"> 
   <title>DSP  Courseware</title> 
   <item  identifier="S.10269"  identifierref="S.10269_RES"> 
    <title>Elements  of  Discrete  Systems</title> 
   </item> 
   <!--  ...--> 
  </organization> 
 </organizations> 
 <resources> 
  <resource  identifier="S.10269_RES"  href="units/intro_1.html"> 
   <title>Elements  of  Discrete  Systems</title> 
  </resource> 
  <!--  ...  --> 
  <resource  identifier="S.10319_RES"  href="S.10319.html"> 
   <title>IIR  Design</title> 
  </resource> 
 </resources> 
</imsmanifest> 
Figure 6. An extract of a Content Packaging Manifest file 
 
 
This XML manifest file accompanied by the learning resources can be deployed to any Learning Content 
Management Systems that support the IMS Content Packaging specification in order for the educational 
application to be delivered to its users. We experimented with the SCORM Sample Run-Time Environment 
(SCORM, 2004) for the course on Digital Signal Processing. A screenshot of this course is depicted in Figure 7. 
 
At the moment, the CGA tool cannot make use of the information about the dynamic navigational behaviour, i.e. 
the state-transition diagrams incorporated into the models. The designer creates distinct design models per user 
type (users with different stereotype). Thus, we create educational hypermedia applications that provides a 
variety of personalised views of the domain per user type focusing on composition and structural relationships 
between the learning activities and the respective nodes. For each view, the designer can associate templates in 
order to specify the look and feel of the nodes. In this way the generated applications are not adaptive but, in a 
way, adaptable.  
 
Content 
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Figure 7. A screenshot of the DSP tutorial 
 
 
Related Work 
 
This work aspires the bridging of the gap between the conceptual description and the implementation of 
educational web applications as it is also suggested in (Aroyo et al., 2002). The depiction of the instructional 
design solution as a set of interrelated learning activities and associated resources is also found in the ACCT 
toolkit methodology (Dagger et al., 2004). This scheme of activities and resources is also Like other approaches 
for the design of generic web applications such as WebML (Ceri et al., 2000), WCML (Gomez et al., 2001; 
UWE (Hennicker & Koch, 2001), etc. it maintains the classical, in hypermedia engineering, discrimination of the 
design of web applications into structure, navigation and presentation design, and uses XML as the product 
model for the implementation of actual applications. The use of XMI and the focus of the CADMOS-D model 
on the specific domain of education, which sets certain constraints in the structure of applications makes it 
different from the aforementioned methods. The current work has also close similarities to  (Dolog & Nejdl, 
2003), which also uses the same model representation, XMI, and the same method for adaptive educational 
application generation. The main difference with this method is the provision for navigation and presentation 
issues, which is not covered in (Dolog & Nejdl, 2003), and the support for Learning Technology Standards. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
A design method like CADMOS-D can be used as a framework (Garzotto et al., 1993) for authors of hypertext 
applications to develop and apply methodologies in order to create adaptive applications in a disciplined and 
controlled fashion. It incorporates the principle of separation of concerns in the design of hypermedia 
applications, dividing the design of the application in three stages: conceptual, navigational and presentational. 
We also claim that this separation of concerns aligns with the three types of adaptation, navigation and 
presentation.  
 
Beyond the design model, the development of open, portable, and maintainable EAHA can be facilitated with the 
adoption of learning technology standards. In this paper we are proposing the CADMOS-D design method that 
produces models that accord to the IMS content packaging. With the use of the CGA tool that has been 
developed, the EAHA is automatically generated using the XML manifest file and the learning resources. The 
lack of dynamic navigational structure is a limitation of our approach, but not an unsolved problem. In a new 
release of our application generation tool, which is not yet available, the UML activity diagrams will be 34 
transformed into IMS Simple Sequencing schema (IMS, 2003b) that will supplement the content packaging 
description. This schema defines rules for personalised sequencing of navigation into the educational content. 
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ABSTRACT 
So far educational adaptive technologies have proven their effectiveness only in small-scale lab courses, 
thus they still wait for being released to the large community of educators. Among the reasons, there is the 
difficult task of designing and authoring an interactive adaptive course, especially for non-technical group 
of educators. In this paper we present VIDET, a visual authoring tool for designing web-based adaptive 
courses with the ADLEGO adaptive engine. The authoring tool is tailored to the community of non-
technical instructors. It is pedagogic-neutral, allowing to define several different instructional strategies. 
The VIDET tool was implemented as a prototype in Macromedia Flash. Some results from a summative 
evaluation are available: the tool is effective at reducing the instructor’s burden for creating structured 
adaptive courses. The basic set of adaptive techniques available is complete enough to support several 
different application scenarios. 
 
Keywords 
Educational adaptive hypermedia systems, Authoring tools, Visual programming, Web-based education, 
Macromedia Flash 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Adaptive technologies in the field of education have proven so far their effectiveness only in small lab 
experiments, thus they are still waiting for being presented to the large community of educators. First of all, as 
pointed out by some recent studies (Brusilovsky, 2003), educational adaptive hypermedia systems (EHAS) are 
difficult to design, set-up, and implement, due to the high technical competencies they require to master them. In 
particular, all of the (few) existing general purpose educational adaptive systems have a steep learning curve, 
that forbids a non technical teacher to autonomously create a course. 
 
More generally speaking, the main issues that hinder the spread of many of the available adaptive systems in 
community of educators are: 
1.  High technical competencies to set up an adaptive course (i.e. writing of XML descriptors, textual 
configuration files, …); 
2.  Difficulty in specifying in the system language the interactions that must occur between the user and the 
system (i.e. definition of concept networks, condition statements, resource indexing, …); 
3.  Lack of ready-to-use patterns that exploit frequent adaptive teaching strategies. 
 
Despite this situation, different researchers point out the importance of adaptivity in the definition of effective 
learning scenarios. For example, studies from the Instructional Design field (Park & Lee, 2004) show how much 
the adaptive instruction paradigm has been, and still is, a common trait in every day instructional situation: a 
teacher in a classroom naturally adapts his/her learning goal, presentation style, instructional strategy, and 
language to match the needs of his/her class, thus, why this cannot happen online too? 
 
 
The Authoring Process of EAHS 
 
Since an Educational Adaptive Hypermedia System is a hypermedia system, firstly we can refer to the well 
developed corpus of literature on Hypermedia Design to extract general features of the design process of 
hypermedia applications. In this field several conceptual models and methodologies have been developed. Just to 
mention a few: RMM (Isakowitz et al., 1995), OO-HDM (Schwabe et al., 1998), HDM (Garzotto et al., 1993), 
WebML (Ceri et al. 2000). Although adopting different and incompatible name conventions, all of them agree on 
the fact that essentially a hypermedia application is composed of (Coda et al., 1998): content, structure, access 
(or navigation), layout. 37 
To the proposed list we can add a fifth element that is context, and we obtain a generic adaptive hypermedia 
model (as the AHAM model, cf. De Bra et al., 1999). Therefore each element of this list must be taken into 
account during the design process of virtually any AHS. 
 
An interesting attempt of defining a general design model for AHS is the 5 layers LAOS model (Cristea and De 
Mooij, 2003) that includes the following elements: Domain Model, Goal Model, User Model, Adaptation Model, 
and Presentation Model. Interestingly the researchers also sketched a list of authoring tasks for any AHS: 
1.  Write concepts and concept hierarchy  
2.  Define concept attributes (define main and extra attributes)  
3.  Fill concept attributes (write contents)  
4.  Add content related adaptive features regarding GM (design alternatives – AND, OR, weights, etc.)  
5.  Add UM related features 
6.  Decide among adaptation strategies, write in adaptation language medium-level adaptation rules or give the 
complete set of low level rules (such as condition-action or IF-THEN rules).  
7.  Define format (presentation means-related; define chapters)  
8.  Add adaptive features regarding presentation means (define variable page lengths, variables for figure 
display, formats, synchronizations points, etc.). 
 
The main benefit of this model is its generality, because it fits well with virtually any adaptive hypermedia 
system. Unfortunately it is too complex for a non-expert of the field, and it requires a deep understanding of each 
layer (and its sub-layers as well) to master it. Besides, it is too heavy for small educational contexts, thus 
scalability is a problem. 
 
There are complementary approaches that aim at simplifying the authoring process: an example of this approach 
is the TANGOW’s authoring model (Carro et al., 2000).  
 
In TANGOW an author has at her disposition the basic concept of Teaching Task (TT) only. A Teaching Task 
can be atomic or composed, the latter being composed by other TTs. This way a simple hierarchy of TTs can be 
defined. Composed TTs can be presented with two sequencing strategies: a sequenced (and) or an alternative 
(or) strategy. The former imposes to complete all of the sub-tasks to complete the whole task, while the latter 
allows completing any subtask. Finally, TTs can be dependent upon completion of other TTs, therefore creating 
a dependency graph of Teaching Tasks. This authoring model is very simple and straightforward. Moreover it is 
based on a naïve, yet sound, understanding of basic Instructional Design methods (cf. E
2ML, in Botturi 2003, as 
the closest example). On the other hand this system does not allow to creatively extend the adaptive behavior 
over the given few sequencing methods. Moreover its application is limited to the education field only. 
 
Some insights on the theoretical authoring process of EAHS come from a recent study about authoring learning 
styles in adaptive hypermedia (Stash et al., 2004). In this research the authors experimented with authoring 
adaptive courseware using two different perspectives: an adaptive engine pull, and an authoring push. The 
former method deals with manually writing low-level adaptation rules to mimic the intended interaction with the 
user in order to achieve a specific instructional goal, namely in the example a learning style matching goal. The 
latter relates to choosing an instructional strategy among a dictionary of predefined strategies and letting the 
system define and perform automatically the necessary interactions with the user. The authors argue that “…it is 
important to study these two perspectives, as the one tells us what authors might want to see their educational 
adaptive hypermedia do, whereas the other one tells us what such systems can do at present.” (ibidem p.122). 
The authors also report the importance of the granularity of the design method: some approaches work at the 
instance level of the course (namely single pages, and rules), whilst others are related to the schema level 
(general concepts). Both of them seem promising, yet from our experience it seems that non-technical people 
seem more keen reasoning in terms of instances (thus locally), than in general terms or at the schema level. 
 
An important source of inspiration in the field is Brusilovsky’s recent review on the authoring and design 
methods for AHS (Brusilovsky, 2003). In the author’s opinion there are two stages to consider: design and 
authoring. Each stage involves several tasks as shown in Table 1. 
 
With respect to the list of authoring tasks presented by (Cristea et al., 2003) we notice that this is a theoretical 
representation of the design process, while the other is an empirical one, which is derived from an actual 
methodology. Yet, both of them strive for the diffusion of a highly structured design method which contrasts 
with the expected end-users (non technical instructors) that should benefit from them. Therefore the best solution 
seems to be: pruning out some elements from these heavy methods, leaving only the most basic and relevant 
steps that may be helpful in practice for the large community of educators. 38 
Table 1. Design and authoring steps in the process of creating adaptive hypermedia systems (from Brusilovsky 
2003) 
Stage Task 
Design  Design and structure the knowledge space 
Design a generic user model 
Design a set of learning goals 
Design and structure the hyperspace of educational material 
Design and structure the hyperspace of educational material 
Design connections between the knowledge space and the hyperspace of educational material 
Authoring  Create page content 
Define links between pages 
Create some description of each knowledge element 
Define links between knowledge elements 
Define links between knowledge elements and pages with educational material 
 
 
From our experience with the design and authoring of adaptive courses, we came across with similar results. In 
(Armani & Botturi, 2003) we presented a design method named MAID for designing adaptive courses with 
adaptive engines. MAID method concerns with the following steps: 
1.  Interaction Model: define the application behavior; 
2.  Domain Model: define the content structure; 
3.  User Model: define the relevant information about the user; 
4.  Interface Model: map the behavior into user interface elements; 
5.  Implement & Testing: implement and test the system. 
 
With respect to the former methods, MAID takes into consideration all of the aspects of the design process 
ranging from requirement analysis to implementation and testing. Moreover it is a practical method that can be 
taught in a whole day session. Unfortunately, although the method is quite simple to learn, the tasks involved are 
still complex and often too structured to be executed properly by a non-expert without assistance from technical 
experts. Therefore an interesting question is whether we can prune some parts of these methods to reduce the 
most complex design and authoring tasks, without loosing too much flexibility. 
 
 
Authoring Tools for EAHS 
 
The analysis of the authoring process of an EHAS is usually realized by the creation of an authoring tool to 
support it. Since the degree of maturity of the research on general principles for the design and authoring of 
EAHS is still low, we can count only a bunch of proposals for authoring tools. 
 
In the last decade, some domain-independent Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (EAHS), with different 
degrees of authoring capabilities were released, some important examples being: Interbook (Brusiolvsky et al., 
1998), Net-Coach (Weber et al., 2001), and AHA! (De Bra & Calvi, 1998). Yet, these tools have been used only 
within the research group who developed them (with very rare exceptions, for example the Author of this paper 
experimented with AHA! to design a set of adaptive courses to assess the usability of the tool, cf. Armani & 
Botturi, 2003). 
 
More recently some research projects have directly addressed the authoring problem, by developing tools to 
support the process. Among the most relevant examples we can list: Schoolbook (Kupka et al., 2004), 
SIMQUEST (van Joolingen & de Jong 2003) REDEEM (Ainsworth et al., 2003), IRIS (Arruarte et al., 2003), 
Eon (Murray, 2003), and LEAP (Sparks et al., 2003). REDEEM, and Eon are the products most related to our 
framework, therefore we will present them briefly.  
 
REDEEM shares with our solution the same goal: allowing teachers and instructors with little technical 
knowledge to create simple Intelligent Tutoring Systems. Although the goal is the same, REDEEM approach 
differs completely in the solution that it adopts. In fact, within the tool the instructor can customize her target 
audience in terms of categories (stereotypes), personalize the teaching strategies to use in the course, and create 
content sections and multiple choice exercises for learning assessment. REDEEM then is in charge of actually 
implementing the necessary logics to fulfill the teacher’s specification. Therefore with REDEEM there are no 
ways to create new interactions that have not been foreseen by the designers. Moreover the teacher has no 
control over the translation of her specifications into user-system interactions. 39 
Eon is a suite of domain independent tools for authoring all aspects of a knowledge based tutor, therefore the 
domain model, the teaching strategies, the student model, and the learning environment. The most interesting 
tools of the suite are the Flowline editor, which allows to graphically create teaching procedural strategies, and 
the ontology editor that allows to visually create a domain model of the application. Both of these tools aim at 
unleashing the control over adaptivity and interaction of the application to the instructor. Eon shares with our 
approach the objective of giving the teacher full control over the adaptive operations being performed. 
 
 
Design patterns for EAHS 
 
The idea of design patterns for adaptivity is not new (cf. Avgeriou et al., 2004; SCORM, 2004). Interestingly, the 
SCORM consortium recently suggested over twenty different kinds of learning patterns that have, at different 
degrees, some kind of adaptivity: from simple personalized learning environment, to advanced trial-and-error 
environments. Surprisingly the practice of design pattern did not start yet, even though it is doubtless that it 
would be extremely beneficial for educators and, in the end, for learners. One of the reasons is that educators 
have lacked of the right tools to create and manipulate patterns. We envisage that creating visually rich authoring 
environments may, in the end, open the opportunity to study and develop patterns of adaptivity for education. 
Until patterns are buried under heavy XML descriptions, no actual instructors would ever consider them as 
practical tools for their teaching goals. By the way, according to past studies (Finzer & Gould, 1993) the use of 
patterns proved to be a key feature for supporting educators in unleashing their creative and teaching skills with 
technologies. 
 
 
Introduction to ADLEGO Adaptive Engine 
 
ADLEGO is a low-level adaptive rule-based engine in the form of a web server plug-in that monitors the 
requests sent to the web server by clients through HTTP protocol.  
 
 
ADLEGO Data Model 
 
ADLEGO data model, shown in Figure 1, is based on the notion of course. The course is the container of all of 
the resources. A resource, in ADLEGO terminology, is a container of sources (or content sources). A content 
source can be: a placeholder which contains only a string of text as a reminder to be substituted at a later stage of 
the authoring process, or an adaptive page which is a basic html augmented with embedded rules to perform 
inclusion/removal of fragments, or an URL to a page located in an external website.  
 
In addition a resource has a graphic template to present its content with a particular layout and look & feel. 
Finally, two sets of rules can be associated to a resource. The presentation rules affect graphic or navigation 
attributes of the resource, for example changing link colors, adding link icons, or denying access to a resource. A 
presentation rule structure is as follows:  
¾  Target: attribute that is affected by the rule (ex. All links to resource “Introduction”, or Accessibility to this 
resource) 
¾  Condition: a Boolean condition over values taken from context variables (ex. User’s traits, time variables, 
etc…) 
¾  Action: an action performed on the target when the condition is true (ex. Add an icon to the link specified in 
the target). 
 
Tracking rules instead are responsible for user model updates. Their structure looks like the presentation rule 
structure, but instead of targets there is an event source to specify under which circumstances the rule is triggered 
(ex. Click on a link, access to a page, user’s login…). 
 
This information is stored in the Course Description file, which is accessed by the ADLEGO system every time 
a resource is requested by a client. 
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Figure 1. Data Model of ADLEGO 
 
 
The Presentation Rules 
 
ADLEGO supports the following three types of presentation rules: 
1.  rules affecting resource accessibility (access rules)  
2.  rules affecting fragment visualization (fragment rules) 
3.  rules affecting link visualization (link rules) 
 
Access Rules. These rules are checked when a resource is requested by a client. The available actions are:  
1.  Grant access 
2.  Deny access 
3.  Redirect to another resource 
 
Fragment Rules. When a fragment is found in a page, the ADLEGO system must decide how to render it 
according to the associated rule. Rule actions for a fragment are:  
1.  Hide 
2.  Show 
 
Link Rules. When a link to a resource must be placed in a page, it is up to the engine to decide how to render it 
according to the specified rule set. Each resource can have rules applying to incoming links (linkfrom rules), and 
outgoing links (linkto rules). The actions that can be performed on a link are: 
1.  Hide: remove the link from the page 
2.  Mask: remove the anchor (but the link it is still visible), thus disabling it  
3.  Style(style): apply a specific style to the link (ex. Color, font, and so forth…) 
4.  Add a note(text): append a pop-up note to the link  
5.  Add an icon(icon): append an icon to the link 
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The Tracking Rules 
 
A tracking rule has the following format: 
Source – Condition – Action 
 
The source refers to the source event that triggers the rule. A source event can be one of the following: 
1.  Access-granted: it occurs when an user successfully accesses the resource  
2.  Access-denied: it occurs when an user tries to access a forbidden resource (due to inhibiting presentation 
rules)  
3.  User-redirected: it occurs when an user is redirected to another resource 
4.  User-created: it occurs when a new user is added to the system  
5.  User-login: it occurs when an existing user logs into the system  
6.  User-logout: it occurs when an existing user logs out from the system using the logout button 
 
Then, a tracking rule contains information about the action that must be performed. The action is basically a 
message that must be sent to an external user model. The action contains information on the target server and the 
message to send. 
 
Obviously the body of the message is dependent on the type of messages that a specific user model accepts. The 
current implementation of ADLEGO is able to communicate with a custom user model we realized for research 
purposes, namely the Simple Knowledge Base (SKB) user model. The actions supported by SKB are shown in 
Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Supported actions for communicating with Simple Knowledge Base user model 
Command Description 
set_int  set a value for an integer variable 
set_bool  set a value for an Boolean variable 
set_string  set a value for an string variable 
set_perc  set a value for an percent variable 
inc_int increment  (or decrement) an integer variable 
inc_perc increment  (or  decrement) a percent variable 
concat_string  concatenate a string variable with another string 
flip_bool  flip the state of Boolean variable 
 
 
The Authoring Process for ADLEGO 
 
The ADLEGO system in itself does not solve the primary goal of disclosing adaptivity to non-technical teachers. 
Still too complex tasks are necessary to build a course with the system. On the other hand the great flexibility of 
ADLEGO must be ruled by the teacher in order to shape an adaptive course. For this reason an authoring tool is 
required to enable teachers designing and authoring their courses without (or at least with minimal) technical 
assistance. 
 
We tackled the issue of defining an authoring tool by first analyzing what is the authoring process we must 
support with such tool. From user testing of ADLEGO, without the support of an authoring tool, we found that 
the most relevant and hindering tasks are those involving the creation and manipulation of rules, structure and 
contents. With more reason this happens because these tasks in ADLEGO require manipulating XML files, and 
adding XML statements in the ADLEGO syntax, which is a very hard and time consuming task. This process 
indeed is at least tedious for a programmer, but it is even impracticable for a non-technical instructor. For this 
reason we identified a minimal list of tasks that the authoring tool should support (cf. Table 3). 
 
The table 3 was obtained by decomposition of macro authoring tasks (task of level 0) into more specific tasks 
(task of level 1 and 2). It is worth discussing the two complementary tasks of rule manipulation (“Manipulating 
presentation [or tracking] rule”). These tasks include the necessary tools to show the active rules for each 
resource, and to explain their meaning to the teacher. Since ADLEGO supports an order-dependent rule 
execution paradigm, the interface must support also rule sorting. Moreover, for rule editing, the interface should 
help the teacher picking up the right action, and writing down the necessary conditions. 
 
Content editing as well, is an important task because we realized that ADLEGO syntax for fragment 
insert/removal can be misleading. This mainly happens because of the many kinds of tags that a page is 42 
composed of. All of these issues contribute in disorienting the user while writing the required syntax of a 
fragment.  
 
Table 3. List of Tasks to be Supported by the Authoring Tool 
Task (level 0)  Task (level 1)  Task (level 3) 
Setting the title of a course     
Structuring resources in a hierarchy     
Setting the title of a resource     
Selecting the type of content    Setting the content of a resource 
Adding the content in the specified 
format 
 
Setting the graphic template of a resource     
Browsing the presentation rules   
Adding a new presentation rule   
Sorting the existing rules   
Editing a rule   
Manipulating the presentation rules of a 
resource 
Deleting a rule   
Browsing the tracking rules   
Adding a new tracking rule   
Sorting the existing rules   
Editing a rule   
Manipulating the tracking rules of a resource 
Deleting a rule   
Defining the required target   
Selecting the proper action   
Editing the presentation rule content 
Defining the required condition   
Defining the firing event (source)   
Selecting the proper action   
Editing the tracking rule content 
Defining the required condition   
Adding users   
Editing users   
Managing users 
Removing users   
Inserting html content 
Defining action 
Adding fragments 
Defining condition for 
action 
Editing content to a resource 
Removing fragments   
Testing the application at design time     
Modify the application at runtime     
 
 
In addition to the specified tasks, an incrementally authoring process must be envisaged and therefore supported. 
Indeed, from our experience with the MAID methodology often the course structure is sketched before actually 
authoring the contents. Unfortunately this approach is prone with errors because of the necessary cycles that 
must be done to complete and polish the course. The most frequent kind of mistake is forgetting to feed some 
pages with actual content, leaving blank pages or dummy texts. For this reason special measures must be 
considered to check consistency and inform the teacher about possible flaws of the inserted content. 
 
 
VIDET: a VIsual Design Environment for Teachers 
 
The Authoring Tool for ADLEGO is a visual multi-window interface that presents in an integrated view the 
different facets of an adaptive website: the hypertext structure, the content, the adaptive interaction model, the 
user model. 
 
The interface consists of three panels (cf. Figure 2): 
¾  Design panel (left) 
¾  Preview panel (top-right) 
¾  Help panel (bottom-right) 
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Moreover, several pop-up windows can be opened during the manipulation of elements of the interface, as we 
will show further on. 
 
Figure 2. The VIDET Interface: the design panel on the left, the preview panel on the top-right, and the help 
panel on the bottom-right 
 
 
The design panel gives an overview of the resources of the course and their structure. ADLEGO supports a 
traditional tree-like structure as many commercial Learning Management Systems nowadays do. Besides, it is 
possible to develop a more complex hypertext structure of resources by connecting them with hyperlinks. For 
this reason a complementary graph view of the course is provided. Within this interface the educator can add 
new resources and put them inside the tree with a simple drag & drop mechanism. Moreover some visual cues 
inform about the nature of the content of a resource. 
 
Figure 3. The Design panel of VIDET 
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The content types supported can be internal adaptive pages (the ‘document’ icon), external pages (the world 
icon), or placeholders (the ‘exclamation mark’ icon), as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Placeholders are useful dummy texts than can be filled with instructions or reminders for authoring content at a 
later stage of the process. This feature is very useful for supporting fast prototyping activities. The exclamation 
mark icon provides quick information about which resources still need actual content. 
 
Clicking on a resource in the left panel opens the corresponding resource detail in the preview panel (cf. Figure 
4). In this panel a preview of the current resource is presented, displaying its title, content, and graphic template. 
Each of these elements can be directly modified in the preview, allowing in this way a quick and comfortable 
editing of contents. 
 
Figure 4. The Preview panel of VIDET 
 
 
Each resource page can be rendered using a different template. The template can be chosen from a list of 
available templates, by the mean of the template preview window (cf. Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5. Template preview window 
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Along with the resource preview, all of the rules that have been specified are listed on the left and right side of it. 
As anticipated, the rules can be either presentation or tracking rules, which are respectively plotted in the left and 
right column. Each rule is displayed with an icon and a label to easy inspect the action that is performed when 
the rule condition applies. For link rules an additional cue informs whether the rule applies to incoming or 
outgoing links. Clicking a rule icon brings up a contextual menu to sort, edit, or delete the corresponding rule.  
 
Table 4. Complete list of icons for presentation and tracking rules 
Presentation rules  Tracking rules 
 
Deny access 
Hide hyperlink 
Mask (disable) hyperlink 
Add a note to the link 
Add an icon to the link 
Set a style for the link 
Set a Boolean value 
Flip a Boolean value 
Set a string value 
Set an integer value 
Increment an integer value 
Set a percent value 
Increment a percent value 
 
 
To edit a rule a Rule Editor is provided on a pop-up window (cf. Figure 7). The Rule Editor comes in two 
versions: basic, and advanced. The basic interface is intended to help teachers writing simple rules, by visually 
manipulating Boolean operators and variables, this way reducing the likelihood of errors during the formulation 
of conditions, and achieving at the same time better interpretation results than with the advanced interface. This 
approach stems from past studies on the difficulties encountered by non-programmers in the statement of 
Boolean conditions (Pane et al, 2001; Pane and Myers, 2000), and it aims to cope with the reported common 
misunderstanding of not and or Boolean clauses by non technical people. 
 
Figure 6. Basic version of the condition editor 
 
 
A Boolean condition is presented by explicitly parenthesizing its components. In this way we take care of the 
frequent user’s misunderstanding of Boolean operator scopes. 
 
The interface also ensures a visual type checking by showing the output type of each variable and operator, be 
Boolean, arithmetic or textual. Moreover variables are presented by a discursive textual label that explicitly 
conveys their semantics. All of these elements together contribute to support the interpretation task. In addition, 46 
the formulation task is supported by providing a set of palettes that group all the available operators and 
variables which can be used to define a condition. The author may drag and drop any element from the palettes 
into the stage, this way incrementally defining a condition. The system automatically provides visual feedback, 
by highlighting the spots where an item can be dropped, therefore ensuring the type consistency. Therefore the 
underlying ADLEGO syntax is completely hidden to the user. 
 
Conversely, the advanced interface supports the fully expressive power of the ADLEGO rule engine, yet 
providing a less error-prone environment for writing complex rules than using a common text editor (cf. Figure 
7). This result is accomplished by a set of toolbars, which allow to quickly build a condition without knowing 
exactly the underlying syntax of each term. The instructor simply clicks on a variable icon, or a Boolean operator 
and the interface fills the condition window with the corresponding statement according to the right syntax. 
Finally, the expert user can also type a condition using the ADLEGO syntax and test it with the syntax checker. 
 
Figure 7. Advanced version of the condition editor 
 
 
A similar interface is provided for writing tracking rules that however use a different set of actions: setting, 
incrementing, decrementing the value of a variable, etc. 
 
VIDET features also an easy to use fragment editor to edit adaptive pages based on techniques of fragment 
inclusion/removal. The fragment editor supports basic word-like operations for formatting and aligning text, 
adding images and hyperlink. Besides, it supports the fragmentation of content. Each fragment can be targeted 
by a rule, stating its show (or hide) conditions. To ensure the interface consistency, fragment rules share the 
same condition editor of the presentation and tracking rules (cf. Figure 7). 
 
VIDET fragment editor cannot compete with html editors such as Macromedia Dreamweaver, or Homesite, but 
it is designed to provide plain and sound editing features anyway. Moreover it allows importing existing html 
pages produced with external packages, and slicing them into fragments that then can be hidden or shown. 
 
Finally VIDET supports designers with an online manual that explains the necessary steps to perform the most 
frequent tasks with the tool (cf. Figure 9). The manual is organized by tasks in a hierarchical structure, which is 
expandable and collapsible by the user. For each task the manual gives a quick description of relevant commands 
to perform it. The current implementation supports only a static online manual, but we foresee to design an 
intelligent version, that automatically picks up the relevant information for the current designer’s task. 
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Figure 8. Fragment editor of VIDET 
 
 
Figure 9. The Help panel of VIDET 
 
 
Implementation of the Tool 
 
VIDET has been implemented as a prototype for usability testing. The current implementation exploits 
Macromedia Flash 6 as the main development environment. The choice of Flash instead of more traditional 
development environments (such as Microsoft .Net, Sun JDK, etc.) derives from the evaluation aims we had. 
Our primary objective was designing and quickly evaluating different visual solutions to present complex 
concepts and operations to non-technical designers. Since this aim must be tackled by a trial & error approach 
(unfortunately there are no ready-to-use recipe on the topic!), we needed a development environment with strong 
visual features, and a huge library of components and behaviors. Flash responds perfectly to these requirements. 
 
The Flash implementation adopts the HTTP protocol to communicate with the ADLEGO server in order to load 
and save information about the course being created. Moreover it allows creating html pages and loading them 
directly into the ADLEGO directory without needing external FTP software. 
 
Even though Flash 6 supports a raw object-oriented paradigm, still we were able to implement an OO-driven 
solution for the authoring tool. Basically VIDET uses three classes (i.e. course, resource, rule) to deal with all of 
the aspects of the ADLEGO data model. A XML parser has been implemented to read course information from 
ADLEGO, and create the necessary objects in VIDET. Then the visual interface allows the designer to create 
new instances of each object (namely, new resources, and new rules) and edit their properties. A XML exporter 
class is then in charge of translating the resource and rule instances into a XML description file that is uploaded 
to ADLEGO. This OO approach mirrors the underlying ADLEGO implementation, greatly simplifying 
synchronization of features from the adaptive engine to its authoring tool. Every new feature of ADLEGO is 
easily mapped into VIDET just by adding the necessary functions to the XML parser and exporter, and 
extending the corresponding classes of objects (resources, and rules). 48 
So far, an unresolved task is finding a technical solution to deal with the issue of interacting with different user 
models other than the one that is built-in in ADLEGO. Since ADLEGO supports virtually any external user 
model, we should envisage that its authoring tool does the same. The main issue has a two-fold nature: a first 
problem is how to find a visual approach that works for every user model, without needing to hard-code a 
custom solution for each user model. Secondly, it is important to define a protocol to exchange information with 
such user models. The current implementation of VIDET just solved the latter, by adopting a XML-based 
protocol to exchange information with virtually any user model, which is able to understand XML as a 
communication protocol. 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
The evaluation of VIDET was a critical part of this work, since we whished to validate our research hypothesis 
to draw some conclusions. On the other hand, the effectiveness of a tool is just one facet of all the usability 
dimensions that characterize the user’s experience with the tool. Therefore specific techniques must be planned 
to test each of these dimensions. For this reason we chose to adopt the MiLE methodology (Triacca et al. 2004) 
to evaluate VIDET. In fact, MiLE encompasses a sufficiently broad spectrum of usability techniques to achieve 
very different usability evaluation goals, ranging from measures of effectiveness to technical issue detection. 
Moreover, a nice quality of MiLE is its scalability and adaptability to different situations: indeed its core 
methodology can be adapted to fit any constraint of time, resources, and context. 
 
MiLE is based on the combination of two complementary activities: 
¾  Expert review (also known as usability inspection): this activity is performed by an usability expert who is 
in charge of thoroughly exploring the application. 
¾  User test: real users are in charge of performing tasks on the tool, in order to detect possible flaws from the 
user’s point of view. 
 
For the inspection the evaluator used usability checklists and heuristics to highlight the most common technical 
issues, and to detect possible flaws in the user experience. The results of this activity leaded to the formulation of 
possible usability issues.  
 
The subsequent user testing phase was organized both to assess the identified issues with actual users of the 
application, and to discover new undetected flaws. Since we expected that the user-VIDET interaction would be 
greatly affected by the user’s background on Information Technology (IT), we decided to split the participants in 
two groups according to their skills in IT. Then we set up the same set of goals, and tasks for each of them, in 
order to compare their responses to VIDET. To meet project deadlines we limited the number of users per group 
to one, finding very interesting result, yet evidently not easy to generalize. 
 
The results from both of the phases were recapped into a set of user experience indicators (UEIs), which may 
help designers making decisions for improvement. 
 
To our concern, effectiveness is the most relevant indicator. Both quantitative and qualitative measures of 
effectiveness show that the tool is effective at supporting the author to produce an adaptive course. In particular, 
VIDET met the expert user’s expectations, who find it flexible and efficient enough to create an adaptive course 
for ADLEGO. The basic user showed a more cautious attitude, because of the numerous and structured tasks that 
must be performed to define the interaction model of an adaptive course, and above all because of the 
programming nature of these tasks. Yet the basic user was able to perform all of the given tasks, after adequate 
training, suggesting that learnability of the tool is possible. In particular, a specific training must be envisaged to 
support users in the creation of the necessary items that enable an adaptive interaction (i.e. presentation rules, 
tracking rules, conditions, fragments). A useful way to achieve this could be to provide some step-by-step 
tutorials that show the creation of a sample of adaptive course to the new users. 
 
Other aspects require some minor changes, for instance the tracking rule editor suggests a slightly different 
interaction flow than what the user may expect. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
According to results from HCI field (Hackos, 1999), four minimalism principles should be taken into account for 
the design of a user interface:  49 
1.  Choose an action-oriented approach; 
2.  Anchor the tool in the task domain 
3.  Support error recognition and recovery 
4.  Support ready to do, study, and locate 
 
Taking them in account means basically asking ourselves a question: what should be the border between 
flexibility and usability of the interface? There is no an easy answer to that. In our project, we have narrowed 
down the spectrum of the targeted end users of our tool to be able to come to a conclusion. Our research 
framework is that the design process of an adaptive educational website is under the responsibility of an 
instructional designer with no programming background. This assumption leads to reduce as much as possible 
the richness of the interface, and therefore of the design blueprint that can be produced with it. On the other 
hand, it is evident that we cannot impoverish over a certain threshold the set of tools which an educator should 
be able to use. This issue still requires more debate, and we suggest that interesting results could be gained from 
the empirical usability evaluation of both adaptive courses and their authoring tools as well. 
 
Another insight we had is that making use of strong visual metaphors for helping the educator understanding all 
the aspects of an adaptive system, would improve the usability of the authoring tool in the end. Yet, what is the 
best metaphor to achieve this? The current project makes use of an enhanced “desktop” metaphor to build up on 
the existing conventions that we all share by the nature of modern window based operative systems. Other 
metaphors could suit the case as well. 
 
Moreover, since the design of an user-system interaction requires a time consuming task for testing that all of the 
designed behaviors actually occur, some kind of simulation or debugging tools should be provided to asses it in a 
controlled and organized way. 
 
The current implementation of the authoring tool has been designed to suit the needs of the specific adaptive 
engine, namely ADLEGO, however a more general approach could be explored as well. The next generation of 
authoring tools could be able to produce a more application-independent model, and could provide compiling 
tools to translate it into the major adaptive engines (i.e. the same authoring interface could compile the same 
model of adaptive course in either the Interbook, AHA, or ADLEGO syntax). 
 
Finally a more complex scenario arises when we think in the perspective of web services. Imagine a network of: 
adaptive servers (executing a different adaptive engine each), user models, and content and service providers. In 
this context the authoring and design needs cannot be easily integrated in a holistic interface anymore. But still, 
the designer of the learner experience (our educator), needs to have access to all of them, and perhaps even 
modify parts of them. 
 
 
Related Works 
 
VIDET is straightforward, but powerful authoring tool tailored to non technical people. Other proposals in fact 
misses the point of tailoring the tool to their real users, namely educators. 
 
For instance, AHA! (De Bra et al. 2003) comes in bundle with a very limited set of authoring tools, which are 
too abstract and textual to allow the required manipulation a non-programmer would need. The ALE 
environment (Kravcik et al. 2004) suffers from the same issue, giving authors only form-based and textual 
authoring tools. More complex tool such as Eon (Murray 2003), although they visually assist an author to tweak 
all of the aspects of an ITS, they are not specifically tailored to non-technical users. 
 
 
Conclusion and Future Work 
 
A visual authoring tool to design an adaptive website seems to be the missing key to unfold the hidden 
potentiality of adaptive technologies for education. The importance of visualizing all of the different aspects of 
educational adaptive systems is even more evident when we think at the community of instructional designers 
and teachers as our main target audience. Those members do not usually have the required technical skills to 
unleash the power from an adaptive engine, even though it has been designed with simple features (i.e. 
conditional fragments, adaptive link annotation only).  
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A prototype of a visual authoring tool for instructors has been discussed in this paper. The authoring tool allows 
a teacher to structure the website in a network or a tree of resources, connect them with the actual content (both 
locally stored or coming from an external website), and define the necessary rules to present it in an adaptive 
form to the learners, just using simple drag & drop mechanisms. Moreover every part of the adaptive course 
being developed is shown to the author in a visual form, in order to support them thinking and manipulating the 
usually abstract objects that constitute an adaptive website (concept networks, user model variables, etc.). An 
evaluation featuring usability inspections and user tests was performed. Results showed that VIDET succeed at 
supporting non-technical authors of adaptive websites, yet some training is unavoidable. 
 
Since the authoring tool is still under development, some features have not been implemented yet. In the near 
future, the tool will allow to store and retrieve sub-sets of resources, along with their rule sets, to foster 
reusability. This feature will pave the road to the development of design patterns for adaptivity. 
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ABSTRACT 
Adaptation techniques can be applied not only to the multimedia contents or navigational possibilities of a 
course, but also to the assessment. In order to facilitate the authoring of adaptive free-text assessment and 
its integration within adaptive web-based courses, Adaptive Hypermedia techniques and Free-text 
Computer Assisted Assessment are combined in what could be called Adaptive Computer Assisted 
Assessment of Free-text Answers. This paper focuses on the integration of this type of assessment within 
adaptive courses, as well as on the presentation of an authoring tool able to manage the insertion and 
modification of different question statements and reference answers for open-ended questions. The results 
of the evaluation of this tool with course authors show the feasibility of proposing and evaluating open-
ended questions adapted to each student, as well as that of getting a better model of the student's progress. 
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Introduction 
 
Adaptive hypermedia has been widely used for the development of adaptive Web-based courses, in which each 
student is individually guided during the learning process (Brusilovsky, 2001). Most of these systems obtain 
feedback from the student from two sources: their behaviour when browsing the course (e.g. pages visited, time 
spent in each page, or navigational path followed) and the result obtained when answering test questions (e.g. 
true-false, multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank). Some authors have expressed their concern that this limited way 
of assessment may not be really measuring the depth of the student learning (Whittington & Hunt, 1999). This 
fact has been the motivation of the field known as Computer-Assisted Assessment (CAA) of student essays. This 
is a long-standing problem that has received the attention of the Natural Language Processing research 
community.  There are many possible ways to approach this problem, including: a study of the organization, 
sentence structure and content of the student essay such as in E-rater (Burstein et al., 2001); pattern-matching 
techniques such as in the Intelligent Essay Marking System (IEMS) (Ming et al., 2000); or Latent Semantic 
Analysis such as in the Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) (Laham et al., 2000). In Valenti et al. (2003) a state-of-
art of CAA systems is described. 
 
In order to support adaptive Web-based teaching and learning, we have developed the TANGOW system, which 
supports the specification and dynamic generation of adaptive web-based courses, so that the course components 
are tailored to each student at runtime (Carro et al., 1999; Carro et al., 2003). We have also developed, 
independently, a CAA system called Atenea (Pérez et al., 2004). It is based on n-gram co-occurrence metrics 
(Papineni et al., 2001), which allow the system to perform a vocabulary analysis and to study how similar 
student and teacher answers are. In Atenea, these metrics are combined with shallow natural language processing 
techniques, such as removing meaningless words, identifying the sense of polysemous words, or looking for 
synonyms in order to cover as much paraphrasing as possible. TANGOW and Atenea can work individually, but 
their potential can be much higher if they are integrated. TANGOW-based courses, as the majority of AH-based 
courses, rely on objective testing to evaluate the student knowledge, and this might not evaluate the higher 
cognitive skills. Therefore, by adding the possibility of evaluating open-ended questions we intend, on the one 
hand, to improve the courses generated by TANGOW and, in general, the quality of evaluation processes in 
distance learning. On the other hand, information about the user can be used by Atenea for adaptation purposes. 
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After the integration of both systems, Atenea has access to the information about the users, kept by TANGOW in 
the student model. It uses this information to adapt the assessment offered to each student. Both static and 
dynamic parameters of the user model can be used for the adaptation. For example, the web pages can be 
presented in the student’s language, and the next question statement, as well as its specific version (style) can be 
dynamically chosen depending on both the student’s features and how well the previous questions were 
answered, so that the level of the training is not too difficult (that could cause rejection from students that are not 
able to answer anything) or too easy (that could cause boredom to students who do not really learn anything 
new). TANGOW, on its part, uses the feedback from the open-ended question activity done by the student to 
perform the subsequent adaptation during the rest of the student learning process. 
 
Up to our knowledge, there are no previous systems that support this type of integration. However, this work 
could represent the integrated evolution of related fields such as Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) that relies on 
statistical measures to modify the order in which the test items are presented to the students according to their 
performance during the test (Linden and Glass, 2000). One example of CAT system is SIETTE (Guzmán and 
Conejo, 2002) that is currently being used in the University of Málaga in Spain. Another example of adapting the 
assessment of objective testing is presented in AthenaQTI (Tzanavari et al., 2004), based on the use of the QTI 
standard. Other approaches consist in adapting the course and the MCQ evaluation section, so that a course 
would be no longer a simple set of learning items but a complex structure with several branches able to 
recommend the optimal one for a user or for a class of users (Cristea and Tuduce, 2004); in adapting the 
feedback provided to the students (Lutticke, 2004), the problem selection (Mitrovic and Martin, 2004; Chou, 
2000), the order of the problems (Gutiérrez et al., 2004; Sosnovsky, 2004); and, even in some cases, to re-adapt 
the adaptive assessment according to the student objectives (Panos et al., 2003). 
 
The paper is structured as follows: in the section titled “TANGOW”, we briefly review the main features of this 
system; in the “Atenea” section, we describe the architecture and performance of this system; the integration of 
both systems is explained in the “Integration” section; the authoring tool is presented in the next section; and, in 
the last section, some conclusions are drawn and future work is shown.  
 
 
TANGOW 
 
The TANGOW (Task-based Adaptive learner Guidance on the Web) system delivers adaptive websites and, 
particularly, adaptive web-based courses, and has evolved significantly since (Carro et al., 1999). Courses 
delivered by TANGOW are composed of several activities or tasks that can be accomplished by the students. A 
task can correspond to a theoretical explanation, an example, an exercise to be done individually, or an activity 
to be performed collaboratively (problems to be solved, discussions, etc). The set of available tasks is constantly 
updated, tracking changes in the student's profile (static features and dynamic actions).  Once a task is chosen by 
a student, the system generates the corresponding web pages by selecting, among the content fragments related 
to the task (or the set of problem statements or collaborative tools available, in the case of practical or 
collaborative tasks), those that provide the best possible fit to the student profile.  
The whole processes for both developing adaptive web-based courses and automatically delivering them are 
described in (Carro et al., 2002). The rule-based formalism that facilitates the description of a course, including 
the specification of the activities, their alternative organisation for different students, diverse teaching strategies 
and adaptation capabilities, has been extended to support collaboration activities and group management (Carro 
et al., 2003).  
 
Figure 1 shows two pages generated by the TANGOW system. The first one corresponds to an individual 
activity (an example to complement the theory), while the second one is a collaborative workspace dynamically 
generated to support the interaction of a group of students with visual learning style while working together in 
the resolution of the problem presented.  
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Figure 1. Examples of TANGOW interface 
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Atenea  
 
Figure 2. Interface of Atenea 
 
 
Atenea (Pérez et al., 2004a; Pérez et al., 2004b) is a Computer-Assisted Assessment system for automatically 
scoring students' short answers. Its name is the Spanish translation of Athene or Athena, the Greek goddess of 
wisdom. Atenea relies on the combination of shallow natural language processing (NLP) modules (Alfonseca et 
al., 2004) and statistically based evaluation procedures. It has been coded in Java as a stand-alone application, 
but it has also an on-line version that can be accessed from any web browser connected or not to the Internet. 
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the interface of the on-line version of Atenea. 
 
As can be seen, the input Atenea expects is the answer typed by the student in order to compare it with a set of 
reference answers (ideal answers) written by the teachers, which have previously been stored in its database. 
There should be at least three teachers' references per each student answer, and it is advisable that different 
teachers write them, in order to cover as much paraphrasing as possible. Furthermore, these references can also 
be taken from the answers of the best students, in order to have more alternatives (Pérez et al., 2004a). 
 
The internal architecture of Atenea is composed of a statistical module, called ERB, and several Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) modules: 
 
1.  ERB relies on the BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (Bleu) algorithm (Papineni et al., 2001). This is the 
reason why we have called it ERB (Evaluating Responses with Bleu). Bleu was created by (Papineni et al., 
2001) as a procedure to rank systems according to how well they translate texts from one language to 
another. It is based on an n-gram co-occurrence scoring procedure that has been successfully employed to 
accomplish its aim (Papineni et al., 2001; Doddington, 2002). The core idea of Bleu is that a system-made 
translation will be better when it is closer to a translation written by a human expert. Therefore, to evaluate 
a system, it is necessary to have a set of human-made reference translations, and a numerical similarity 
metric between the system’s translations and the manual ones. Besides, this procedure has also been 
applied to evaluate text summarization systems (Lin and Hovy, 2003). This is because the core idea 
remains: the more similar a computer-made summary is to a human-made reference, the better it is. In fact, 
this idea can also be applied for automatically grading students' texts (Pérez et al., 2004a). However, in 
this case, it is equally important to measure the precision and the recall of the student answer, to make sure 
both that all that is said is correct, and that it is complete. Therefore, Bleu has been transformed into ERB 
in order to incorporate the recall by calculating the percentage of each of the reference texts that is covered 
by the candidate text. Another change is that in an educational environment, it is usually necessary to use a 
standard scale for the scores, such as between 0 and 10, or between 0 and 100. ERB's scores are always 
between 0 and 1, hence it is necessary to scale the result (Alfonseca et al., 2004). Tested on a corpus of 
students' and teachers' answers from real exams and from the Internet, ERB has attained correlation values 
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with hand-made scores as high as 82%, a state-of-the-art result. Pérez et al. (2004a) and Pérez et al. 
(2004b) describe the evaluation in more detail. 
2.  It is clear that the simple use of Bleu algorithm is not enough to build a completely new system for CAA 
of free text answers, because it lacks the necessary level of robustness in order to face spelling or grammar 
mistakes, to deal with synonyms or to distinguish the students' word sense. Thus, we have built several 
Natural Language Processing modules (Alfonseca et al., 2004) that are based on the wraetlic tools 
(Alfonseca et al., 2003), available at http://www.ii.uam.es/~ealfon/eng/download.html. These modules add 
the following possibilities to the system: stemming, removal of closed-class words, Word-Sense 
Disambiguation, synonyms treatment and parsing to translate the text into an intermediary logical form 
(Alfonseca et al., 2004). 
 
The feedback that the students get from the system is a numerical score and, optionally, an annotated copy of 
their answer following this colour code: 
¾  If a single word (a unigram) is found in any reference text, its background is coloured in light green. 
¾  If a block of two words (a bigram) is found in any reference text, its background is coloured in medium 
green. 
¾  If a block of tree words (a trigram) is found in any reference text, its background is coloured in dark green. 
¾  We have not considered n-grams larger than trigrams, since it is unusual to find more than three consecutive 
words between a candidate student text and the human reference text. 
¾  Finally, all words that are not found in any reference text are written over a grey background. 
 
From this output, students can easily discern which portions of their answers are correct and have contributed in 
incrementing their score, and which their weak points are. Figure 3 shows an example of feedback page. In the 
user profile, students may also indicate whether they just want the score and are not interested in receiving this 
feedback. 
 
Figure 3. Feedback for student answer 
 
 
The integration of Atenea and TANGOW  
 
The integration supports the inclusion of free-text CAA exercises within adaptive courses, as a new type of 
TANGOW task. The process is as follows: Atenea is launched from TANGOW and, after presenting the 
corresponding questions to the students and automatically evaluating their answers, it returns the results to 
TANGOW so that this information can be used to update the user model and to continue with the adaptation 
process in the rest of course. The author of the course has to provide TANGOW with information about the 
open-ended questions: for each question, its statement and at least three answer references (ideally, each one 
would be written by a different teacher) are required. Currently, the adaptation performed by Atenea in our 
example course uses information such as the user’s language (English or Spanish), age (young or adult) and 
previous knowledge about the subject (novice or advanced).  
Score 
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An initial step in the integration process was to decide which features from the user model currently managed by 
TANGOW would be used in Atenea in this first experience. We decided to use the student name as the login 
input in order to address the student by his or her name; age, because questions should be formulated in a 
simpler fashion for youngsters than for adults, and different writing styles are expected from them; experience, 
because the assessing process should be different for advanced students than for novice ones; feedback type, 
because when formative assessment is used, the feedback should be more detailed than for summative 
assessment (where the score is the most relevant result); and language, because Atenea is multi-lingual and, 
therefore, it can deal with students and teachers from different nationalities. In fact, the authors of a course 
would simply need to write the reference texts in their own language (e.g. Spanish) and the student (e.g. an 
English speaker) would see the question translated automatically into English, write the answer, and the system 
would automatically translate it into Spanish and score it against the teacher's references. It has been proven that 
this does not affect the accuracy of the automatic evaluation (Alfonseca et al., 2004) 
 
Concerning the order in which questions are presented, it is possible to take into account the student experience 
so that advanced students are not asked questions that are too easy for their level or those they have already 
solved. Moreover, the higher the level of knowledge the student has, the stricter the system should be when 
assessing his/her answers. The protocol for communicating TANGOW and Atenea is the following (see Figure 
4): 
¾  TANGOW proposes different types of activities to the students, depending on both the adaptation 
capabilities of the course and the information stored in each user model, and gathers information about their 
behaviour and performance when accomplishing these activities. When it is considered appropriate for the 
student to accomplish a task corresponding to Atenea-based assessment, TANGOW sends Atenea the user 
id, the task id, the type of feedback desired, and all requested user-model attributes. 
¾  Atenea randomly chooses a question that has not already been solved by the student (that is, not yet graded 
or graded less than half of the maximum score) from the dataset corresponding to the given id. The question 
is chosen taking into consideration the information stored in the student model. The answer submitted by the 
student is then evaluated by Atenea, and the resulting score and feedback is presented to the student. This 
process is repeated until the student has answered the required number of exercises. Finally, once the stop 
condition is satisfied, Atenea returns a holistic student score for the task to TANGOW. 
Figure 4. Architecture of the integration between TANGOW and Atenea 
 
 
We can illustrate this protocol with an example: Peter, a student, logs into TANGOW to study the lesson about 
concurrency in a course about Operating Systems. Peter does not know anything about concurrency and wants to 
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learn as much as possible. The first time he logs in TANGOW, he is asked to fill in a form with information 
about his profile. He logs in as Peter Smith, age: 24, language: English, level (previous knowledge): novice, and 
desired level of detail: high. Then, TANGOW proposes the activities and presents the corresponding contents 
adapted to him, according to the course’s adaptation rules (Carro et al., 2003) specified for this type of student. 
 
As the course author has included open-ended questions as a practical task to be accomplished at a certain point 
of the course for students like Peter, TANGOW asks Peter to answer these questions at the corresponding time, 
and sends the information about Peter to Atenea. Then, Atenea chooses the most adequate question for this topic 
among the existing ones, in order to ask Peter the question according to his profile. Thus, what Peter sees on the 
screen of his computer is the Atenea interface presenting him the question: If you are working with the Unix 
operating system and you need to run several applications so that they can share information, what are the Unix 
resources available to accomplish this task?, and a text area to write the answer in. When Peter pushes the “Go” 
button, he receives instantaneously the score in the scale indicated by the course author and, as feedback, his 
answer with the aforementioned colour-code (the darker the background the better the sentence, and grey 
background for ‘useless’ information in Peter's answer). One issue to highlight here is that the reference answers 
Atenea uses for this student are the ones written by the teachers for English novice students, which means that 
Peter will be less strictly corrected than a more advanced student (since, in this case, the references provided by 
the teacher for novice students are not so complex as the ones for advanced students).  
 
Atenea continues choosing up to the number of open-ended questions, all of them according to the student’s 
profile (language and expertise level), and iteratively proceeds as before until this number of questions is 
fulfilled. Finally, Atenea returns the score achieved by Peter for the open-ended questions task to TANGOW, 
which uses this information to update Peter’s user model and to go on with the adaptation procedure in order to 
decide which the most suitable tasks are to be proposed next. 
 
 
An authoring tool for adaptive open-ended questions  
 
A web-based wizard has been developed to facilitate the task of creating adaptive open-ended questions, with the 
corresponding reference answers, and that of managing the question datasets. It allows:  
¾  Creating new datasets or augmenting an existing one. 
¾  For the selected questions dataset, modifying an existing question or adding a new one. 
¾  For the selected question, modifying the existing question statement, the maximum score or the reference 
answers. 
 
Figure 5. Example of the interface for managing questions dataset 
 
 
For instance, if an author wants to include a new question for the set of exercises about “Operating Systems I” in 
the database, with different versions of the same question for English and Spanish students and also for novice 
and advanced students, the first step is to choose the “Operating Systems I” question dataset as shown in Figure 
5. After that, the author will be asked to write the score for this question, and its statement in both English and 
Spanish languages, using different vocabulary or demanding different details to novice students than to more 60 
advanced ones (see Figure 6). It is also possible to use the “translation” button to automatically translate the 
statement and the reference answers (currently, only from English to Spanish and vice-versa). In this way, 
authors only have to write in their preferred language. 
 
The second step for the author is to write the reference answers for each question. (S)he can decide how many 
references to write (obeying the lower limit of three). Figure 7 shows an example of this step. 
 
Figure 6. Example of adding questions through the authoring tool 
 
 
Figure 7. Example of the interface for adding references 
 
 
This tool has been tested by six different authors whose familiarity with authoring tools is represented in Table 
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Table 1. Degree of familiarity of the authors with authoring tools 
  Author1 Author2 Author3 Author4 Author5 Author6 
Very familiarized   ×    ×  
Familiarized        ×  
Medium-level of familiarity     ×  ×    
Little familiarized        
Not familiarized at all  ×       
 
 
The procedure followed to perform this test consists in asking each author to complete three tasks with the 
authoring tool (to insert a new question in one of the question data set, to create a new question dataset and to 
update the information about a question in one of the question dataset) and next, to interview them according to 
the survey shown in Figure 8. The results are gathered in Graphs 1 to 6. 
 
1.  Rate your familiarity with authoring tools: 
a)  Very familiar 
b)  Familiar 
c)  Medium-familiarity 
d)  Little familiar 
e)  Not familiar at all 
f)  Not known/not answered 
 
2.  How difficult did you find it to perform these tasks? 
a)  Very easy 
b)  Easy 
c)  Medium-easiness 
d)  Difficult 
e)  Very difficult 
f)  Not known/not answered 
 
3.  Rate the usefulness of an authoring tool such as this one for adaptive open-ended questions: 
a)  Very useful 
b)  Useful 
c)  Medium-usefulness 
d)  Little useful 
e)  Very little useful 
f)  Not known/not answered 
 
4.  How intuitive did you find the authoring tool’s interface?  
a)  Very intuitive 
b)  Intuitive 
c)  Medium-intuitiveness 
d)  Little intuitive 
e)  It is not intuitive at all 
f)  Not known/not answered 
 
5.  Which task(s) did you find most difficult? 
a)  None of them 
b)  The first: to insert a new question 
c)  The second: to create a new collection 
d)  The third: to modify an already existing question 
e)  All of them 
 
6.  In general, you would rather work with the adaptive open-ended questions:  
a)  Using the authoring tool 
b)  Accessing the database through its manager 
 
7.  How worthwhile do you think that the effort of building different versions of the same statement and 
answer references for each question is?  
a)  Very worthwhile 62 
b)  Worthwhile 
c)  Medium-worthwhileness 
d)  Little worthwhile  
e)  Not worthwhile at all 
f)  Not known/not answered 
 
8.  The thing that I have enjoyed the most of this authoring tool is: 
 
9.  The thing that I have liked the least is: 
 
10.  I think that this should be improved: 
 
Figure 8. Survey for the authors 
 
Graph 1. Ease of use                                                            Graph 2. Usefulness 
 
Graph 3. Intuitiveness                                                    Graph 4. Task complexity 
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It can be seen that 100% of the interviewed authors, irrespective of their degree of familiarity with authoring 
tools, have stated that they would rather use the authoring tool than not use it. Besides, they consider it very easy 
(67%) or easy (33%) to use. Concerning how useful they think it is, more than 80% think that it is very useful. 
Half of the interviewed authors regard it as intuitive, and the other half says it is intuitive (33%) or more or less 
intuitive (17%). Most of them (67%) claimed that none of the proposed tasks was difficult to complete. 
Regarding the items 7-10 of the survey, most of the authors commented that the tool is very simple and that this 
allows them to gain more control over the task to perform. The greatest inconvenience detected by the authors 
was the necessity of writing the same question statement and answer references in several ways according to the 
stereotypes defined. It should be noted here that the experiment was done with the same predefined stereotypes 
for all the authors. In a real use of the tool, each author is the responsible of establishing the stereotypes to be 
used for the adaptation. Therefore, writing different versions for distinct stereotypes would be exactly what they 
were planning to do. One of the authors claimed that he would consider the effort as worthwhile if the time 
devoted to this task were shorter than the time devoted to the traditional manual assessment of the students’ 
answers. Moreover, he would regard it as exponentially more useful as the number of student answers to assess 
increased. Another author highlighted as one of the main benefits that he only has to write the information 
(statements and answer references) once and then it can be used by many different students for several years. 
Finally, the option of automatically translating from English to Spanish and vice-versa was very well considered 
since it allowed them to write the texts in their mother tongue.  
 
 
Conclusions and future work 
 
Up to date, attempts to develop adaptive CAA systems have been limited to Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) 
(Linden and Glass, 2000; Guzmán and Conejo, 2002; Cristea and Tuduce, 2004). That is, to modify the order in 
which the test items are presented to the students according to their performance during the test. In this paper, a 
new possibility is presented: to adapt the assessment of free-text answers by taking into account different 
student’s features and to integrate it with different learning activities in adaptive and collaborative web-based 
courses. 
 
The integration of TANGOW, a system for the dynamic generation of adaptive web-based courses, with Atenea, 
a program for the automatic assessment of student answers, is based on the following protocol: 
¾  Atenea uses the information stored in TANGOW user models, which includes personal features, 
preferences, learning styles, knowledge about the subject to be studied and all the student actions and the 
scores obtained by him/her during the course evolution. A richer profile allows better adaptation of question 
statements and datasets to individual students. 
¾  The adaptation engine from TANGOW decides when each student should be assessed, depending on his/her 
profile and achievements, and Atenea chooses the most adequate set of questions for the student, resulting in 
a fairer evaluation. 
¾  TANGOW benefits not only from the possibility of automatically evaluating free-text answers, but also 
from the feedback from those questions, which can be used to guide the students during the rest of the 
course. 
 
An authoring tool has been designed to facilitate the management of adaptive open-ended questions. This tool 
has been evaluated by several authors that have highlighted its easiness of use and the importance of having tools 
like that. Moreover, the evaluation of this tool has successfully proven one of the expectations from the 
integration of TANGOW and Atenea: the possibility of extending the adaptation not only to the contents or the 
navigation of the course but also to the assessment by choosing the questions to be asked and the reference 
answers according to the information about each student (stored in the user model). Other conclusions are: the 
ease of adding the new open-ended questions type of task to TANGOW and, therefore, of including a richer set 
of activities in TANGOW-based courses, as well as the interest of using the TANGOW formalism for letting the 
course authors specify different teaching strategies by incorporating CAA activities at different points of the 
course, depending on the evolution of each student. 
 
The combination of the techniques from two prosperous fields such as Adaptive Hypermedia and Computer 
Assisted Assessment of open-ended questions could give birth to a new field that could be called Adaptive 
Computer Assisted Assessment of Open-ended Questions. Computer-assisted learning can be useful for all types 
of students, and it is particularly well suited to those which, because of any reason (e.g. being physically 
impaired) cannot attend traditional lectures. Providing teaching materials and activities adapted to the student’s 
specific profile, as well as immediate and detailed feedback for the student’s answers, has a special interest in 
these cases.  64 
 
As future work, firstly the authoring tool will be used to add more adaptive open-ended questions to the datasets. 
Secondly, the integration of TANGOW and Atenea will be used as an additional support to traditional lectures 
about Operating Systems in the studies of Computer Science in our university. And thirdly, the application of 
different methods and techniques of adaptation to the assessment of open-ended questions will be studied. 
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ABSTRACT 
SIETTE is a web-based adaptive testing system. It implements Computerized Adaptive Tests. These tests 
are tailor-made, theory-based tests, where questions shown to students, finalization of the test, and student 
knowledge estimation is accomplished adaptively. To construct these tests, SIETTE has an authoring 
environment comprising a suite of tools that helps teachers create questions and tests properly, and analyze 
students’ performance after taking a test. In this paper, we present this authoring environment in the 
framework of adaptive testing. As will be shown, this set of visual tools, that contain some adaptable 
features, can be useful for teachers lacking skills in this kind of testing. Additionally, other systems that 
implement adaptive testing will be studied.  
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Introduction 
 
Testing is one of the most widely used tools in higher education (Brusilovsky & Miller, 1999). The main goal of 
testing is to measure student knowledge level in one or more concepts or subjects, i.e. in pieces of knowledge 
that can be assessed. This kind of assessment has been used for student knowledge diagnosis in adaptive 
educational systems, such as EML-ART (Weber & Brusilovsky, 2001) or DCG (Vassileva, 1997), but most of 
these systems are based on heuristic-based testing techniques. However, there is another kind of test, namely the 
adaptive test, which is based on a theoretically-sound theory, the Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) theory 
(van der Linden & Glas, 2000). This theory defines which questions (called items) are the most adequate to be 
posed to students, when the tests must finish, and how student knowledge can be inferred from students’ 
performance during the test. To this end, CAT uses an underlying psychometric theory called Item Response 
Theory (IRT) (Hambleton et al., 1991).  
 
Adaptive test elicitation is a task that requires a special effort on the part of the teacher, since the construction of 
this kind of test must be accomplished in accordance with some features. These features must be kept to ensure 
the correct operation of adaptive tests. For instance, teachers must ensure that the stem of one item does not 
provide any clue to correctly answering other items, i.e. items must be independent of each other. Additionally, 
adaptive testing selection techniques must have a significantly large set of items available, with a wide range of 
difficulties. These requirements demand that adaptive testing systems have an authoring environment that helps 
teachers construct items and tests. This kind of system needs some tools to analyze student test session data in 
order to check if the set of items contains the necessary properties. Unfortunately, only a small number of 
systems are able to generate adaptive tests (Brusilovsky & Miller, 1999). Furthermore, references to these 
systems do not provide information about their authoring interfaces, and consequently, we cannot know if they 
include adaptive and/or adaptable features. 
 
SIETTE (Conejo et al., 2004) is a web-based system for adaptive test generation. Moreover, this system is able 
to deliver conventional (heuristic-based) tests. Through a web interface, students can take tests for self-
assessment, where item correction is shown after each item, with some kind of optional feedback; or teachers can 
make grading tests in order to assess their students, even for academic purposes. To construct and modify the test 
contents, SIETTE offers an authoring environment. This is a suite of tools that mainly permits teachers to edit 
tests. This environment includes a tool for analyzing student performances.  
 
This paper is aimed at showing the authoring environment of the SIETTE system. The next section briefly 
explains what adaptive tests are. Next the components of the SIETTE architecture will be shown. Afterwards, the 
test editor will be described, showing its operation mode and its adaptable capabilities (Oppermann et al., 1997) 
together with the result analyzer, i.e. a tool that allows teachers to study student performance in tests they have 
taken. A brief state-of-the-art description of systems implementing adaptive testing is also included and an 
evaluation of the authoring tool in terms of its effectiveness and user satisfaction. Finally, in the last section, the 
conclusions of this work are summarized. 67 
What is an adaptive test? 
 
CAT theory tries to mimic the usual assessment procedure followed by a human teacher. That is, it first gives the 
student an item of medium difficulty. If the student answers correctly, it then administers an item that is a little 
more difficult and if not, it administers a less difficult item. This process should be repeated until the teacher 
considers that he/she has enough evidence to determine the student’s knowledge level. In CAT theory, this 
process has been automatized. Items are posed one by one. After posing an item, a temporary student knowledge 
level estimation is achieved. In terms of this estimation, the next item to be posed is chosen in such a way that 
this estimation will be more accurate. In more precise terms, an adaptive test can be seen as an iterative 
algorithm that starts with an initial estimation of the student’s knowledge level, and comprises the following 
steps: 
1.  All the items that have not been administered yet are examined to determine which is the best item to ask 
next, according to the current estimation of the student’s knowledge level.  
2.  The item is asked, and the student responds.  
3.  According to the answer, a new estimation of the knowledge level is computed. 
4.  Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until the test stopping criterion defined is met.  
 
IRT postulates that there is a relationship between the student’s knowledge level and the probability of 
successfully answering an item. This interdependent relationship is probabilistically expressed by means of a 
function called Item Characteristic Curve (ICC). Accordingly, this function collects, for each knowledge level, 
the probability that a student with this level will correctly answer the item. If this probability function is 
available for every item of a test, the student’s knowledge can be directly inferred. In CAT theory, IRT is used to 
estimate the student’s knowledge level, in order to determine the next item to be posed, and to decide when to 
finish the test. This theory ensures that the student knowledge estimations obtained do not vary in terms of the 
items used in the estimation process. The models most commonly used as ICC functions are the family of 
logistics models of one (1PL), two (2PL) and three parameters (3PL). All of them can be expressed by the 
following equation: 
 
(1) 
where ci is the guessing factor, bi is the item difficulty and ai is its discrimination factor. The guessing factor is 
the probability that a student with no knowledge at all will answer the item correctly. The difficulty represents 
the knowledge level in which the student has the same probability of passing or not the item, besides the 
guessing factor. The discrimination factor is a value proportional to the slope of the curve and represents a 
measure of how the item contributes to estimating the knowledge level. The formula just shown in Equation 1 
expresses the 3PL model. When the guessing factor is always assumed to be zero, the 2PL model is obtained. If, 
in addition, we consider the discrimination factor equal to 1, we obtain the 1PL model. 
 
The main advantage of adaptive tests is that they are fitted to students individually. This means that the number 
of items posed is different for each student, and depends on his/her knowledge level. In consequence, students 
neither get bored from being given very easy items, nor feel stressed for being asked very difficult items. In 
addition, different sets of items are posed to different students. Therefore, this reduces the possibility of cheating. 
In contrast, the main disadvantage of an adaptive test is that its construction is costly. Each ICC must be 
determined (calibrated) before the test can be applied. To this end, a large student population must be given this 
test non-adaptively, after which the calibration can be accomplished using this data. 
 
 
SIETTE architecture 
 
SIETTE allows eliciting and delivering CAT through web interfaces. It can work as a standalone assessment tool 
or inside other web-based adaptive systems as a diagnosis tool. It is a multilingual system, currently available in 
Spanish and English, but open to include other new languages. Figure 1 represents the system’s architecture. It 
comprises two main parts: the student workspace and the authoring environment. 
 
The student workspace: This is the place where students can take tests. The main component of this part is the 
test generator, which is in charge of delivering tests. Two interfaces can be used to access tests generated: 
¾  Student classroom: Here, students can take tests for self-assessment, and teachers can administer tests for 
grading.  68 
¾  Interface for external connections: This interface permits SIETTE to work as a diagnosis tool inside other 
web-based adaptive hypermedia educational systems. A simple protocol (Guzmán & Conejo, 2002a) has 
been specified and implemented for this purpose. 
 
The authoring environment: It consists of a suite of tools used by teachers. They allow content creation and 
updating, as well as analyzing the performances of students that have taken tests. This suite is composed of the 
following tools: 
¾  The test editor: With this tool, teachers can create subjects. Different sets of items can be defined in relation 
with the topics of each subject. Teachers can also define different tests that involve the subject topics.  
¾  The result analyzer: This tool helps teachers analyze student performance. 
¾  The  item calibration tool: As shown, ICC functions predict the behavior of students that answer the 
corresponding item. They are determined by a set of parameters. These parameters are inferred by 
calibration techniques (Glas, 2000). In this part of the architecture, some of these calibration techniques are 
being developed. Unfortunately, this tool is currently under development and, therefore will not be 
addressed in this paper. 
 
 
Figure 1. SIETTE architecture 
 
 
The test editor 
 
In SIETTE, teachers can define different subjects. The curricula of subjects, tests and items are stored in the 
knowledge base. Subject curricula are structured forming acyclic graphs of topics. Therefore, a subject can be 
divided into topics. Each topic can also be divided into subtopics and so on. As a result, each curriculum can be 
seen as a granularity hierarchy (McCalla & Greer, 1994), where topics are related to their subtopics via 
aggregation relations. Items are assigned to topics in such a way that if an item is assigned to a topic, this item is 
used to assess the student’s knowledge level in the topic. Items can be assigned to any topic of the hierarchy, 
including the subject, since it can be seen as a global aggregation of the whole curriculum. At last, tests are 69 
defined in terms of topics. If a test involves a set of topics, after a testing session, SIETTE is able to return a 
student’s knowledge estimation for each test topic, and for each one of their descendant subtopics at any level 
(Guzmán & Conejo, 2004b). 
 
In order to access this tool, teachers must be provided with an identifier/password pair given by the system 
administrator. A snapshot of this tool, after selecting a subject to edit, is shown in Figure 2. It is divided into two 
main frames. The left one is the curriculum hierarchy tree. Two different views of this tree can be seen: items or 
tests. When the “items” option is selected, the tree shows the subject curriculum hierarchy, composed of the 
topics and their items. Topics are represented by folders, and items by colored balls. The ball color differs in 
terms of the kind of item. If the “tests” option is selected, the tree shows the tests that have been defined for this 
subject. Under each test, the curriculum of the test topics is shown. Finally, the aspect of the right side depends 
on the element selected in the tree. Subject, topic, item and test information can be added, modified or deleted 
through this frame. 
 
Figure 2. The test editor 
 
 
The element parameters of the editor can been seen in two different ways, depending on the teacher profile. The 
test editor adapts the content presentation in terms of the teacher profile. Two different teacher stereotypes (Kay, 
2000) are managed: novice and expert. In terms of their mastery in using this tool, teachers can select either one 
stereotype or the other, and are free to change it at any time. The difference between the two is the degree of 
detail of the information shown. In the novice profile, some information is hidden. When a teacher with this 
profile is editing an element, some of its parameters will take values by default. The expert profile has been 
conceived for teachers with more advanced mastery of the system and/or in the use of adaptive tests.  
 
Different teachers can access the same subject. For each subject, there is a teacher who is its creator and has all 
permissions granted. Through the editor, he/she can grant different permissions to other teachers. In 
consequence, the set of actions a teacher can accomplish is adapted to the permission he/she has for the subject. 
These permissions are item reading or item modification, curriculum modification, test addition or test 
modification, etc. The editor takes into account teacher permissions in order to adapt the interfaces it shows 70 
teachers. This is done by hiding/showing the actions the teacher can accomplish. For instance, if a teacher cannot 
modify items, when he/she is editing an item the update button is hidden. 
 
 
Test definition 
 
Chua Abdullah (2003) has pointed out the types of knowledge that teachers must take into account to achieve 
effective testing assessment: (1) what to test, in other words the parts of the domain knowledge to be tested; (2) 
who to test, this is the student model; (3) how to test, namely the item selection criterion and the student 
assessment method. We have added another one: (4) when to finish the test, i.e. the test finalization decision. In 
adaptive testing, this last decision is vital, since it will determine the accuracy and, as a result, the reliability of 
student assessment. In SIETTE’s test definition stage all these concerns are expressed by test configuration 
parameters. The first concern (what) is represented by the topics involved in the test, and the number of 
knowledge levels in which the students will be assessed. Although the real number domain is used in IRT, in 
SIETTE a discrete domain is used for the sake of simplicity. Accordingly, if the number of knowledge levels is 
equal to K, students will be classified between 0 and K-1.  
 
The  who is clearly the student represented by a student model. Student models in SIETTE are essentially 
probability distribution curves which contain, for each knowledge level, the probability that student knowledge 
will coincide with this knowledge level. For each topic assessed in a test, SIETTE keeps a student distribution 
curve. When creating a test, SIETTE provides teachers with the possibility of selecting the prior probability 
distribution their students will have before posing any item.  
 
Finally, the how and when concerns will be discussed in the following three subsections: 
 
 
Item selection criteria 
 
SIETTE provides two different adaptive item selection criteria: 
¾  Owen’s adaptive criterion: It uses a discrete version of Owen (1975) item selection approach. It selects the 
item that minimizes the expectation of the variance of the posterior student knowledge distribution. 
¾  Difficulty-based criterion: Owen found a simplification of his previous selection criterion (op. cit.), whose 
performance is very near to the former, and which is very simple to apply. It selects the item whose 
difficulty (a parameter of the ICC) is the nearest to the current student knowledge level estimation.  
 
 
Student assessment techniques 
 
In the how concern, we do not only have to consider the item presentation order; it is also necessary to decide 
what mechanism must be used to infer student knowledge level. In SIETTE, the adaptive assessment methods 
are based on a discrete Bayesian mechanism in which student knowledge probability distribution is calculated 
after posing each item i (Equation 2). The estimation made after posing the last test item becomes the final 
estimation. 
 
(2) 
In Equation 1, P(θ|u1, ..,ui-1) is the temporary student estimation before answering item i, and ui=1 indicates that 
the student has answered the item correctly. P(ui=1|θ) is the ICC for item i. As mentioned before, it expresses 
the relationship between the item’s correct answer and knowledge levels. Once the new estimation distribution is 
calculated, the student knowledge level can be inferred in two different ways in terms of the adaptive criteria 
used: modal, that is, the most likely level; or expectation-based, where the estimated knowledge level is equal to 
the expected probability distribution value. 
 
In SIETTE, items are assigned to the topics they assess. If an item Q is used to assess a topic T, applying the 
aggregation relations defined in the curriculum, item Q can be used to assess all the topics preceding T. In order 
to manifest this relation, each item has an ICC for each topic it can assess. Accordingly, after a single test, the 
system is able to return the state of student knowledge in the test topics and in all their descendants (Guzmán & 
Conejo, 2002b). 
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Test finalization criteria 
 
In order to ensure test finalization, and to avoid item overexposure, a maximum item number is defined for each 
test. While a test is being administered, every time an item is selected, this upper limit is compared to the number 
of items already administered. If this last number is equal to or greater than the limit, the test has to finish. While 
this condition is not satisfied, test finalization can be decided by one of the following criteria:  
¾  student’s knowledge estimation variance is less than a certain threshold; 
¾  student’s estimated knowledge level probability is greater than a certain threshold; 
¾  or, for temporized tests, the time limit has been reached. 
 
Whereas the two former criteria are purely adaptive, the last one, although non-adaptive, can be applied to 
adaptive tests as an alternative mechanism to avoid very long tests. SIETTE offers the possibility of configuring 
tests to be temporized. To this end, teachers only have to set the test time limit through the editor.  
 
Additionally, other configuration parameters can be set for each test: its availability can be restricted to one or 
more groups of students; filters can be configured to restrict the items that can be administered in each test; 
teachers can allow students to retake a test at the same stage they stopped, if the test has been suspended for any 
reason (for instance, connection failure); etc. 
 
 
Item definition 
 
In SIETTE teachers are supplied with several types of items with which to construct their tests: 
¾  True/false items, where students have to select just one answer. 
¾  Multiple-choice items, where students must select an answer or none.  
¾  Multiple-response items, where more than one answer can be correct. 
¾  Self-corrected items, which are little programs, implemented by means of java applets or flash, that allow 
teachers to include more sophisticated exercises. They are corrected on their own, and this correction is 
given to SIETTE. 
 
These types of items can be combined in the same test. Former items have the classical format of a stem and a 
set of answers. SIETTE offers other kinds of item construction scaffoldings and a library of exercise templates. It 
collects most of the exercises that usually appear in textbooks. They can easily be added to a test by instating the 
desired template. Additionally, SIETTE includes an item generation mechanism. This mechanism has been 
implemented through item templates written in a web language (e.g. JSP, PHP, etc.). These templates generate 
questions of the sort described previously after being pre-processed. For more information about the types of 
items and item generation see (Guzmán & Conejo, 2004a). 
 
 
The result analyzer 
 
The student model repository stores information about student test sessions. SIETTE’s result analyzer allows 
teachers to study these data. It contains the following two utilities: 
 
A student performance facility: For each test it contains the list of students that have taken the test. For each 
student it shows the identifier of the test session, his/her identifier and name, the date of the beginning of the test 
session, the total number of items posed, the number of items correctly answered and his/her final grade. It 
allows watching the complete test session, that is, the items that were given to the student in the same order 
posed, with the student’s response and the correct response. This tool gives detailed statistics of the final student 
knowledge level estimation. For each topic, the estimation, the number of items posed and the number of 
correctly answered topic items, as well as a graphical representation of the estimated knowledge distribution, is 
provided. Additionally, it offers the possibility of deleting student test information from the student model 
repository. 
 
An item statistics facility: It supplies statistical information about student responses to the item in all test sessions 
in which the item has been posed. These data can be studied for each topic to which the item is directly 
associated, and for each one of its preceding topics, including the subject. Once the topic to be studied has been 
selected, a table is shown. It contains a column for each item answer. Each row represents a knowledge level in 
which the subject can be assessed. Each cell cij of the table represents the number of students with final estimated 
knowledge level i that have selected the answer j. In addition, cumulative statistics are shown: that is, taking all 72 
the data of the student model repository as a sample, the likelihood that a student will select an answer given his 
final estimated knowledge level. This information is very useful for calibration purposes. 
 
Figure 3. The student performance facility of the result analyzer 
 
 
Related work 
 
In adaptive testing there are no standards, nor are there any de facto standards. Most adaptive testing-based 
software tools make use of an eclectic approach to knowledge estimation (van der Linden & Pashley, 2001). 
Maybe this is the reason why there are not many adaptive testing-based tools. In the literature some systems can 
be found, like Hezinet (López-Cuadrado et al., 2002), a web-based learning system that includes an application 
for adaptive testing administration. It has an item pool of 600 items and uses the classical dichotomous 3PL 
model. INSPIRE (Papanikolaou et al., 2003) is also a web-based learning system that uses adaptive tests to 
assess the progress acquired during instruction. This system provides feedback to students while taking a test. It 
uses the 3PL model but keeps the discrimination factor constant for all items with a value of 2. More recently, 
other adaptive testing systems have appeared, such as CALEAP-Web (Gonçalves et al., 2004) and the work of 
Lilley et al. (2004).  
 
In general, the former systems do not make rigorous use of adaptive testing theory. They implement an algorithm 
that combines adaptive testing with heuristics. These heuristics are used to make item calibration easy. They are 
based on the CBAT-2 algorithm (Collins et al., 1996). Through CBAT-2 the item parameters of the 3PL model 
can be easily computed. The discrimination and the guessing factors always take the same value, and the value 
of the difficulty is updated through a heuristic after any student takes the test. Certainly, this algorithm facilitates 
the use of adaptive testing, but does not use it properly. There are other works that apply adaptive tests, but using 
paradigms located further away from classical adaptive testing theory, like SKATE (Chua-Abdullah, 2003) or 
the work of Rudner (2002). 
 
Finally, regarding the authoring tools used by these systems, references of these works do not, unfortunately, 
mention how items are added to the systems.  
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Evaluation 
 
A study was conducted in order to evaluate the current authoring environment of SIETTE. For this study a 
questionnaire was prepared. Figure 4 shows the whole questionnaire. The final recipients were teachers with 
certain experience in the use of this tool. They teach undergraduate and postgraduate university courses, and they 
have used SIETTE as an assessment tool for their students. In general, the questions asked how often they used 
the different tools of the authoring tool, and to evaluate their satisfaction in terms of its features. The responses 
were defined in a Likert-type scale, i.e. in a scale from 0 to 5. The questionnaire was submitted to the users 
through an email.  
 
Figure 4. Questionnaire submitted to the teachers 
 
 
All users indicated they did not have any previous experience with a tool similar to this one. The part of this tool 
most frequently used is the item edition capability. 75% of the users pointed out that they use it very frequently 
(value 5 in the questionnaire). The other functionalities most commonly used are the test and topic capabilities 
respectively. Regarding the result analyzer tool, its two capabilities were used less than the previous ones. In any 
case, there was a significant difference between the percentage of teachers that use the student performance 
facility in comparison with the item statistic facility. The first facility is used with average frequency, whereas 
the second one is hardly ever used. The profile used most is the novice one. Most teachers stated that they used it 
very often. In contrast, there is a limited number of teachers that have never used the expert profile, and the rest 
use it with average frequency. 
 
Concerning author satisfaction and tool effectiveness, the questionnaire included several issues that the teachers 
had to evaluate. Accordingly, teachers pointed out that the time spent in learning how to use the tool is 
satisfactory (values are located between 2 or 3). Regarding the tool’s ease of use, the results are also satisfactory, 
but some teachers have suggested that the inclusion of contextual help within the fields of the component forms 
would be very useful. In addition, teachers indicated that the design of the interfaces is good. Some of them 
pointed out that it does not contain heavy components, as a result of which the load of the web pages is 
considerably rapid. On the other hand, one teacher suggested that the structure of the interface is sometimes 
confusing and that it should be improved by reorganizing the configuration parameters of items, tests and topics. 
The time spent in the construction of a subject was evaluated as average to good. Some teachers indicated that 
the greater the experience in using the tool, the lesser the time spent in the construction of a subject. The final 
issue evaluated was fault tolerance. All teachers fully agree that this feature is well managed by the authoring 
tool. A teacher pointed out that during the construction of a test he/she had several problems with his/her 74 
connection to the Internet, but these problems did not affect the content added, i.e. there was not a significant 
loss of information.  
 
Finally, teachers were asked about the best and the worst feature of the tool. About the best feature, some of 
opinions were: it provides web-based interfaces that do not require installing additional software, it permits 
preparing a test quickly, tests are immediately available in the virtual student classroom, it supplies a wide 
range of options to construct items and tests (e.g. different types of items, different test correction, item selection 
and finalization criteria, …), etc. Concerning the worst features the comments were: the absence of a help 
manual makes it difficult to use certain options, the procedure to alternate between the two profiles is not very 
intuitive, it does not operate properly when accessing though Linux operating systems, etc. The last question was 
if they would recommend this tool to other teachers. Most teachers answered affirmatively. Just one teacher 
pointed out that he/she uses the system for a limited set of students (in a masters course), but he/she does not 
dare recommend it for subjects with a large number of students. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
SIETTE is a well-founded testing system that generates adaptive tests for grading or self-assessment. These tests 
have many advantages: tests are suited to students, the number of items required for assessment is lesser than in 
conventional testing procedures, estimations have high accuracy, etc. In SIETTE contents are structured on the 
basis of subjects. Each subject is composed of a set of topics, structured hierarchically using aggregation 
relations. Each topic has a set of associated items that can be used to assess it and all its preceding topics. 
Furthermore, SIETTE provides teachers with an authoring environment consisting of a set of tools that allow 
teachers to elicit knowledge, i.e. item, topic and test construction. It is a multi-user environment in which 
teachers can collaborate in the test creation process, although this collaboration can be restricted by applying 
different permissions to the elements of each subject. 
 
SIETTE has, on the one hand, adaptive features: item selection, student assessment and test finalization criteria. 
These criteria are based on the performance of the students while taking the tests. On the other hand, through 
adaptable characteristics the test editor is personalized for each teacher’s profile and permissions. For instance, 
the novice profile is very useful for teachers with no skills regarding adaptive test configuration. In addition, 
different item construction scaffoldings give teachers the possibility of easily adapting the test presentation to the 
group that is going to take a test.  
 
The evaluation carried out shows that in general the authoring environment is well considered. In fact, some 
teachers of the School of Computer Science Engineering frequently use it as a complement to students’ final 
qualifications. Currently, we are working on improving the features of the authoring environment in the direction 
pointed out by the teachers in the questionnaire. For instance, we are making a help manual, introducing changes 
in the interfaces to solve some former problems. Some filtering operations are being included in the student 
analyzer tool in order to allow a better study of data, and in addition its graphics are being improved. 
 
Both the student classroom and the test editor are available for any user through the following URL: 
http://www.lcc.uma.es/SIETTE. In the student classroom, a subject “Demo”, which includes several demo tests, 
has been defined. These tests have been created to show some of SIETTE’s characteristics. Moreover, a “demo” 
teacher account has been created to freely access the test editor and the result analyzer, in order to show their 
operability and adaptable features. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the use of adaptation patterns in the task of formulating standards for adaptive 
educational hypermedia (AEH) systems that is currently under investigation by the EU ADAPT project. 
Within this project, design dimensions for high granularity patterns have been established. In this paper we 
focus on detailing lower granularity adaptive patterns based upon learning styles. Several patterns from 
existing AEH system case studies are identified and classified according to an extended learning style 
"onion" model. This model forms the basis of a learning style taxonomy, introduced here, whose 
components determine adaptation patterns for AEH. These patterns are of importance both for authoring, as 
well as for interfacing between adaptive hypermedia systems. From an authoring point of view, these 
patterns may be used to establish a fine-grain approach to instructional strategies that can be implemented 
in AEH systems, as a response to a particular learning style. The implementation of this adaptation pattern 
taxonomy is discussed, both generally and in detail.  
 
Keywords: 
Adaptive education hypermedia, Learning styles, Taxonomy, Adaptation design patterns, ADAPT. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Since the web has become an important platform for the delivery of educational experiences, many attempts 
have been made to utilise techniques of Adaptive Hypertext (AH) to personalise the learning process 
(Brusilovsky, 2001). The goal of the various Adaptive Educational Hypermedia (AEH) systems that have been 
developed in recent years has been to avoid the "one size fits all" mentality that is all too common in the design 
of web-based learning systems. The fundamental problem is that learners inevitably have diverse backgrounds, 
abilities and motivation – and hence highly individual learning requirements. This is well known to 
educationalists (Barbe & Milone, 1981; Corno & Snow 1986; Felder, 1993), but seemingly not always 
appreciated by the designers of technology-based learning. Most early attempts at AEH were based around 
simple knowledge-based user models. While this is a perfectly valid approach, it is also very limited because it 
only addresses one aspect of user diversity – that of prior experience and ability. It does not address the far more 
fundamental psychological issue, that there are very substantial differences between individuals in the cognitive 
mechanisms by which we all learn (Coffield et al, 2004). 
 
The ultimate objective of AEH is to create the ‘perfect’ online lesson for every learner – utilising a common set 
of learning resources. The ‘rules’ that are used to describe the creation of such a system are not yet standardised, 
and the criteria that need to be used for pedagogically effective rule-sets are, as yet, poorly understood. Many 
experimental AEH systems have been created - each to their own unique specifications. As yet, however, no 
combined effort has been made to extract the common design paradigms from these systems. Learning styles are 
one such possible common design paradigms for AEH systems. Learning style models have been researched and 
used by educationalists for many years, and some of them have been implemented in Intelligent Tutoring 
Systems (ITS). Recently a small subset has been implemented in AEH systems. For example: WHURLE (Brown 
& Brailsford, 2004; Moore et al, 2001), CS383 (Carver et al, 1999) and ILASH (Bajraktarevic et al, 2003) all 
implement different aspects of the Felder-Soloman ILS (Index of Learning Styles) (Felder & Soloman, 2004). 
Others such as INSPIRE (Grigoriadou et al, 2001) uses Kolb’s theory of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984); or 
the Dunn and Dunn model (Dunn & Dunn, 1978) as used in iWeaver (Wolf, 2002). 
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The fact that learning styles can now be implemented in AEH systems, even to this limited degree, is promising, 
and ensures that these systems can be used in future with greater effectiveness. However, although we salute 
these initial attempts, most of them make the same mistake as early adaptive hypermedia research: the 
‘intelligence’ of the system (i.e., the specification of the dynamics and behaviour) is hidden within the system 
and is system-dependent. As learning style specification is more complex than the knowledge-based strategies 
implemented in early AEH systems, this method of implementation will result in even less reusability. This is 
one reason why it is of vital importance to extract patterns for AEH, at different granularity levels, starting from 
the ADAPT dimensions, to learning styles, all the way to the fine-grained implementation steps that are required 
in the instructional strategy corresponding to a particular learning style. 
 
Another strong case for the necessity of pattern extraction is made by the authoring process itself. In previous 
research (Cristea & De Bra, 2002; Cristea & De Mooij, 2003b) we have already identified the need for patterns 
in order to ease the author’s burden. Indeed, an adaptive educational hypermedia author has not only to create 
linear courseware (the same as their non-adaptive e-learning counterpart) but also create all the different 
alternatives of this courseware. Speaking in terms of dynamic, personalized course behaviour, the author has to 
specify the different strategies that go with each particular learning style that may occur within the target learner 
group. It is quite obvious that potential authors consider this an insurmountable task and stick with linear 
courseware, ignoring the benefits that personalization can bring to the learning experience of their students. In 
order to help such authors, a multitude of templates for instructional strategies based in our case on learning 
styles, has to be available and ready to use. Moreover, these strategies have to be kept as independent as possible 
from the domain, so they can be reused in different contexts and for different learning materials. 
 
In the following section this paper briefly describes the design dimensions extracted within the EU project 
ADAPT (2004). These dimensions define the whole space for adaptation pattern definition. Next, we introduce a 
new learning style taxonomy organized towards the categorization of specific learning-style induced adaptation 
patterns that are implemented or can be implemented in adaptive educational hypermedia. Then, an 
implementation of these patterns is presented. Finally, in the last two sections we discuss our proposal and our 
findings and draw some conclusions.  
 
 
Adaptation patterns and ADAPT 
 
ADAPT is an European Community funded project (ADAPT, 2004) that aims to rectify the situation described 
in the introduction, by investigating current adaptive practices in various AEH environments (mature or still 
under development) and identifying the design patterns within them. A design pattern is defined in (Alexander et 
al, 1977) as a recurrent problem and its (heuristic) solution (i.e. most solutions will be heuristic, although it is not 
inconceivable that some non-heuristic solutions may be found). 
 
The ADAPT project has identified high level design dimensions for AEH systems (Garzotto & Cristea, 2004), 
loosely based on LAOS, a framework for Adaptive Hypermedia Authoring (Cristea & de Mooij, 2003a), which 
are:  
¾  context of use (CU),  
¾  content domain (DM),  
¾  instructional strategy (IS),  
¾  instructional view (IV),  
¾  learner model (LM),  
¾  adaptation model (AM) and  
¾  detection mechanism (DE).  
 
These dimensions form the axes on which both an AEH problem and its solution can be represented. This means 
that any subset of instances from the design dimensions can actually formulate the problem, and subsets of 
instantiations of the rest of the variables, the solution. This set of [problem, solution] is the basis of a pattern, as 
initially defined by Alexander et al (1977). Other possible elements of a pattern are: name, context, forces, related 
patterns, and known uses. These elements actually add more information to each particular pattern, but also increase the 
dimensions of the result.  
 
Figure 1 shows the transformation of the initial design dimensions into a specific pattern, by selecting one 
dimension as the problem dimension and all the remaining dimensions becoming the solution (the pentagon 
surface in the figure). The surface delimited by the corners of the pentagon shows the actual instance of the 
solution, given the instance problem. Please note that there is no restriction that the problem or solution should 79 
have the dimension of a point (they could be an interval as well). In other words, multiple solutions are possible 
for a problem, and therefore, the pentagon’s dimensions can vary. The problem in this case was depicted as the 
vertical axis, to clearly separate it from the rest. Please also note that the formulation of the problem can 
determine this division between the axes (some of them participating in the problem formulation, and the others 
participating in the solution to that given problem). 
 
As a concrete example of such an instance, if the recurrent problem is described as designing an AEH for 
beginner users (IS: beginner), a possible solution can be an instantiation of the other dimensions as: 
CU:  academia, K12 or others (similar treatment is performed for any CU)  
DM:  Introduction, Informal Definition, Summary 
IV: tour 
LM: knowledge  (overlay  model) 
AM:  uses rules such as: if current concept in tour read, then display (link to) next concept 
DE:   knowledge of user about concept is increased when concept is accessed 
 
Figure 1. ADAPT design dimensions as problem versus solution 
 
 
This is only one possible solution to the problem posed above, forming one possible pattern. Please note that 
some elements of the solution may induce clustering. For instance, it may be possible to conceive that beginners 
in academia are treated differently to beginners in K12, etc. In reality, the discovery of appropriate design 
patterns is a non-trivial task. The design dimensions described above represent the start of what must be an 
ongoing process. Using this framework it is possible to develop a taxonomy of patterns and their associated sub-
patterns. Although a complete pattern taxonomy remains a long way off, it is currently quite possible to derive a 
taxonomy for specific components of the model. In this paper we describe one such taxonomy for learning styles 
(which are a subsection of the ‘Learner Model’ (LM) in adaptive systems.  
 
The primary purpose of the proposals contained in this paper is to provoke thought and initiate more discussion 
within the wider community on this very important issue. 
 
Recently, the ADAPT project has initiated a series of workshops on this topic. For instance, the paper of 
Garzotto  et al. (2003) from the first of these workshops attempts to “identify examples of ‘good matches’ 80 
between learning styles and application design solutions”, “to be used as design guidelines both for educational 
hypermedia and for adaptive or adaptable educational hypermedia”. In their approach, “the problem component 
of a design pattern is described by an instructional goal (e.g., a learning preference that the designer, or the 
application, needs to address); the solution component describes the desired design properties that the application 
should have, concerning its types of content, its organization structures, and interaction or navigation 
capabilities”. Their design dimensions are: Concepts and Content, Interaction, Navigation, Activity, Layout. 
These dimensions are inherited from previous studies on static hypermedia design, upon which learning styles 
have been overlaid. The problem is that adaptivity, and the adaptive component (such as our adaptation model) 
are not yet clearly defined, although parts may be identified within the Interaction, Navigation and Activity 
dimensions. What they correctly identify is the interaction of these dimensions. However, by deciding that their 
problem can only be an instructional goal, the authors limit the usability of their model. 
 
Avgeriou et al. (2003) are tackling the issue of design patterns in adaptive web-based educational systems. Their 
paper mainly details user model patterns, as they correctly identify them as the basis of adaptivity in 
personalized hypermedia. However they base their overall pattern system directly on the AHAM reference 
model for adaptive hypermedia (Wu, 2002). This means, therefore, that they miss elements of the detection 
mechanism, which are not explicit in the AHAM model. More importantly, they miss a clear, semantically 
relevant definition of the adaptation model of the adaptive hypermedia system. As in AHAM there is no 
distinction between instructional strategy, instructional view and adaptation model, all of them overlapping in 
the teaching model. The user (or learner) model patterns that they are identifying are however useful and of fine 
granularity. Their user model doesn’t cater for learning styles as such, but has a dimension ‘stereotype’, which 
could also be interpreted as learning style dimension. 
 
 
Learning Style Taxonomy 
 
Categorising Learning Style Models 
 
There are many different learning style models. A recent report suggested there may be as many as 71 currently 
in use (Coffield et al, 2004) although many of them suffer from low internal reliability and a lack of empirical 
evidence. Of these models, many derive from a common ancestry and measure similar dimensions, e.g. Pask’s 
holist-serialist style (Pask, 1972) and Felder-Soloman’s global-sequential style (Felder & Soloman, 2004). In 
addition to this vast collection of learning style theories, there is also a wealth of confusing terminology and 
assessment tools. It is little wonder then, that many researchers are overwhelmed by the choice of which 
instruments may be better than others, or which theories may be trusted more than others, or simply which 
learning styles “work” in any given context. For example, the terms ‘learning style’, ‘cognitive style’ and 
‘information processing style’ are all terms that have been used interchangeably by various researchers, in a 
rather inconsistent and confusing manner. The term ‘learning style’ has been used in this paper as an overarching 
term that is meant to include any psychological or educational model used in researching cognitive processes 
applied in a learning situation..  
 
There has been much research into the efficacy of learning styles as a tool to enhance learning; a comprehensive 
review of this research, along with strengths and weaknesses of several approaches, can be found in Coffield et 
al (2004). Each approach has its merits, and documented in Coffield’s report are various case studies showing 
where these can be most effective. The learning style models used by current AEH systems exploit some of these 
more popular models. It seems as if there is no optimum learning style as such: each has its own advantages and 
disadvantages, and thus its own unique consequences depending on the environment in which it is used. The 
important issue is that AEH systems are starting to take note of crucial pedagogical issues in order to enhance the 
learning experience. Moreover, they are paving at the same time the way for larger scale experiments of 
validation or invalidation of learning instruments based on learning styles.  
 
Many researchers have attempted to construct overviews of learning styles, such as Rayner and Riding (1997), 
de Bello (1990), Swanson (1995), Cassidy (2003) and Coffield et al (2004). These are extremely comprehensive 
works, and are recommended for further reading. 
 
Curry’s onion model is a good basis for demonstrating the different ways in which learning styles can be 
categorised (Curry, 1983; Curry, 1987), by assigning them to a particular layer in a radial system, with a 
structure analogous to that of an onion. These layers correspond extremely well to the different types of learning 
style models and because of this, it has been chosen as an aid to representing our model visually. Moreover, 81 
rather than building a model from scratch, we preferred to search the literature for the model which is closest to 
our representation and suitable for adaptive hypermedia systems. 
 
Figure 2 displays our extended Curry’s onion model. The only extension is the prior knowledge layer, which will 
be explained later. The innermost layer, cognitive processing style, seeks to measure an individual’s personality, 
specifically related to how they prefer to acquire and integrate information. Moving outwards, the next layer 
measures information processing style and examines a learner’s intellectual approach to assimilation of new 
information. The layer beyond that examines social interaction, and how students prefer to interact with each 
other. The outermost layer, of instructional preference, tends to relate to external factors such as physiological 
and environmental stimuli associated with learning activities. The layers refer to different aspects of learning 
style, and those most influenced by external factors (and most observable) are on the outermost layers. The 
innermost layers are considered to be more stable psychological constructs and less susceptible to change; 
however these are much less easily measured. 
 
These dimensions of the Learning Style within the User Model, are to be refined further. In comparison with the 
learning style dimensions proposed in Garzotto et al (2003), we opt for an arguably more expressive, 
semantically relevant dimension definition. For instance, their input definition can map over information 
processing style, instructional preference and social interaction, without specifically being attributable to any one 
of them. 
 
 
Learning Style Models Within AEH Systems 
 
Several learning style models have been implemented in adaptive educational hypermedia systems; Table 1 
below matches up the some of the systems and the approaches upon which they base their learning preferences.  
 
Of the learning style models mentioned in the table, it can be seen that these utilise instructional preferences 
(Dunn and Dunn), information processing (Kolb; some of the Felder-Soloman aspects) and cognitive personality 
dimensions (Witkins’, plus other Felder-Soloman aspects) of Curry’s onion framework. Social interaction 
models of learning style have not been incorporated into any existing AEH systems though this is hardly 
surprising. Whilst these important models are studied in computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) and 
computer supported collaborative work (CSCW), they are as currently a complex issue for AEH.  
 
Another construct associated with learning style is a student’s prior knowledge; this is seen in many AH systems 
such as AHA! (De Bra et al, 2003) and WHURLE (Zakaria & Brailsford, 2002). This construct should be taken 
into consideration when creating a taxonomy, and thus could be added as an extra layer to Curry’s model since 
there is currently no layer that could accurately represent this type of learning style.  
 
Table 1. Overview of learning style models in extant AEH systems 
AEH system:  Learning style model: 
AES-CS (Triantafillou, 2002)   Witkin’s field dependence/independence (Witkin & Goodenough, 
1981)  
iWeaver (Wolf, 2002)   Dunn and Dunn’s learning style model (Dunn & Dunn, 1978)  
INSPIRE (Grigoriadou et al, 2001) MOT 
(2004) (Stash et al, 2004) 
Kolb’s theory of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984)  
AHA! (De Bra et al, 2003; Stash et al, 
2004)  
Honey and Mumford’s Learning Styles Questionnaire (Honey and 
Mumford, 1992) 
CS383 (Carver et al, 1999) 
ILASH (Bajraktarevic, 2003) 
TANGOW - extended version (Paredes & 
Rodriguez, 2003) 
WHURLE (Brown & Brailsford, 2004) 
 
 
Felder-Soloman Inventory of Learning Styles (Felder & Soloman, 
2004) 
 
 
Höök & Svensson (1999) and Abou-Jaoude & Frasson (1999) suggest semantic layers of user modelling, that 
include the dimensions already mentioned, together with aspects such as motivation and believability. The latter 
are related to emotions, cognition and personality and seem to integrate well with the innermost layer of the 
onion model (cognitive personality style). 
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Taxonomies 
 
Coarse-grain taxonomy 
 
From examining how learning styles may be categorised, and seeing how these are actually implemented in AEH 
systems, it is possible to create a broad classification of learning style models for use within the ‘Learner Model’ 
dimension of the ADAPT project (ADAPT, 2004). What we propose is an extended version of Curry’s onion 
model, that integrates prior knowledge as an additional layer, as shown by the diagram below. 
 
The layers shown in Figure 2 are modified from the original version of Curry’s onion model and use the same 
concepts to map each level (right hand side). AEH systems currently using learning style models are categorised 
into appropriate layers (on the right-hand side). 
 
It is also worth noting that instructional preference could include for example, hardware platforms, as well as 
general environmental or physiological stimuli. In this manner, learners may express a preference for ambient or 
mobile learning, possibly delivered by PDA or mobile phone. 
 
Figure 2. Extended Curry’s onion model of learning style theories (Curry, 1983; Curry, 1987) 
 
 
Figure 3. Fine granularity of the information processing layer 
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Fine-grain taxonomy 
 
There are several specific learning style theories currently in use within AEH systems, taken from defined 
categories of ‘learning styles’. Since most of the AEH systems shown in Figure 2 are contained within the  
‘information processing’ layer, it seems prudent to explore this in more detail. Figure 3 depicts a fine-grain 
taxonomy of this particular classification of learning style theory. 
 
Information processing can be sub-divided into three sections: holist/analytic; verbaliser/imager and 
sensing/intuitive. These in turn relate to specific dimensions of learning styles, exemplified by design problems 
and their related solutions, together forming fine-grain patterns.  
 
 
Integrating patterns with taxonomy 
 
Each of the leaves defining a specific learning style in Figure 3 represents a problem typical for educational 
environments, and therefore, a problem that AEHs should be able to tackle. By providing each leaf with a 
specific solution, we can populate the ends of the tree with patterns corresponding to the fine-grain classification 
within the current taxonomy. 
 
To illustrate this, we look at the information processing style corresponding to the holistic/analytic learner in 
Figure 3, defined as a preference for field dependency (as opposed to field independence). The pattern emerging 
from this problem description is listed in Table 2.  
 
The table shows instantiated the ADAPT dimensions for AEH systems. The vertical axis on the right hand side 
of Figure 1 is again the instructional strategy  (IS), which is instantiated here with a strategy for field 
dependence. 
 
Table 2 shows that the context of use (CU) of the field dependent instructional strategy covers academia, K12 
education, vocational training, handicapped learners, etc. It also shows that the content domain (DM) for field 
dependence can use resource types such as fact, phenomenon, etc. Field dependent learners are known to need 
overviews of the learning material. Therefore, the instructional view (IV) should provide them with a map of 
where there are and how they are progressing, e.g., as is typically done in AEH, a hierarchical ordering of the 
domain concepts. 
 
Table 2. An AEH pattern describing the preference for field dependency and its possible solutions using the 
ADAPT design dimensions 
Problem:  
IS: field  dependent 
Solution: 
CU:  academia, K12, vocational training, handicapped learners, others  
DM:  Fact, Phenomenon, Principle, Example, Formal Definition, Informal Definition, 
  Procedure (“how to do”), Process, Hands on, Theory, Demonstration, Quotation, 
  Simulation, Introduction, Pattern, Summary, LOM 
IV:  hierarchical order of domain model concepts (levels) 
LM: knowledge  (overlay  model) 
AM:  uses rules such as: if current level has been accessed, display (links to) the other level 
DE:  knowledge of user about concept is increased when concept is accessed  
 
 
For the adaptation model (AM), a breadth-first approach to the presentation of the material is preferred in the 
literature (Stach & De Bra, 2003). Therefore, the learner should only be able to access the next level of a greater 
depth, after the current level has been understood. 
 
Finally, the detection mechanism (DM) for field dependent learners is knowledge-based, as in most AEH. 
 
The core problem presented in this paper, that of how a taxonomy of learning styles can help with the classifying 
of adaptation patterns, is in this way addressed. In our model, patterns are gradually refined, starting from high 
level patterns, such as at the level of the ADAPT dimensions, and then moving on to lower level patterns, such 
as the Learning Style Taxonomy within the User model dimension of the initial pattern system. Following that, 84 
we have finer granularity dimensions, such as the ones represented in Figure 3, for the Learning Style dimension 
of the Information Processing style.  
 
Therefore, a [problem, solution] pair can be written, for example in Table 2, with much finer granularity and 
precision. The points and intervals on the ADAPT dimensions in Figure 1 are detailed this way. 
 
However, refining from high level patterns such as the ADAPT dimensions to individual learning styles doesn’t 
have to be the end of the process. The instructional strategies that correspond to learning styles can be further 
broken down into a specific adaptation language, which caters for AEH purposes, representing yet another 
gradation of detail. This will be described further in the following sections. 
 
 
Implementing the Taxonomy 
 
The ADAPT project not only aims to suggest adaptive pattern taxonomies, such as the ones presented in the 
previous sections, but also to create an environment in which these patterns can be readily implemented and 
tested.  
 
In order to show in practice how the taxonomy affects the authoring interface of an extant system, we are using 
the AEH authoring environment MOT (ADAPT, 2004; Cristea & de Mooij, 2003b).  
 
In order to verify that using an authoring environment respecting the taxonomy of learning styles and the 
ADAPT dimensions is general enough to be detached from the actual delivery process, two different AEH 
delivery systems, WHURLE (Moore et al, 2003) and AHA! (De Bra et al, 2003) are used. 
 
Finally, we show how the learning style taxonomy can be refined, based on the adaptation model, LAG (Cristea 
& Calvi, 2003).  
 
 
Authoring conform to Patterns in MOT  
 
My Online Teacher (MOT, 2004: Cristea & de Mooij, 2003b) is an AEH system developed using the LAOS 
generic framework for Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia (Cristea, 2003; Cristea & de Mooij 2003a). For the 
purposes of this paper we will concentrate solely on its main capability: authoring. MOT is a generic authoring 
system that allows for rapid and flexible authoring of:  
¾  Domain Maps (represented as a conceptual model); corresponds to the ADAPT dimension content domain 
(DM); 
¾  Lessons; (representing a filtered, goal-oriented version of one or more domain maps) ; corresponds to the 
ADAPT dimension instructional strategy (IS) as well as context of use (CU),; 
¾  User Maps (built according to an overlay model of the domain and lessons, expressing, .e.g., the knowledge 
of a learner for a given concept in a concept map; as well as containing loose user attributes, such as 
background knowledge; this functionality is still under construction); corresponds to the ADAPT dimension 
learner model (LM); 
¾  Presentation Maps (containing the machine related presentation issues, such as the display colour or format; 
this functionality is under construction); corresponds to the ADAPT dimension instructional view (IV); and  
¾  Adaptive Strategies (using the LAG model by Cristea & Calvi (2003), further detailed in the following 
sections), corresponds to the ADAPT dimension adaptation model (AM).  
 
It is this last, unique, capability that makes it of such value for our purposes. Using this model it is possible 
create adaptive rules based, among other things, around various Learning Style models. 
 
The only ADAPT dimension presently unavailable in MOT is the detection mechanism (DE). This dimension 
influences more the delivery system than the authoring system. For example from the point of view of authoring, 
‘access’ is just another variable. 
 
MOT is a flexible and self-contained AEH system, but (as with most AEH systems) on its own it can only author 
materials that are destined to be delivered within its own environment. Recent research (Stewart et al, 2004; 
Stash  et al, 2004) has initiated the move away from this one to one authoring paradigm (i.e. authoring is 
dedicated to a single system), towards a one to many one (i.e. where one system is used for authoring, but the 
delivery can be in a number of systems). One of the major aims of this research is to enable inter-operability of 85 
data between diverse AEH systems. As a first step towards these ends, interfacing software has been developed 
to allow MOT to be used as the authoring platform for materials that may subsequently be delivered in either 
AHA! (De Bra et al, 2003) or WHURLE (Moore et al, 2003).  
 
MOT is a highly flexible system that may be used to author both content and adaptation rules (using MOT-adapt, 
an implementation of the LAG model). For example, the MOT to WHURLE conversion of pedagogic adaptation 
rules is controlled by the authors’ description of the content in a lesson (Stewart et al, 2004), allowing for 
different pedagogic models to be created in MOT and used in WHURLE. The authors have created lessons 
adapting to either the learners background knowledge or their position within a simplified visual/verbal Felder-
Soloman ILS continuum. Due to lack of space, the conversion and its results will not be further detailed here. 
 
The separation of content authoring (in MOT) and adaptation rule authoring (in MOT-adapt) creates an even 
more flexible and powerful authoring system with inter-operability and re-use of different layers of the LAOS 
model between entirely distinct AEH environments. 
 
 
The LAG model 
 
The LAG model (Cristea & Calvi, 2003) is a theoretical model that is the basis of the adaptation model in MOT. It 
consists of three authoring levels for AEH:  
¾  the direct adaptation techniques (such as simple IF-THEN rules, also called ‘adaptation assembly language’ in 
(Cristea & Calvi, 2003));  
¾  the adaptation language (a wrapper over the direct adaptation techniques, grouping these into language 
constructs which are considered meaningful for adaptive education delivery; e.g., a ‘generalize’ rule for 
traversing the domain concept tree from child to father concepts; this can be useful when the information in 
the child concept is too specific, and a more general overview is necessary);  
¾  the adaptation strategies (actually, adaptation procedures for smaller size pieces of code that can become 
new adaptation language constructs, extending the adaptation language, and adaptation strategies 
corresponding to specific instructional strategies).  
 
Further details about the LAG model, and the adaptation language are beyond the scope of this paper, but are 
discussed in Cristea & Calvi (2003). 
 
This model is useful in the current context because of the last layer, that of adaptation strategies. Such a strategy 
can be designed to express a specific instructional strategy, which in turn responds to the needs of a specific 
learning style. Therefore, the LAG model represents, from the point of view of pattern extraction, the breaking 
down of the Learning Style dimension into the corresponding Instructional Strategy, and further on, into 
adaptation language constructs and finally adaptation techniques. In this way, a learning style can be 
characterized in terms of the adaptation language constructs (or adaptation procedures) that have to appear in the 
strategy that corresponds to it. 
 
 
Authoring Adaptive Patterns in MOT 
 
Figure 4 illustrates this with the implementation of the adaptive features of the pattern (the adaptation model), in 
the form of an adaptation strategy in MOT. Keeping with the example in section ‘Integrating patterns with 
taxonomy’, it shows the description of a strategy for field dependent learners, edited in MOT-adapt.  
 
Figure 5 shows the same strategy implemented. This is a simple implementation, using the LAG adaptation 
language (MOT-adapt). The hierarchical structure of the domain concepts in MOT (which is not detailed here, 
but can be found in Cristea & de Mooij, 2003b) is used to give the learner with field dependent preferences a 
depth-first view on the learning material.  
 
Both strategy description and implementation can be done by the same author, or by different ones. Reuse at the 
level of the adaptive strategy can happen when another author reads only the description of the strategy and 
decides to use it as is. 
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Figure 4. Description of Field Dependent adaptation strategy  
 
 
The snapshot in Figure 5 lets the learner start at depth=1, which is the starting depth for this user map (UM), 
then loops as long as there are still concepts by calling another procedure not detailed here, readleveldepth, 
which displays to the reader only the material at a given depth in the MOT concept hierarchy. When the level is 
read, the depth is increased by one, and the whole process repeated. 
 
Figure 5. Implementation of Field Dependent adaptation strategy 
 
 
Therefore, the actual LAG adaptation language constructs used for the definition of this strategy are: action, 
while and the new procedure readleveldepth. These represent adaptation patterns, as they can be reused in a 
different contexts. For the refinement of the solution specification, this means that the pattern formed by the 
[problem, solution] pair in Table 2, will be extended as shown in Table 3. 
 
The solution presented in Table 3 is not stating that for field dependent learners only academia can be used as 
content domain. Rather, this restriction is inherited from MOT, which is a system currently aimed at students. 
This represents both a refinement and a clustering of the solution, just as mentioned in section ‘Adaptation 
patterns and ADAPT’.  This extra restriction allows for instance the adaptation model to be restricted to action, 
while and readleveldepth rules. It is a constrained solution, which therefore enforces an explicit set of 
implementation elements. However, this solution keeps enough generality to serve as a reusable pattern, 87 
applicable to another similar context.  Other examples of patterns at the level of MOT adaptation strategies 
catering to different learning styles can be found in Stash  et al. (2004). 
 
Table 3. A refined AEH pattern describing the preference for field dependency and its possible solutions using 
the ADAPT design dimensions and the LAG adaptation language. 
Problem:  
IS: field  dependent 
Solution: 
CU: academia 
DM:  Fact, Phenomenon, Principle, Example, Formal Definition, Informal Definition, 
  Theory, Quotation, Introduction, Pattern, Summary, 
IV:  hierarchical order of domain model concepts (levels) 
LM: knowledge  (overlay  model) 
AM: Uses  action, while and readleveldepth  
  uses rules such as: if current level has been accessed, display (links to) the other level 
DE:  access of concepts (influences knowledge of user) 
 
 
Discussion 
 
The ADAPT project has already formalized the high-level design dimensions and corresponding patterns for 
AEH systems. This paper advances the search for adaptive patterns one step further by proposing a fine scale 
taxonomy for one aspect of these high level patterns, namely that of learning styles. 
 
We also introduce a mechanism for the implementation and testing of the models within the taxonomy – the 
LAG model implemented in MOT. This of course is only the first stage in the implementation of learning style 
models with an AEH. MOT is only one AEH authoring system amongst many. To be truly valuable to the AEH 
community, the authoring of adaptive strategies in MOT should be AEH system independent. That is: an author 
writes a strategy once and can subsequently use it in multiple AEH systems. Work is currently ongoing in this 
area, with the individual content blocks, the overlying lesson structure, and adaptive strategies of MOT being 
transformed – so that they will function with any of the AEH systems that are part of the ADAPT project. 
Ultimately the aim is to produce an API that will allow system developers to write their own interface with the 
MOT authoring environment. 
 
Towards this end, we look at different common design paradigms. A taxonomy of the extant Learning Style 
models would be an important research tool for pattern detection. It would aid in the creation of AEH user 
models and would address such questions as what user parameters need to be recorded; how these parameters 
would affect adaptation and how adaptation could occur (either at content or link level, or both)? It would also 
provide a good introduction for researchers new to the field; not only would the models themselves be explained, 
but also information relating to empirical evidence and internal validity (i.e. the degree to which an evaluation 
tool is logically sound, with no conflicting factors). 
 
A number of projects (Bajraktarevic et al, 2003; Carver et al, 1999; Grigoriadou, et al, 2001; Kwok & Jones, 
1985; Triantafillou et al, 2002; Wolf, 2002) are currently investigating the use of learning styles as a user 
modelling tool in AEH; the proposed taxonomy is thus of immediate use and valuable to many co-workers and 
colleagues. The proposed taxonomy attempts to consolidate these many varied approaches into a more coherent 
overview, so that developers of AEH systems might compare and contrast similar learning style models. This 
parallels the work done by Allert et al (2003), who discusses the use of metadata in creating educational 
resources. It is hoped in time that standardized metadata for learning styles could be produced and utilised by 
AEH developers. 
 
The application of such techniques in a real system could bring about severe problems. For example, let us think 
of the practical aspects of the application of the seven high level ADAPT design dimensions. If each of these 
seven dimensions is binary, there are 27 different combinations. Therefore, in theory, there are 27 different 
combinations of learning material that would need to be prepared, which is obviously impractical. A balance 
between a) aspects to be taken into account to provide personalization and adaptation and b) workload to develop 
the necessary learning material, needs to be achieved. This might also be solved with automation of some of the 
aspects of authoring, as is proposed in Cristea (2004).  
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Whilst the proposed taxonomy is in its infancy, the authors hope that the community will embrace and discuss 
the ideas presented. Of course this is just the first step, there are many aspects of the AEH design patterns that 
are left to explore. However in doing so we move towards a series of guidelines and rules that will aid everyone 
in the creation of an AEH system or teaching material best suited for their purpose with the minimum of effort. 
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ABSTRACT 
The broad terminology describing possible learning ways and approaches that use various technologies in 
the learning process has appeared together with rapid growth of information and communication 
technologies. This terminology should be ordered and precisely defined. This article presents eight groups 
of the most widespread terms (such as computer-based learning, distance learning, e-learning, Internet-
based learning, online learning, resource-based learning, technology-based learning, Web-based learning) 
and defines subset relationships among the groups. In addition the meaning of some terms coming from 
pedagogy (education, instruction, learning, teaching, training, and tutoring) and used as obligatory 
constituent part of other terms is clarified.  
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Introduction 
 
Definitely most people using such words as “education”, “learning process”, and “learning” firstly mean some 
educational institution where lectures and discussions take place, some researches are carried out and a teacher 
plays a central role in the learning process. However, nowadays rapid growth of information and communication 
technologies in addition with traditional ways of learning has provided new opportunities how people can 
acquire knowledge allowing them to chose learning time, place, pace, and amount. Today different computer 
technologies are used for creating and delivering of learning materials, for supporting (partly or entirely 
replacing a teacher) and managing of the learning process. Researchers working in this field use different terms 
for referencing of possible ways and approaches of teaching and learning. 
 
Ryan et al. (2000) basically use the term “resource-based learning” and specify that this term covers many other 
terms such as open learning, flexible learning, individualized learning, computer-aided learning, project-based 
learning, problem-based learning, student-centered learning and self-organized learning. 
 
Picciano (2001) presents the whole list of terms that describe educational process in which a teacher and students 
are physically separated one from another, that is, “distance education”, “distance teaching”, “distance learning”, 
“open learning”, “distributed learning”, “asynchronous learning”, “telelearning”, and “flexible learning”. He 
points out that these terms are used interchangeably with “distance learning”. 
 
Porter (1997) mentions such terms as “direct learning”, “assisted learning”, but in his book he uses the terms 
“distance learning” and “distance education”. 
 
Kearsley (2000) operates with “online education”, Jolliffe (2001) uses the concept “Web-based learning”, but 
Horton (1999) mentions “Web-based training”, “Web-based instruction”, and “Web-based education”. 
 
The whole spectrum of terms can be found within articles and glossaries, which are available in the Web, for 
example, “Internet-based education”, “Internet-based learning”, “Internet-based training”, “technology-based 
learning”, “computer-managed learning” and many others. 
 
We chose the term “virtual learning” as an umbrella term for other terms described in this paper. We believe the 
word “virtual” means “different, peculiar”, so under the virtual learning we understand the learning process that 
differs from the traditional learning process and that has such features: 
¾  the learning process is based on some technology partly or entirely replacing a human teacher; 
¾  if the role of human teacher is partly replaced by some technology then a teacher and a learner can be 
separated by time and place, but in this case communication between them is provided; 
¾  a learner can choose time, place, pace and amount of learning. 92 
The offered definitions of terms are very often too vague and raise ambiguity in the applied terminology 
provoking the following questions: 
¾  Why do some authors use the term “computer-enriched learning”, but the others use “computer-assisted 
learning” or “computer-managed learning”? 
¾  Is the term “e-learning” a synonym for “technology-based learning”? 
¾  Why do some terms embody the word “teaching” or “training”, but the others- “learning” or “instruction”? 
¾  What is the difference between the terms “Internet-based learning” and “Web-based learning”? 
 
These questions could be urgent for newcomers in the field of virtual learning such as young researchers or 
anyone, who searches for a kind of learning appropriated to his/ her needs. This paper identifies many of today’s 
widespread terms trying to clarify their meaning and differences. All the terms are viewed from the technical 
position giving special attention to a technology used in the learning process. The presented analysis is based on 
investigations of the broad set of information sources (up to 90), but not all of them are referenced in this article. 
The information sources include monographs, dictionaries, and Web sites of universities and developers of 
learning solutions. The main criteria for selecting the sources were the given definition or explanation of some 
term described in this paper. 
 
While investigating the broad set of information sources it was noticed that the terms describing technologies 
that support the learning process consist of two parts. The second part is common for all the terms and includes 
one of the following pedagogical concepts: education, instruction, learning, teaching, training, and tutoring. In its 
turn the first part may be in two forms: 
¾  as a word characterizing learning (for example, “distance”); thus, the scheme underlying the term is: a word 
characterizing learning + an educational concept; 
¾  as a combination of the word pointed out a technology used in the learning process and a connective (for 
example, “Internet-based”); it forms the following construction scheme of terms: a technology describing 
word + a connective + an educational concept. 
 
The first part shows the difference among terms and this feature was used forming eight basic groups of the most 
widespread terms:  
 
¾  group ‘C’ (computer)  ¾  group ‘I’ (Internet)  ¾  group ‘T’ (technology) 
¾  group ‘D’ (distance  ¾  group ‘O’ (online)  ¾  group ‘W’ (Web) 
¾  group ‘E’ (electronic)  ¾  group ‘R’ (resource)  ¾   
 
The paper is organized as follows. The introduction presents various terms and discusses the need to clarify 
terminology used to describe technologies and software that support the learning process. The further sections 
explain some pedagogical concepts such as education, instruction, learning, teaching, training, and tutoring, 
point out the main difference between the connectives, and describe eight groups of the most widespread terms. 
The results of analysis define subset relationships between all previously described groups of the terms. The 
conclusions summarize the most important issues of this paper and outline some directions of future work. 
 
 
Educational concepts 
 
The terms that are used while speaking about the support of the learning process by different technologies 
typically include the following concepts, which have come from pedagogy: education, instruction, learning, 
teaching, training, and tutoring. Their meaning will be clarified briefly in this section as these terms are not the 
focus of this paper. 
 
The meaning of the word “teaching” could be easy captured. It highlights the teacher’s role in the learning 
process and comprises all activities that impart knowledge, facts, ideas or skill. It is necessary to note that not 
only a human could play a teacher’s role, but also a computer system based on a certain technology.  
 
It is very difficult to give a single comprehensive definition of the term “learning”, as there exists a variety of 
definitions (Jarvis, 1999) defining various forms of learning or reflecting different theoretical approaches to this 
phenomenon (Domjan, 2000). However, it is possible to list the principal features of learning. Learning causes a 
change in a person’s behavior, knowledge, or skill, this change is a relatively permanent change and is caused by 
prior experience (Domjan, 2000). Some authors believe that the term “learning” emphasizes a learner activity in 
the learning process, that is, a learner is free to choose what will be studied and in which sequence. It is pointed 
out by Karlgren (1999) discussing learning versus instruction, as well as in (Zinn, 1993).  93 
The most specific term among all educational concepts is “training”. Training assumes a planned and systematic 
sequence of activities usually under the guidance of qualified supervisors (Peterson, 2000; Jarvis, 1999) which 
has the purpose to develop knowledge, skills and behavior pattern required by an individual in order to perform 
adequately and effectively his/her job. So, this term emphasizes the practical or vocational direction of the 
learning and typically is used on the professional or corporate level as Horton (1999) specifies or it is pointed out 
in the definition of computer-based training in (Illingworth, 1996) or in the definition of computer-based 
instruction in (Karlgren, 1999). This term contrasts to the term “education” (Jarvis, 1999). 
 
The term “education” is related to learning activities that have objectives to develop knowledge, attitudes, skills 
and values in general that are not related to specific work area as it was assumed by the term “training”. This 
term is more common within the academic settings as Horton (1999) points out and Karlgren (1999) specifies 
describing meaning of the terms “computer-based education” and “computer-based instruction”. 
 
The term “instruction” also implies the practical direction of the learning, but unlike the term “training” it is 
more common within academic settings as it is specified in (Karlgren, 1999) defining computer-based instruction 
and in (Horton, 1999). This term also implies a more planned approach to the learning process and it points out 
to assistance component as an important aspect of the learning process. The terms “training” and “instruction” 
are often used as synonyms speaking about the learning with practical orientation in general. It could be seen in 
the definition of computer-based training in (CoursePal Learning Systems, 2003). However, these terms are 
distinguished emphasizing the environment, where the learning process takes place. 
 
The word “tutoring” is used more rarely than other aforementioned terms. It has the meaning similar to 
“teaching”, but implies that teaching is more individually oriented as it involves two individuals, a tutor and a 
tutee, or a tutor and a small group of tutees, two or three tutees (Shumow, 2003). A tutor provides specialized or 
remedial help to the tutee, clarifying major points of a subject matter or explaining difficult concepts (Farlowe, 
2003). 
 
 
Connectives 
 
The formed groups of the terms differ in the technology that is used for supporting or managing the learning 
process. However, the difference between the terms within the groups ‘C’, ‘I’, ‘R’, ‘T’ and ‘W’ is established by 
the role of this technology in the learning process. Namely the connectives show the difference among the terms 
within the particular group. These connectives are: administered, aided, assisted, augmented, based, delivered, 
directed, enabled, enhanced, extended, facilitated, managed, mediated, monitored, related, and supported. 
 
The connectives may be organized into some categories based on their meaning: 
¾  The words “managed”, “monitored”, and “administered” point out to the fact that some technology does not 
contribute directly into the teaching/learning process, but serves as a medium in the managing of the 
learning process. In this case the computer system based on this technology typically provides such 
functions as test generation, evaluation of learner performance and analysis of learner’s assessment results, 
record keeping on the learner progress and statistical report generation about individual or group 
performance, generation of recommendation for the further learning process. However, the delivering of the 
learning content could be fully human-oriented, not based on some technology. 
¾  The connectives “aided” and “assisted” point out that some technology or a computer system based on this 
technology is used as a learning medium, that provides presentation of the learning materials, checks 
learner’s knowledge, guides questioning-and–answering sessions, as well as develop recommendations for 
further learning direction. An application based on this technology could be used as a supplement to 
traditional learning process with limited teacher interventions or as an independent learning medium. 
¾  The meaning of the connective “enhanced” is similar to the meaning of the words “aided” and “assisted”, 
that is, it points out that some technology is used as an enabler or a supplement to the traditional learning 
process, but it emphasizes the teacher’s role in this process. The teacher plays the central role in the learning 
process and should be involved in the planning and implementation of learning activities. Thus, direct 
contacts between a learner and a teacher still remain determinative, but some technology is used as an 
enabler of the learning process. 
¾  The connective “enriched” implies that some technology is used as a working tool in the learning process 
and does not provide creating and delivering of learning materials. 
¾  The terms including the connective “based” have a broader meaning in comparison with the terms that 
embody all previously described connectives. This word points out that some technology plays a central role 
in the learning process. Its meaning is composed of variety of computer uses, including creating and 94 
delivering of learning materials, managing of the learning process, as well as use of the computer by 
learners. This connective covers the meaning of three words: “managed”, “assisted”, and “enriched”. 
¾  All the aforementioned categories of the connectives, nevertheless, limit the role of technology in the 
learning process. The words “mediated” and “supported” assign the broadest meaning to the terms. In this 
case some technology is used as a learning resource or a tool, as a tutor and as a subject to be taught.  
¾  The meaning of the connectives “augmented”, “delivered”, “directed”, “enabled”, 
“extended”, “facilitated”, and “related” has not clarified yet due to the lack of definitions 
of the terms that have these connectives. However, basing on the context in which the 
terms were used within the Web sites, the following conclusions have been obtained: 
a)  the words “enabled” and “facilitated” could be assigned to the category of the connectives “aided” 
and “assisted”, but they are used more rarely; 
b)  the word “delivered” points out that some technology is used for accessing the course (learning 
materials, collaboration features, feedback), but direct contacts between a learner and a teacher 
either are fully eliminated or highly reduced; 
c)  the connective “related” is so broad as the words “mediated” and “supported”. 
 
The following diagram (Figure 1) shows the degree of narrowness that is assigned to the term by a 
corresponding connective. In this way, for example, the term “computer-managed learning” is more specific than 
the term “computer-mediated learning”. 
 
 
Figure 1. The degree of narrowness assigned to the term by a corresponding connective 
 
 
The groups of the most widespread terms 
 
The terms of group ‘C’  
 
The terms of this group could be obtained by choosing one word from each column of Table 1 and taking into 
account given peculiarities of usage. 
 
As 90 information sources were investigated, the fact how many sources referenced the term determines the 
peculiarities of usage of this term:  
¾  almost is not used- 1-5 information sources; 
¾  very rarely- 6-14 information sources; 
¾  rarely- 15-29 information sources; 
¾  widespread well enough- 30-69 information sources; 
¾  the most widespread- 70-90 information sources. 
 
The connectives were described in the previous section. 
 
The word “computer” refers to the technology providing learning, but its meaning is too broad, so, it can be 
applied to any use of a computer in the learning process. However, when a computer is used as a learning 
medium or a medium for managing of the learning process (the terms containing connectives “aided”, “assisted”, 
“based”, “managed”, “monitored”, and “administered”), then it is understood, that: 
¾  a computer is offline, not connected to a network as it is specified in the definition of computer-based 
training in (World Wide Learn, 2003) or in the definition of computer-assisted instruction in (Kaplan-
Leiserson, 2000); 
¾  learning materials are local and are delivered primarily via CD-ROM or floppy disk as it is pointed out in 
(Brandon-hall.com, 1997) defining computer-based training or in (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000) describing 
computer-assisted instruction. 95 
Table 1. The terms of the group ‘C’ 
Connective  Technology 
describing word  Word  Peculiarities of usage 
Educational 
concept 
Administered    Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with words “education”, “instruction”, and “training” 
Aided  One of the most widespread connectives 
Assisted  One of the most widespread connectives 
Augmented  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “instruction” and “learning” 
Based  One of the most widespread connectives 
Delivered  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “instruction” and “training”  
Directed  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “instruction”, “learning” and “training”  
Enabled    Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “education” and “learning”  
Enhanced  Is used mostly in the combinations with words 
“instruction” and “learning”  
Enriched  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “instruction” and “learning”  
Extended  Is used very rarely  
Facilitated  Is used very rarely  
Managed  Is used mostly in the combinations with words 
“instruction” and “learning” 
Mediated  Is widespread well enough  
Monitored  Is used very rarely 
Related  Is widespread well enough  
Computer- 
Supported  Is widespread well enough  
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Tutoring 
 
 
In these situations as it is specified in (Carliner, 1999) “although computer  could generically refer to any 
learning experience on a computer, it just typically refers to those experiences that are stand-alone- either 
because the computer is not connected to a network or because the learning materials do not contain links to 
material outside of the program. Similarly, although computer could generically imply that all types of media are 
included in a course, it typically implies that the course has just text, graphics, and simple animation”. 
 
A software application that is developed as a learning medium or an environment could partly or fully replace a 
teacher. Partly replacing a teacher it enforces learning material that has been taught by a teacher. 
 
 
The terms of group ‘D’ 
 
The terms of this group correspond to the word combinations from Table 2. 
 
Table 2. The terms of the group ‘D’ 
Word characterizing learning  Educational concept 
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Distance 
Tutoring 
 
 
The word “distance” points out that learning is delivered at a distance, that is, a learner and a source of learning 
are physically separated one from another. However, this word does not specify a technology that is used for 
delivering of learning, so, it could be any information and communication technology that allows providing 
learning to remote locations: correspondence, TV, phone, audio conference, videoconference, course material on 
Web, radio, satellite broadcasts, videotape, facsimile, and etc. Typically learners work with learning materials on 96 
their own, but as a rule, the presence of a teacher is assumed and his role is to provide support and tutorials. So, 
summarizing all above told, the main features of distance learning are: 
¾  a teacher and a learner are separated one from another by time, place or both factors at most part of the 
learning process; 
¾  a learner works with learning materials at time, place and pace convenient for him/ her; 
¾  a teacher provides help, tutorials and evaluates learner progress; 
¾  information and communication technologies are used to link a learner and a teacher and to provide their 
interaction; 
¾  some occasional on-campus contacts or learning events between a learner and a teacher could exist. 
 
The terms “distance education” and “distance learning” often are used as synonyms (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; 
SWAP, 2003; World Wide Learn, 2003). However, when it is necessary to point out their difference, the term 
“distance learning” is explained as a result of the distance education (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; Willis, 1997; 
World Wide Learn, 2003). 
 
The typical definitions of the terms from this group can be found in (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; SWAP, 2003; 
Willis, 1997). 
 
 
The terms of group ‘E’ 
 
The terms of this group are comprised into Table 3. 
 
Table 3. The terms of the group ‘E’ 
Word characterizing learning  Educational concept 
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
E- 
Tutoring 
 
 
The letter “e” before the terms is the abbreviation of the word “electronic” and implies learning organized 
through any electronic medium or environment. These media could include offline or connected to a network 
(Internet, intranet, extranet) computers, audio and video devices, satellite broadcasts, CD- ROM or DVD discs, 
interactive TV, phones, and etc (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; World Wide Learn, 2003). The typical definitions of 
the terms from this group can be found in (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; OneTouch Systems, Inc., n.d.; Read, 2001). 
 
However, there is another widely used, but narrow interpretation of the terms of this group. It assumes that 
learning is organized via the Internet (Brandon-hall.com, 1997; ComputerUser.com, n.d.; SWAP, 2003). 
 
 
The terms of group ‘I’ 
 
The terms that form this group are presented in Table 4. The scale for the peculiarities of usage was given in 
section “The terms of group ‘C’”. The connectives were described in section “Connectives”. 
 
The definitions of these terms are the narrowest ones in comparison with the terms of other groups because they 
clearly point out a technology used in the learning process. Typically learning content is delivered via the 
Internet. However, intranet connected through gateway computers to the Internet or extranet that properly is the 
extension of intranet onto the Internet could be used too. “Internet-based training is a training delivered using 
TCP/IP protocol, but not necessarily HTTP; thus, Internet-based training might use proprietary protocols and 
applications” (Kilby, 1995, Para.2). In contradistinction to the learning that is characterized by the terms of 
group ‘C’ Internet-based learning allows accessing not only local materials, but also materials outside of the 
course. 
 
The typical definitions of the terms can be found in (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; Willis, 1997). 
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Table 4. The terms of the group ‘I’ 
Connective   Technology 
describing word  Word   Peculiarities of usage 
Educational 
concept 
Administered   Almost is not used 
Aided  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “education”, “instruction”, and “learning”  
Assisted  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
word “learning”  
Augmented  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with word “teaching”  
Based  One of the most widespread connectives 
Delivered  Is used mostly in the combinations with word 
“training”  
Directed  Almost is not used 
Enabled   Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
word “learning” 
Enhanced Is  used  rarely 
Enriched  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with word “learning”  
Extended   Almost is not used 
Facilitated  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with words “education”, “instruction”, and 
“learning”  
Managed  Almost is not used 
Mediated  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
word “learning”  
Monitored  Almost is not used 
Related  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
word “training”  
Internet- 
Supported  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
words “education”, “learning”, and “teaching”  
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Tutoring (almost 
is not used) 
 
 
The terms of group ‘O’ 
 
The terms of this group are included in Table 5. The meaning of the terms from this group depends on the 
interpretation of the word “online”. Accordingly to (ComputerUser.com, n.d.) it has three different meanings: 
connected to the Internet, connected to the computer or connected to a computer network. 
 
Table 5. The terms of the group ‘O’ 
Word characterizing learning  Educational concept 
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Online 
Tutoring 
 
 
The definitions of the terms mostly are based on the first and third interpretation. Thus, in the broad sense it 
refers to the presence of a network connection and in this case the typical definitions of the terms from this group 
can be found in (Dean, 2002; Kearsley, 1998). The narrower meaning of the word “online” stresses that a 
computer is connected to the Internet and it can be seen in the definitions of the terms in (Brandon-hall.com, 
1997; CoursePal Learning Systems, 2003; SWAP, 2003; Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000). In this case the terms of this 
group often are used as synonyms of the terms from groups ‘I’ and ‘W’, as we can see in the definition of online 
training in (Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000), as well as in the definition of online learning in (Kilby, 1995; OneTouch 
Systems, Inc., n.d.).  
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The terms of group ‘R’ 
 
The terms from this group are included in Table 6. Sometimes, but very rarely, the connectives “assisted”, 
“delivered”, “enhanced”, “enriched”, “extended”, “mediated”, “related”, and “supported” are used in the 
combination with word “learning”.  
 
In resource-based learning learners, not a teacher, have a central role in the learning process. Learners are active 
and use different resources to study a subject and to solve some meaningful problems. Resources include printed 
and electronic books, dictionaries, documents, drawings, maps, newspapers, slides, audiorecords, videorecords, 
computer software, games, humans, TV, models, and etc. The task of a teacher is to provide stimulus that will 
motivate learners to search information using different ways and in different places, as well as to facilitate the 
learning process. The meaningful definition of resource-based learning is given in (Ryan et al., 2000). 
 
Table 6. The terms of the group ‘R’ 
Word describing learning  Educational concept 
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Resource-based 
Tutoring 
 
 
The terms of group ‘T’ 
 
The word combinations from Table 7 form the terms of this group. The scale for the peculiarities of usage was 
given in section “The terms of group ‘C’”. The connectives were described in section “Connectives”. 
 
Table 7. The terms of the group ‘T’ 
Connective   Technology 
describing word  Word   Peculiarities of usage 
Educational 
concept 
Administered   Almost is not used  
Aided Is  used  rarely 
Assisted  Is widespread well enough 
Augmented  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with word “learning”  
Based  The most widespread connective 
Delivered  Is widespread well enough, but rarely is used in 
combinations with word “teaching” 
Directed  Is used very rarely 
Enabled   Is widespread well enough 
Enhanced  Is widespread well enough 
Enriched  Is used mostly in the combinations with word 
“learning”  
Extended  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with words “education” and “learning”  
Facilitated  Is used rarely and mostly in the combinations with 
word “learning”  
Managed  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with word “learning”  
Mediated  Is widespread well enough 
Monitored   Almost is not used  
Related  Is widespread well enough 
Technology- 
Supported  Is widespread well enough 
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Tutoring (almost is 
not used) 
 
 
The terms of this group have the broadest meaning among the terms from the other groups. They emphasize that 
some technology used for delivering of learning content and developing of skills and knowledge has the primary 
role in the learning process. However, these terms do not describe the technology itself and as a consequence it 99 
can be any: computer (also connected to the Internet, intranet or extranet), TV, audiotape, videotape, DVD discs, 
CD, satellite broadcast, phones, facsimile, and etc. 
 
The typical definitions of the terms from this group can be found in (Brandon-hall.com, 1997; Kaplan-Leiserson, 
2000). 
 
 
The terms of group ‘W’ 
 
The terms of this group like the terms of the group ‘I’ have the narrowest meaning as they clearly describe a 
technology that is used to provide the learning, namely, Web technology. Thus, learning content is delivered 
over the public or private computer network using a Web browser. Typically learning materials contain the links 
to the resources outside the course. The terms are presented in Table 8. The scale for the peculiarities of usage 
was given in section “The terms of group ‘C’”. The connectives were described in section “Connectives”. 
 
Table 8. The terms of the group ‘W’ 
A connective   A technology 
describing word  Word   Peculiarities of usage 
Educational 
concept 
Administered   Almost is not used 
Aided  Is used very rarely 
Assisted  Is widespread wide enough and mostly in the 
combinations with words “learning” and 
“instruction”  
Augmented  Is used very rarely and mostly in the combinations 
with word “learning”  
Based  The most widespread connective 
Delivered  Is widespread well enough 
Directed  Almost is not used 
Enabled   Is widespread well enough, but rarely is used in 
combinations with word “instruction” 
Enhanced  Is widespread well enough 
Enriched  Is used very rarely 
Extended  Almost is not used 
Facilitated  Is used very rarely 
Managed  Is used very rarely 
Mediated  Is used very rarely 
Monitored  Almost is not used 
Related  Is used mostly in the combinations with word 
“training”  
Web- 
Supported  Is widespread well enough 
Education 
Instruction 
Learning 
Teaching 
Training 
Tutoring (almost is 
not used) 
 
 
The typical definitions of the terms from this group can be found in (Jolliffe, 2001; Kaplan-Leiserson, 2000; 
Kilby, 1995; World Wide Learn, 2003). 
 
 
Results of analysis 
 
Now, when the essence of the terms that are used speaking about teaching and learning support with different 
technologies has been explained it is necessary to clarify relationships among the terms both within each group 
and among the terms from different groups. 
 
Within the groups whose terms embody connectives (section “Connectives”), that is, groups ‘C’, ‘I’, ‘R’, ‘T’ and 
‘W’, synonyms are the terms that contain the connectives from the same category. For example, “computer-
managed instruction” and “computer-monitored instruction” are synonyms. 
 
The terms without connectives within each of the groups ‘D’, ‘E’ or ‘O’ are synonyms on their merits, but the 
use of education concepts (section “Educational concepts”) brings some little nuances. For example, “distance 
learning” and “distance teaching” both imply that a learner and a teacher are separated one from another by time, 100 
place or both factors, however, “distance learning” highlights the learner activity in the learning process, while 
“distance teaching” stresses the teacher activity. 
 
The information presented in the previous sections clearly points out that each group of the terms has its own 
nuances of meaning. Thus, it is not right to say, that the terms from different groups have the same meaning, 
rather subset relationships exist between them. These relationships are shown at the Figure 2 operating only with 
the terms “computer-based learning”, “distance learning”, “e-learning”, “Internet-based learning”, “online 
learning”, “resource-based learning”, “technology-based learning”, and “Web-based learning”. 
 
Figure 2. The subset relationships between the groups of the terms 
 
 
The concept of Internet-based learning is broader than Web-based learning. Web is only one of the Internet 
services that uses unified document format (HTML), browsers, hypertext, and unified resource locator (URL) 
and is based on the HTTP protocol. The Internet is the biggest network in the world that is comprised of 
thousands of the interconnected computer networks (national, regional, commercial, and organizational). It 
offers many services not only Web, but also e-mail, file transfer facilities, and etc. So, learning could be 
organized not only on the Web basis, but also for example as a correspondence via e-mail. Furthermore the 
Internet uses not only HTTP protocol, but the proprietary protocols as well.  
 
Online learning could be organized through any network, so, Internet-based learning is only subset of online 
learning. Computer-based learning implies that computer is not connected to a network, but learning materials 
are local, so, computer-based learning is not subset of online learning. 
 
E-learning takes places via any electronic medium, so, online learning and computer-based learning (non-
networked learning) are subsets of e-learning. 
 
Distance learning is broader than e-learning, as it covers both non-electronic (e.g. written correspondence) and 
technology-based delivering of learning. 
 
Technology-based learning is delivered via any technology, so, it entails distance learning too. 
 
Resource-based learning is the broadest term because any technology could be used as a resource in the learning 
process, where learners are active. 
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Conclusions 
 
This paper presents an attempt to order and categorize the broad terminology describing different kinds of 
learning based on various technologies. It offers eight groups of terms covering such widespread terms as 
computer-based learning, distance learning, e-learning, Internet-based learning, online learning, technology-
based learning, and Web-based learning. Each possible constituent part of terms, that is, educational concepts 
(education, instruction, learning, teaching, training, tutoring), connectives (such as aided, augmented, based, 
managed), words characterizing learning (such as distance, online) or technology describing words (such as 
computer, Internet) is analyzed. The obtained results of analysis are used to define subset relationships between 
the groups of terms and could serve as a handy reference for newcomers in the field of virtual learning. 
 
However, not all terms are described in this article. Some other terms such as networked learning, computer 
supported collaborative learning, distributed learning, etc. could be investigated in future. One more direction of 
further research could be investigation of the usage of terms within different contexts and taking into account the 
ideological specificities of the users (educational vs. corporate, post secondary vs. secondary, academic vs. 
vocational). 
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ABSTRACT 
Conceptual development in the field of Educational Technology provides crucial theoretical grounding for 
ongoing research and practice.  This essay draws from theoretical developments both within and external to 
the field of Educational Technology to articulate a systems definition of Educational Technology in 
Society. A systems definition of Educational Technology in Society is characterized as a goal oriented 
problem-solving approach utilizing tools, techniques, theories, and methods from multiple knowledge 
domains to: (1) design, develop, and evaluate, human and mechanical resources efficiently and effectively 
in order to facilitate and leverage all aspects of learning, and (2) guide change agency and transformation of 
educational systems and practices in order to contribute to influencing change in society. This paper offers 
valuable theoretical grounding to help guide researchers and leaders in the field. 
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Introduction 
 
I firmly believe that the future of Educational Technology is now in the hands of the thinkers.  
What is needed is a handful of experienced people who have thought widely and deeply, and who 
are literally obsessed by the problems posed.  These people must have the ability to analyze and 
synthesize, and, in effect, to invent whole new conceptual frameworks.  If they do not have this 
latter ability, they will soon be reduced merely to improving what is (AECT, 1977). 
 
This statement appearing in the preface to the 1977 AECT Definition of Educational Technology publication 
presents a glimpse of the conceptual work that must be invested for preserving and advancing the field.  The 
statement also sets the tone for the type of inquiry pursued in the present article.  
 
The aim of this theoretical article is to render visible a systems definition of Educational Technology in Society 
for guiding activities connected to current and future developments in Educational Technology.  This is 
accomplished by (1) discussing influences outside the field of Educational Technology that impacted its 
conceptual development, (2) discussing influences within the field of Educational Technology that impacted its 
conceptual development, and (3) articulating a systems definition of Educational Technology in Society.  
 
 
View From Outside 
 
Theoretical Grounding in the Social Sciences 
 
The field of Educational Technology shares many of the same struggles in defining itself and substantiating its 
foundations, as do other social sciences and applied social sciences. Part of the problem is that certain 
fundamental concepts required for theoretically grounding any acceptable definition of Educational Technology 
are clouded by discourses taking place outside the field. One problem can be broadly described as a problem of 
comparing apples and oranges arising from a preoccupation of the social sciences with emulating methods of the 
natural sciences.  Winch (1990) provides a thorough account of how conceptions of social sciences involve a set 
of concepts logically incompatible with explanations offered in natural sciences. He examines how social and 
natural sciences differ in terms of what is being accounted for.  In natural sciences, the experimental results are 
the focus, whereas social sciences include the social context of study as well.  Winch (1990) states, “So to 
understand the activities of an individual scientific investigator we must take into account two sets of relations: 104 
first, his relation to the phenomenon which he investigates; second, his relation to his fellow-scientists.”  Similar 
analyses that concentrate on research methods are found in Gould’s (1981) The Mismeasure of Man and in 
Meehl’s (1967) Theory testing in psychology and physics: A methodological paradox.   For instance, Gould 
attributes to social scientists a tendency towards “physics envy” in their effort to reduce everything to basic and 
quantifiable causes that generate the complexity of the non-physical world. This is a problem because social 
sciences and natural sciences deal with very different subject matter and social reality cannot be understood 
solely through observation and explanations of a scientific mode of discourse.  
 
One of main outcomes of this and other discussions within the philosophy of science is an increased attention to 
the importance of theoretical grounding within the social sciences.  Winch (1990) argues, "Any worthwhile 
study of society must be philosophical in character and any worthwhile philosophy must be concerned with the 
nature of human society.”  Winch’s text clarifies differences between natural and social sciences providing a 
framework for defining social science research based on theoretical foundations integral to the study of the 
human condition.   
 
 
The Concept of Technology 
 
It is necessary in defining Educational Technology or Educational Technology in Society to distinguish how 
engineers’ and social scientists’ varying use of the term “technology” creates confusion. Important distinctions 
are made in how the term “technology” is employed in the fields of engineering (Latin root ingeniare meaning to 
create) and the social and applied social sciences.   Engineers, technologists and technicians are closely related 
in their view of technology as the process of material construction based on systematic engineering knowledge 
of how to design artifacts.  This conception associates technology very closely with machines or physical 
systems of some sort.  
 
Social science scholars typically view technology in broader terms, extending what is understood of material 
construction to take social significance into consideration.  First, social science scholars’ employment of the term 
“technology” refers to material construction uses as well as the intellectual and social contexts. It refers to the 
organization of knowledge for the achievement of practical purposes as well as any tool or technique of doing or 
making, by which capability is extended. For instance, Solomon (2000) defines technology as the systematic 
application of all sources of organized knowledge (i.e., literature, science, the arts), suggesting that art, craft, and 
science all have roles to play in technology application. Second, social science scholars view technology as 
interrelated with social values. For instance, Braham (1977) highlights the importance of environment in 
defining technology as the organization of activities designed to assist human adaptation to, participation in and 
utilization of the environment. McGinn’s definition of technology highlights technology as a value-laden human 
activity connected to socio-cultural and environmental influences in its conceptualization.  Moreover, McGinn 
(1978) points out five ways in which technology is value-laden.  These can be summarized as: 
(1)  The value of a technique reflects the values of who make it and use it. 
(2)  Technology is optimistic in assigning value to "technological progress." 
(3)  Technology is value laded insofar as use of resources for advance may preclude their use in other work 
that may improve life. 
(4)  The institutionalization of modern technology allows the direction of technology to be influenced 
externally by companies rather than by practitioners  
(5)  Products of technology are expressions of individual and cultural values of designers.   
 
 
Technology of Educational Technology 
 
McGinn's breakdown of technology into form and activity captures an important component of technology that 
is often overlooked due to an overemphasis on technological hardware without examining the big picture.  That 
is, there are common fundamental aspects of technologies that are themselves value-laden and wrapped up in 
socio-cultural influences.  This characterization of technology is fundamental for the field of Educational 
Technology.  McGinn asserts that there is much to do in the way of elaboration and analysis of technological 
activity in socio-cultural structure, what he refers to as the, ‘design of socio-technical systems’. This is closely 
aligned with what many educational technologists consider to be the proper work of Educational Technology 
carried out in the real world.   
 
What is suggested from viewing Educational Technology from the  “outside” is that it is influenced by sources 
outside the field. This requires strict attention to how the field is delimited and how the notion of “technology” is 105 
understood. In comparing the above mentioned descriptions of technology, key themes related to Educational 
Technology include the following: (a) an emphasis on mental processes and products (b) an emphasis on 
processes and knowledge which are adaptive (Braham, 1977), systematic (Solomon, 2000), material making, or 
transforming (McGinn, 1978) to serve human purposes, and (c) an emphasis on the environmental, social, or 
intellectual influences (Braham, 1977; McGinn, 1978).  
 
 
View From Inside 
 
In looking back over the past four decades, field of Educational Technology has struggled in defining itself.  
This is partly due to its status as an applied social science and the difficulty in establishing the field’s credibility. 
Finn (1972) argues that the field needs to gain the credibility with professional educators for it survive and grow 
and that establishing an intellectual territory for would accomplish this. The task of defining a field is 
challenging and Ely (1970) even suggests that the first steps in defining Educational Technology is not to arrive 
at a final definition but to promote further discussion among the personnel of the field. 
 
In the time since Finn and Ely issued invitations to analyze the field, many scholars of Educational Technology 
are participating in the discussion by contributing to the definition building effort (AECT, 1972, 1977; 
Januszewski, 2001).  Januszewski’s (2001) review of the supporting documentation behind the early definitions 
of Educational Technology suggests that there are four underlying considerations for the AECT's creation of a 
formal definition: 
(1)  To legitimize the field of Educational Technology; to carve out a niche or establish a territory to make the 
field distinct from closely related areas such as Library Studies and Curriculum 
(2)  To allow individual professionals to consider themselves "in the field"; this also meant that the field could 
be defined by what members of the professional organization did. 
(3)  To provide specific language for laws and legal documents; these definitions often helped determine the 
allocation of the funding for educational programs at federal, state, and local levels. 
(4)  To establish guides for curriculum development that would aid in preparing future professionals for the 
field. (Januszweski, 2001) 
 
 
Educational Technology 
 
Ongoing efforts to define Educational Technology originate with the definition committee created by the 
Association of Educational Communications and Technology (originally the Department of Audio-Visual 
Instruction). One popular conception of Educational Technology is linked to the maturation of the audio-visual 
movement in education and instructional training programs beginning in the First World War with developments 
arising out of master learning and programmed instruction trends in the fifty's spearheaded by individuals like 
B.F. Skinner,  and James Finn (Morgan 1978; Reiser, 1987). Early definitions of Educational Technology are 
definitions of audiovisual communication. Ely (1963) states, “Audiovisual communication is that branch of 
educational theory and practice primarily concerned with the design and use of messages, which control the 
learning process.”  Common to these conceptions is the view of Educational Technology as synonymous with 
audiovisual communication and instruction.     
 
The emphasis on instruction is more accentuated in more recent definitions offered by AECT, which employs the 
term “instructional technology” instead of “educational technology.  “Instructional technology is the theory and 
practice of design, development, utilization, management, and evaluation of processes and resources for learning 
(AECT 1994).   
 
Educational Technology scholars and practitioners contributing to the field over the past four decades realize that 
formally defining Educational Technology is challenging for a number of reasons.  First, defining an applied 
field like Educational Technology is more difficult than defining any of the social science disciplines. The reason 
is that there is no single knowledge base to ground Educational Technology as is the case in the social sciences. 
In an applied field, by its very nature, multiple knowledge bases are employed. The development of new 
knowledge causes shifts in thinking and introduces change and in the field of Educational technology multiple 
knowledge bases lead to multiplying change. This compounds the challenge of creating a viable definition. 
Second, defining Educational Technology as a process also creates dissonance between the popular notion of 
technology as state-of-the-art equipment and the older idea of technology as a process. This dissonance 
surrounding technology gives rise to definitions that are not easily understood within the field or widely 
embraced outside of the field of Educational Technology. 106 
What is revealed from exploring ET from the  “inside” is that Educational Technology is an applied and 
decision-oriented field developing from multiple sources identified by accrued literatures produced in the field. 
This complicates efforts to define Educational Technology and demands a broad and multi-faceted approach to 
defining Educational Technology capable of clearly delineating underlying governing principles, multiple roles, 
and multiple knowledge bases associated with the field.  
 
 
A Systems View 
 
A number of pivotal developments within the field help ground conceptualizations of Educational Technology.  
Hard systems thinking dominating the systems science in the 1960s and 1970s treats systems as deterministic 
entities. This is eventually replaced in the late 1980s and 1990s by soft systems thinking and postmodernist 
ideals where design problems are treated as ill defined and systems are subject too change (Checkland & 
Scholes, 1995).  This movement forces experts to question system boundary conditions, changing conditions, 
and whether or not it is possible to ever arrive at lasting truths in the world.  It also allows scholars to extend 
their understanding of systems as the sum total of parts interrelated within one another and the whole structure to 
systems as human networks and social organizations (Banathy, 1996).  At the same time this allows Educational 
Technology scholars working within a systems approach to reconceptualize the purpose of Educational 
Technology and question its boundaries, particularly in the area of social systems and values.   Is Educational 
Technology concerned with advancing efficiency and effectiveness or is there more?  Is Educational Technology 
a value-neutral and based solely on factual knowledge or is it value-laden with socio-cultural meaning? Is one 
theory of Educational Technology as good as the next? Should educational technologists be concerned with 
social change if the community is unjust? To whom are educational technologists responsible?   
 
A systems view Educational Technology describes learning development and management processes used for 
designing and evaluating instruction (Banathy, 1996; Mitchell, 1972; Pals & Plum ,1989) . Pals and Plomp 
(1989) define Educational Technology in terms of three interacting dimensions: ET1, ET2 and ET3. ET1, 
centering on physical media developed to assist in the teaching/learning process. ET2 includes processes, used 
for developing, designing and evaluating instruction. ET3 is attributed a philosophical and holistic orientation 
whereby problems are analyzed and solved in their own context through a consideration of as many facets and 
their interrelationship as possible. The holist commitment to the whole as being greater than the sum of the parts 
entails that individuals are part of the system in which they observe and, therefore, cannot achieve complete 
knowledge of the whole. From the AECT Definition Committee (1972), “Educational Technology is a field 
involved in the facilitation of human learning through the systematic identification, development, organization, 
and utilization of learning resources and through the management of these processes” (AECT 1972). Similarly, 
Mitchell (1972) describes Educational Technology as, “ an area of study and practice (within education) 
concerned with all aspects of the organization or educational systems and procedures whereby resources are 
allocated to specified and potentially replicable educational outcomes.” The importance of systems theory and 
efforts to extend the range of Educational Technology beyond instructional aims is apparent in AECT’s 1977 
conception: 
Educational technology is a complex and integrated process, involving people, procedures, ideas, 
devices, and organization for analyzing problems and devising, implementing, evaluating, and 
managing solutions to those problems, involved in all aspects of human learning (AECT 1977) 
 
Other conceptions of Educational Technology are concerned with the possibility of leveraging changes in society 
by transforming educational systems and practices (Duchastel, 1989). This view of Educational Technology 
involves ideas of change agency and the possibility of contributing to organizational transformations within 
society. Educational technologists are considered change agents and the focus of Educational Technology 
includes the possibility of effecting major changes in society by transforming educational systems and practices. 
This view of Educational Technology highlights the importance of systems theory, people, and the notion of 
change agency within public and private institutions. In a similar vein, Davies and Schwen (1971) ascribe to 
Educational Technology a "conceptual framework able to deal with problems stemming from the needs of an 
education or training system to survive, grow and develop the capacity to adapt and manage change .” Adding to 
this, Davies (1978) attributes the elements of criticism, evaluation, and a problem-solving to the Educational 
Technology approach. Mitchell (1975) introduces the educational technologist (or discernible educational 
technologist) who acts as a learning consultant, an educational materials producer, a manager of learning 
resources or a systems developer and planner. Other conceptions of Educational Technology based in semiotics, 
critical theory, and modern and post structural theory (Belland, 1991; Nichols & Allen-Brown, 1996; Yeaman, 
Hlynka, Anderson, Damarin, & Muffoletto, 1996) emphasizing interrelations of the educational technologist and 
contextual influences in what is being studied (or interpreted). Descriptions of Educational Technology that 107 
acknowledge the role of the educational technologist and contextual influences in Educational Technology are 
consistent appear to address criteria for conceptualizing technology concerned with mental processes and 
products to serve human purposes embedded in socio-environmental contexts (Braham, 1977; McGinn, 1978). 
Drawing together key components identified by the reviewed selection of Educational Technology definitions to 
articulate a systems definition of Educational Technology in Society reveals the following. See Figure 1 
 
Figure 1. A Systems Definition of Educational Technology in Society 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
A systems definition of Educational Technology in Society addresses theoretical grounding concerns (view from 
outside) and accommodates multiple uses and governing principles expressed in the field (view from inside). 
Drawing together key themes identified in the discussion(view from outside), criteria for conceptualizing 
technology in the field of Educational Technology revolves around concerns with mental processes and products 
to serve human purposes embedded in socio-environmental contexts. These criteria are key components to a 
definition of Educational Technology for society. Connecting definitions and analyses provided in this article 
suggests a systems definition of Educational Technology as goal oriented problem-solving systems approach 
utilizing tools, techniques, theories, and methods from multiple knowledge domains, to: (1) design, develop, and 
evaluate, human and mechanical resources efficiently and effectively in order to facilitate and leverage all 
aspects of learning, and (2) guide change agency and transformation of educational systems and practices in 
order to contribute to influencing change in society.  
 
In looking to the future of Educational Technology, much of the key theoretical work required to ground the 
field depends on the excavation of historical/theoretical texts applied to new areas of development.  The reason 108 
for this is, and what this article attempted to demonstrate, is that defining something as complex as a field, even a 
relatively young field, requires an understanding of where the field has been in order to gauge its current state 
and make intelligent predictions concerning its future.  The excavation of historical/theoretical texts, both from 
outside and inside the field, applied to new areas of development is one area where a systems definition of 
Educational Technology contributes significantly. 
 
 
Terms 
 
Educational Technology:  is the field concerned with the design, development, utilization, management, and 
evaluation of processes and resources for learning. 
 
Educational Technology in Society: is a goal oriented problem-solving systems approach utilizing tools, 
techniques, theories, and methods from multiple knowledge domains, to: (1) design, develop, and evaluate, 
human and mechanical resources efficiently and effectively in order to facilitate and leverage all aspects of 
learning, and (2) guide change agency and transformation of educational systems and practices in order to 
contribute to influencing change in society. 
 
System: the sum total of parts interrelated within one another and the whole structure or organization 
 
Systems Approach:  a logical process or complex strategy to identify needs, analyze problems and possible 
solutions, or design procedures to improve systems operations and eliminate needs. 
 
Technology (process):  construction uses and the organization of knowledge for the achievement of practical 
purposes in intellectual and social contexts. 
 
Technology (tool): material construction and operation of physical systems based on systematic knowledge of 
how to design artifacts.   
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ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the assimilation gap, the gap between the acquisition of a technology and its 
deployment, in higher education teaching. The relevant literature covers three themes: technology diffusion, 
the technology acceptance model and task-technology fit. To explore the significance of these models to a 
teaching environment case study research was undertaken within a university college in north-west 
England. Using an ethnographic approach, with semi-structured interviews, lecturers' attitudes to the 
adoption of ICT were surfaced. Then the data collected was analysed by categorising the findings. One 
technique used to present these findings is the translation of the dialogue of each respondent into another 
character. This defamiliarised the taken for granted aspects of the informants’ response. Using this method 
respondents were categorised using two metaphors suggesting that staff can be classified within two 
different cultures. The first metaphor is that of the Frontier where the adoption of ICT is seen as an 
exploration and the discourse used relates to the relative desire for adoption of ICT. The second metaphor 
is that of the Frontline where the view of ICT adoption centres on attack and defence and the discourse 
relates to the differences in the perceived ease of adoption.  
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Introduction 
 
Much of the literature relating to Information Systems failure documents the failure to deliver projects on time, 
within budget and to specification (Liebowitz, 1999; Poulymenakou and Holmes, 1996; Beynon-Davies, 2002;  
Lyytinen and Robey, 1999). However, many systems fail after the development phase because once installed 
they are rarely deployed.  This gap between the acquisition of a technology and its deployment is known as the 
assimilation gap (Fichman and Kemerer, 1995) and this gap is of particular note for the higher education 
environment. Lecturers in higher education have a high level of autonomy and it is rare that they can be coerced 
into adopting new delivery methods. The Review of the Computers in Teaching Initiative and Teaching and 
Learning Technology Support Network (HEFCE, 1998) conclude that although there is evidence of commitment 
to, and investment in, both Computer Aided Learning materials and more general exploitation of Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT), under-utilisation is considered to be a problem for almost all higher 
education institutions.  
 
This paper seeks to explore some of the reasons for the assimilation gap in the use of ICT within teaching in 
higher education. There are a number of models which have been developed to describe and explain technology 
adoption. They all relate to technology application in a business environment and this research investigates how 
applicable they are to the adoption of technology in academic environments. We begin by discussing the three 
themes within the literature related to technology adoption, firstly technology diffusion, secondly the technology 
acceptance model (TAM) and finally task-technology fit.  After these three themes have been explored the 
research method is outlined and the research looks specifically at the attitudes of higher education academic staff 
to the adoption of ICT within their teaching. The findings are derived from interviews carried out as part of a 111 
case study undertaken within a college of higher education in the north of England. These findings are presented 
within a framework which can be applied to map staff attitudes to the use of technology in their teaching.  
Finally, the conclusion relates the findings to the earlier models presented here and suggests that the 
methodology described in this paper could be used effectively within an intervention oriented research paradigm.    
 
One could argue that the most distinctive and noteworthy aspect of this research is the development and 
application of a novel analytical technique for interpreting and categorising the qualitative data collected from 
respondents.  The author intends to apply this methodology in future research, especially when undertaking 
ethnographic studies of familiar environments, but it may also be applicable for use in alien environments in 
order to surface metaphors and stories which will aid the reader’s understanding of respondents’ perceptions of 
situations. 
 
 
Literature review  
 
The theory of diffusion is normally applied to the dispersion of a technical innovation over a period of time 
through members of a social system. Rogers’ (1983) theory has been applied to the dispersal of a large number 
of technological innovations (Larsen, 1997). The main three elements of the diffusion model are the 
identification of, firstly, the stages of diffusion, secondly the characteristics of the innovation which impact 
upon the rate of diffusion and finally the adopter categories.  
 
There are five stages through which innovations are seen to progress: knowledge-of the innovation; persuasion 
by key persons, commitment to adopt; implementation and finally confirmation of the decision. The five 
characteristics of an innovation comprise relative advantage; congruence with existing values; ease of use; 
ability to trial; and finally observability of the results. 
 
There are also five adopter categories: innovators; early adopters; early majority; late majority and laggards and 
the number of adopters per unit of time normally forms a bell shaped curve. Innovators and early adopters 
generally tend to be more highly educated, work in larger organisations, have greater exposure to various 
channels of communication and have higher aspirations. 
  
Later work questions the relevance of the diffusion model to newer technologies and asserts that organisational 
learning and know-how have an important part to play in diffusion (Attewell 1992). Newell at al, (2000) in a 
research project which investigates the adoption of Business Process Re-engineering, hold that introducing 
complex IT systems presents a knowledge integration problem. Mere awareness, they suggest, is insufficient 
because the deployment of new technologies involves the development and utilisation of a considerable amount 
of specialist knowledge and expertise.  
 
Davis et al (1989) developed the Technology Acceptance Model, based upon the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980).  The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) states that a person’s performance of a 
particular behaviour is determined by their behavioural intent and this behavioural intent, in turn, is determined 
by two things, their attitude and the subjective norms within which they operate, i.e. the cultural norms of the 
organisation. TAM relates specifically to technology whereas TRA is more general; TAM takes this model and 
derives from it two variables which determine attitude. These variables are perceived usefulness, the extent to 
which people believe a technology will help them to do a better job and perceived ease of use, the ease or lack of 
effort to actually use it (Davis, 1989). These two variables mirror two of the characteristics of technology 
outlined in the diffusion model notably relative advantage and complexity.  
 
The TAM model has been extensively tested and extended in the intervening years and Legris et al (2003) 
provide a useful summary of 22 pieces of research based on TAM. Overall the studies suggest that TAM 
explains only 40% of the variance and Legris et al (op cit) highlight three limitations of the studies to date. Nine 
of the twenty two studies were carried out on students rather than business users, clearly due to the ease of 
sampling; most studies used office automation software and most of the studies use users’ self-reported measures 
rather than observed measures of usage. In fact in most work to date user satisfaction is assumed to be a suitable 
measure where usage is mandatory (Horton et al, 2001). Al-Gahtani and King  (2003) note that most studies to 
date have been carried out in North America so cultural differences may also impact on the results. TAM has 
been added to and amended so many times that it is claimed that its structure has been lost by the number of 
refinements (Horton et al, 2001). Recently Al-Gahtani and King  (1999)  have extended the model by 
introducing three factors which they posit impact upon attitude. These are relative advantage, ease of use and 112 
enjoyment. Thus, while ease of use has been retained perceived usefulness has been adjusted and converted into 
relative advantage, and enjoyment has been added.  
 
Another stream of research which complements the TAM stream is Task Technology Fit (TTF) (Goodhue and 
Thompson,1995; Goodhue et al, 2000). The TTF model asserts that Information Systems will be effective if 
there is a good fit between the software and the task which the user has to perform. D’Ambra and Rice (2001) 
hold that there are three influences on technology use (i) perceived usefulness (ii) social influence and (iii) 
perceived costs and barriers which, one could argue, is a reverse measure of ease of use.  
 
In Figure 1 we see reference to the subjective norms of TRA, which have been disregarded in later versions of 
TAM, reappear labelled as social influence. TTF however, emphasises that ease of use is not just measured by 
interface design but by the mismatch between what the user wants to do and what the system will support. i.e. 
we are at a deeper level than just whether colours, fonts and icons are suitable (Mathieson and Keil, 1998). 
 
Figure 1. Summary of the relationship between TRA, TAM and TTF 
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Metaphor as an analytical device 
 
The use of metaphor as an analytical device has been thoroughly explored by Morgan (1986) and  Lakoff and 
Johnson (1980). Morgan (1986) holds that metaphor enables us to highlight similarities and that all theories are 
based on implicit metaphors. Mangham  (1995) contends that metaphor is not simply a linguistic device but a 
way of conceptualising one mental domain in terms of another. As such, metaphor has persuasive power over us. 
Within the field of Information Systems (Walsham, 1993; Kendall and Kendall, 1993; Kendall and Kendall, 
1994) metaphor has been used as a way of reading organisations within an interpretive epistemology. Metaphor 
provides a distinctive, though partial, insight and Walsham, (1993) believes that the search for insight through 
metaphor should be a continuous process. As metaphors become jaded they no longer act as cognitive lenses and 
should be refreshed. The application of metaphor is not reserved for interpretive study. One of the most notable 
uses within the positivist paradigm is the description of light as either a wave or a particle. Both yield valuable 
yet partial information. Both are important because of their prescriptive and descriptive ability.  In much the 
same way an organisational metaphor can allow us to the envision the world in a new way.   
 
 
Research method  
 
Mingers (2003) argues that there should be more multi-method research in Information Systems and he reports 
on the dominant research paradigms and methods used during the period 1993 to 2000. He finds that most 
articles, particularly those in US journals, report on empirical work that has adopted a positivist paradigm. This 
type of approach is nomothetic, that is it is normally aiming to discover general laws which are broadly 
applicable. The research on technical acceptance, discussed earlier, falls into this category and is based on a 
theory driven approach where hypotheses are posited and tested.  
 
In contrast the research undertaken within this case study was based on an interpretive paradigm, with an 
ideographic approach aimed at generating understanding of a particular situation in depth. The findings were 
expected to be illuminative but not necessarily generalisable. The data was collected and analysed by an insider 
researcher who was attempting to take an ethnographic standpoint within which the aim was to see the situation 
through the eyes of the participants. A data driven and inductive method was used building theory from data 
using a grounded theory approach (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). In pursuing this general approach data was 
collected through a variety of means to ensure an element of triangulation. Three main data collection devices 
were used, firstly collection of strategy documents, secondly longitudinal tracing of a number of projects through 
observation of progress meetings over several months and finally a series of semi-structured interviews.  This 
article focuses on the findings derived from the 21 interviews. The respondents were selected in a purposive 
manner to reflect the three levels of academic staff within the institution, those with a strategic role, those in 
middle management positions and lecturers. The interview technique was semi-structured with open ended 
questions designed to reveal respondents’ attitudes, morals and beliefs (Kendall and Kendall, 1993). The 
interviews developed into a discussion around certain themes, in direct contrast to the technology acceptance 
research which generally used questionnaires with yes/no responses and Likert scales.  
 
The interviews were tape recorded and fully transcribed and the text was fed into a qualitative analysis software 
package and the data was coded using emergent codes as recommended by Miles & Huberman (1994). The 
comments of respondents were initially classified into categories within overarching themes which focussed on 
the perceived drivers and barriers to the adoption of ICT and this data was tabulated and analysed in various 
ways. But with a large amount of data comes the associated problem of what to attend to and what to ignore 
(Mellor, 2001). Additionally, the most frequently cited difficulty with insider research is making the familiar 
strange (Hockey, 1993) or 'defamiliarising' the situation (Alvesson, 1993; Tesch, 1990). The very routiness and 
everydayness of investigating a familiar setting makes it difficult to see what might be unusual and what is 
important. One can draw parallels between the problems faced by the insider researcher and the researcher 
undertaking discourse analysis. Wood & Kroger (2000) recommend analysing by playing with the text, altering 
and omitting words, looking at the structure, shape and order and perhaps, rather than perceiving the write-up as 
a research report focussing on writing it as an English essay. Miles & Huberman (1994) suggest that field work 
understanding comes in layers and that analysing the use of metaphors can help the researcher to gain insight. 
This paper presents the findings derived from an alternative and unusual way of analysing the data. This method 
was used alongside the conventional categorising and tabulating of themes which are presented elsewhere 
(Gilbert, 2001), 
 
The particular technique used was prompted by listening to a radio programme. This programme included the 
delivery of a talk about the discovery of the human genome in the style of an Alan Bennett
 (an ironic British 114 
playwright) monologue. The surreal juxtaposition of DNA code with cups of Earl Gray tea and doylies was 
intended to be amusing but also served to highlight taken for granted aspects of both areas of discourse. This 
provided the inspiration to look at the discourse of each of the participants to see if they could be written up in 
the character and voice of someone else. The purpose of this exercise was to defamiliarise the taken for granted 
in order to gain insight into the culture of the organisation and sub-groups within it.  
 
 
Findings: overview 
 
Using this method informants were categorised using two metaphors.  The first metaphor was the Frontier; this is 
a metaphor which has been used by others with reference to the adoption of technology (Mitchell et al, 2001) 
and in particular with reference to ‘lone rangers’ (Taylor, 1999). Within this metaphor three groups of characters 
were identified.  These three groups were differentiated by the strength of their desire for adoption of ICT. The 
second metaphor was the Frontline. All members of this metaphor accepted that change was necessary but they 
differed in their views on the ease of adoption. The groups within the Frontier metaphor talked more about 
student learning, the relationship between tutor and student and the benefits of adoption of ICT than did those 
within the Frontline metaphor.  
 
 
Findings: Frontier metaphor 
 
Within the Frontier metaphor the group keenest on adopting ICT was the Early Settlers, a group less inclined 
than others to claim massive benefits for ICT but keen and positive about the process of using it with students. 
They formed the largest group of respondents overall and were realistic about the robustness and reliability of 
the technology. The next group within the Frontier metaphor was the Native Americans. They conceded that 
technology was changing the world but they lamented the passing of the old ways. The third group was the 
Backwoodsmen, those extremely reluctant to adopt ICT .  
 
 
Early Settler 
 
Seven of the twenty one respondents were categorised under the Early Settler heading as the group of people 
who appear to embrace change. Jesse is one of the middle managers and he believes that his folk have already 
settled the area and he can appreciate the value that the railroad has brought to them. He is a realist and 
understands that the technology sometimes breaks down and cannot entirely replace the horse. He is perhaps 
unusual in positing that the railroad is not just a machine, but is a technology that could change society. He 
recognises that fast travel could have a potential socio-technical impact that is outside the comprehension of the 
current settlers. He holds that it is not the equipment that is interesting but the way in which it might change the 
operation of society.  
 
Interview transcript  Early settler: Jesse 
I think we were the first and probably the only school to do a 
regular audit of ICT use in Teaching and Learning and we 
stopped doing it I think it was three years ago because we felt 
that we had got to a stage where we felt it was a bit like auditing 
whether we used our telephones. We didn't want to think of it as 
something particularly special anymore, it was a part of our 
lives in the way that the library is a part of our lives. 
 
I think we were the first settlement to depend 
on the railway for our livelihood and have a 
regular timetable. We take it for granted now. 
We've come to rely on it and not see it as 
anything special. It's part of our lives just like 
our rifles are. 
Well, I mean speaking of the very specific situation of West 
Coast Institute, I mean historically the main barrier has been the 
instability of the system, but that is a very local thing, but I 
suspect that it isn't actually a lot worse here than it is elsewhere. 
I do think that there is this sort of deification of technology 
which just ignores the fact that it is just as crap as everything 
else really. 
Well, I mean sometimes the trains break 
down, I mean that is a very local thing but I 
guess it's the same everywhere.  I do think 
folks tend to consider these here machines are 
like gods, but they're just as unreliable as 
people.  
 
As a Head of School Jesse signs up to the values of the institution. He gives an account of his school having 
adopted ICT despite some technical problems. He attempts to show, not only that something has been done, but 
that as an academic from a humanities background he is aware of the wider implications of ICT. 115 
Native American 
 
The image produced by this character, Big Chief Sitting Bull is of a leader who sees his institution as his tribe 
and views certain key central support staff as trusted elders. He perceives academic staff as tribal members, 
many of whom lack the skills and confidence to adopt the new ways demanded of them in order to adjust to the 
changing environment. He gives the impression of a leader who regrets the passing of the old ways but 
recognises that the tribe must adapt. He advances diverging views. On the one hand he sees the benefit of 
technologies such as running water and electricity. On the other hand he is concerned that the cherished values of 
the tribe are being swept aside. The role of the tribe in guiding young braves as they pass from adolescence to 
adulthood is being forfeited. Much of the discussion captures Sitting Bull's convictions about the changing 
nature of the students' and staff experience as we move progressively from an elite to a mass to a universal HE 
system (Trow, 1974). The Chief seems to be reluctantly accepting that the tribe should slowly, and with due 
consideration, adapt to a new world.  
 
Interview transcript  Native American: Big Chief Sitting Bull 
but our academics are, and rightly so, they are at least semi-
autonomous professionals who are making judgements about 
the most appropriate way to support teaching and learning, 
some of those judgements are made I think reasonably 
objectively. Some of those are always going to made on a basis 
of what a person is comfortable with, confident with, and so on 
and so forth, and I mean I’m sure there will be situations where 
people will say that this possibly maybe could be done using 
this technique but I’m actually not confident enough to take that 
kind of risk, 
Our tribe are capable and proficient hunters 
and storytellers. They can make judgements 
about how to teach the young of the tribe. 
Some of them may lack the skills of reading 
and may not be comfortable with committing 
our tribal stories to paper. They may lack 
confidence and say well I could write this 
story down but I don't really think I can write 
that well, it would be safer to continue to tell 
it as a story round the camp fire. 
but I also think HE is not maybe the best social good, but one of 
the key social goods at the moment, it is also actually for many 
parents I mean, it is also an important staging process in the 
move from adolescence to adult, in a sense you can rhapsodise 
in lots of ways about clearly academic advancement, future 
employability, future earnings and so on and so forth, but it also 
is kind of part of the alternate acculturation process, about 
moving from you know home base to independence, and 
adolescence to adulthood and so on and actually doing it in a  
quasi-secure sort of environment as well, you know I do think 
sometimes, and I shouldn’t be saying this I suppose, sometimes 
I see the social function of HE which I think that the students 
recognise the importance of, but are sometimes perhaps 
underplayed by academics, institutional managers and so on and 
so forth. 
But I also think hunting and fishing are 
crucial to the development of the braves. 
They are an important part of their coming of 
age. You can talk about their need to be able 
to kill buffalo and be able to support a squaw 
and papoose but it is also part of the heritage 
of the tribe, the move to full tribal 
membership. We need to support our young 
braves as they safely pass through the 
transition into mature adults.  
 
 
Fewer and fewer of our elders recognise this 
any more. Perhaps I shouldn't say it. 
 
It is illuminating to compare this view of the Chief with his performance on other occasions within the HE 
calendar. One can interpret Academic Board as the ritual occasion on which the tribal elders smoke the pipe of 
peace within the designated tepee and take turns to expound while the Big Chief unassumingly allows both the 
troublesome and the less disruptive braves to put their points of view. Let us consider the Chief's weekly Email 
briefing to the entire tribe, replete with statistics which are incomprehensible and meaningless to the uninitiated, 
with mentions of august bodies denoted by strange symbols such as HEFCE, TTA, QAA  (Higher Education 
Council for England, Teacher Training Agency, Quality Assurance Agency) and celebrations of sporting 
victories and on-site drama productions.  These smoke signals can be interpreted as totemic symbols of 
relationships with neighbouring tribes, of negotiations with government agencies threatening to move the tribe to 
a reservation and of rousing stories of the bravery of the young hunters.  These messages may not only be 
intended to disseminate information but they are indeed  'smoke signals' sent out to warn the tribe that it is under 
threat both from other tribes and from the authorities. These calls to arms, like the termly address to the whole 
Institute, aim to encourage the tribe to regroup and pull together. The celebrations of tribal dances and successful 
hunting parties are intended to reinforce the local culture, develop pride and sustain strong bonds within the 
tribe.  
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Backwoodsman 
 
Now to move to another character who regrets some of the changes facing HE. Part of the sampling technique 
for the interviews included the identification of staff who were perceived by other staff to be reluctant ICT users 
or non-adopters. Two academic staff who were also in middle management positions were selected as it was 
assumed that their views would have a greater impact on others than would individual lecturers. Jethro was one 
of the two selected.    He observes the other cowboys making money out of the new settlers.  However, he does 
not want to get involved in such activities. There is a sense in which he disparages the other cowboys because 
they want to make a fast buck. Jethro is the stereotypical non-participant, he claims that there should be more 
emphasis on building a community but he does not actually wish to be part of it. On the one hand as an academic 
he claims to encourage his colleagues and wishes to be seen as an effective manager. On the other hand he 
justifies his lack of activity by arguing that ICT is not such a valuable tool after all and that resources should be 
devoted to other areas instead. 
 
Interview transcript  Backwoodsman: Jethro 
Of course with Teacher Ed, it's one of the things they've got to do. So 
the fact that I and G are very involved in the teaching courses, they 
know that they're going to be judged on how integrated it is - so it is a 
stimulus to the rest of the department. 
Folks like I and G  are selling cattle to 
the settlers so they stand to make 
money out of the newcomers. And 
others are copying them, setting up 
shops and such. 
  
The barriers are facilities in terms of the machines on people's desks, 
and when they upgraded GroupWise most of us had machines that 
couldn't cope with it. Which was a classic failure, there was no audit to 
check the machines out. 
 
The new settlers don’t have the right 
skills and tools. Most of ‘em are 
gonna go bust but the government 
don’t give a damn 
Interviewer: What do you perceive as the institution's overall strategy? 
 
As far as T & L, has it got one? It is putting a lot of resources into 
student usage, although I feel that this is often at the expense of other 
things like the book budget in the library, which is a serious worry. But 
I think that we're a long long way from having all monographs on the 
web. There is a rather simplistic notion on the old fashioned view of 
knowledge where all you need is information, when what you actually 
need is interpretation. 
Questioner: What’s the government’s 
place in all this? 
 
 
Has it got a place?  It’s just letting the 
investors back East drive forward and 
make money. But building railroads is 
a long way from building 
communities. I just keep to myself.  
 
 
 
Findings: Frontline metaphor 
 
Within the Frontline metaphor we have, at one extreme, the Generals who thought adoption was easy; all the 
Generals were either senior managers or staff from technical support and had no current, direct experience of 
teaching students. They saw no difficulties in using ICT and felt that network problems identified by staff were 
red herrings. They asserted that staff should either be forced to use ICT or that fundamental culture change was 
necessary to change staff views.  The second group in the Frontline metaphor was the NCO
 group. They had a 
fair amount of experience using ICT with students but focussed on the difficulties they had in practice either 
with technical problems or with persuading students to use the resources. The final group in the Frontline 
metaphor were the Special Forces. Only one respondent fell into this group but he saw his department as an elite 
group and he was very critical of management for not providing effective weapons for the job in hand.  
 
 
General 
 
The General is one of the ICT Strategy Group who is a member of technical support staff. He exhibits some 
confusion regarding whether the soldiers are in fact reluctant to fight or whether they are just complaining about 
the conditions in the trenches. Rather than accepting that the conditions are poor and considering how they could 
be improved he holds to the school of management that says just give them an order and they must obey. If they 
do not they should be shot. Any soldier who questions the point of the war is given short shrift. On the other 
hand, the General declares that the powers-that-be do not provide the weapons required for the job and he has to 
work miracles to compensate. In a sense this is the typical dilemma faced by commanders on the field and by 117 
technical support staff. The General insists that he and his technical colleagues should be the ones to determine 
the tactics to be adopted but he puts forward very few ideas regarding what these should be.  
 
Interview transcript  General 
I was a student here four or five years ago, and then I know that 
the network did go down at least one day a week, whenever we 
had our IT sessions usually. But that is no longer the case, but 
student perception means that they remember the two times in 
the year that it was down, not the hundred times that it wasn’t.  
Now when I was fighting in the Crimea we 
really did have it hard but this war is a piece 
of cake by comparison. These tommies only 
remember the two times their trench has been 
flooded and infested with rats never the 100 
times it hasn't.  
This was one of things in the vision meeting that I was trying to 
say without naming names, that you have to get in at the ground 
roots and talk to tutors and say that you have to do this and you 
have to support this, because you can’t have two parts of the 
institution pulling against one another. You can’t achieve an 
overall vision that way. 
I was saying to old Buffy Briggs in the mess 
that you have to haul out these blighters and 
shoot them because you can't have soldiers in 
the ranks working with the enemy. You can't 
win the war this way.  
 
The General rehearses the arguments advanced by many of the technical department. Problems with the 
technology are alternatively blamed on senior management not providing the resources and on academic staff 
using the occasional breakdowns as an excuse to avoid using ICT. The technology must be perceived as valuable 
if the General is to justify his role.  
 
 
NCO 
 
The NCO is a member of middle management.  Working in the vocational area of health she sees her job as 
delivering a contract, satisfying the client. ICT competence is just one of the many standards that the students 
have to achieve. Her perspective is very similar to that of the NCO ensuring that the soldiers are trained to a tight 
specification. There is no question that ICT is anything other than essential. However, her experiences suggest 
that implementation has not been without problems 
 
NCO: The thing I think that has created the greatest antagonism is the total mess that the whole 
thing was in to start with. Half the time we couldn't get half the information, things were down, so 
it was so incompetent the whole system that we had down here that it put people off. And there was 
a period of time that we went through where responses were so slow. So in a way that brought 
antagonism. The IT itself wasn't it, but simply because the system was so bad. 
 
Similarly, she recognises that some of the staff are more competent than others with ICT. Because most nursing 
teachers have had to achieve professional qualifications before entering the teaching profession they tend to be 
older and less familiar with technology. 
 
Interview transcript  NCO 
In terms of pre-registration, we take that as nursing and midwifery, 
there is a planned IT input that feeds in throughout the programme 
of training, so it is structured, they know what they're doing at each 
case and it is reviewed and updated. One of key things is that some 
of our associated trusts have computerised patient records systems 
in place, whilst in fact our main trust does not, so whilst we have to 
ensure general skills we also have to facilitate training to meet the 
needs of the specific trusts which they are associated with. They 
have to meet the rules and regulations, which is rule 18a of the 
UKCC. So there's ten standards they have to achieve. 
In the case of turning out regular soldiers 
we have a rigid training programme.  We 
have to train them to fight a modern war 
with complex technology to hand.  The 
enemy has new weapons and we have to 
ensure that our lads have the skills to be in 
combat against them. They have to follow 
what they have been taught to the letter 
and obey without question. 
We have to make sure students are fit for purpose, practice and 
award. It concentrates our mind on what they have to have. We 
can't look at learning for the sake of learning it - we have to 
maintain our contract, whether that is right or wrong. The future is 
going to be tighter. They have to be employable at the end and that 
is the hard reality. We have a high retention rate and all our service 
people are happy. 
We have to make sure our soldiers are 
trained to fight. It concentrates our mind 
on what we have to do. We can't question 
whether we should be at war, we have to 
deliver what is asked of us, whether that is 
right or wrong.  We have a well-trained 
and disciplined force and we need to 
maintain this.. 118 
The NCO exhibits the values of a head of school who spends considerable time gaining contracts and ensuring 
that students graduate having reached the necessary standards.   ICT is just one of these standards.  Although she 
recognises the serious technical problems which have been experienced in the past she is optimistic about the 
future, she contends that improvements in networks and PC availability is occurring and  that student access is 
more important than staff access. She presents an account of management having made the right decisions and 
sorted out any problems.   
 
 
Special Forces 
 
The Special Forces Commander is the other academic identified as a non-participant. He is bright, enthusiastic 
and totally committed to his force, partially because they uphold his role as leader and give him credibility. He is 
very proud of his force and acts as their protector and nurturer. While he has to acknowledge the role of the 
Army Command he neither honours nor respects them. He professes to be very keen to use modern weapons and 
asserts that it is only the shortage of decent quality firearms that causes the force problems.  One could surmise 
that giving the Commander better equipment is all that is needed. But his attitude to Army high command and 
his relationship with his force pervades all his activities and unless he matures he is likely to continue to resent 
the perceived interference of and perpetual demands from the high command.  
 
Interview transcript  Special Forces Commander 
It is pretty essential to us. We're highly research active, we have lots of 
postgraduates, without ICT we couldn't perform at the same level as 
other institutions. We consider ourselves at the forefront of the debates 
on (discipline area). That's how we're seen outside and we have a 
growing international reputation, so that speaks for itself, so in terms of 
research alone ICT provision and skills are essential to the centre's 
work. In terms of teaching we would want to see all of our students 
have skills which are appropriate in the field. 
High performance weapons are 
essential to us. We're a really top class 
force and we couldn't perform as well 
without the equipment. We are known 
as an elite force throughout the world. 
We want to train more crack troops to 
go out into the field. 
 
 
Interviewer: So as a research tool it is invaluable? 
 
Vital, but the problem is that the distance between what that means in 
reality and what we have in terms of provision is growing on a day-by-
day basis. You may have heard me saying earlier this week in a 
meeting that staff frequently have to go home in the middle of the day 
to do work, because the system isn't working, or we haven't got 
sufficient equipment or the equipment is clapped out. All those three 
factors mitigate against what I think is the essential development of a 
process, which should be at the core of our work. 
 
 
Questioner: So high calibre weapons 
are vital to you? 
 
Yes, but we don't have weapons that 
match some of the modern equipment 
available to the enemy. We regularly 
have to make do with below par kit, 
we either haven’t enough ammunition 
or we have to work with clapped out 
and dangerous kit. This mitigates 
against us remaining top flight. 
 
Without being too explicit, the Commander talked positively about the role of ICT and the extent to which his 
group is using it, in order to be seen to be doing something. He also uses the interview to express his views on 
the inadequacy of the equipment in the hope that the researcher can facilitate change. He states that he has been 
noting the length of time it takes to access systems in readiness for the interview. The Commander’s allegiance is 
to his discipline and to his research group, not to the Institute (Becher, 1989). 
 
 
Discussion 
 
The findings of this research suggest that academic staff can be categorised under one of two metaphors. The 
first metaphor is that of the Frontier where the adoption of ICT is seen as an exploration and the discourse used 
relates to the relative desire for adoption of ICT. This metaphor concentrates on the reason or aim for adoption 
and sees it as an adventure. Some groups are keen on this adventure, others are less so. The second metaphor is 
that of the Frontline where the view of ICT adoption centres on attack and defence and the discourse relates to 
the differences in the perceived ease of adoption.  In this case the metaphor focuses on the tools for adoption and 
while one group sees the tools as suitable the others perceive them to be inadequate.  
 
In the introduction to this paper we asked whether the diffusion model, TAM and TTF were as applicable to an 
educational environment as to a business one. If we begin by looking at the relationship of the findings to the 119 
diffusion model we see that we have a more sophisticated model than that of the five adopter categories. 
Whereas the diffusion model classifies adopters simply according to how quickly they take up a new innovation 
the ‘frontier or frontline’ model identifies six categories each in relation to a dominant parameter, either desire 
for adoption or ease of use.  Whilst the early settlers have adopted early, and the Backwoodsmen will adopt late 
in the cycle, if at all, it is less clear where in the cycle the Generals, NCOs and Special Forces adopt. Our model 
says more about the rationale for, and attitude towards, adoption than it says about how quickly adoption will 
take place. If we consider the characteristics of adoption as defined in the diffusion model we see desire for 
adoption mapping onto both relative advantage and compatibility, as desire suggests more than just a perceived 
benefit resulting from ICT usage.  Desire evokes the impression of congruence between the values and mores of 
higher education and the application of ICT.  Ease of use maps against complexity. In this particular case study 
the discussion relates less to the particular interface and usability of a software package and more to the 
difficulties with the infrastructure and access to computers and peripherals. Arguably, where our model sheds 
most light is on one particular stage within the diffusion model, that of persuasion. If we are to use champions to 
persuade others then selecting such champions from the Frontiers group is likely to be more effective than 
choosing champions from the Frontline group. 
 
 If we now move on to the relationship between our findings and the TAM model it is important, first of all to 
explain that at the time that the data analysis was undertaken the authors had not studied TAM and the 
emergence of the two themes during the data analysis stage was not coloured by the very similar themes 
identified within TAM.  It is therefore encouraging that they are so similar and illuminating that they are not 
identical.   We can see that the ‘Frontiers or Front line’ model closely reflects the TTF model with desire for 
adoption incorporating more than just perception of usefulness but intimating the impact of social norms, values 
and mores. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
It is possible to see congruence between the earlier positivist technology acceptance research and the findings 
from this interpretive case study. We ask whether this research adds anything to the body of knowledge about 
technology adoption in an educational environment and we would argue that this method has provided a ‘thick’ 
description of the process within one particular institution (Geertz, 1973). The findings suggest that there is 
certainly no one culture within the organisation. During the interviews characters within the General group 
within the Frontline metaphor constantly called for ‘culture change’. Schein (1996) maintains that ‘culture 
cannot be fostered or installed’, he states that any suggestions for a change of culture will be met with denial or 
resistance and no amount of espousing a new way from the leader will actually impact on behaviour and he 
proposes that instead of trying to change a culture we should focus on the aims of the organisation and the ways 
these can be achieved in a changing environment by building on the strengths of the existing culture. We would 
maintain that this research implies that in order to facilitate change in this area we need to identify appropriate 
metaphors to describe organisational sub-cultures and work within them.  
 
One can ask whether the two metaphors used herein are pertinent for other HE organisations or indeed applicable 
as devices for insight in other types of organisation.  It may well be that different metaphors would emerge 
within different cultures and further research would be needed to explore this issue. The major finding from this 
research is the development of an analytical device which could help to illuminate the sub-cultures within an 
organisation.  If one were to adopt an intervention oriented research paradigm Mingers (2003) the identification 
of suitable metaphors could be a precursor to actions which encourage the take-up of ICT in accordance with 
institutional sub-cultures.  
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ABSTRACT 
This article deals with providing support for the execution of pedagogical scenarios in Learning 
Management Systems. It takes an engineering point of view to identifies actors, design and use processes. 
Next it defines the necessary capabilities of a platform so that actors can manage or use pedagogical 
scenarios. The second part of the article is dedicated to the presentation of the design and properties of a 
component we have developed for the execution of scenarios: a flexible Workflow engine and a user 
interface providing indicators about the student progress within a unit of study. 
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Introduction 
 
E-Learning has been spotted as the solution to the growing needs of education. Many institutions and enterprises 
have set up Learning Management Systems (LMS) and organized their work around these new technologies. 
However, when the number of learners grow, it becomes difficult for tutors to support them correctly while still 
being aware of individuals that need some special care because they experience difficulties. Thus, LMS should 
provide some level of automation for the management of the activities within units of study while keeping tutors 
aware of students having difficulties and permitting an adaptation of the activities to these special cases. One 
way to define the activities that will take place within a unit of study is to describe them in a pedagogical 
scenario. Such a scenario defines the activities which must be done by the learners and the tutors, the sequencing 
of these activities as well as the learning objects and tools that should be provided to the different actors. For 
instance, the emerging standard IMS-LD (IMS, 2003) uses a theatrical metaphor where the activities take place 
in different acts that define the sequencing. The activities are associated to roles corresponding to users and to an 
environment composed of learning objects and tools. The benefit of the use of pedagogical scenarios, as stated in 
Hummel et al. (2004), is that the focus is put on the learning activities that should be done to achieve a learning 
objective rather than the learning objects. In this approach, the activities provide a context for the use of the 
learning objects rather than having a “passive” consumption of them. This article presents our work towards 
providing support for pedagogical scenarios at both organizational and technical level. Indeed, the production 
and use of pedagogical scenarios should be backed by a correct organization as it is the case for producing and 
using learning objects. For this reason, we have defined the life cycle of a pedagogical scenario and identified 
the different actors involved in it. Considering the execution, we have taken care of flexibility issues to increase 
adaptability to the learners and reusability, i.e., with have the possibility to modify the scenario at run time. This 
is useful because it is sometimes difficult to know beforehand the activities that will take place (e.g., in life long 
learning where the learning process lasts a long time) or because an adaptation of the course is needed (e.g., to 
suit the learners’ level). 
 
The first part of the article presents the design and use of pedagogical scenarios from a platform engineering 
point of view. In the second part, we review the requirements towards platforms support for scenario execution. 
The third part presents the basis we have used to build our solution. The fourth part is dedicated to the 
Cooperative Open Workflow, the solution we have developed based on Workflow technology and shows how we 
meet the defined requirements with an illustration on a sample scenario. The solution is compared to existing 
alternatives. Finally, we present a user interface taking benefit of the Workflow engine to give learners indicators 
about their progress within a unit of study to enable better planning of their work. The conclusion summarizes 
the work done and presents ongoing work. 
 
 
Engineering of pedagogical scenarios 
 
The architecture and use of Learning Management Systems is getting more and more complex. The design and 
delivery of a new course implies many tasks which rely on highly specialized actors during the whole life cycle. 123 
In the next sections, we will present the design process, the use process as well as the actors involved in the 
definition and operation of a course in the form of a pedagogical scenario. 
 
 
Design process 
 
The design process of a course shown in the figure 1 is composed of 6 main phases. This is inspired from the 
Rational Unified Process (Jacobson et al., 2000). Each phase enables to go to the next or to go back to the 
previous one if problems related to it appear. 
 
Figure 1. Design process of a unit of study 
 
 
¾  Initial expression of needs and models. This phase corresponds to the initial definition of a course. A 
teacher will describe in an informal manner the activities of the course and will define the objectives, the 
prerequisites ... He will also define the type of learning objects and tools which will be necessary. RUP 
relies on UML use cases for this but there is not any equivalent formalism in the field of Technology 
Enhanced Learning. 
¾  Analysis and design. Following the informal description, a pedagogical engineer, which is aware of the 
technical characteristics of the target platform, will collaborate with the teacher to translate the scenario into 
a more formal one where the different phases are scheduled. Some of the activities may have to be adapted 
or replaced depending on the capabilities of the platform. This design phase may require interactions with 
pedagogical resource providers and component developers. The former will define the learning objects 
which are available or have to be created. The latter is more concerned with the development of new 
software components on the platform to provide the needed tools. 
¾  Implementation. This phase corresponds to the development of the software components and pedagogical 
resources needed for the course. It is mainly done by the component developer in collaboration with the 
pedagogical engineer. It may also involve a component assembler if a functionality can be provided by an 
existing set of components. 
¾  Deployment. All elements developed or assembled during the previous phase are installed on the target 
platform. This phase concerns the component assembler and the platform administrator. At the end of this 
phase the new course can be referenced. 124 
¾  Test. This phase corresponds to the control of the behaviour of the platform and resources and the validation 
of the coherence of the model. The tests are done by the pedagogical engineer who is qualified for the 
control at both the pedagogical and technical level. The component developer and assembler are responsible 
for the control of the respect of the specifications at the technical level. 
¾  Evaluation. During the use of the course model, it is important to monitor the behaviour of the learners and 
tutors to see if the initial model is correctly executed. If not, this is the opportunity to reengineer the model 
to better suit the real use. 
 
At a higher level, there is also a phase for building a learning path composed of many courses which is at the 
limit between the design and use processes. In this phase, the pedagogical engineer in collaboration with teachers 
responsible for the units and a learner orientation adviser will create a complete learning path. 
 
 
Use process 
 
The use process describes the different phases corresponding to the life cycle of a course model. These phases 
are described hereafter: 
¾  Instantiation. This phase determines which people will actually take part in the course according to the 
model. This corresponds to the following roles: learner, tutor and referent. The learner orientation adviser 
may be involved in the definition of the groups of learners while the tutor is responsible for checking that 
resources (i.e., learning objects and tools) are available and that the course can begin. 
¾  Execution. This phase corresponds to the most visible part where users are involved in a learning process 
through the platform. The learners will process through the different activities of the course while the tutor 
checks the correct execution of the model. The referent is responsible for a group and will serve as central 
point to solve learners’ problems be it technical, pedagogical or administrative. 
 
 
Roles involved in distance learning platforms 
 
So as to define the different tasks implied in operating a course on a Learning Management System, we have 
defined roles which are related to these tasks. This is done in the same spirit as in the J2EE roles (component 
developer, assembler ...) (Matena et al., 2001), in design processes (Jacobson et al., 2000) and in application 
development (Schmidt-Wesche, 2003). The role list may not be exhaustive but rises from our experience and 
research in the field of distance learning. The different roles are shown figure 2 with their type of responsibility: 
administration, modelling, technical, use. It must be noted that multiple roles may be taken by the same person 
even though it is likely that many people will be required due to the increasing complexity of e-learning 
platforms. We will give a brief description of each role and their relations hereafter. 
 
 
Teacher 
 
The teacher is the starting point in the creation of a course. He defines, in terms of competencies, the 
prerequisites and objectives of the pedagogical activities. He may associate specific services (e.g. asynchronous 
communication), tools (e.g., simulator) or learning objects. The teacher is an expert in a specific domain. He 
collaborates with the pedagogical engineer to adapt his pedagogical scenario to the capabilities of the platform. 
He may assist the learner orientation adviser in assessing the competencies of a learner for a particular course. 
 
 
Pedagogical engineer 
 
The pedagogical engineer is concerned with the whole design process since he has both pedagogical 
competencies and knowledge of the used platform. He can manage the link between the design of courses, 
associated developments and use. He helps the teacher formalize his pedagogical scenario according to the 
capabilities of the platform and can interact with the component developer to introduce new tools or services into 
the platform. He can guide the learner orientation adviser in designing a new learning path. He can interact with 
the referent and tutor to handle modifications of a course model. 
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Figure 2. Roles and types of responsibility 
 
 
Pedagogical resource provider 
 
He designs and develops learning objects for the teacher and pedagogical engineer. 
 
 
Learner 
 
The learner uses the platform to get new competences. He may work alone or in a group. The learner uses the 
platform tools and accesses the learning objects in the scope of the assigned activities to learn. He can interact 
with the tutor to get help on specific topics of the course and with the referent for more general problems. He can 
build his learning path with the help of the learner orientation adviser. 
 
 
Tutor 
 
The tutor takes care of the good unfolding of the course and handles the animation of the groups and activities. 
He follows and assists the learners so as to meet the learning objectives. He informs the referent of any particular 
difficulties. The tutor can make local modifications to the course model in collaboration with the pedagogical 
engineer and the referent. 
 
 
Referent 
 
The referent manages one or more groups. He serves as a unique access point during the whole learning path. He 
can act as a mediator between the tutors or tutors and learners. He can ask for modifications of the model to the 
tutors. 
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Administrative manager 
 
This role is more concerned with administrative management of learning path: enrolment, control of the presence 
... He is responsible for the respect of organizational rules and laws. 
 
 
Learner orientation adviser 
 
The learner orientation adviser welcomes learners and guides them towards the best courses and learning paths 
according to their competencies and wishes. 
 
 
Component assembler 
 
The component assembler gathers existing components to create new services or tools for the platform. 
 
 
Component developer 
 
The component developer is an expert in the development for the target platform and provides basic elements for 
the component assembler and pedagogical resource provider. 
 
 
Platform administrator 
 
The platform administrator is responsible for the correct operation of the platform. He manages user accounts in 
collaboration with the administrative manager, the pedagogical engineer and the referent. 
 
 
Platform support for pedagogical scenarios 
 
When it comes to the point of deploying a pedagogical scenario on a specific platform, most of the time it comes 
down to organizing the access to the pedagogical resources and most of the scenario is lost. For instance, if an 
order has been defined for accessing the resources, this may not be enforced by the platform. This is the case for 
example with the OpenUSS platform (Grob et al., 2004) where one can organize access to learning materials into 
semesters, and courses but would have to manually deliver materials if he wishes a better control on the order of 
access. This is mainly due to the fact that the focus has been directed to accessing the resources rather that 
scripting of the access. In this part, we will describe the properties needed to fully support pedagogical scenarios 
and how they relate to the roles involved in the operation of a distance learning platform. 
 
 
Formal model for the pedagogical scenarios 
 
To take advantage from a platform support for pedagogical scenarios, there must be a formal description that can 
be handled by the platform. Educational Modelling Languages such as IMS-LD (IMS, 2003) can be a good 
candidate for this. This formal language will be used by the pedagogical engineer to translate the ideas of the 
teachers and learner orientation advisers while taking into account the concerns of the administrative manager. 
To this end, a general modelling language should support: 
¾  Individual and group scheduling of activities. People can engage in a course or a learning path either 
individually or within a group. In the latter case, it is reasonable to allow for individual progression between 
the activities so that each one can progress at his own rhythm. Group synchronization will be enforced only 
for collaborative activities or to respect time constraints. The definition of the individual parts is done by the 
teacher and pedagogical engineer. 
¾  Time management. It is important to be able to enforce time constraints on a unit of study or learning path. 
Firstly to support the directives from the administrative manager (e.g., to respect academic years) and 
secondly for pedagogical reasons (e.g., to limit the duration of an online test).  
¾  Collaboration support. Collaborative learning is a means to enhance the learning experience and a way to 
sustain the learners’ motivation (Eales et al., 2002). As such it should be supported. 
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Platform support for model execution 
 
Platform support for model execution is tightly related to what can be expressed in the model. In a general 
manner, the platform is responsible for automating the progress of the learners from activity to activity within a 
course while providing the right tools and learning objects. This capability is of paramount importance to relieve 
the tutors from a daunting task in case of large groups of students. 
 
 
Monitoring of the model execution 
 
Automation of the learning process is a great help in the operation of distance learning. However, it should be 
accompanied with monitoring facilities to assist the tutors and referents in the follow-up of the learners. The 
platform should provide the means to raise awareness of the potential problems that learners may have (e.g., 
slow progression within a group, violation of a time constraint ...). 
 
 
Enhanced management of the models 
 
Having identified a learner or group problem thanks to the monitoring facilities, the tutor and pedagogical 
engineer should be able to modify the model at run time to achieve the pedagogical objectives. Moreover, if the 
reengineered model is better, the modified model should be available for the next execution. This ensures that 
the pedagogical scenario takes benefit from the previous experiences. One can also find easier to build courses 
from existing activities or scenarios. 
 
 
Planning support 
 
From the learner point of view, the engine should provide means to assess his progression within a course and 
relative to the group. This is another kind of monitoring facility. It should also assist the learner in planning his 
activities by showing the activities to perform to complete the course. 
 
 
Building flexible support for pedagogical scenario 
 
In our research work on supporting the execution of pedagogical scenarios, we have decided not to focus on a 
specific platform but rather to develop a dedicated component to be embedded in existing Learning Management 
Systems. This has raised some technical issues to bear in mind during the design of this component: 
¾  Standard based: Since we are designing a technical component to be embedded in different platforms, the 
first requirement is that we have is to keep up with existing standards. 
¾  Integration support: Integration within a platform should be easy, for this Web Services standards and 
event based communication are good solutions. 
¾  Persistence: Learning scenarios may correspond to long running processes. For this reason, we have to take 
care of persistence issues. 
 
To tackle the last two issues, we have chosen to rely on the J2EE standards. The component has been developed 
using Enterprise JavaBeans components (Eberhart & Fischer, 2002) that deal with the persistence issues. These 
components can be accessed through RMI/IIOP or as Web Services so we are able to support integration with 
RMI, CORBA and SOAP protocols. 
 
Considering the first issue, standards, we have headed towards a general solution rather than using a specific 
pedagogical language. Executing a pedagogical scenario can be compared to the execution of a traditional 
process (e.g., in business, administration ...). The natural solution for process execution is a Workflow engine. 
However, traditional Workflow engines are too strict to support our requirement for model modification at run 
time. In general we have not found any that can handle all the requirements we have identified in the previous 
section. For this reason we have started to build up our own solution starting from existing Workflow standards: 
Workflow Management Coalition standards and the Object Management Group's Workflow Management 
Facility. An additional benefit of this approach is that we are not restricted to the description of pedagogical 
scenarios but we can handle more administrative parts of the platforms such as registration, group creation... In 
the next section we will describe the standards we have used before presenting how we have fulfilled our 
requirements. 128 
Workflow standards 
 
The Workflow Reference Model and XML Process Definition Language 
 
The Workflow Reference Model (Hollingsworth, 1995) is a standard from the Workflow Management Coalition 
(WfMC) whose aim is to promote the use of Workflow through standardization and interoperability. This 
standard does not define the Workflow engine itself but rather its interfaces. In this article, we are more 
concerned with interface 1 which defines an XML language called XPDL (XML Process Definition Language) 
(WFMC, 2002) to define process models regardless of the enacting platform. Interface 5 is also of interest since 
it defines how administration and monitoring tools can interact with the Workflow engine. 
 
Figure 3. XPDL Meta-model from (WFMC, 2002) 
 
 
Figure 3 shows the meta-model of the XPDL language with which we can define a pedagogical scenario for 
execution on a Workflow engine. The 6 top-level entities are Process, Activity, Transition, Application, Relevant 
Data and Participant. 
¾  Process defines the way to achieve a common goal, i.e., the path between the different activities. It 
determines the execution context (overall description, input values …). This element is the container of all 
the other entities of the metamodel. This corresponds to the unit of study level; 
¾  Activity defines the work to realize. There are three types of activities. Sub-flow activity allows executing 
another sub-process, block activity consists of an activity set which is an aggregation of activities and 
transitions and atomic activity is the real work to do. At the execution time, this work is transformed into 
work items which are executed by participants and/or applications. This defines the tasks which have to be 
done by the different roles: learner, tutor... 
¾  Transitions are the links between different activities. They define the control flow inside the process. This 
will define how activities are scheduled within the pedagogical scenario; 
¾  Application corresponds to the applications which can be used to perform the activities. There, we can 
define the tools used by the learners and support staff (e.g., mail, forum, text editor ...); 
¾  Relevant Data are the data used and produced by the process and the activities. This data can be linked with 
the data managed by the learning management system; 
¾  Participant represents a human, role or group to who work items are assigned. Participant can be linked 
with the user accounts and groups as defined on the LMS. 
 
We have used the XPDL language with extensions to support the definition of group activities and time 
constraints. We have also separated process and activity models into two parts so as to be able to build a scenario 
from existing activities. 
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Workflow Management Facility 
 
The Workflow Management Facility (WMF) (OMG, 2000) standardizes the architecture of the Workflow engine. 
It has been defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) in accordance with the reference model of the 
WfMC. This standard defines the interfaces of objects such as WfProcess and WfActivity or WfResource which 
correspond to the elements described in a XPDL process model. There is also a hierarchy of *EventAudit 
interfaces which corresponds to the events tracked by the Workflow engine. This is useful to build a monitoring 
facility. We have made an implementation of the interfaces proposed in the WMF with extensions to support 
collaborative activities, group management and to enhance the reuse of models both at the process and activity 
levels. 
 
 
Cooperative Open Workflow 
 
In this section we will describe the Workflow engine we have developed based on these standards which is 
called Cooperative Open Workflow (COW), (Vantroys & Peter, 2003). We will first illustrate how we can model 
a sample pedagogical scenario. We will next focus on collaborative activities and time constraints. Then we will 
show how the model is handled by the Workflow engine at run time. Finally, we give some details about the 
implementation before presenting related work. 
 
 
Unit of study modelling 
 
The main function of the Workflow system is to schedule the activities of a course. Such a course is attended by 
a group of learners (individual learning being a special case since the “group” is reduced to one learner). In the 
sequel, we will take a course in physics as an example of the modelling of a course to illustrate the management 
of models and instance inside the Workflow and the management of both individual and group activities. The 
scenario corresponding to the course is composed of four activities described hereafter: 
¾  Course learning activity associated to the role learner which will be given access to a set of learning objects 
related to the subject. We can set a maximum duration to this activity so that learners do not take too long on 
this activity; 
¾  Self test activity associated to the role learner which will have to pass a multiple-choice questionnaire. Since 
this is a test, we would like to state that it has to be performed in a limited time; 
¾  Test correction activity associated to the role tutor which will review the results of the tests and look at the 
errors made by the students; 
¾  Discussion about the unit of study activity associated to the role learner and tutor. Here the tutor can initiate 
a discussion about the concepts studied based on the tests results. We can set a deadline for starting this 
activity to help synchronize everyone. 
 
Since some parts of the course can be realized at his own rhythm by each learner, one has to take it into account 
so as to enable flexibility in the schedule of the activities. There are two ways to manage the schedule of the 
activities for a group of learners: 
¾  In the first mode, an activity is terminated only when all the learners have terminated it. In such a way, the 
activities of a whole group are synchronized. Even though it is very close to traditional face to face learning, 
it does not take benefit of distance learning mode; 
¾  The second mode identifies the parts of a course that can be realized autonomously. This way each learner 
can progress at his own rhythm inside a group with some activities giving a synchronization point to the 
group. 
 
These two modes are supported in COW by means of sub-processes. In our scenario, the teacher decides that the 
three first activities can be realized individually by each learner. These activities are then modelled into a single 
process. The process corresponding to the whole course is then composed of two sequential activities (see figure 
4), the first one being in fact a reference to the individual work sub-process and the second one corresponding to 
a synchronous discussion between the members of the group. 
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Figure 4. Pedagogical scenario model 
 
 
Figure 5 shows the model of the global course model in the XML format (derived from XPDL). We have 
separated the process and activity models. This way, we can easily change and replace an activity by another or 
modify an activity within a process without changing the whole schedule. We can also build a new process 
starting from individual existing activities. The model presented defines the identifiers of the activity models that 
compose the process and the transitions that order these activities. Figure 6 shows the activity model of the 
discussion referenced in the global process. 
 
<WorkflowProcess Id="physics" 
                 name="physics"> 
  ... 
  <Activities> 
    <ActivityLink Id="START" 
                  URL="start" /> 
    <ActivityLink Id="A1" 
            URL="read_and_self_test"/> 
    <ActivityLink Id="A2" URL="chat"/> 
    <ActivityLink Id="END" URL="end"/> 
  </Activities> 
  <Transitions> 
    <Transition Id="T0"  
                From="START" To="A1" /> 
    <Transition Id="T1" 
                From="A1" To="A2" /> 
    <Transition Id="T2" 
                From="A2" To="END" /> 
</WorkflowProcess> 
Figure 5. XML model for the course 
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Collaborative activities 
 
To handle collaborative activities, we have made some modifications to XPDL and the WMF to introduce the 
notion of workitem. A workitem is an atomic piece of work and an activity is composed of workitems and 
defines the execution context for the inner workitems. In the simplest case, there is only one workitem in an 
activity. However, within a collaborative activity, there can be more workitems. A workitem is attributed to a 
role. So if multiple actors have the same role, there will be an instance of the workitem for each of them in the 
activity. Resources are allocated to the workitems rather than the activity. 
 
<Activity Id="chat" Name="chat" /> 
... 
  <Implementation> 
    <Tool Id="chat_tool" /> 
  </Implementation> 
  <Group><YES/></Group> 
  <Performer> 
    <Participant Id="R1" 
                 Name="Learner" 
                 ParticipantType="ROLE" /> 
    <Participant Id="R2 
                 Name="Tutor" 
                 ParticipantType="ROLE" /> 
  </Performer> 
  ... 
</Activity> 
Figure 6. XML model of a collaborative activity 
 
 
In our example the discussion activity (figure 6) could be done with a chat tool. During this activity, each people 
having the role learner or tutor will have a workitem corresponding to the work to do. Here, everyone has the 
same task since no specific workitems have been defined. However, the learners and the tutor may not have the 
same rights on the tool since they do not have the same roles. There is only one tool defined for this activity 
which is not actually identified in the model to enable late binding depending on the platform and available tools. 
 
 
Time constraints 
 
Management of time constraints is an important aspect of learning activities. This is particularly true for group 
based learning where there must not be too much lag between the learners. COW supports the notion of 
deadlines which correspond to the time at which an activity must be started or completed. It also supports the 
notion of limit which defines the minimal or maximal duration of an activity. When a stop deadline or a 
maximum duration limit is reached, the Workflow engine suspends the activity. It can then use different policies 
to handle this case. For example, the system can terminate the activity authoritatively or notify the tutor who will 
take a decision about it. These behaviours can be dynamically changed at run-time by the tutor to be adapted to a 
specific context. 
 
Our scenario defines two types of time constraints. The first one is an end deadline for accessing learning objects 
which is illustrated figure 7. Here the end deadline is set to four days (not including week ends) and the strategy 
is to send a mail to the student to warn him that he should proceed to the next activity. 
 
<Deadline> 
  <EndDeadLine> 
    <AdjustedTime> 
      <Date day="4"/> 
      <strategy id=WithoutWeekEnd/> 
    </AdjustedTime> 
    <Strategy id="sendMail"> 
  </EndDeadLine> 
</Deadline> 
Figure 7. XML model of deadline constraint 132 
The second time constraint is defined in the self-test activity, the maximum duration will be 3 hours as illustrated 
in figure 8 and when this duration is reached, the strategy will be to automatically complete the activity. 
 
<Limit> 
  <MaxTime> 
    <AdjustedTime> 
      <Date hour="3"/> 
    </AdjustedTime> 
    <Strategy id=automaticCompletion/> 
  </MaxTime> 
</Limit> 
Figure 8. XML model of duration constraint 
 
Figure 9. Pedagogical scenario model instantiation 
 
 
Course instance 
 
The creation of a process instance requires an instance model which describes the mapping of roles to actual 
users and of resource identifiers to actual learning objects and tools. The mappings can be global to the model or 
defined on an activity basis. This separation between process model and instance data allows a better reuse of 
models. Figure 9 illustrates the Workflow operation for a group of three learners. Taking the process and 
activities models and instance data, the Workflow engine will create a sub process for each learner. These sub 133 
processes contain the three activities that can be performed individually by each learner and each activity 
contains only one workitem. The third activity performed by the tutor role will have three workitems assigned 
from different processes. When all sub processes are terminated, the engine will create a collaborative activity 
with one workitem for each learner and one for the tutor. 
 
 
Implementation of the Workflow engine 
 
The implementation of the Workflow has been done following a micro-kernel architecture. The basic functions 
related to the scheduling of the activities constitute the kernel and corresponds to the implementation of the 
WMF. We can then add more elaborated services on top of the kernel following a facade pattern (Gamma et al., 
1995). For instance one facade can build the workitem list of a user. This type of facade is dedicated to the 
“normal” use of the engine. 
 
Flexibility is provided following the Meta-Object Protocol (Kiczales et al., 1991). This means that some facades 
are dedicated to the consultation and modification of the process model and engine behaviour: 
¾  Process modification consists in adding/deleting activities and transitions or modifying the activity model 
(e.g., changing tools or learning objects, modifying workitem assignment). These changes can be realized 
for one learner or for a group of learners. 
¾  Behaviour modification changes the way the model is interpreted. It has been particularly used for time 
constraints and exception handling. For instance duration can be interpreted in absolute time or taking work 
days into account. One can define different strategies and use them following the strategy pattern (Gamma 
et al., 1995). 
 
The integration within Learning Management Systems is realized with a web-services approach. Each interface 
of our system is accessible by using the SOAP protocol (Eberhart & Fischer, 2002). 
 
 
Related work 
 
A kind of scheduling has been added lately in platforms like Blackboard or WebCT by the means of timed 
release of the resources. However, this cannot be compared to the use of pedagogical scenarios since the 
definition of the release time is done only for learning resources and does not take into account activities. 
Moreover, the time is defined beforehand and does not take into account the unfolding of the activities while 
COW provides activities and resources when they are needed according to the scenario and can manage time 
constraints relative to the start of the process or activities. 
 
There are few platforms that provide the capability to enact pedagogical scenarios the Flexible e-learning system 
(Flex-eL) (Lin et al., 2001) from Distributed Systems Technology Centre (DSTC) and the university of 
Queensland in Australia, the Virtual Campus Project developed at Politecnico di Milano (Cesarini et al., 2004) 
and CopperCore from Open Universiteit Nederland (http://www.coppercore.org/). 
 
Flex-eL consists of a distance education platform supported by a flexible workflow system. There is a learning 
process for each student. This allows an easy way to adapt the learning path to the real need. Groups of students 
are dynamically constructed. Managed Workflows are sequential and time constraints are not taken into account. 
The Virtual Campus project relies on the BizTalk business process engine from Microsoft. Hence scenario 
designers can take benefit from the capabilities of the XLANG language (Thatte, 2001) to express the learning 
activities organization. 
 
Coppercore is an implementation of an IMS-LD interpretation engine. It is based on similar technological basis 
as COW. COW is halfway between CopperCore and the other projects since it is based on Workflow rather than 
a dedicated Educational Modelling Language but we are working on an import mechanism to support IMS-LD. 
 
 
Interactive Study Guide 
 
So as to illustrate the potential of the Workflow engine as a means to support pedagogical scenarios and show 
how we can provide indicators about the learners’ progress within a course, we have built a user interface called 
the  Interactive Study Guide. This learner oriented environment provides the list of the activities he has to 
perform according to the pedagogical scenario as well as indicators of is progression relative to the allocated 134 
time and to the group progression. The next sections show how we can give indicators to help the learner plan 
his work. 
 
 
Global view and indicators 
 
Figure 10 shows the global view presented to the learner. It is composed of indicators and elements for easy 
navigation through the activities. 
 
Figure 10. Global view and indicators 
 
 
¾  The log book c which shows the activities terminated and in progress so as to easily check if the work plan 
is respected. 
¾  Indicators d to know the progression within the course, relative to the group and relative to the next 
deadlines. 
¾  Recent works e to access directly the last activities without having to navigate through the scenario. 
 
 
Unit of study indicators and navigation 
 
Figure 11 shows how the course can be presented to the learner. The interface is composed of the following 
elements. 
 
¾  Header which gives the title of the course c, a description of the pedagogical objectives d, deadline for the 
termination of the course e as well as an indicator of the progression within the course f. 
¾  Activity sections which compose the course. Sections can be further broken up into arbitrary levels. For 
each activity there is a description, the estimated time and actual time spent on the activity g and the 
possibility to start/suspend/stop the activity h. 
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Figure 11. Unit of study indicators 
 
 
Building indicators 
 
To be able to construct the indicators, we have added a notion of estimated time for completion of the activity in 
the model. By this way, we are able to compare the actual time spent with the estimated time so as to tell the 
learner if he is late or in advance at the level of the course or the single activity. The group indicator is built by 
situating the learner relative to the average progression of the group. Finally for each activity for which there is a 
deadline, we calculate the remaining time so as to raise attention of the learner towards these activities. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Pedagogical scenarios raise great interest within the Technology Enhanced Learning field. They can be at the 
centre of the engineering of the courses and are a means to define the use of tools and learning objects during the 
course as well as the tasks in which people are involved. Introducing pedagogical scenarios and activities in 
Learning Management Systems must be handled at both organisational level and technical level. Multiple actors 
and phases are implied in the definition and operation of scenarios. The pedagogical engineer is a key actor since 
he has both pedagogical and technical competencies and can bridge the gap between the two worlds. Indeed, the 
production of pedagogical scenarios is not an easy task as no clear methodology exists at the moment. For this 
reason, initiatives such as the UNFOLD European project are created to support communities of interest and 
share knowledge (see http://www.unfold-project.net/UNFOLD). To lower the cost of this production, the 
scenarios must have a high reusability and be easily adapted. For this reason the scenario must not be too much 
tied to actual learning objects and tools which should be chosen at deployment and/or instantiation time 
according to the platform and learners. Continuous adaptation of the learning scenarios (i.e., during enactment of 
the scenario) is also important to provide the best result for a specific group of learners. 
 
Starting from the idea that executing a pedagogical scenario is not so far from executing a process on a 
Workflow engine, we have developed a flexible Workflow engine suited to the flexible execution of pedagogical 136 
scenarios. Based on a sample course in physics, we show how we can model a pedagogical scenario using a 
modified version of the standard XML Process Definition Language. This modified version enables the 
modelling of individual and group work within a process and the definition of time constraints. The engine 
allows the modification of the model at run-time for smooth adaptation and keeps track of the modified models 
for easy reuse of the enhanced models. 
 
Having a definition of a pedagogical scenario with the different activities to perform can be used to provide 
support for the learners in their planning and to understand how they will reach a pedagogical objective of a unit 
of study. For this, we have developed an Interactive Study Guide, a user interface which helps tutors and learners 
plan their work with the help of indicators of the advancement within a unit of study and relative to the group.  
 
Since the beginning of this work, IMS-LD has emerged as a standard language for describing pedagogical 
scenarios. Recently a first engine, CopperCore (CopperCore), has become available to interpret IMS-LD models 
and some platforms like EduPlone (http://eduplone.net) are starting to support it. This language seems more 
comprehensible by pedagogical engineer to formalize the scenarios. However, IMS-LD suffers some 
deficiencies like the scheduling model which is almost sequential (Caeiro et al., 2003) or the missing 
management of the data-flow. We aim now to use the experience we have gained on Workflow systems to 
support in a flexible way an augmented version of IMS-LD. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concept maps are widely used in education, and have been acclaimed for their excellent results. For 
efficiently using concept maps in education, computer-based concept mapping systems have been 
developed. However these computer-based concept mapping systems are limited in their assessment 
algorithms. The assessment takes only concept nodes as the primary basis, with relation links playing only a 
minor role. To address this problem, this study proposes a new style of concept map, called the weighted 
concept map, which assigns a weight to each proposition in a concept map to represent its importance. This 
study proposes a new assessment based on a weighted concept map and diagnosis analysis. Two studies are 
conducted to evaluate the methods of assessment. 
 
Keywords 
Concept map, Assessment, Computer-based assessment 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Although it has been over thirty years since Novak proposed the idea of a concept map in 1971, researchers are 
still impressed by its versatility in curriculum design (Edmondson, 1995; Ferry, Hedberg, and Harper, 1997; 
Moen and Boersma, 1997; Starr and Krajcik, 1990), teaching strategy (Briscoe and LaMaster, 1991; Nakhleh 
and Krajcik, 1994; Schmid and Telaro, 1990), and evaluation of teaching (Beyerbach and Smith, 1990; 
Goldsmith, Johnson, and Acton, 1991; Novak and Gowin, 1984; Ruiz-Primo and Schavelson, 1996). A concept 
map consists of a set of propositions, which are made up of a pair of concepts (nodes) and a relation (link) 
connecting them. Take the statement “Main memory includes ROM; ROM is read-only and cannot be written to” 
as an example. We can represent the statement with a concept map as shown in Figure 1. In the figure, there are 
propositions in the concept map, such as “Main memory includes ROM”, “ROM may read”, or “ROM may not 
write”. 
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Figure. 1. An example of concept map 
 
 
Although many researchers have reported that concept mapping is a useful tool for learning and instruction, 
constructing concept maps using pencil and paper has some obvious disadvantages (Chang, Sung, and Chen, 
2001). These include:  
 
It is inconvenient for a teacher to provide appropriate feedback to 
students during concept mapping. 
The construction of a concept map is complex and difficult for students, 
especially novice students. 
Concept maps constructed using pencil and paper are difficult to revise. 
The ‘pencil-and-paper’ concept map is not an efficient tool for evaluation. 
 
Because of the above difficulties, researchers have built computer-based concept mapping systems to help 
students construct concept maps more easily (Chang, Sung, and Chen, 2001; Fisher, 1990; Fisher, et. al., 1990; 
Reader and Hammond, 1994).  
 
A concept map is a description of how propositions are organized. Concept maps reflect how ideas, opinions, 
and propositions are organized in the knowledge structure of students who construct the concept maps, and give 
observations on students’ states. From the observations a teacher can assess the knowledge structure of students.  
 
As an unconventional assessment tool concept maps can visualize the structure of abstract knowledge (Laffey 
and Singer, 1997; Rafferty and Fleschner, 1993). It can also enable students to clearly express their knowledge 
and concepts thereby leading them to the learning of higher-level cognitive abilities. Moreover, it allows 
assessment with greater ease. Scholars have proposed various scoring schemes for assessing concept maps. 
Generally speaking, there are three major approaches (Ruiz-Primo & Schavelson, 1996). The first one is scoring 
a student’s map component, like propositions, hierarchy, crosslinks and examples in Novak and Gowin scheme. 
The second approach is using a criterion map and comparing students map with that criterion map. The closeness 
index use in Acton, Johnson, and Goldsmith (1994) is a typical example. The third approach combines both the 
component of a generated map and a criterion map.   
 
A proposition is the smallest unit in the constitution of knowledge (Anderson, 1983; Novak and Gowin, 1984). 
In the past however, there did not seem to be a convincing algorithm for assessment based on propositions. For 
example, the closeness index C proposed by Goldsmith et al. (Acton et al., 1994; Goldsmith, Johnson, and 
Acton, 1991) was usually used in computer-based concept mapping. The idea of assessment is about 
connectivity among concept nodes, but it pays no attention to relation links between concept nodes. Such 
assessment criteria do not fully discover whether the students have learned the topic being taught. The idea of 
fuzzy closeness index proposed by Chen et al. (2001) makes its assessment based on concepts, but also partly 
based on links. Still, the assessment criteria do not take a whole proposition into consideration. To address this 
deficiency, this study proposes the idea of a concept map with weighted propositions (called weighted concept 
map) and its assessment method.  
 
In studies up to now, the results of concept map assessment have been no more than quantitative analysis. The 
quantitative analysis is a similarity value found in the comparison of concept maps drawn by students and an 
expert concept map drawn by a teacher. The similarity value only helps illustrate how well students know a 
given subject, and does not clearly measure students’ learning state. Such assessment results do not fully depict 
the difference of learning states in different students (Stuart, 1985). For example, two students with the same 140 
similarity value in an assessment may have different states of comprehension. Since there is no way of deciding 
the difference of learning results when the similarity value is the same, the feedback provided by the similarity 
value does not give appropriate help for the students. The proposed assessment first finds the learning states of 
all propositions in a student concept map, and then calculates the similarity value by comparing the weights on 
propositions in student and expert concept maps based on learning states of all propositions. 
 
 
Weighted concept map 
 
Mislevy and Gitomer (1996) argued that the importance of each proposition is different; some are more 
important than others in learning. Teachers need to determine the importance of each proposition based on their 
professional knowledge, and each proposition is given a weight ranging from 0 to 1. A concept map which uses 
weighted propositions is what we term a “weighted concept map.” The higher a proposition ranks in importance, 
the higher the weight it is assigned. For example, Figure 2 shows a weighted concept map derived from the 
concept map shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure. 2. An example of weighted concept map 
 
 
From the three propositions in Figure 2, the teacher thinks “ROM may not write” is the most important, and 
assigns it the maximum weight. 
 
 
Assessment 
 
To measure how well a student learns a given subject, we need to have teachers draw their concept maps of the 
subject, which are called the expert concept maps. By comparing concept maps drawn by the students with the 
expert concept maps, the students’ comprehension of each proposition can be determined. A student’s 
comprehension has one the following learning states: the proposition is learned, partially learned, unlearned, or 
the student has a misconception about the proposition. First, we describe the assessment method for the 
closeness index, and then explain the comparison method of the weighted concept map. 
 
 
Closeness index 
 
We use Figure 3 as an example to illustrate the comparison method proposed by Goldsmith et al. Figure 3(a) is 
an expert concept map, Ge=(V E ee , ), where Ve and Ee are the sets of concept nodes and relation links in the 
map, respectively. Figure 3(b) is a student concept map, Gs=(V E ss , ). To compare the maps, we first search in 
each of them for concept nodes that are connected to each node n fromV VV es =∪ . The sets of such nodes are 
represented as N n
E ()  and N n
S () . For instance, in Figure 3 node A has links to nodes B and C inG E , but 
inGS A is connected to nodes C, D, and E. Therefore, N A
E () = {B, C} and N A
S () = {C, D, E}. After the sets of 
adjacent nodes for a given node are determined, the intersection of the two sets (I n =N n
E () ∩N n
S () ) and their 
union (U n =N n
E () ∪N n
S () ) are determined. Going back to the example above, the intersection of N A
E ()  and 
N A
S ()  is  A I = {C}, and their union is  A U = {B, C, D, E}. Now that we have I n  and U n , we define the 141 
closeness index for node n as C n  = 
I
U
n
n
, where |‧ | means the number of nodes in the set. By this definition, 
the closeness index for node A in Figure 3 can be calculated as  A C  = 
A
A
U
I
 = 
1
4
 = 0.25. After the closeness 
indexes for all nodes in the two concept maps are calculated, we can define the closeness index of the two 
concept maps as: 
C (Ge, Gs) =  ∑
∈V i
i C
V
1
 , where  s e V V V ∪ = . 
 
Table 1 shows all the steps of computation for Figure 3. 
 
 
 
Table 1. Calculation of closeness index for the two concept maps in Figure 3 
n  ) (E
n N  
) (S
n N   n I   n U   n C  
  } , { C B   } , , { E D C   } {C   } , , , { E D C B   0.250 
B  } , , { E D A   φ   φ  
} , , { E D A   0 
C  } , { F A   } , , { G F A   } , { F A   } , , { G F A   0.667 
D  } {B   } {A   φ   } , { B A   0 
E  } , { F B   } , { F A   } {F   } , , { F B A   0.333 
F  } , { E C   } , { E C   } , { E C   } , { E C   1 
G  φ   } {C   φ   } {C   0 
= C 0.321 
 
 
Similarity index 
 
Calculation of closeness index does not take propositions into consideration. Our proposed method considers 
propositions based on weighted concept maps.  
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Let Ge＝(Ve, Ee) be an expert concept map. If (vi, vj)∈Ve and eij∈Ee，then  ) , , ( j ij i v e v  represents a proposition 
in Ge if the relation link eij connects two concept nodes vi and vj. Any proposition  ) , , ( j ij i v e v  can be compared 
with the propositions in a student concept map. From the resulting comparison, it is possible to decide if the 
proposition ) , , ( j ij i v e v is learned, partially learned, unlearned, or if the student has a misconception.  The 
following procedure shows how the comparison is performed: 
(1)  If there is a proposition ) , , (
*
j ij i v e v in the student concept map, then 
(i)  If  ij ij e e =
* ,  ) , , ( j ij i v e v is learned. 
(ii)  If  φ =
*
ij e ,  ) , , ( j ij i v e v is partially learned. 
(iii)  If  ij ij e e ≠
* , the student has misconception about ) , , ( j ij i v e v . 
(2)  If there is a proposition ) , , (
*
i ij j v e v in the student concept map, then 
(i)  If  ij ij e e =
*  or  φ =
*
ij e ,  ) , , ( j ij i v e v is partially learned. 
(ii)  If  ij ij e e ≠
* , the student has misconception about ) , , ( j ij i v e v . 
(3)  If the proposition ) , , (
*
j ij i v e v or ) , , (
*
i ij j v e v does not exist in the student concept map, then 
) , , ( j ij i v e v is not learned.  
 
In order to quantify the similarity between the student and expert concept maps, we score propositions according 
to the student’s learning state for the propositions. If proposition
*
i p v = ) , , (
*
j ij i v e v constructed by the student is 
correct, 
*
i p v is scored by the weight of the corresponding proposition defined in the expert concept map. If the 
student’s proposition 
*
i p v is partially correct, 
*
i p v  is scored by half the weight of the expert’s proposition. If 
*
i p v does not belong to either of the types mentioned above, this proposition receives a score of zero. 
 
By applying the above principles, we can define  ) (
*
i p v score  as the score assigned to the proposition
*
i p v . The 
formula for calculating  ) (
*
i p v score  is one of the following three conditions. Assume that 
i p v  is a proposition 
in the expert concept map and  ) (
i p v w  is its weight.  
(1) If 
*
i p v  is a correct proposition,  ) (
*
i p v score  = ) (
i p v w . 
(2) If 
*
i p v  is a partially correct proposition,  ) (
*
i p v score  = ) (
2
1
i p v w × . 
(3) If 
*
i p v  is neither a correct proposition nor a partially correct proposition,  ) (
*
i p v score = 0. 
After calculating the scores for all student propositions, we define the similarity index as 
∑
∑
∈
=
p i p
i
i
V v all for
p
j i all for
p
v w
v score
S
) (
) (
,
*
， 1 0 ≤ ≤ S  
S is used to measure how similar the student’s knowledge structure is to the expert’s. The larger the index, the 
more the similarity. 
 
In order to further distinguish the difference between S and C, we give an example. Figure 4 is an expert concept 
map for “types of memory and their characteristics”, and Figure 5 is a concept map built by a student. Table 2 
lists the intersection and union of the adjacent nodes for each corresponding node in Figures 4 and 5. Table 3 
gives the student’s learning states and scores for propositions after the comparison of propositions in Figures 4 
and 5.  
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Applying the assessment method of the closeness index, we see in Table 2 that the total score for all nodes in 
Figure 5 is 8. Because there are 13 concept nodes in the expert concept map in Figure 4, the closeness of the 
concept maps in Figures 4 and 5 is C=8/13=0.615. 
 
Table 3 shows that the total score for the propositions constructed by the student is: 0.7 + 0.4 + 0.35 + 0.8 = 
2.25. Meanwhile, the total of weights for all propositions in the expert concept map in Figure 4 is 8.3. According 
to our definition, S = 2.25/8.3 = 0.271. 
 
This example demonstrates that the closeness index may produce on absurd assessment because it does not take 
into consideration the correctness of propositions. 
 
Table 2. Intersection and union of adjacent nodes for each node in Figures 4 and 5 
Concept  node  Intersection of adjacent concept 
nodes 
Union of adjacent concept nodes  Number  of 
intersections/union 
Main memory  Smaller capacity and higher speed, 
RAM, ROM, memory 
Smaller capacity and higher 
speed, RAM, ROM, memory 
1 
Smaller capacity 
and higher 
speed 
Main memory  Main memory  1 
RAM  Main memory, read, overwrite  Main  memory,  read,  overwrite, 
data erased 
3/4 
ROM  Main memory, read, overwrite  Main  memory,  read,  overwrite, 
data retained 
3/4 
memory  Main memory, auxilary memory  Main memory, auxilary memory  1 
Auxilary 
memory 
Memory, larger capacity and lower 
speed 
Memory, larger capacity and 
lower speed, disk, tape 
2/4 
Overwrite  RAM, ROM  RAM, ROM  1 
Read  RAM, ROM  RAM, ROM  1 
Larger capacity, 
lower speed 
Auxilary memory  Auxilary memory  1 
Table 3. Student’s learning states and scores for the propositions 
Student proposition(
*
i p v )  Learning state of for the proposition  ) (
*
i p v score  
Main memory  characterized by Smaller capacity and 
higher speed 
Learned 0.7 
Main memory  may not  RAM  Misconception  0 
Main memory  may not  ROM  Misconception  0 
Memory consists of Main memory  Learned  0.4 
RAM  may not  Write   Misconception  0 
RAM  ???  Read  Partially learned  0.35 
ROM  may  Write  Misconception  0 
ROM  may not  Read  Misconception  0 
 
 
Empirical Evaluation and Discussion 
 
We performed two studies using 84 first-graders from two classes of a senior high school in Taipei as subjects. 
The material used in the first study is a unit entitled ‘An introduction to memory,’ which is a part of the course 
of ‘Introduction to Computer and Information Technology.’ Students practice concept mapping for fifty minutes 
before the experiment. In the study, students use the system revised from Chang, Sung & Chen (2001) to 
construct their concept maps for fifty minutes. The system includes a concept list, a relation list, a toolbar to edit 
and save maps, and hint and evaluation buttons. The concept and relation lists contain all of the given concepts 
and relations to be used. Students select concepts or relations from the concept or relation list, and put them into 
the editing area using the editing tools in the toolbar. The students then gradually create a map composed of 
nodes and links. The students can press the evaluation button to compare the expert concept map with the student 
concept map for calculating two evaluation scores C and S. After the study, the students were given an 
achievement test.  
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Figure 4. An expert concept map for “types of memory and their characteristics” 
 
 
Figure 5. A student concept map 
 
 
In the study we analyze the relations between the scores on students’ achievement tests and the closeness and 
similarity indices of the students’ concept maps. From the analysis we know the predictive effect on students’ 
test scores by the two indices. The data collected in this experiment are C and S. The outcome of predicting the 
test scores by C and S is discussed. Using simple regression analysis, we find the explanatory quantity for the 
two indices on the variation in achievement. In the regression analysis, the larger R
2 is, the larger the explanatory 
quantity for variation in the ‘An introduction to memory’ posttest.  
 
Table 4 is the Pearson Correlation Matrix of C and S and achievement test scores. Table 5 is the result of 
regression analysis of C about the test scores and Table 6 shows the same for S. 145 
Table 4 shows that the relevance of C to the test score is significant (r=0.48, p<0.01). The relevance of S to the 
score is also significant (r=0.63, p<0.01). We can conclude that both C and S have significant predictive power 
for learning achievement. Additionally, the relatedness of C and S is also significant (r=0.94, p<0.01). Tables 5 
and 6 show that the explanatory power of S (R
2) in predicting the variation in test scores is 40.1%, which is 
superior to the 22.8% for C.  
 
Table 4. The Pearson Correlation Matrix of C, S, and test scores (N=84) 
  C   S   Test score 
C   1.00    
S   0.94** 1.00   
Posttest score  0.48**  0.63**  1.00 
** p < 0.01 
 
 
Table 5. A regression analysis of using C as a predictor and test scores as criteria (Unit 
‘memory,’ N=84) 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of squares 
(SS) 
Degree of 
Freedom (df) 
Mean squares 
(MS) 
F value  R
2 
Regression   2985.7  1  2985.7  24.2**  0.228 
Residual   10126.7  82  123.5     
Total 13112.4  83       
** p <0.01 
 
 
Table 6. A regression analysis of using S as a predictor and test scores as criteria (unit 
‘memory,’ N=84) 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of squares 
(SS) 
Degree of 
Freedom(df) 
Mean squares 
(MS) 
F value  R
2 
Regression   5260.8  1  5260.8  54.9**  0.401 
Residual   7851.6  82  95.8     
Total 13112.4  83       
** p <0.01 
 
 
In the second study, the participants, procedure, and data analyses are the same study one. However, the domain 
knowledge was substituted with a unit entitled ‘Metamorphism,’ (Figure 6) which was adopted from the course 
of ‘Earth Sciences.’ Table 7 and Table 8 are the result of regression analyses of C and S on the test scores. 
Tables 7 and 8 show that the explanatory power of S (R
2) in predicting the variation in test scores is 40.3%, 
which is superior to the 33.9% for C. 
 
The analyses demonstrate that both C and S have significant predictive powers for learning achievement, and the 
predictive power of S is superior to that of C. We explain the reason for this. The calculation of C is based on 
concepts. The assessment criterion for C is the correctness of the connections between adjacent concepts, but it 
overlooks the question of whether the student really understands the proposition composed of two adjacent 
concepts and their link. On the other hand, S is based on propositions, which indicates that S not only takes the 
correctness of a proposition into consideration but also weights the importance of the proposition. Therefore, S is 
more precise and predictive than C.  
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Figure 6. A concept map for the unit of “Metamorphism” 
 
 
Table 7. A regression analysis of using C as a predictor and test scores as criteria (unit 
‘Metamorphism,’ N=84) 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of squares 
(SS) 
Degree of 
Freedom (df) 
Mean squares 
(MS) 
F value  R
2 
Regression    8980.0  1  8980.0  42.1**  0.339 
Residual   13225.0  82  178.9     
Total 22205.0  83       
** p <0.01 
 
Table 8. A regression analysis of using S as a predictor and test scores as criteria (unit 
‘Metamorphism,’ N=84) 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of squares 
(SS) 
Degree of 
Freedom(df) 
Mean squares 
(MS) 
F value  R
2 
Regression   8953.7  1  8953.7  55.4**  0.403 
Residual   13251.3  82  161.6     
Total 22205.0  83       
** p <0.01 
 
 
Conclusions and future work 
 
Concept maps have been widely applied in education. In the past some of the assessment criteria for concept 
maps considered only concept nodes, while others were based on concept nodes with relation links used in only 147 
an auxiliary role. This study concludes that those assessment criteria are not fully convincing because the 
assessment results do not detect the true the state of students learning. To address this problem, this study 
suggests that a weighted concept map be used as the criteria for assessment. Furthermore, this study proposes a 
method to compare weighted concept maps. The students’ concept maps are contrasted with those of experts to 
assess students’ learning states, and then indices are computed according to students’ learning states for a given 
proposition. That will help students construct their concept maps, and the similarity index of the student’s and 
the expert’s knowledge structures can be obtained. From the experimental results we reached the following 
conclusions: Both the similarity and closeness indices, which are indicators for assessing the similarity of 
student’s and expert’s knowledge structures, can effectively predict students’ learning results. But the predictive 
power of the similarity index is superior to that of the closeness index. 
 
For the convenience of assessment, most concept mapping systems pre-store all known concepts and relations in 
the system. Students choose only from those predefined concept nodes and relation links to construct their maps. 
Based on the predefined concept nodes and relation links, the similarity index and closeness index are calculated. 
But, requiring students to construct their concept maps using predefined concepts and links hinders students 
from completely expressing their ideas. Improving assessment methods to provide students with more freedom 
in the construction environment may be even more helpful for students’ learning and assessment. Therefore, 
developing more flexible methods for comparing concept maps with synonyms in concept nodes or relation-links 
is an important issue for future research. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the most important decisions to be made in a face-to-face collaborative learning activity is how the 
participating groups are composed. These compositions produce different learning and social interaction 
results. The ability to change the group member composition in real time and dynamically enables the 
leveling up of learning results and improvements in the participants’ social relationships. Changes in 
composition also facilitate the analysis of the best criteria to be used in a determined activity. We propose a 
face-to-face collaborative environment supported by wireless handhelds that allows for dynamic changes in 
the composition of groups while an activity is underway. Three different group composition changes were 
carried out in one environment and the outcomes were compared with another, similar environment where 
no such group composition changes were performed. The results obtained showed significant 
improvements, both qualitative and quantitative, in the environment where dynamic grouping was used. 
Moreover, the criteria for group composition that produce different social interaction outcomes were 
identified. 
 
Keywords 
Computer supported collaborative learning, Handhelds, Composition of collaborative groups, Collaborative 
learning with children, Dynamic grouping 
 
 
1. Collaborative learning  
 
Collaboration may be described as the mutual commitment of members of a small group to coordinate their 
efforts in order to solve a problem (Roschelle & Teasley, 1991).  It has been demonstrated that a collaborative 
learning (CL) environment confers benefits in the achievement of learning objectives (Johnson & Johnson, 1999; 
Slavin, 1987), social results (group communication, problem-solving, and consensus), and positive 
interdependence and motivation (Chambers & Abrami, 1991; Newcomb & Turner, 1965). Furthermore, in such 
an environment students can acquire new skills, ideas and knowledge by working together to build solutions to 
educative problems (Webb, 1995; Webb & Farivar, 1999; Webb & Palincsar, 1996). Small-group CL activities 
are an integral part of classroom instruction in elementary schools (Macintyre & Ireson, 2002). These activities 
are varied in nature and are employed particularly in mathematics and language tasks aimed at attaining specific 150 
limited or simple objectives that require social interaction of all the participants in a group to arrive at jointly 
agreed responses. 
 
CL supported by computer technology, referred to as Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), 
provides the members of a collaborative group with different environments and mediation elements for social 
interaction and learning support (Silverman, 1995). When CSCL is used with group members present in the 
same space (MCSCL), wirelessly interconnected handhelds enable mobility and face-to-face interaction 
(Danesh, Inkpen, Lau, Shu & Booth, 2001; Mandryk, Inkpen, Bilezikjian, Klemmer & Landay, 2001). One 
particular study of CSCL, published by Zurita, Nussbaum and Sharples (2003), will be used throughout this 
paper. Using a small group MCSCL activity for teaching first graders how to order numbers from 1 to 99, they 
showed that it is possible to build a technological framework that changes classroom practices by (a) organizing 
the necessary materials (boards, pieces, etc.); (b) providing a negotiation space; (c) stimulating coordination; (d) 
providing communication channels that promote and mediate group members’ social interaction; (e) achieving 
higher and significant levels of learning; and (f) enabling mobility of group members. 
 
Although the benefits of learning in small groups are apparent, how to group the students is not. Typically, 
students may self-select or be randomly assigned to groups (Lou, Abrami, Spence, Poulsen, Chambers  & 
d’Apollonia, 1996), criterion used in Zurita, Nussbaum & Sharples (2003). Little research has so far been done 
on group composition (grouping), although it has been shown that different groupings produce different results 
in learning and social skills (Dalton, Hannafin & Hooper, 1989; Beane & Lemke, 1971; Hooper & Hannafin, 
1988; Webb 1982; Leonard, 2001; Webb, Baxter & Thompson, 1997; Blatchford, Baines, Kutnick, & Martin, 
2001) and may reduce heterogeneity in CL activities (Slavin, 1987; Cohen, 1994). 
 
Whether and to what extent greater possibilities for improving equity, homogenous global learning and social 
behavior results of small groups in a classroom can be achieved by focusing on their composition is therefore an 
issue that merits further study. In this article we analyze: (a) how real time grouping, in a two-week MCSCL 
math activity involving first graders, improves learning and social behavior when compared with the same 
activity without grouping, and b) which group compositions produce better social interaction results. Our 
analysis is based on a previously evaluated collaborative learning math activity for six- and seven-year-old 
children (Zurita, Nussbaum & Sharples, 2003) that allows reconfiguration of groups under different composition 
criteria.  
 
 
2. Grouping in Collaborative Learning 
 
The criteria for in-classroom grouping has been an issue. Various authors (Dalton, et al., 1989; Beane & Lemke, 
1971; Hooper & Hannafin, 1988; Webb, 1982) have shown that different grouping criteria for small groups 
affect the learning performance and social behavior of the activity members. According to Dalton et al. (1989), 
there is a need for further research on the relationship between the composition of a group and its functioning 
and performance, depending on the type of activity and the group’s characteristics, knowledge, and skills. Web, 
Baxter & Thompson (1997) have raised the matter of equity in learning and social behavior in heterogeneous 
groups and the opportunity to learn from others, pointing out that all children should participate and learn 
irrespective of race, gender, preferences, or achievement level.  
 
According to Macintyre & Ireson (2002), grouping has generally been determined by student achievement, with 
students placed in heterogeneous (mixed ability) or homogeneous (same ability) groups with a view to reducing 
the heterogeneity of learning and social behavior in the classroom (Gregory, 1984). Teachers generally decide on 
the groupings to be used based on research findings regarding the most successful grouping strategies. This has 
been a major issue in the debate about how to raise grouping standards in education (Budge, 1998a, 1998b; 
Evans, 1998). 
 
There is substantial evidence that CL may promote equity in learning and acquisition of social skills.  Slavin 
(1987) found that assigning students of different ethnic backgrounds to work together was consistently related to 
positive racial attitudes and behaviors, and also reduced the academic achievement gap between minority and 
majority students. The CSOS Report of 1983 confirms that collaborative education enhances educational equity. 
 
Nevertheless, little is known about how group composition actually influences the performance and processes of 
CL groups (Leonard, 2001; Webb, Baxter & Thompson, 1997). Some combinations of students may have 
advantages over others in terms of students’ learning. Most empirical research on group composition has focused 
on the mixture of achievement levels, and it is widely believed that heterogeneous groups benefit lower-151 
achieving students by giving them access to the intellectual resources of higher-achievers. According to Webb et 
al. (1997), studies show that low-achieving students learn more in heterogeneous than in homogeneous groups. 
While the use of heterogeneous groups for low-achievers is generally not controversial, Webb et al. (1997) and 
Johnson & Johnson (1999) indicate that high-achieving students show equally strong learning outcomes in 
heterogeneous and homogeneous groups. 
 
Existing research on the effects of group composition on social and learning performance yields complex results. 
Most of this work was carried out over long periods of time and does not allow for simple predictions (Leonard, 
2001; Macintyre & Ireson, 2002). However, Webb, Baxter & Thompson (1997) found that group composition 
introduces a possible source of inequity in that its impact on learning will vary even among students of similar 
performance levels. It is therefore necessary to be flexible when assigning members to groups and to monitor 
their evolution. In a study by Mulryan (1995), the students’ social interactions and learning results improved 
when changes were made in group composition. 
 
Face-to-face CSCL environments generally use Personal Computers (PC). This means that members must sit in a 
fixed position with no possibility of movement and restricted social interactions (Inkpen, Ho-Ching, Kuderle, 
Scott & Shoemaker, 1999).  
 
Various studies (Danesh, Inkpen, Lau, Shu & Booth 2001, Inkpen 1991; Mandryk, Inkpen, Bilezikjian, Klemmer 
& Landay, 2001) show the potential for bringing mobility, and portability to face-to-face CSCL environments 
when students are wirelessly interconnected by handheld devices (MCSCL). This technology permits the 
creation of natural collaborative environments (Inkpen, 1991; Mandryk et al., 2001, Imielinsky & Bradinath, 
1994; Zurita & Nussbaum, 2004). In MCSCL environments using handhelds, group members can move freely, 
allowing flexibility in social interactions and the formation of groups. 
 
 
3. Dynamic Grouping supported by handhelds  
 
We define dynamic grouping (DG) as the recomposition of group members during a collaborative activity for 
reaching a given educational objective. Dynamic grouping allows the composition of groups to be adapted to the 
social and learning needs of the students taking part in a collaborative activity.  
 
Table 1. Criteria used in this study 
Grouping 
criteria 
Description Objective 
Random    Students are grouped according to the course 
attendance list (Race, 2000). This criterion is used 
at the start of the activities as a base criterion for 
the experimental group, and the sole criterion for 
the control group. 
To achieve social and academic 
heterogeneity. 
Preference Students  are  grouped  according to affinity with 
their classmates  
That students work comfortable by 
reducing the students’ choice 
heterogeneity.  
Achievement Students  are  grouped according to their academic 
performance. The two best (worst) students are 
grouped with the worst (best) one. 
Academic heterogeneity to foster learning 
within the group. 
Sociability  Students are grouped according to an affinity scale 
defined by the teacher.  
Reducing social heterogeneity aims to 
encourage poorly evaluated students’ 
social skills. 
 
 
Table 1 shows the different criteria used in the recomposition of groups, as adapted from Johnson & Johnson 
(1999) and Race (2000). Other criteria such as gender and ethnic/cultural background can be used, but for 
purposes of comparing the experimental group with dynamic grouping to a control group without it, we opted to 
employ the criteria cited in the studies listed in the bibliography. The random criterion assumes by its very nature 
a combination of groups with a heterogeneous distribution. The preference, achievement, and sociability criteria 
depart from the principle of heterogeneity by grouping students whose levels on these criteria are homogeneous 
or similar. More than one grouping criterion is used because, as pointed out by Macintyre & Ireson (2002), the 
use of just one may limit students’ learning potential, particularly given the self-concept of students with low 
skill levels. 152 
The MCSCL activity we will use in this study involves the ordering of numbers (Zurita, Nussbaum & Sharples, 
2003). Its objective is that first graders learn to order three numbers between 1 and 99 while working 
collaboratively in groups of three with dynamic grouping. A group is blocked once it has successfully ordered 
sequence “i”, and must wait for all the other groups to complete the task before starting to order sequence “i+1”. 
This allows the teacher to redefine the group composition on his or her machine depending on the children’s 
social and academic performance. The blocking mechanism can be regulated for one or more tasks in accordance 
with the teachers needs.  
 
 
3.1. Description of the Ordering Activity and the students’ role 
 
Each group member is assigned a number that appears on a cloud-shaped button located on the screen of their 
handheld. In the example illustrated in Figure 1, the numbers 54, 78 and 15 have been assigned to Miguel 
(Figure 1a), Gustavo (Figure 1b) and Rodrigo (Figure 1c), respectively. Each of them must read their number 
aloud to the other members.  
 
The group’s task is to order the three numbers. The ascending ladder (Figure 1) indicates that the numbers must 
be organized in ascending order; a descending ladder would mean that a reverse ordering was required. The 
group members engage in discussion with each other to determine the correct order of the numbers in the 
sequence.  Each member presses the cloud button when its turn corresponds, making their number appear on the 
ladder displayed on the screens of all group members. In the example shown, Rodrigo selects his number first, 
making it appear on the first step of the ascending ladder on each group member’s screen (Figure 1d, e, f). Then 
Miguel and later Gustavo select their numbers to complete the sequence (Figure 1g, h, i). Once the sequence is 
ordered, the group members must agree that the order is correct before proceeding to the following sequence. 
They do this by selecting one of the two buttons that appear at the bottom of the screen (Figure 1g). If the 
participants do not all select the same button – for example, if Gustavo agrees (as shown in Figure 1h) while 
Rodrigo does not (“X” in Figure 1i) – they will all be reminded by a text and voice message that they must come 
to an agreement (Figure 1j, k, l). 
 
Figure 1. Screenshots of the Student-MCSCL application interfaces for three members. The screenshots 1a-1c, 
1d-1f, 1j-1l, 1m-1o, 1p-1r are simultaneous views of the members at three different stages. Each participant has a 
number. The messages request decisions or display information 153 
Once the group members have agreed on an answer (Figures 1m,1n and 1o) and the answer turns out to be 
correct, the group is awarded one point, supported by a congratulations message and a clapping sound produced 
by the handheld. Figures 1m, 1n, and 1o show that the group has two points because they have correctly ordered 
two sequences. A text and voice message will then ask the children if they want to continue with the activity. If 
they all answer “YES” (“SI”), another series of numbers to be ordered will be displayed on their screens. If they 
all answer “NO” (“NO”), the activity ends. If the students do not agree on an answer, the screen shown in Figure 
1j will appear on each of their handhelds. 
 
When the group members agree on a wrong answer the score of the group remains unchanged (Figure 1p, q, r). 
A voice and text message is sent to all of them asking if they would like to try again, with “YES” (“SI”) and 
“NO” (“NO”) buttons appearing at the bottom of their screens. (Figure 1g). If they all answer “YES” (“SI”), 
their screens go back to the states shown in Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c. If they all answer “no”, a new series of 
numbers will be displayed. 
 
Figure 2. Interface of the Teacher-MCSCL application. The screens shows the different configurations required 
for starting a Student-MCSCL activity 
 
 
3.2. Description of the Teacher’s Role 
 
The role of the teacher is to configure and manage the ordering activity and carry out dynamic grouping. Figure 
2 shows the main interface of the teacher’s application. The design of the interface incorporates menus (Figure 
2a) and frames as recommended by (Grattan, 2001) to ensure that information can be displayed in an orderly 
fashion within the space restrictions imposed by the small size of the handhelds. 
 
On the teacher’s screen, each participant’s machine is indicated by an IP address. In Figure 2b, nine student IPs 
have been selected to form three groups of three members each (right hand side of the screen). Figure 2c shows 
the nine selected students (right side of the screen) and the five students not included in the activity (left hand 
side of the screen). To organize the participating students into groups, the names of three students for each group 
plus a group identifying icon are chosen. In Figure 2d, Rodrigo, Carla and Macarena have been selected to form 
Group 1, with the image “grpSol.bmp” (a sun) as its icon. 154 
The sequences of numbers and level of difficulty are then configured. In Figure 2e, three sequences (bottom left 
of screen) for assignment to the three groups have been selected (checkbox “Assign – Apply to all groups on the 
list”/“Asignar – Aplicar a todos los grupos de la lista”). A descending order is specified, with two elements per 
member for each sequence (combo-box “game mode”/”modo juego” and “elements per member/elementos por 
integrante”). Once the configuration of the groups and the activity is completed, the teacher’s machine sends the 
activity information to the group members and the group task begins.   
 
Figure 3. Interfaces to perform a DG with the teacher-MCSCL application (3a, 3b, 3c). One member of the 
group’s interface (Rodrigo) in the Student-MCSCL activity is shown in 3d after all the collaborative groups have 
been formed through a new DG 
 
 
To carry out a dynamic grouping operation, the teacher first stops an activity and dismantles all or a subset of the 
groups (“stop game/parar juego” and “dismantle group/desarmar grupo” buttons, Figure 2f). The groups are then 
reconfigured in accordance with the chosen grouping criterion. In Figure 3a, the first group is reconfigured to 
include Rodrigo, Macarena, and Carla. In Figure 3b there are six students remaining, from which Miguel, 
Ricardo and Juan are chosen to be placed in the second group. Finally, in Figure 3c the last three students – 
Gustavo, Daniel and Paulina – are assigned to the third group. The new groups are now ready to be created. The 
students’ screens ask each of them to search for their two new partners and indicate their names (Figure 3d). 
Once each member finds the other two members, he or she presses the lower right button (showing a face) and 
the activity begins.  
 
 
4. Design and Implementation of the Collaborative Applications 
 
The system just described in Section 3 was developed for the Pocket-PC 2002 platform, using Microsoft 
embedded Visual Basic, Microsoft CE WinSocket 3.0 and SQL Server CE 2.0 for permanent storage of the 
configurations and results. The handhelds were Compaq iPAQ H3700 Pocket PCs with touch screens, a 
resolution of 240x320 pixels and Wi-Fi operating in peer-to-peer mode. 
 
 
4.1. Communication among Handhelds 
 
Communication among the handhelds is implemented at two levels in a Client-Server model. Figure 4 shows an 
example of the communication between the teacher and two collaborative groups as well as the intra-group 
communication. Each group has a server, called a Group Server, assigned by the teacher’s machine. In this 
example Clients 3 and 1 have been appointed as Group Servers for Collaborative Groups 1 and 2, respectively. 
These servers create the necessary sockets for all clients in their group and establish communication among 
them.  
 
Communication both within the group and with the teacher is managed by the appointed Group Server. In Figure 
4, intra-group communication occurs when a student – for example, User 3 (that is, group client 3, MCSL 2) – 
selects his or her number from the sequence to be organized as explained in Section 3.1 (Figure 1f). This 
generates a message for the Group Server, which processes the data and sends it to all the clients in the group so 
that it is displayed on their screens (Figure 1d, 1e, and 1f; see Section 3.1). Communication with the teacher 
takes place when the game is started (“Start Game/Iniciar Juego” button, Figure 2f; see Section 3.2). A message 155 
with the information is sent to the Group Server, which sends it to the other clients in the group, thus enabling 
the activity to begin. 
 
Figure 4. Diagram of the Client-Server Model used in this study showing teacher-group and intra-group 
communication during an MCSCL activity 
 
 
4.2. Application Design 
 
The student and teacher applications were designed and implemented as two independent tasks, each composed 
of layers. The layers making up the student application (Figure 5, right hand side) are built on the TCP/IP layer, 
which is responsible for sending and receiving the messages generated or sent by the layer above it. The first 
layer displays the interfaces for the different stages of the student activity; the second layer processes the data 
sent by the Group Server to be displayed by the Interface; and the last layer processes the configuration of the 
student and the items related to the group. 
 
In similar fashion to the student application, the teacher’s application (Figure 5, left hand side) is built on the 
TCP/IP layer. The server layer above TCP/IP serves as the sender/receiver of the messages generated/sent by the 
Group Servers. The database layer stores and recovers the information requested by the layer above it, which is 
composed of IP machines (IP), participants (ALUM), the selected activity (ACT), and the statistics (EST) 
involved in the collaborative activity that is received from each Group Server. The information is shown and 
entered through the interface with which the user interacts. 
 
Our implementation of this model allows the teacher application to provide services for up to fifty handhelds 
simultaneously, organized in groups of one to five members. 
 
Figure 5. Layer structure of the Teacher-MCSCL (left) and Student-MCSCL (right) applications 
 
 
4.3. Network Services  
 
The level of communication between the teacher and the collaborative group depends on basic services 
implemented in the teacher application. This application facilitates the development of the collaborative activity 
and the eventual reconfiguration of groups. The basic services it provides are: 
¾  Group formation: The Teacher application sends a message through the network with the data specifying 
which machine will act as the Group Server and which ones will be clients. Once the group has been 156 
formed, this Group Server sends a confirmation message to the teacher’s machine, thus allowing the activity 
to start.  
¾  Starting an activity: Once the group is formed, the Server Teacher application starts the activity on the 
clients’ machines (student client application). This is done by sending the configuration of the game to the 
Group Server, which is client of the Server Teacher (Client Teacher). The Group Server then sends the 
received information from the Server Teacher to the machines of the other group members, configuring and 
displaying the interface of the selected activity. Through this interface the students begin playing and 
interacting with each other. 
¾  Ending an activity: This service allows the current activity of a group to be ended at any time. This is done 
by sending a message to the Group Server, which then sends a stop message to all of its clients. The clients 
terminate the activity, and the Group Server then closes the open sockets and deletes the group information. 
¾  Group disconnection: Enables groups to be disconnected. The teacher application sends a message to the 
Group Server, which then sends a message to all clients’ handhelds to close their sockets and delete the 
group information from their memories. The Group Server in turn does the same, thus completing its task 
and returning to its status as a Client waiting to be connected to a new Group Server assigned by the teacher 
application as part of a new group. 
¾  Recuperation after failure: If a network or connection problem occurs between client machines or between a 
Group Server and the teacher, the teacher application detects the failure and returns the group to the status of 
one that has just been configured, deleting the communication socket with the Group Server in order to set it 
up again and restart the activity. 
 
The order in which these net services are provided is as follows: 
1.  The current activity for the selected groups is stopped (“stop game/Parar Juego” button, Figure 2f). 
2.  The selected groups are disconnected (“dismantle group/Desarmar Grupo” button, Figure 2f). 
3.  Once the selected groups are disconnected, they are reconfigured by selecting new members (Figures 3a, 3b, 
3c). 
4.  New groups are formed (“form group/Formar Grupo” button, Figure 2f). 
5.  The activity is restarted (“start game/Iniciar Juego” button, Figure 2f). 
 
Figure 6. A DG during a session of the experiment. The DG begins in 6a, continues in 6b and 6c, and ends in 6d 
 
 
5. Experimental Design 
 
The experimental design is based on a pre-test/post-test with a control group. In the experimental group, 
dynamic grouping was applied to five three-member collaborative groups using the criteria shown in Table 1. 157 
The initial composition used the random grouping criterion. The control group, also consisting of five three-
member collaborative groups, was composed of randomly selected members.  
 
The learning process was measured using the same individual written exam at the beginning and the end (pre-test 
and post-test) of both the control and the experimental group activities. Statistical analysis of covariance was 
carried out on the pre-test results of the experimental and control groups to establish any significant learning 
difference between them. The exam consisted of 10 questions requiring that five sets of numbers from 1 to 99 be 
arranged in ascending or descending order. 
 
Both groups were chosen from first grade classes (six- and seven-year-olds) at a public elementary school 
attended by children of a low socio-economic level in Santiago, Chile. The size of the sample was 15 students 
for each group (8 boys and 7 girls). All of the students had the same knowledge of number ordering and had 
been attending school for 8 months when the study began. The experiment was carried out over fifteen days. In 
each session, which lasted 35 minutes for both groups, the children were required to order fourteen sequences of 
three numbers each. 
 
During the first three days, the experimental group was formed using the random grouping criterion to ensure the 
attainment of a certain initial maturity in the conduct of the collaborative activity and the use of the handhelds. 
Over the following 12 days, the three other dynamic grouping criteria in Table 1 (achievement, preference and 
sociability) were employed for four days each. The activity always began with random composition of groups, 
and then the group was reconfigured using the criteria chosen for that day.  This was done to achieve a common 
point of comparison for analyzing the socio-motivational effects of applying dynamic grouping. Figure 6 is a 
sequence of photos showing children reconfiguring groups. This is easily accomplished thanks to the mobility 
made possible by the portability of the handhelds and the wireless nature of the network.  
 
Table 2. Socio-motivational aspects 
Aspect Definition 
Communication  Verbal information exchange among students. 
Interaction  Not defined by the frequency of interactions, but rather by the extent to 
which they influence cognitive processes. Refers to the various situations 
created by the students for achieving their objective.  
Conflicts  Occurrence of divergent points of view among the group members. 
Negotiation  Negotiation of differences through communication and interactions aimed at 
reaching a consensus. 
Positive Interdependence  Participants must feel responsible for their own learning as well as that of 
their classmates. 
Help  Degree of mutual support among the members of a group. 
Coordinated Group Work  Combining of efforts of some participants in order to reach common goals. 
Acceptance and Tolerance  Degree to which the students tolerate and accept each other. 
Interest  Degree of interest shown by the students. 
 
 
The socio-motivational aspects most commonly used to evaluate CL activities are: Communication, Interaction, 
Conflicts, Negotiation, Positive Interdependence, Help, Coordinated Group Work, Acceptance and Tolerance, 
and Interest, as defined in Table 2 (Johnson & Johnson, 1999; Silverman, 1995). During the 7
th, 11
th  and 15
th 
sessions, the socio-motivational aspects of the experimental group were evaluated by three CL experts who 
observed the classroom activities using predefined guidelines based on the aspects listed in Table 2. The 
different levels of qualitative observations were ranked for each group on a scale of 1 to 7 according to the 
degree of accomplishment for each aspect (1 = none, 2 = very low, 3 = low, 4 = acceptable, 5 = high; 6 = very 
high; 7 = maximum). All experimental and control groups were videotaped. Triangulation techniques were used 
to corroborate the experts’ evaluations.  
 
 
6. Analysis of Results 
 
The learning results of the individual pre-tests and post-tests administered to both experimental and control 
group are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of the pre- and post-tests administered to all the students in the 
experimental and control groups 
                          Control group      Experimental group 
  Pre-test  Post-test    Pre-test  Post-test 
Mean  2.400  4.933    2.700  6.300 
Standard  deviation  1.961  1.651    1.538  1.078 
 
 
A test of covariance was performed to measure the learning outcome. The pre-tests of the experimental and 
control groups were used as the covariance for the control of the initial level of learning. As can be seen in Table 
4, the experimental intervention had a significant effect on the post-test results. The comparison shows that there 
was a significant difference of 95% between the means of both groups. The standard deviation for the 
experimental group (1.078) is lower than that of the control group (1.651), meaning that the results for the 
experimental group show less dispersion, and therefore a reduction in learning heterogeneity in the classroom.  
 
Table 4. Analysis of covariance between the control and experimental groups 
Square summing type III   df  Quadratic average    F  Significance 
    42.744  2    21.372    22.433  ,000 
  159.446  1  159.446  167.363  ,000 
    28.736  1    28.736    30.163  ,000 
    10.614  1    10.614    11.142  ,002 
    25.723  27      0.953     
1014.875 30      
    68.467  29       
R quadratic = .624 (R adjusted quadratic = .596)  
 
 
As for the socio-motivational aspects, we obtained 20 measurements on each one for the groups formed under 
the random grouping criterion applied after the initial 15 minutes (five groups for four sessions: 4
th, 7
th, 11
th, and 
15
th sessions). Another 20 measurements on the same aspects were obtained for the second part of the activity, 
using the three different reconfiguration criteria (4
th session using random, 7
th session using achievement, 11
th 
session using preference, 15
th session using sociability). These measurements were then processed with the SPSS 
statistic package in order to obtain the average and standard deviation for each aspect, and the results were 
compared using the random criterion as a base. The Independent Samples T-Test was performed to analyze the 
differences displayed by the variables as between the random criterion and the reconfiguration criteria at a 
significance level of 95% (p<0.05). 
 
These results are shown in Table 5.  The averages, standard deviations, and significance level data are given for 
each criterion.  From these results we can conclude the following: 
 
When the Reconfiguration criterion was Achievement, significant improvements were observed in Positive 
Interdependence, Negotiation and Conflicts. The students worked coordinately and solved their conflicts 
satisfactorily in the few social interactions they had. In groups with homogenous achievement it is interesting to 
observe that there is no much difference with the Random criteria in the degree of interest shown by the students 
and their verbal information exchange (Communication), which is consistent with the above. 
 
With Preference as the reconfiguration criterion, the Communication, Interaction, Coordinated Group Work, 
Conflicts, Acceptance and Tolerance, and Help aspects exhibited significant differences. This shows that when 
kids select their group members there is a significant difference with the Random criterion in most of the aspects 
but in Negotiation (positive interdependence has p=0.08, close to significance).   
 
Finally, using the Sociability criterion, significant differences were observed in Positive Interdependence, 
Interest, Interaction and Coordinated Group Work.  When comparing a group formed by the students affinity 
(Preference) with a group according to the teachers’ criteria (Sociability), Positive Interdependence and Interest 
only appears  when the teacher selects, while Communication, Conflicts, Acceptance and Tolerance, and Help 
when the students select; Interaction and Coordinated Group Work shows in both. These findings are consistent, 
since the teacher seeks to form groups that share a common interest and have a similar sociability pattern, while 
the children just look for their friends. It is also interesting to observe that as with the Preference criterion, 
Negotiation has no significant difference with the Random criterion, and was an aspect that only in homogenous 
achievement groups (Achievement) was observed. 159 
In summary, we conclude that when the children select their group mates (Preference criterion) more social 
behavior aspects with significant improvement can be observed, i.e., six compared with four of sociability and 
three of achievement.  
 
It is important to note that these results were obtained for a given social and educational context and the 
conclusions we reach can vary in a different reality. Dynamic grouping allows a teacher to study group 
collaboration under a specific social and educational condition to determine which group configuration best 
satisfies the given setting. 
 
 
Table 5. Socio-motivational results for the three types of dynamic grouping analyzed (achievement, preference, 
sociability), compared with the base criteria (random). M = Mean, SD = standard deviation, F = factor, Sig = 
significance (7
th with achievement, 11
th with preference, 15
th with sociability) 
      Communication Positive  interdependence  Interest 
 Day    Random Achiev. F  Sig  Random Achiev.  F  Sig  RandomAchiev. F  Sig 
7
th    M  5.00 5.70 0.221  0.641  4.40 4.70  6.796  0.013  5.10 5.70 0.031  0.860 
  SD  1.30 0.98     1.60 0.98      1.37 0.98    
    Random  Prefer.     Random Prefer.      RandomPrefer.    
11
th    M  5.27 6.60 8.643  0.007  4.07 6.07  3.310  0.080  5.13 6.20 0.257  0.616 
  SD  1.67 0.83     1.98 1.28      1.77 1.26    
    Random  Sociab.     Random Sociab.      RandomSociab.    
15
th    M  5.40 6.20 2.240  0.146  3.93 5.13  5.102  0.032  4.33 5.80 9.684  0.004 
  SD  1.55 1.01     1.83 1.19      2.09 1.01    
                      
      Interaction Coordinated  Group  Work  Negotiation 
 Day    Random Achiev. F  Sig  Randon  Achiev.  F  Sig  RandomAchiev. F  Sig 
7
th    M  4.50 5.70 0.835  0.367  4.60 4.20  0.112  0.740  3.20 2.90 5.993  0.019 
  SD  1.43 0.98     1.54 1.20      1.82 1.37    
    Random  Prefer.     Random Prefer.      RandomPrefer.    
11
th    M  4.60 6.47 4.180  0.050  4.20 6.20  4.416  0.045  3.13 3.40 0.315  0.579 
  SD  2.03 1.19     1.82 1.01      1.60 1.35    
    Random  Sociab.     Random Sociab.      RandomSociab.    
15
th    M  4.20 5.27 7.155  0.012  4.47 5.53  5.500  0.026  3.00 2.47 0.263  0.612 
  SD  2.11 1.28     2.07 1.41      1.69 1.41    
                      
      Conflicts  Acceptance and  Tolerance  Help 
 Day    Random Achiev. F  Sig  Randon  Achiev.  F  Sig  RandomAchiev. F  Sig 
7
th    M  2.00 1.40 10.688  0.002  5.10 5.50  0.002  0.965  4.10 3.10 1.222  0.276 
  SD  1.03 0.82     1.21 0.89      1.02 1.21    
    Random  Prefer.     Random Prefer.      RandomPrefer.    
11
th    M  2.47 1.27 6.120  0.020  5.67 7.00  112.00  0.000  4.07 3.67 4.497  0.043 
  SD  1.19 0.70     0.98 0.00      1.67 0.98    
    Random  Sociab.     Random Sociab.      RandomSociab.    
15
th    M  2.07 1.53 3.646  0.067  5.53 6.07  0.928  0.344  4.07 5.40 0.004  0.949 
  SD  1.03 0.92     1.41 1.03      1.49 1.55    
 
 
7. Conclusions 
 
Studying grouping, for a given activity in first graders, yielded significant results when comparing three types of 
reconfiguration criteria with random assignment as regards their impact on learning and several aspects of social 
behavior. These results permits to understand which group composition should be favored in a given set of 
circumstances. The system and methodology presented in this work, not restricted to the presented contents, can 
therefore be used as a tool to discover which group composition should be preferred for a given collaborative 
activity.  
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Activities should be kept short and a series of them should occupy no more than half of a class period in order to 
assure continuity after reconfiguration of new group members. Also, the handhelds generates on line reports of 
the various groups’ outcomes, which constitutes valuable information for the teacher when assigning a new 
group configuration. All of the preceding is relevant given that the grouping of students in a collaborative 
activity involves many variables (skills, social factors, ethnic background, type of activity, educational 
objectives, etc.) which are difficult to isolate in such a way that precise grouping rules can be made. 
 
The value of our work is that by using wirelessly interconnected handhelds, the impact of different group 
reconfigurations on collaborative activities can be studied and their learning outcomes and various social aspects 
of their behavior during the activities can be analyzed.  The application of the work lies in the simple and fast 
way dynamic grouping can be applied with wirelessly interconnected handheld support, reconfiguring 
participants in groups of different size chosen from a given set of students.  
 
Future research, with the support of this technology, could be directed towards the effects of applying a sequence 
of group reconfigurations within the same class of students using different criteria for the sequence, group size 
differences, etc. 
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ABSTRACT 
In many organizations, collaborating with peers, sharing resources, and codifying know-how are not typical 
facets of work activity. For such organizations, knowledge management support must help people identify 
and orient to opportunities for collaboration and sharing, articulate values and best practices, and assimilate 
sharing knowledge as an everyday experience. We discuss a participatory design project in which we are 
exploring these issues in the design of knowledge management support for public school teachers, 
leveraging a community networking infrastructure and everyday representational frameworks for 
knowledge. 
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Introduction 
 
Organizations learn and have knowledge. The knowledge is dispersed among the people in the organization. 
Some is codified in documents and policies, some is embodied in projects and results, and some is tacitly held by 
individuals or small groups. The challenge of knowledge management in organizations is to ensure that 
organizations continually learn, that new knowledge is effectively incorporated into work practices, and that the 
knowledge is accessible when needed (Choo, 2000.). This is not easy to achieve in any organization. People 
want to teach and learn, to understand and share, but their jobs have traditionally been designed for productive 
action — learning and sharing are often luxuries that occur outside normal routine.  
 
We are investigating knowledge-sharing practices among public school teachers. Schools provide a valuable and 
difficult organizational context for understanding and enhancing knowledge management. Traditionally, teachers 
collaborate very little; they manage their own resources and enjoy great discretion in their pedagogical practices 
(Briscoe & Peters, 1997; Schlager & Fusco, 2004; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). 
 
This culture of autonomy has come under pressure through the past decade. Contemporary learning theories 
identify collaboration among students and teachers as a key enabler of better educational outcomes (McGilly, 
1994; Shachar & Shmuelevitz, 1997). And systemic reform in education has increased uniformity in learning 
objectives and assessment (National Research Council, 1995). Thus, at least to an extent, there is converging 
motivation on the part of teachers, administrators, and government overseers to enhance knowledge-sharing 
practices in schools. 
 
This transformation in knowledge management for teachers is conceived of as teacher professional development, 
a long-standing category of activity and programs in school systems. In this view, knowledge management is 
tantamount to greater emphasis on teacher initiative in designing and implementing professional development 
programs.  
 
Our approach involves (1) a commitment to long-term participatory design (Carroll, Chin, Rosson, Neale, 
Dunlap & Isenhour, 2002) and (2) assimilation of knowledge management tools and resources into the existing 
community computing infrastructure, the World-Wide Web (Isenhour, Rosson & Carroll, 2001;  Ganoe, 
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Knowledge sharing in schools 
 
Since 2001, we have worked  with a group of teachers in two rural school divisions in southwestern Virginia, 
USA (Montgomery and Giles County Public Schools) to understand their knowledge-sharing practices, to 
identify problems, needs, and opportunities in their professional context and work culture, to explore 
possibilities for enhancing knowledge sharing through new procedures, tools, and content resources, and to 
assess the efficacy of interventions with respect to personal, social, and organizational goals.  We summarize our 
initial requirements analysis of knowledge management in schools, and then describe four different frameworks 
for representing and accessing teaching knowledge.  
 
As a starting point, we analyzed ways in which the organizational context of schools influences knowledge 
sharing, including societal attitudes towards teaching and education, and towards teachers and schools, changes 
in conceptions of learning and education—particularly new emphases on collaboration—and systemic reform 
and standardized testing initiatives (especially, in our case, the Virginia Standards of Learning, 1998). A 
complete report of this analysis can be found in (Carroll, Choo, Dunlap, Isenhour, Kerr, MacLean  & Rosson, 
2003). 
 
Our analysis identified three levels of knowledge sharing, each representing a broad category of objects that 
teachers could potentially share (see Table 1). The three levels differ with respect to the difficulty of making 
contributions to the base of shared knowledge, the effort required to evaluate the potential for use of shared 
objects in new classroom contexts, and the effort required to actually adapt and use shared artifacts. This analysis 
was derived from a long-term participatory design project with six high school and middle school science 
teachers; in which we developed and studied the deployment of a Virtual School for collaborative, project-based 
learning (Carroll et al., 2002; Isenhour,  Carroll, Neale, Rosson & Dunlap, 2000).  The levels also comprise a 
hypothesis about scaffolding "transitional systems" in the sense of Papert (1980; after Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). 
That is, the three levels represent an implicit progression in degree of knowledge sharing.  They characterize a 
possible adoption process, and provide an initial framework for a "language" of teacher professional practice. 
(These ideas are developed further in Carroll et al., 2003). 
 
At the lowest level, teachers can exchange tangible resources. The six teachers in the Virtual School project, for 
example, shared pointers to interesting web sites, laboratory equipment, construction kits, and other physical 
artifacts. A professional development workshop for teachers might produce a list of such resources that 
participants might seek to share in their work. 
 
Technology to support sharing at this level could include tools for tracking inventories and handling reservation 
of physical artifacts, maintaining lists of virtual artifacts, and discussing problems with or tips for using the 
shared resources. Contributing to a shared base of knowledge about such resources may require relatively little 
effort, and the resources may be usable for a variety of classroom activities. The effort required to evaluate the 
potential usefulness of, for example, a given piece of lab equipment, and then design a useful activity based on 
the equipment in the context of a particular classroom may, however, be a daunting task.  
 
At the next level, we observed that teachers share designs of classroom activities in the form of lesson plans, 
objectives, and grading policies. In some sense this was a natural outcome of the Virtual School project because 
of the emphasis on planning and coordination of cross-classroom collaborative activities. The teachers developed 
and shared variations on existing lesson plans and teaching objectives, as well as developing entirely new 
activities; they also shared their schemes for grading class projects as part of developing commensurate grading 
policies across collaborating classes. Beyond our prior work with the Virtual School project there are many other 
web-based and offline teacher development projects that generate collections of lesson plans. 
 
Table 1. Levels of knowledge sharing among teachers 
Sharing Level  Examples from Virtual School project 
Tangible resources  Pointers to web sites, Lego construction kits, lab equipment 
Plans and objectives  Lesson plans for labs, worksheet templates for peer mentoring activities, grading policies 
Prototypes  On-line lab reports, web sites with project summaries and photos 
 
 
Possible technology support for sharing plans and objectives includes tools for authoring, discussing, annotating, 
and refining plans, activity materials, and grading policies. Compared to items in a list of shared resources, such 
elements of an activity design will be inherently more specific to the context of the authoring teacher’s 
classroom. Development and articulation of plans and objectives are also likely to be more difficult tasks than 164 
contribution to a knowledge base of available resources. It is, however, also likely that a successful activity or 
practice captured in the form of a plan will be more easily adaptable and reusable in other classroom contexts, 
since relevant elements of the plan can simply be copied, modified, and added to the knowledge base.  
 
The third level is sharing of “prototypes.” These are artifacts produced by students or summaries of student work 
for a given activity, and may be thought of as implementations of designs (plans and objectives) that could be 
shared in the second level. In the Virtual School project, the teachers could access in-progress and completed 
student work both from their own classes and from the classes of teachers with whom they were collaborating. 
Numerous other examples of publication of student projects can be found on the web, usually representing 
isolated efforts by individual teachers. For example, another teacher in the local school system has created a 
detailed web site with data collected as part of an extended stream monitoring activity.  
 
Technology to support sharing at this level might include tools for authoring and accessing completed or in-
progress student work (e.g., completed worksheets or quizzes, photos of projects, data sheets, or summaries of 
collected data), as well as tools for extracting templates from, discussing, and annotating posted artifacts. The 
effort required to make prototypes available for sharing may be largely mechanical, since students would do 
most of the work of actually creating the data. Ideally, technology aimed at supporting this type of sharing would 
simplify summarization and publishing tasks that teachers already include as part of classroom activities.  
 
Prototypes shared in this way are iterative and ongoing, allowing teachers to collaboratively critique, scaffold, 
and adapt new materials as teaching needs and opportunities evolve.  This increases the likelihood that both tacit 
and explicit knowledge surrounding these exercises will be shared.  Teachers who develop and share locally 
enacted materials are able to contact, question, and engage relevant teachers, and this helps to articulate, 
produce, and reuse one another’s professional knowledge.  This type of knowledge building is strengthened by 
shared region, shared particular local problems, common interests, and common concerns faced by teachers in 
similar situations and environments. 
 
As instances of situated classroom know-how, prototypes are unique to a particular activity performed by a 
specific group of students, but templates of underlying artifacts are reusable, data can be incorporated into future 
activities, and teachers can make independent assessments of the design of the activity. Refinements that allow 
useful activities to be incorporated into new classroom contexts may therefore be easier to identify. The success 
of tools such as CoWeb (Guzdial, Rick & Kehoe, 2001) in supporting activities that evolve over time and across 
disciplines demonstrates this potential. 
 
The three levels of knowledge sharing among teachers, the three types of sharable objects, illustrate the three key 
properties of discretionary knowledge management. Teachers affiliate when doing so addresses shared concerns, 
but they do not have a culture of collaboration (Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Sharing concrete resources, lesson plans 
and activities, and situated classroom know-how is immediately rewarding. It does not require a culture of 
collaboration, but it can help to foster one. 
 
Bilateral mutual exchanges, or sharing within small peer groups, addresses the standing mission of teachers and 
schools while still allowing any given teacher to participate in his or her own way. There are no organizational 
protocols for goal management in public schools. Indeed, the dialogs of knowledge sharing among teachers are 
as diverse as the teachers, and largely invisible to school administrators. 
 
Finally, the exchange of concrete resources, lesson plans and activities, and situated classroom know-how is 
carried out informally. There is no clearinghouse of technical common ground. Teachers have substantial, and 
often unique knowledge about where they might find a certain chemical or specimen, which colleague tried a 
given activity with surface tension or the psychophysics of taste, and who might know how to pose rewarding 
questions about the motion of slinkies or fix a model train.  
 
We are trying to encourage knowledge sharing innovation by codifying a design space of visual frameworks for 
capturing, storing, accessing, and sharing teachers’ professional practices. Our goal is to make vivid to ourselves 
and to the teachers how the three kinds of objects identified in our requirements analysis can be shared, and 
indeed how the teachers imagine anything can be shared. This is itself a wide-ranging endeavor involving 
scenarios for (a) authoring (in the sense of codifying) content, (b) posting descriptions of resources, lesson plans 
and activities, and classroom implementations, (c) refactoring contributions to make them more attractive, 
accessible, and reusable, (d) searching and browsing posted content, (e) adopting, adapting, specializing, and 
integrating resources, plans, and implementations, and (f) evaluating shared materials — possibly among other 
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In the balance of this paper, we focus on (d) searching and browsing posted content. In the interests of space, we 
focus only on first-order issues; for example, we do not consider the complexities of what objects might be 
retrieved with what other objects. 
 
 
Visualizing knowledge for reuse 
 
As part of our exploratory design process, we have developed several different concepts for organizing and 
presenting teachers’ professional knowledge. The central requirement in developing these concepts has been to 
identify and leverage teachers’ everyday knowledge about their own activities: if the teacher-participants are 
unable to understand or identify with the design space, they will similarly be unable to internalize it and apply it 
in their own design envisionment process.  
 
We hypothesize that teachers will view knowledge management from an informal perspective, one that hinges 
on personal relationships with other teachers as well as a somewhat ambiguous and flexible notion of what, how, 
and why concepts and ideas are shared. Furthermore, we hypothesize that content that they choose to share will 
vary widely from concrete artifacts to open-ended and socially-mediated work practices. 
 
These concerns and expectations have led to four different proposals for organizing and visualizing knowledge, 
coupled with a general instance-based mechanism for retrieving pieces of knowledge. The proposals for 
knowledge organization leverage the everyday rubrics of place, time, social relations, and usage. We propose 
that these rubrics are fundamental to how people organize their personal experiences. One’s familiar places, 
times, social interactions, and work practices evoke community attachment and community engagement. At the 
same time, we argue that these dimensions support some of the special concerns of discretionary knowledge 
management as defined earlier. 
 
Our design vision combines these dimensions of knowledge organization with an instance-based knowledge 
exploration and retrieval technique that adapts Williams’ seminal work on retrieval-by-reformulation (Williams, 
1984). In all cases, one of the four rubrics provides an organizing structure for stored knowledge; the retrieval 
mechanism then operates on this structure as a sort of filter, where the user successively edits the attributes of a 
knowledge base instance to select or remove knowledge base candidates from the interactive visualization 
(Carroll, Herder & Sawtelle, 1987). 
 
We expect that the retrieval-by-reformulation paradigm will be particularly useful in this knowledge domain 
where the goals will often be vague and thus could be addressed by many possible results (e.g., a search for 
advice on forming small groups for class activities). The general mechanism is founded on theories of human 
memory positing that people think about categories of things not in terms of formal attributes, but rather in terms 
of examples (Norman & Bobrow, 1979). Offering a candidate instance as an editable query addresses this 
tendency to think in terms of examples, while simultaneously enabling the dynamic exploration of an ill-
structured knowledge base. 
 
We illustrate a possible realization of our project through a scenario annotated with example displays. In the 
scenario (shown in italics in the following subsections), a teacher is planning a class activity in environmental 
science. She wants to make use of a local pond that she can “visit” in a place-based community computing 
infrastructure. At the pond site, a variety of resources have been posted by other teachers. She reviews these 
using an assortment of tools and representations to help her clarify what she wants to do and what and who can 
help her. 
 
 
Place-Based Knowledge 
 
Physical materials, apparatus, and equipment, as well as plans, activities, and situations are, or will be, located at 
specific  places. Zoological and botanical specimens from southwestern Virginia are located at the Natural 
History Museum; books for a project on black holes and public access to the Internet are located at the 
Montgomery-Floyd Regional Library; rezoning proposals and the current master plan for Blacksburg are at 
Town Hall; data and apparatus from usability experiments are located at the Center for Human-Computer 
Interaction; and so forth. We propose that locations can serve as a vivid index into shareable content (Hester, 
1993). 
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Our design vision for teachers’ knowledge management is illustrated with examples from the TeacherBridge 
project—a community network (Kim, Isenhour, Carroll & Rosson, 2003; Carroll & Farooq, 2005). 
TeacherBridge is an authoring environment that teachers can use to build websites and other online resources for 
their class activities (http://teacherbridge.cs.vt.edu). The teachers’ authoring tools are drawn from Bridgetools, a 
Java-based collaborative architecture for building synchronous and asynchronous applications 
(http://bridgetools.sourceforge.org). Bridgetools supports wiki-style editing of web pages in place as well as a 
full-featured interactive environment for creating, editing, and composing components such as maps, calendars, 
data tables, freeform drawings and images, and discussion boards. Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical teacher 
working with some of these tools as part of the Pandapas Pond project, a shared website built by a collection of 
science teachers in rural southwest Virginia. 
 
Figure 1. Working on the Pandapas Pond site in TeacherBridge 
 
 
Bridgetools provides an interface to a persistent object database; one attribute an object can maintain is its 
current spatial location (Isenhour et al., 2001). In our design vision, concrete resources (e.g., the map of the pond 
and the water quality report in Figure 1) would be associated with a specific physical site, namely the location of 
Pandapas Pond in the real world. In the map tool shown in Figure 1, the small overview in the lower left corner 
can be panned to change the portion of the map seen in the larger view (the small rectangle in the overview 
indicates what is currently in view); the user can control the resolution of the map using the zoom controls in the 
upper left.  Teachers might interact with an online map of this sort to find and visit online projects like Pandapas 
Pond, leveraging their existing knowledge of the town and region.  
 
By default, a TeacherBridge map would display any places defined by users. In some cases this may be quite 
appropriate, for example when a teacher has no specific goals but is simply browsing the system for interesting 
information. When the retrieval goal is more specific, the map display could be filtered using the retrieval by 
reformulation mechanism described earlier. For example, a teacher might enter the keywords “ecology” and 
“exhibits”.  The result would be a randomly selected ecology exhibit object, as well as a custom TeacherBridge 
map that displays the place holding this exhibit, along with any other places that hold similar artifacts. At this 
point, the teacher could refine her query or browse the places on the map. 
 
Maps are familiar representations of places. Maps remind viewers of people and resources located within the 
mapped place. A map evokes memories of interactions and activities that occurred at various locations. 
TeacherBridge’s interactive map depicts the area in which the teachers live and work. Teachers can use the map 
to locate shared resources, and communicate with peers about the shared resources (the environment enables 
real-time chats and discussion boards to be associated with objects). Such technology enables informal 
knowledge management dialogs that are tied to teachers’ place-based  professional knowledge and experiences. 167 
An important feature in this regard is the integration of traditional classroom resources  such as datasets , graphs, 
and images with social resources such as pedagogical tips, questions and answers, or teaching observations. 
 
The interactive map should help teachers to identify and act on opportunities for collaboration. By depicting the 
places where interactions and joint activities have occurred in the past, it suggests that partnerships and 
reciprocal dependencies might be effective and pleasant. The communication tools in TeacherBridge enable 
dialogs that can articulate and discuss goals, manage progress, and assess achievement. Supporting such 
discussion in a private teacher-teacher space, and using a relatively “lean” communication medium (e.g., text 
chat), should increase teachers’ comfort and willingness to address ambiguous or sensitive issues of teaching 
practice and school policy (Shachar & Shmuelevitz, 1997). Finally, the mapped place in TeacherBridge literally 
is the community. It exploits people’s everyday experience to create and emphasize community common ground, 
serving as a foundation for domain-specific technical common ground. 
 
Sharon is a science teacher at Blacksburg Middle School.  Next week she will begin to organize her seventh 
graders for the annual science fair.  In the past she has found that many students get a slow start because they 
are unable to come up with a project that is both interesting and doable, so this weekend she plans to spend 
some time researching a few topic areas that she can offer as starting points. 
 
Sharon believes strongly in the recent education trend toward authentic learning, and she thinks she can add 
authenticity to the kids’ projects if they are related to local issues.  She remembers some discussions in the New 
River Valley Current over the past few months about pollution concerns at Pandapas Pond, so she figures this 
might be the source of some good topics. Before driving out to look for project sites, she decides to check out this 
location in the TeacherBridge environment. 
 
When she starts up TeacherBridge, she finds herself in her usual spot — her class’ online website — so she pulls 
up a map of the area to locate and move to Pandapas Pond.  When she double clicks on the pond project, she 
recognizes several views from around the pond and guesses from these images that the marsh section north of 
the pedestrian bridge must have been attracting some attention recently.  As she looks more closely, it seems that 
this area may be filling up with weeds and mud;  what used to be a sandy area is now partially covered with 
sludge.  She sees that there are a few recent discussion posts from some colleagues at Christiansburg Middle, 
and a link to several data tables.  Maybe these projects will convey some issues or methods that she can adapt 
for her own students. 
 
 
Use-Based Knowledge  
 
In a business organization, standard operating procedures comprise a useful rubric for organizing knowledge. 
They remind members that the knowledge has been used, and illustrate how it can be used. In a less formal 
organization, like a middle school faculty or a residential community, there are often no standard procedures, but 
there are folkways regarding “the things we do” and “the way we do things” (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swindler 
& Tipton, 1986). These concepts are vague, tacit, and frequently flouted, but they can be resources particularly 
for new members. In teaching communities, such knowledge is often articulated as best practices, and may be 
shared informally through teacher-to-teacher interaction or more formally through planned workshops. 
 
Sharable objects — material resources, plans and designs, and implemented activities — have usage histories 
that provide an aggregate recommendation as to their future use. For example, a particular simulation of the 
Bernoulli effect (relating the velocity and pressure of a fluid) might have been created as a student project, 
shared online by the student’s teacher, and accessed more than any other piece of simulation software. Such 
information would be useful to a teacher looking for such a classroom resource.  
 
TeacherBridge projects are composed of individual objects like web pages, calendars, data charts and so on. 
Each of these objects can maintain a history of its own use: who created it and when, who opened it, who 
changed it, and so on. Each object can also be browsed within the TeacherBridge project folders, and objects of 
interest can be copied and used as-is, or they can be modified to suit slightly different needs. Thus one 
particularly important form of usage in the environment is reuse, wherein one educator chooses to develop a new 
object or activity based on an existing one. In some cases this is as simple as duplicating an object and moving it 
to a new project folder. In other cases the editing required will be more substantial and may require assistance 
from the original author or other knowledgeable colleagues. Figure 2 illustrates one such example, a discussion 
MOO (a spatially-organized persistent chat) that was created by one teacher in consultation with the research 
team, and a second MOO that was created by another teacher with guidance from the first. 168 
Figure 2. An example of reuse within TeacherBridge: a discussion MOO object was developed by one teacher 
and later adapted with her help for use by another 
 
 
Another example of use-oriented knowledge is offered by the concept of shared data “wear” developed by Hill, 
Hollan, Wroblewski, and McCandless (1992). These researchers described how the scroll bar used to navigate a 
document might be darkened at each point in proportion to the number of edit or read accesses of the 
corresponding data record. The resulting scroll bar would display the varying extent of “wear” throughout the 
document. This idea has been adapted widely. For example, the Footprints system tracks and visualizes various 
aspects of user activity in a Web site as a navigation aid (Wexelblat & Maes, 1999).  Its annotation tool displays 
what percentage of users that have chosen each link on the currently viewed page. 
 
Patterns of “wear” on data records and links profile and reify typical behavior, making it a social resource, 
something members can talk about and reflect upon. Within a user community, well-worn resources may become 
part of the community’s common ground, and use of these resources may become folkways. Thus, use-based 
visualizations of knowledge can facilitate the development of knowledge sharing practices. 
 
TeacherBridge might represent “wear” in several different ways. For example, a user might be able to open a 
history view of an object like the Pandapas Pond web site that shows (a) how often people have looked at it, (b) 
how often people have used it in other projects, and (c) how often people have adapted or specialized it. A 
teacher who has not yet reused any content from TeacherBridge might begin by seeing what objects other people 
are looking at (a), and then to focus on objects that have a history of successful adaptation (b). 
 
At first glance, all of the projects look the same, though Sharon guesses that the ones near the image of the foot 
bridge are probably related to the build-up of the sludge, the ones near the larger pond image to general water 
quality, and so on.  Rather than exploring each one in turn, Sharon first requests the “Object Usage” tool to see 
which projects have provoked the most interest among other visitors to this site.  The links are updated to 
include a brief summary of visits, copies, and adaptations.  Two of the links near the bridge image have the most 
visits, so Sharon figures that these projects may be the ones that touch on the most interesting and/or current 
issues.  Of the two beach projects, one shows 10 downloads while the other shows 6, so she decides to start with 
the former. 
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Time-Based Knowledge 
 
Just as every entity or event is associated with one or more places, people’s resources, plans, and know-how are 
also associated with specific times. A resource is ordered, acquired, used, repaired, and replaced at points in 
time. An objective is identified or achieved, a plan is launched, and checkpoints within a plan are attained at 
various times. If a plan or objective is adapted and reused, it may be associated with multiple times that refer to 
both the original event and its subsequent reuse.  
 
Time can be a very pertinent rubric for organizing sharable objects. Suppose a water chemistry activity is 
originally codified at a point in time. Subsequently, notes are developed regarding its support for certain Virginia 
Standards of Learning (Virginia SOLs, 1998). Even later, the original activity may be revised by its author to 
better support the SOLs, or perhaps enhanced by another teacher to incorporate recent work in biochemistry. 
Ordinal timing relationships like this are visualized naturally in a timeline. Because a timeline would also 
emphasize the “age” of a resource, it might prompt maintenance goals, for example updating a lesson plan that is 
ten years old. 
 
Figure 3 is a screenshot from another Bridgetools project—a Classroom Bridge project workspace (Ganoe et al., 
2003). The Classroom Bridge project was studying techniques for improving the awareness of teachers and 
students about the state and progress of science projects that were underway. The science experiments were 
carried out by groups of students distributed across two classrooms (eighth and sixth graders), over a period of 
several months. Two key features of the workspace were a timeline that visualized initial creation and revision of 
all project documents as well as teacher-created deadlines, and a concept map that students used to plan, 
hierarchically decompose, and initiate project activities. The timeline and concept map serve as two different 
indices into the same project document set, but whereas the concept map emphasizes relations among project 
parts, the timeline emphasizes the team’s work history and important dates. 
 
Figure 3. Classroom Bridge workspace: timeline (top) and concept map (middle) are views of the same 
document set; the workspace also includes a list of team members logged on and a persistent chat (left). (Ganoe 
et al., 2003) 
 
 
A similar timeline view could be used to visualize and access the shared knowledge of teachers, although the 
concepts of deadlines are clearly less relevant in this case. For instance, we might adapt the example in Figure 3 
such that the horizontal bars are shared projects like Pandapas Pond and the entries along the timeline indicate 170 
how recently and frequently different teachers have been contributing to the shared site. In other words, as an 
alterenative to scanning or zooming a map as illustrated in Figure 1, teachers might browse a timeline that lists 
shared projects and their components across time, filtering it as desired to simplify or focus their exploration.  
 
Like maps, timelines are familiar representations of personal experience and activity. A timeline can have an 
episodic reminding function, evoking memories of interactions and activities, the order in which they occurred, 
their recency or remoteness to the present, their proximity in time to other interactions and experiences, and so 
on. We see the timeline as a personal index into time for individual teachers and for the group. Milestones in the 
community’s history (e.g., the beginning of a school year, the date of a textbook selection) might take on a 
privileged status in the timeline, acting as a sort of landmark for estimating the temporal position of other 
relevant information. The different perceptual characteristics of varying resources (e.g., an outline lesson plan, a 
digital photograph, email) should also aid in the selection process. 
 
When Sharon opens the Pandapas Pond activity, she discovers that it is a series of related small experiments 
that have been conducted by a variety of different teachers. She is impressed with its level of sophistication. She 
sees that the original project author is Joe Whistler, an environment science teacher from Giles High School; his 
acknowledgements indicate help from Sue Gable at Christiansburg Middle and Ben Stark, also at Giles High 
School.  Curious, she wonders how the project ended up in its current form.  She activates the “Timeline” tool, 
and a history view of this object is visualized off to the side as a timeline.  She sees that the original idea was 
posted about six months ago (March 2004), and she recalls that was about the time she first saw letters to the 
editor on this topic. In May Joe seems to have posted some annotations related to his students’ data collection, 
including pointers to another related project he discovered in Michigan.  Later in the summer the experiments 
were expanded by Sue Gable, along with an annotation explaining the goal of the new measures.  Finally, Joe 
posted a third version, including an annotation indicating that he had worked with Ben and Sue to refine the 
water testing methods.  Sharon is impressed with the sophisticated charts and tables.  This reminds her that she 
needs to give her class some extra homework using the charting functions in Excel.  She continues on to explore 
more projects at the pond. 
 
 
Person-Based Knowledge 
 
Teachers themselves are resources for one another. They work together to coordinate curricula within and 
between grade levels and subjects. They mentor new teachers, and advise one another collegially on a variety of 
ad hoc problems. And more broadly, people throughout a school’s local community are resources for teachers. 
For example, a person whose hobby is bridges can bring to life an 8
th grade science class on forces. But even 
though parents and other residents are stakeholders in the school organization, they have traditionally not had an 
active role in educational activities. Exceptions are the small set of activities coordinated through parent-teacher 
associations, or that are public events like science fairs. 
 
The person(s) associated with a particular aspect of teaching knowledge may impact the search, analysis, or 
adaptation of the shared resources in several ways. For instance, the author of an educational resource may 
already be known to a peer who is browsing for possibilities, creating an intrinsic interest in the resources 
contributed by that individual. This may interact with areas of expertise, for example a high school physics 
teacher who becomes a general resource for robotics projects. Interpretation of a resource is likely to be 
contextualized by what a teacher knows of its author—whether this is the first contribution made, whether the 
author has been teaching for years, etc. The process of adapting a resource or following up on tips or other 
guidance is also tied to the social network in place, because the network can convey who has been involved in a 
discussion over some period of time, who has refined or commented on an artifact and so on. 
 
Maps or timelines can provide access to people through their  association with projects stored in the knowledge 
base. For instance, a particular set of teachers might be found by exploring all of the science projects, a librarian 
via a set of reference materials, and so forth. Social relationships can also be represented more directly in a social 
network graph, where people are represented as nodes and their relations are conveyed through the distance or 
links between nodes.  Social networks are the underlying structure that transforms a collection of people into a 
community (Freeman, 2000; Putnam, 2000; Wellman, 2001). 
 
A key design choice in developing a social network graph is defining what comprises the relations among 
persons. A simple approach is used in the Chat Circles system (Viegas & Donath, 1999), representing members’ 
activity by the size of their associated node. The Babble system (Erickson, Smith, Kellogg, Laff, Richards & 
Bradner, 1999) attempts to represent more detail about interaction; it translates members’ activity into distance 171 
from a centerpoint. This coerces multidimensional data into two dimensions, which can reveal interesting 
structures in the data, but which can also be graphically unstable (e.g., a burst of interactions between A and B 
could cause the two-dimensional graph to warp substantially). This instability can make such representations 
visually confusing, but also makes them too dynamic for knowledge navigation (see also Gordin, Farrell & 
Oblinger, 2001). 
 
TeacherBridge supports people-based knowledge management, but the social networks are conveyed  implicitly, 
not as a directed graph.  As illustrated in Figure 4, a teacher looking for new activities or ideas about how to 
improve her teaching may choose to browse the environment by person. The listing on the left of the figure 
names each teacher who has contributed activities and experiences; by following these person links, users can 
learn about the activities these contributing users have explored. Alternatively, browsing such as this can begin 
at a lower level. On the right of the figure is a view of someone browsing individual projects and their 
constituent objects in the project and user folder structure. If an interesting object or set of objects is discovered, 
the user can find out about the people associated with this object by viewing its permission settings. In general, 
the individuals with both read and write permissions for an object are those who hold the knowledge about how 
and why it was developed. 
 
Figure 4. Leveraging social networks within TeacherBridge: the listing on the left advertises participating 
teachers with hyperlinks to their projects; the folder browsing on the right allows teachers to investigate specific 
objects and discover ownership through the permissions dialog 
 
 
We are also considering a TeacherBridge social network visualization that could capture more permanent 
categories of social relationships, and longer-term communication patterns. For example, the distance between 
depicted teachers might be a function of the their organizational affiliations, subject-matter focus or grade-level, 
answers to a social survey (Who is in your closest social circle? Who is in your next-closest social circle? And so 
on), as well as interaction data (frequency and recency of communication). Distances might also reflect the 
extent to which corresponding teachers have browsed or downloaded the same shared resources (in a sense, a 
mutual recommender system). As part of this, we are considering a zooming feature for the social networks, 
where users can create groups that are represented as single points that a user zooms into to obtain a detailed 
view. 
 
Social networks are less familiar than maps and timelines, but they are easily understood. A social network map 
evokes knowledge about the people in the network, memories of shared interactions and activities, and thoughts 
about what the mapped connections mean and could mean in social contexts. By graphing existing relationships, 
the network emphasizes the use and strengthening of existing common ground, but it also implicitly raises the 
possibility of developing closer ties to people more distant in the network. 172 
As she explores the projects in the Pandapas Pond swamp area, the first one Sharon opens lists four different 
people as authors—a middle school teacher, two high school teachers, and a professor from Virginia Tech.  She 
immediately recognizes the professor’s last name (Landay), because it matches one of her students from last 
year (Jill Landay); she wonders whether they are in fact related.  She activates the “Social Network” tool to see 
what sorts of relationships these four people have with other activities in the system.  Not surprisingly, she sees 
Jill’s name and a link to Mark Landay, the Virginia Tech professor.  When she moves her mouse over the link 
between them, she is able to see the nature of their collaboration, another project named "Strubles Creek 
Underground". She guesses from the project date that this is a project Jill is doing this year, and that Prof 
Landay must be Jill’s dad, grand-dad, or uncle, who is helping out with the project.  She also sees that Landay 
has made contributions to several other projects related to the Duck Pond.  Clearly he is very interested in the 
problems of this area, so she sends him an email asking about his experiences, and wondering if she can offer 
his name to her students as an expert on the current problems with the Duck Pond. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Knowledge management for teachers is challenging because the existing culture of schools is highly individual. 
But this characteristic is typical of many other organizations. Our approach focuses on tools and techniques for 
knowledge management that support identifying and acting on opportunities for collaboration, dialogs for 
articulating and discussing goals, and frameworks for representing and sharing knowledge that leverage the 
common ground of everyday experience. 
 
Based upon prior and on-going work with two school divisions in southwestern Virginia, we described a 
requirements analysis for knowledge management support for teachers. We described three levels or stages of 
knowledge sharing that successively scaffold teacher practices with respect to leveraging resources and one 
another.   
 
We described four rubrics for representing the knowledge teachers develop and use in their professional activity: 
place, time, people, and use. We suggested that these representations could support sharing of knowledge and 
other resources. We illustrated how this might work in a scenario of teacher professional practice. 
 
Our approach is strongly teacher-driven and locally-focused. We started from requirements conversations with a 
small group of teachers in two school divisions, and even though we have ended up working with most of the 
science and mathematics teachers in those school divisions, our focus is on the needs and interests of particular 
teachers and administrators, not on systemic reform at higher levels of the educational bureaucracy.  In this 
sense, our work complements approaches that focus on state standards (e.g., Kuang, Grueneberg & Lam, 1998).  
 
Our current work is focused on validating and verifying our analyses of knowledge management requirements 
for teachers through a series of participatory design workshops, which continue the long-term participatory 
design relationship we have established with teachers in these two school division (Carroll et al., 2002).  
 
We are also investigating further representations that leverage people’s working knowledge to organize sharable 
resources. For example, we have developed several alternative map-based representations for place, as illustrated 
in figures 1 and 2 (Carroll et al., 2001). Concept maps (Ganoe et al., 2003; Novak, 1990) organize objects by 
various logical relationships. For teachers, the relationships might be “is an example of”, “illustrates the same 
chemistry principles as”, and so forth. Task paths (Carroll et al., 1987) are a disaggregated usage representation 
that organizes objects into a sequence as they are browsed or edited during a work session. The paths can be 
accessed subsequently to restore a task context, or in our application, to share one’s task context with a 
colleague. 
 
As suggested in the environmental science scenario, it is often useful to have access to multiple representations 
of a complex information system. In this sense, our frameworks for sharing knowledge are analogous to having 
multiple views of a program in a software development environment or multiple visualizations of a data set in 
multivariate statistics. Our investigations of this approach to supporting knowledge management will 
accordingly also bear on the understanding of the more general design pattern of providing multiple data views 
in information systems. 
 
Each of the separate views could also be used in concert with one or more of the others. For example, a map 
view could be augmented to incorporate display of the usage or ownership of objects at locations depicted on the 
map, or it could be filtered to display only locations with objects created or last-edited within a specified 173 
timeframe. Analogously, a timeline view could be augmented to tag displayed objects with an indication of how 
often they have been accessed, downloaded, or edited, or it could be filtered to display only objects from a 
particular location or owned by persons in a specified cluster in a social network. What needs to be investigated 
is whether and how these relatively more complex permutations of the views can be useful to teachers sharing 
and accessing professional resources.  
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ABSTRACT 
This article profiles an educational technology assistance program titled Digital Language and Literacy, 
linking technologically literate graduate students in English with faculty developing online courses for the 
first time. Our reporting and assessment process  includes the narrative evidence of two faculty and two 
graduate student instructional designers, chronicling the possibilities and constraints of implementing a 
team-development model for online course design and offering guidelines for academic units wishing to 
adopt similar models. Such models not only help with online course design but also help to establish 
technological and pedagogical learning communities among current and future faculty. Because these 
models have also been successful in business organizations through both reverse mentoring and 
communities of practice, we outline how they can positively impact faculty and graduate students within 
academic structures that are highly hierarchical and protective of instructional expertise and authority. 
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Introduction 
 
Many instructional design specialists can attest to the difficulties of helping faculty integrate technology into 
their existing classroom pedagogy. Even more difficult is using this newly acquired knowledge to enhance 
student-learning outcomes. Despite the amount of consulting, despite the quality, quantity, and diversity of 
technology workshops developed, and despite well-attended sessions, faculty use of this new knowledge is often 
limited. The reasons are typical: workload, inadequate incentive and reward for technology-based teaching, and 
educational philosophies that do not necessarily favor the student-centered pedagogies that technology has the 
potential to foster. Indeed, as Baldwin (1998) has noted, failure to utilize technology to its fullest extent is tied to 
“insufficient or obsolete hardware or software, inadequate facilities and support services, lack of time and 
money, and inappropriate reward system, lack of information about good practice, and underestimation of the 
difficulty in adopting new technologies” (p. 13).  Faculty at our university, like faculty at many other 
institutions, have been encouraged to put courses online at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, largely to 
meet the needs of an increasingly diverse Ohio student population of adult learners who commute, regardless of 
the institutional constraints as Baldwin outlines. Our own distance education office is referred to as IDEAL, 
Interactive Distance Education for All Learners. Despite this marketing of online learning as “ideal” for busy 
adult students, the question of how “ideal” distance learning initiatives are to faculty remains to be seen. 
 
 
The Problem of Technology Integration 
 
The perceived difficulty of implementing technology into existing pedagogy requires a degree of expertise that 
faculty do not often possess. Thus, many faculty members across the university are skeptical about online 177 
learning, with questions about curricular and pedagogical integrity, academic honesty, and intellectual property. 
Such concerns may reflect faculty ideologies that relate teaching to face-to-face instruction and communication.  
Their perceptions about controlling classroom content and personal process of instruction are at odds with the 
“ideal” environment that excludes the face-to-face communication and visible accountability. 
 
Our own English Department faculty has been no different; they have raised similar concerns about the quality 
of educational experience that fits with the goals of a liberal arts education.  Carstens and Knowles (2000) 
caution that online education is at odds with liberal learning, or the “give and take of communication,” and may 
contribute to the elimination of interpersonal communication and academic and cultural literacy.  As a number of 
department meetings have revealed, many of the English faculty are unfamiliar with research that suggests that 
online learning has the potential to increase student responsibility and student interaction as opposed to the 
traditional lecture-discussion format of both undergraduate and graduate classes. According to Palloff and Pratt 
(1999), online forums have as much potential to be “learning communities,” encouraging not just collaboration 
but transformation, as face-to-face settings. As they note, without the purposeful formation of an online learning 
community in distance learning, we are doing nothing new and different.  The importance of community as 
described by Wenger (2000) focuses on the exchange of knowledge in groups that share a common interest, 
“discussing new ideas together are all part of belonging to the group” (206).  In academic settings, the 
participation in this learning community is focused on another group not associated with the academic learning 
community, and faculty do not readily grasp the possibility of exchange of knowledge taking place with the 
same degree as the direct face-to-face pedagogy offers.  Perhaps this is resistance to change regarding knowledge 
transmittal in a community of academic learners, with faculty continuing to embrace a “banking” model 
(Freire,1970) in which knowledge transfer is a deposit by teachers to students with little reciprocity. 
 
Because our English department had suffered losses of enrollment in our general Master’s program, upper 
administration demanded that departments find new audiences in order to keep the program from being 
eliminated.  As a result, several faculty members  cautiously “signed up” to teach their first online course. 
Although this was not the “ideal” exigency for the development of an online program, it certainly allowed for 
more compromise among programs to pilot five online graduate seminars to attract public school teachers 
needing a master’s degree as part of their teaching certification.  
 
While a number of financial incentives existed (including development funds from IDEAL and additional 
teaching stipends from our College of Arts and Sciences), faculty continued to express concern about technical 
and pedagogical support, given the abbreviated timeframe for developing an online course--December 2002 to 
June 2003. This article overviews these concerns and addresses the role which educational technology assistance 
programs plays in alleviating the gap between technological training and pedagogical implementation. Within 
our English Department, we have attempted to address the sustainability of technological and pedagogical 
training by developing an educational technology assistance program called Digital Language and Literacy. This 
program links our doctoral and master’s students in rhetoric and technical communication with faculty desiring 
to integrate technology into their teaching, specifically in the development of fully online courses. 
 
 
Learning Community Research 
 
The design of Digital Language and Literacy (DLL) stems from a number of university level and campus models 
at the local and international level, including the House Calls program at the University of Alberta’s Academic 
Technologies for Learning (2003), where in addition to their regular technology and faculty development 
programs, there exists a program in which instructional design specialists make “house calls” to faculty members 
across campus. Admittedly, our own University through its Center for Instructional Media has a similar program 
in which a small number of faculty can apply for such educational assistance from undergraduate students. Yet, 
our English Department model is more closely aligned with The Ohio State University’s Digital Media Project 
(2003), an in-house English Department teaching and learning community complete with a computer facility, 
graduate student support staff, and a series of consultation and workshop programs. As we shall stress, these 
forms of educational technology assistance are not only consistent with a team-development model of online 
course development but are also philosophically aligned with learning community models of teaching 
enhancement. Such a model supports Moore’s (2001) conclusions about technology and faculty development: 
specifically, that faculty do not resist the use of technology when provided with resources and support, that 
technology can be used effectively to improve teaching in all disciplines and by faculty with varying degrees of 
expertise, and that faculty support must be easily accessible and ongoing to account for growth in expertise and 
approach. 
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We acknowledge that reverse mentoring models of sharing technological information and expertise exist in 
business communities (Greengard, 2002; Wenger, 2000).  In this model the management hierarchy find or are 
paired with technologically savvy experts within the company, or with a knowledgeable graduate student.     
While business disciplines do not share their initiatives as research evidence the same way academic units do, 
the DLL model has similar properties that are noteworthy in the evidence this article presents.  We intend to 
broaden the discussion of process by including narrative evidence that shows the personal contexts in which this 
literacy exchange takes place, and the difficulties of embracing such a model.  Second, our research 
methodology for conveying this information draws upon narrative inquiry (Connelly and Clandinin, l997; 
Hones, l998).  While research stories are held suspect in traditional forms of research, we find this methodology 
allows us to expose some of the differential problems in power relations which the implementation of these 
models may trigger.  This is the important consideration in examining the model, even when we attempt to 
combine the instructional pattern for the model with well-accepted guidelines for instructional cooperation (e.g., 
Chickering and Gamson, l987).  In another respect, we are attempting to locate transfer knowledge models with 
a specific preparation in mind—that of developing courses for online delivery.  Whether or not these types of 
models are transferable to any reverse mentoring within differing hierarchical structures is a matter of further 
investigation and problematized by the references to both workplace literacy acquisitions and academic literacies 
using technology. 
 
Our article is guided by Chickering and Gamson’s widely implemented “Seven Principles for Good Practice in 
Undergraduate Education.” Originally published in 1987, each principle listed below attempts to foster shared 
instructor and student responsibility for teaching and learning:  
1.  encourages contact between students and faculty 
2.  develops reciprocity and cooperation among students 
3.  encourages active learning 
4.  gives prompt feedback 
5.  emphasizes time on task 
6.  communicates high expectations, and  
7.  respects diverse talents and ways of learning 
 
Although the principles reflect research in face-to-face environments, recent adaptations to online teaching and 
learning include the National Council of Teachers of English/Conference on College Composition and 
Communication’s recent statement on Teaching, Learning, and Assessing Writing in Digital Environments 
(2004), and finally our own Ohio Learning Network, the statewide repository for both online learning 
opportunities for students and professional development opportunities for faculty. As the Ohio Learning 
Network indicates, its reasons for embracing the seven principles “have successfully stood the test of time and 
provide the foundation to high quality distance delivery methods.” Perhaps the most widely cited adaptation of 
the Seven Principles to online learning environments is Chickering and Ehrmann’s 1996 “Implementing the 
Seven Principles: Technology as Lever,” as they overview the range of online pedagogies which fosters good 
practice, all the while noting that technology is not enough in fostering active, contextual learning. 
 
 
Methodology and the Authors 
 
Because of the narrative methodology we employ, Table 1 summarizes our departmental roles and our findings. 
 
Blair, as a professor with expertise in educational technology, shares a philosophy and methodology of in-house 
technology development. Alvarez, a professor with expertise in training pre-service language arts and college-
level writing teachers, dialogues with online course designer and doctoral candidate Wolf about their 
collaborative working relationship and the move toward a team-development model of course design. Alvarez 
and Wolf ground their discussion of collaborating for online course development within Chickering and 
Gamson’s (1987), and later Chickering and Ehrmann’s (1996), identification and application of the Seven 
Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education within electronic learning spaces, exploring the ways 
in which the principles of good teaching manifest themselves online, Finally, Monske, also a doctoral candidate 
and online course designer writing a dissertation on the assessment of online courses, explores the material and 
social in which a “learning community” such as ours can flourish. 
 
In co-authoring this article, we utilize narrative as a research methodology to tell a story of faculty development 
needs in technology and pedagogy. Validating the use of narrative in this way, Mortensen and Kirsch (1996) 
note the need to recognize “that there are many forms of qualitative research: Oral histories, narrative 
inquiry…observational descriptive narratives…and more” (p. xi). Our voices go beyond mere anecdote, 179 
however. Rather, our voices as educational technology specialists, graduate students, and faculty work together 
to address the logistical and institutional constraints upon successful faculty development in technology, and also 
the ways in which teaching and learning communities in the area of technology and pedagogy should extend to 
academic units to foster discipline-specific discussions of how best practices can and should transfer from the 
face-to-face classroom to the fully online classroom. Although much of the literature on faculty learning 
communities stresses the benefits of getting out of disciplinary silos (Hansen, 2004), it is vital that the 
collaborative, purposeful aspects of learning communities be replicated within academic units, especially those 
who not only may suffer from a lack of shared goals and lack of morale but also may result in a lack of 
mentoring and professional development opportunities for their own graduate students. According to Wenger 
(2000) successful communities of practice flourish because of their shared interest and shared need to gain 
knowledge. Forceful implementation, such as the reverse mentoring mandates which Greengard (2002) discusses 
as successful in business communities, has a different shared purpose.  This again draws attention to the differing 
models and their useful adaptation by academic units.  Finally, we conclude with suggested unit guidelines for 
implementing technology assistance programs, including the need for departmental support in reconfiguring 
various support structures to sustain the program by providing faculty and graduate students an incentive to 
participate and better foster technology-based learning communities within the academic units where such 
professional development is greatly needed. 
 
Table 1. Author roles and findings 
Subjects Roles  Findings 
Faculty 1: Kristine Blair  Associate Professor of English; 
former Associate Director of Faculty 
Development Unit; educational 
technology specialist 
Learning community models when 
extended to academic units enhance 
the impact of faculty development 
in teaching with technology 
Faculty  2:  Deborah  Alvarez  Assistant Professor of English and 
Integrated Language Arts; expertise 
in teaching methodology and 
pedagogy 
Benefits of team-development and 
reverse mentoring in the 
development of online courses 
Graduate Student 1: Amie Wolf  Doctoral  candidate  Rhetoric  and 
Writing; expertise in teaching 
literature and composition; online 
course development 
Principles of effective instruction in 
traditional settings (Chickering and 
Gamson, 1987) can be 
implemented in online instruction 
Graduate Student 2: Elizabeth 
Monske 
Doctoral candidate in Rhetoric and 
Writing; expertise in assessment and 
technical communication 
Faculty members may still maintain 
traditional power relationships and 
teacher-student hierarchies with 
graduate student mentors 
 
 
Kris Blair: Building A Learning Community 
 
During my two years as faculty associate/associate director of my university’s Center for Teaching, Learning & 
Technology, I developed over twenty-five technology and pedagogy workshops for faculty and graduate student 
instructors, including several institutes. As a faculty member with educational technology and faculty 
development expertise, I knew that what faculty and graduate student instructors needed was a self-paced, yet 
extended opportunity to experiment with course management tools such as Blackboard, the web-based teaching 
tool in place on our campus and on many campuses in the United States. All too many workshops focused on the 
technological skills set (how to post a syllabus in Blackboard; how to create a discussion forum; how to create a 
test) as opposed to the pedagogical and curricular context and were often paced too quickly for participants to 
understand either the technological or the pedagogical possibilities. For that reason, in summer 2002 I developed 
and delivered a fully online course titled “Online Learning for English Educators,” a six-week summer offering 
that addressed such topics as why teach online, virtual classroom management, assessment of online learning, 
copyright and intellectual property online. My own philosophy of online teaching includes the belief that before 
teaching online, instructors should have the opportunity to be students online to understand learning styles, 
motivation, alternative delivery and assessment strategies necessary for course and student success. In addition, 
as someone charged with preparing future faculty in our doctoral program in Rhetoric to teach in electronic 
environments, I felt that our students needed a course that addressed the vast bodies of literature outside of 
English studies and computers-mediated communication that informed online learning, including distance 
education, faculty development, and assessment. 
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As the first group of nine students enrolled in the course, I realized our department would have an eager cadre of 
instructional design student specialists who could both assist in our online course development needs and expand 
their understanding of faculty roles and rewards with technology. Thus, in the spring and summer of 2003, we 
plunged in with a pilot group of four graduate students assigned to four faculty in a team-development model of 
course design that in which I encouraged the faculty to be more than just content development experts and the 
students to be more than just technical support. Rather, what I hoped would evolve was a learning community 
model in which both the individual teams and the entire group could share ideas about best practices in teaching 
and the ways that through the students’ experiences online that those practices might successfully manifest 
themselves. Such a model is consistent with Milt Cox’s (2001) nationally recognized efforts at Miami University 
of Ohio to bridge faculty and student learning communities and to create more supportive and sustainable 
professional development models for faculty at all levels, going beyond the traditional one-shot workshop 
model. At the same time, however, we have adopted this model to provide a discipline-specific model that in a 
department as large as English is needed. Yet, as our narratives suggest, there were certainly as many constraints 
as there were possibilities in implementing and sustaining this consulting and learning community model. 
 
 
Deborah Alvarez and Amie Wolf: When Collaboration Works 
 
Deborah’s Story, Part 1  
 
As a beginner in any new enterprise, there are those moments of genuine success followed by the realization that 
to continue the enterprise will require much more depth of thought and skill than one possesses.  When I agreed 
to teach my first online course, I believed that I had a solid pedagogical framework, which I adjusted to meet 
student diversity and content material.  When I tried to convert my pedagogical framework to an online 
environment, I accepted that it would require adjustments and rethinking, but I had yet to discover that my 
computer skills were inadequate to convert a face-to-face classroom curriculum to an online environment. In 
addition, it required that I rethink the pedagogical strategies that I had come to rely upon within this new 
classroom space. 
 
My first realization was that using computer technology is not just for the production of teaching materials; it is 
delivery and production of content matter within the classroom pedagogy.  Second, if the pedagogical tools we 
use are not situated into a learning context for teacher and student, then the application and knowledge making 
possibilities of any technology was moot. 
 
In the following sections, Amie and I parallel our alternating narratives using Chickering and Gammon (1987) as 
contact points for each section. This exchange was necessary because in the next semester, I needed to be able to 
model technology use in a secondary language arts classroom as well as use technology as a teaching and 
assessment tool in the methods course.  In particular, I would soon have to have eportfolios included in my 
methods classes as part of the English language arts curricular requirements and as product for assessment of 
2004 NCATE requirements.  
 
What I was not able to conceive in the beginning was how the relationship a teacher builds and models in a 
classroom could be created in an online environment with the same degree of connection and demonstration of 
teaching principles. In order to do this, I needed dialogue and explanation about the Blackboard electronic course 
management system at our institution and how best to utilize and manipulate its features for a specific online 
course. That required a discussion with someone who could do two things: first, teach me the computer skills I 
needed to effectively manage an online course; second, have a dialectical discussion on the pedagogical 
strategies for teaching an online course as it differs from the F2F course.   
 
 
Amie’s Story, Part 1 
 
Dr. Alvarez is known for being a very hands-on professor in her traditional courses.  She frequently conferences 
with students outside the classroom and takes time during seminars and class sessions to give individualized 
attention to students.  Thus, I knew that in consulting with her, she would want to continue these habits in the 
online environment, but something else occurred which interrupted this first step.  Dr. Alvarez was not as 
computer literate and experienced as I thought she would be.  So, my initial meetings with her were question and 
answer sessions about computer programs, Blackboard and web making possibilities.  Once I had answered these 
questions, and showed her the ways to access information, she relaxed enough to begin learning about online 
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These initial sessions were Q and A about computers using links, websites, messaging beyond email and other 
more sophisticated search engines and information accessibilities.  She wanted to know how to operate these 
before getting into Blackboard and online learning.  Once I realized this, I suggested that we meet several times 
and have a particular agenda for each meeting.  After each meeting, Dr. Alvarez was to practice with the new 
information and see what she could learn about its limits and possibilities. 
 
When we finally passed these initial computer instructional meetings, I wanted to use the seven principles for 
good teaching practice (Chickering and Gamson 1987) to help her transform English 609, The Teaching of 
Literature, from a traditional face-to-face course into an online course.  It seemed a natural transition to use the 
first principle discussed by Chickering and Gamson, “Encourages contacts between students and faculty” (p. 4), 
to guide our actual discussion about converting to the online course.  (Dr. Alvarez was not aware that our 
sessions were in any way guided by a set of principles.)  
 
Using the first principle, I encouraged Dr. Alvarez to make herself as available to students as she felt necessary 
for the material and the course. She interpreted this in the following ways: she checked her email frequently and 
set times for virtual office hours. Dr. Alvarez also made available appointments, which extended the opportunity 
to students unable to “meet” with her during the virtual office hours.  
 
 
Deborah’s Story, Part 2 
 
In answering my questions about the operation of the online Blackboard system, more general concepts like 
.html or pdf, basic functioning of chat rooms, loading external links and creating the readings for students using 
a scanner, Amie guided me through the process of building the class in modules and then creating four modules 
to directly parallel the themes and content of the F2F course. I needed to know how to use peripheral equipment 
like scanning and making documents into pdf files.  I know that Amie wanted to get to the course on Blackboard, 
but I kept stopping her when I did not know how I would have the same information and materials ready for 
students to access.   Specifically, I did not understand things like how a “discussion” could really be held on line.  
This involved not only showing me the system to enter a discussion, but how to make sure the discussion would 
imitate a dialogic exchange of ideas: How does the discussion board work so that students can read each other’s 
ideas?  What about my ability to comment or enter the discussion, save it and make these discussion available 
through the class?  
 
 It seemed as we entered into the practical nature of the course delivery that I had more strategic computer 
technology questions which I had to understand in order to understand the pedagogical capabilities of the 
Blackboard system as well as designing pedagogical strategies for on line learning.  This exchange would mean 
that the F2F Teaching of Literature could not be directly placed in an online system.  The very nature of the two 
delivery systems required that the concepts from the F2F course stay the same, but have a different series of 
strategies for students to follow in order to learn the concepts. The knowledge I gained here applied to not only 
increased computer skills but to the actual building of knowledge in alternate delivery systems. 
 
 
Amie’s Story, Part 2 
 
The second principle discussed by Chickering and Gamson (1987) is “Develops reciprocity and cooperation 
among students” (p. 4).  In order to preserve this interaction between students Dr. Alvarez included a group 
project in the course.  Additionally, we created two types of discussion board threads: one set of threads required 
students to simply respond to Dr. Alvarez’s statements or answer her questions.  In the other set, students were to 
post their responses and then reciprocate to any response they received.  To build more depth of processing for 
the course concepts, Dr. Alvarez also had the students post certain assignments and invited response and 
comment.  By creating these types of exchanges, Dr. Alvarez and I were still working with the first principle of 
encouraging contact between student and faculty well beyond just office hours and open synchronous 
discussions; she wanted contacts to exist within the learning process as it unfolded in each task. In addition, we 
were adding a level of complexity to the structure of the delivery that also reflected the second principle. 
 
 
Deborah’s Story, Part 3 
 
The second way in which Amie facilitated a more sophisticated use of the Blackboard system was to design the 
sequence for the course content. Specifically, I would tell her what I wanted them to do or what I was thinking 182 
would work on  Blackboard from what I had learned of the computer program and capabilities.  Then, she would 
offer various strategies with the online options, lore from her experiences with online courses, and other points 
of delivery for me to consider.  In one instance, I wanted to be flexible about delivery of assignment and the 
method of delivery.  Amie quickly and confidently provided me with caveats about students leaving online 
courses because they were not required to do specific tasks in strict time frames; that some students considered 
an online course an opportunity to glide through required material easily and never really engage or make 
themselves known.  These changed my thinking about what to require in assignments and when to require them 
from a loose structure to a more strategic and consistent set of course readings, discussions and assignments. 
 
 
Amie’s Story, Part 3 
 
In order to maintain the level of active learning in an online course, Dr. Alvarez wanted to develop a teaching 
relationship that had been part of her pedagogical philosophy. The separation and distance created in the online 
environment made it difficult to conceptualize how this relationship would be maintained; for example, a reading 
assignment which required students to write a lesson plan, and then actually present the lesson plan to class 
peers.  In the online environment, this became a group exchange. She substituted teaching practice with online 
group exchanges and specific tasks for communicating with each other. This strategy corresponds to Chickering 
and Gamson’s (1987) third principle, “Uses active learning techniques” (p. 5). In these types of tasks, she was 
able to transfer one kind of active learning into another venue for active learning and still feel that she 
maintained instructional integrity. 
 
 
Deborah’s Story, Part 4 
 
It seemed with each pedagogical consideration for the course’s concepts, there was another computer 
consideration, which required me to rethink how to use the machine and the Blackboard to facilitate the learning 
of concepts about the teaching of literature.  With each process, question or development in the conversion 
process, Amie and I only would load the preliminary course materials, questions, instructions into the shell, and 
then rearrange, edit and revise within the preliminary materials.  One of the best features of this system of 
mentoring was to have Amie in the same room, telling me what steps to take, and making me do them on the 
computer several times until it seemed to her that I had learned the system well enough to function 
independently. 
 
At some points, Amie built certain structures for me: the modules, the discussion folders, and did the 
arrangement of colors and backgrounds. Eventually, I was more skilled with the basics in Blackboard, and then 
she showed me how to change these items myself. 
 
 
Amie’s Story, Part 4 
 
Timing always seemed to be a concern for Dr. Alvarez.  She did not easily grasp the necessity for time 
requirements.  In planning the syllabus for the online version of the course initially, Dr. Alvarez was not 
planning to give concrete dates, times and manners in which work was to be turned in for every assignment, even 
though she never have unscheduled completion dates within her face to fact courses.  After minimal discussion, 
even minor assignments had due dates, with specified times and how they should be turned in.  This forced 
students to be accountable for their work and avoided the end of the semester pile up that often happens to many 
teachers. These discussions allowed me to implement the fourth and fifth principles discussed in Chickering and 
Gamson (1987); “Give prompt feedback” and “Emphasizes time on task” (p. 5).  
 
 
Deborah’s Story, Part 5 
 
After the course had finished, I talked to a student who had been in the online course.  She told me that she had 
had reservations because how does someone “teach” about teaching without the F2F modeling and spontaneous 
discussion that the classroom offers.  She told me that she considered herself a shy student and easily influenced 
by the remarks of others, especially because she often disagreed or had very different perspectives about quality 
and effective teaching methods for literature.  Then, she related that she actually learned a great deal more online 
because the focused inquiry/heuristic lead discussions reverberated far more deeply in her thinking because she 
was not surrounded by the classroom exchanges. This illustrated to me that the movement from the F2F 183 
pedagogy to on line pedagogy has to be conceptually different, but can be strategically equal. In another sense, 
the student’ comments validated the pedagogical design of the course as Amie and I constructed it.  I know that 
without this mentoring the course would not have been as effective. 
 
 
Amie’s Story, Part 5 
 
The sixth principle discussed in Chickering and Gamson (1987) is “Communicates high expectations” (p. 5). 
The nature of taking a course that normally meets three hours each week for fifteen weeks and turning it into a 
course non-meeting online course for six to eight weeks makes high expectations unavoidable.  Dr. Alvarez and I 
agreed that not only did the goals and expectations of the course need to remain as high as they were in the face-
to-face version, but also that they needed to be spelled out for the students explicitly in the syllabus so that there 
would be no surprises.  This produced a tightly sequenced series of readings, assignments, discussions and 
alternate online exchanges, which meant that Dr. Alvarez was doing everything possible to create a challenging 
online course about teaching. 
 
When I agreed to work with Dr. Alvarez, I was nervous because we had never built a true professor-student 
relationship, yet I expected the relationship to be very businesslike and very task oriented.  However, as we 
began meeting with greater frequency guided by specific goals, our working relationship became much friendlier 
than I had expected.  Dr. Alvarez treated me as an equal.  In respect to creating a learning community, she also 
asked my opinion about how to divide the material into modules and whether assignments or discussion board 
questions were clear.  Our relationship, which began as professor-graduate student or professor-technical 
advisor, became one of colleagues sharing expertise and ideas as well as learning together in this community. 
This is a situated example of Wenger’s community of practice—shared expertise and ideas.   
 
The seventh principle discussed in Chickering and Gamson (1987) is “Respects diverse talents and ways of 
learning” (p. 6).  If nothing else, this learning community of two within the broader learning community of the 
whole project proved to be an example of the respect for diverse learning in ways that neither of us had 
anticipated. Overall, we found this system for learning requires a support and mentoring relationship that 
complements the learners experience and expertise while allowing the learner to embrace being a novice; in this 
case, however, the professor was the novice and the graduate student held the expertise. 
 
 
Elizabeth Monske—When Collaboration Fails 
 
Before this DLL project, I had been a student in Dr. Blair’s ENG 780: Online Learning for English Educators 
course, and I was working on my dissertation, which dealt with assessment issues in online writing 
environments.  In early Fall 2002, I was paired with a second year faculty member who was teaching an online 
literary theory course.  She had taught other literary material using a televised format; however, she had never 
taught online before or utilized Blackboard beyond checking her roster, and she was not comfortable with more 
sophisticated levels of technology.  I discovered this during our first face-to-face meeting. 
 
When the spring semester began, we set up another meeting to begin our discussions.  In the first session, we 
discussed how to use the basics of Blackboard for her course and its audience, mostly non-residential teachers 
seeking their Masters’ degrees.  Before our second meeting, she sent me a sample syllabus from the course. 
When the 2
nd meeting occurred, we discussed how her syllabus activities could take place online and what types 
of assignments could work for the audience and the environment.  It was after the second meeting when 
scheduling future meetings signaled problems.  
 
After sending many emails about potential meetings and queries about technology assistance, we did not meet 
again until the Director of the Continuing Education called for a progress meeting on her course, and whether the 
course would be online a couple of weeks ahead of time in order for registered students to check over the course.  
The course was not online ahead of time, which was frustrating to me because of my efforts to meet with her and 
assist in the development of the online course.  The ultimate responsibility for the course was hers; at this point 
the cancelled appointments, missed meeting dates and other avoidance tactics made me see that this was not a 
working collaboration as the DLL project had envisioned. In reflection, I realized that she did not actually 
embrace or engage my role as mentor.  Even though we did not meet or interact as I had hoped, at the end of the 
summer course, the faculty member thanked me for helping and informed me that she is using Blackboard for 
her other courses. As part of the digital language and literacy learning community, I was able to collaborate with 
other groups, reinforcing the community atmosphere and learning to handle a difficult situation. 184 
Implications 
 
Based on our different experiences, we found that there were obstacles to pairing graduate students with faculty 
members, based on traditional power relationships in which faculty assume supervisory roles with students. Yet 
in order to learn, faculty must be willing to confront and disrupt these hierarchical structures in order to optimize 
their relationship and access to assistance for their online course creation.  Another obstacle was faculty 
workload; faculty needed to plan their course almost seven months in advance on top of their duties for the 
semester.  In addition to these obstacles, technological literacy levels proved equally problematic. Mid-career 
and senior faculty may have lower technological literacies than their pre-tenure counterparts.  The importance of 
learning this early is to have the needed technological support available and the planning time in place.  In our 
case, faculty and graduate students were placed together nine months before the summer course was to begin. 
This allowed for both parties to engage in conversation and knowledge sharing.  In addition to faculty resources, 
because the graduate students have multiple responsibilities, it is important that all have available support in 
terms of resources.  Because of the discipline specific training graduate students received through the ENG 780 
Online Learning course, we were fortunate enough to have various knowledge of the course management tools 
available for teaching with Blackboard, not only what they were but also how to use them.  This structure 
allowed us to decide on how subject material could be handled in digestible chunks for those involved in the 
class, thereby increasing our effectiveness as trainers.   
 
This pilot training program also demonstrated that it is important to have faculty, departmental and 
administrative support. The administrative support for the DLL was provided by IDEAL in the form of 
professional development funds to our faculty, which they received in part to plan the course and the rest when 
they were finished teaching.  As for departmental support, their role is twofold: to assist faculty and graduate 
students. In terms of faculty support, departments need to support the changes in evaluations and other 
traditional forms of assessment.  For example, within our department, an ad-hoc technology committee revised 
our course evaluation to include online design and delivery formats, implementing a reward structure for 
teaching improvement that faculty development specialists often claim is vital for buy-in. For graduate students, 
the English Department supported a course available by independent study titled Online Course Design, a title 
that would appear on their academic transcript. In order for the faculty to accept this type of program and support 
the community effort, they need to know how their teaching will benefit.  In our case, the knowledge gained in 
the process of this project provided the ability to integrate technological and curricular experience within their 
traditional classrooms.  
 
After having been through our first phase of our pilot training program, a plan to assess our efforts is a necessary 
next step.  Through our creation of Digital Language and Literacy, we have been able to avoid two factors, as 
mentioned by R.T. Bothel (2002): unrealistic appraisal of the potential of online education and computer skills 
bias and other limitations of online delivery (p. 99).  From a traditional assessment approach, we were able to 
interview the graduate students and faculty members (including Deborah and Amie) involved about the benefits 
and disadvantages of such a initiative, as well as what could help those going through training in the future. 
Through the interviews, we found that barriers can still exist between the graduate student and faculty members 
who maintain hierarchical structure, which may lead to awkwardness and an inability conduct needs assessments 
and share skills.  Despite problems with pair dynamics and faculty commitment, our reconstructed final course 
evaluation provided us with valuable information for assessment of our project.  We were initially quite 
optimistic and found our optimism to be well-founded from the student responses, who praised student-teacher 
interaction, ease of access to information, and clarity of expectations.   
 
Moreover, through presenting at conferences, and co-authoring publications such as this, we are provided with 
outlets that allow us to reflect upon our experiences. An important part of this process involved asking the 
question: What advice would we give to instructional designers and online educators?  With this question in 
mind, we have developed the following recommendations from our graduate student and faculty experiences: 
1.  Determine what a faculty member wants to accomplish pedagogically and technologically. One method 
includes both formal and informal needs assessment. Our graduate student consultants conducted initial 
interviews with all faculty participants to determine technological knowledge and attitudes toward 
technology, similar to the one-to-one consultation model used in faculty development units. 
2.  Discuss which aspects of faculty buy-in, teaching philosophy, etc. are necessary to make online teaching 
successful. As Chickering and Gamson’s and Chickering and Ehrmann’s work suggest, faculty must be 
committed to active learning from the start, moving away from teacher-centered approaches despite their 
status as standard delivery models. 
3.  Assess technological literacy, not only of the faculty but of the graduate students as well. Part of this may 
be accomplished through a professional development plan, a document or outline of where the faculty 185 
member is at with their technological literacy, where they feel they need to be in order to develop as online 
educators, and how they plan to get there. 
4.  Determine which models of technological training better ensure that faculty can work independently when 
they need to. As we have mentioned, faculty need multiple models and multiple points of access for 
improving technological literacy, including traditional group workshops, office tutorials with consultants, 
or online training modules.  
5.  Learn from mistakes. Just as faculty revise pedagogical materials and strategies in face-to-face 
environments, so too should they reconsider presentation, communication and assessment strategies, based 
on both formative and summative assessment by students, as well as on the assessment of student 
performance in online environments.  
6.  Admit deficiencies. Although the teacher’s admission of lack of knowledge may be considered risky, it has 
found to benefit students through shared responsibility for student success. Many technologically savvy 
students can be tapped to be virtual assistants and resources in a “buddy-system” like structure.  
7.  Evaluate University resources (financial, technological, etc.) to determine what technical and instructional 
support is available. Faculty development centers, for instance, frequently provide a range of technological 
training models to fit faculty schedules and workloads.  
8.  Provide incentives for faculty that include opportunities to present the results of their online teaching 
efforts and receive assurances that these teaching innovations will factor into tenure, promotion, and merit. 
These might include both campus wide and discipline specific discussion of the faculty workload issues 
associated with online education.  
9.  Ensure sustainability by making sure that faculty are both using the technology in other courses and 
constantly asking questions about technology and pedagogical effects. While we support and encourage 
team development models, at some point faculty “go it alone” and should be able to make decisions about 
digital tools that best match curriculum and pedagogy once their initial project is complete. 
 
We have moved into a second year with Digital Language and Literacy. Within our University, we have faculty 
technology training and online resources help available; however, these resources have not been discipline 
specific, a factor that would help faculty members on a more consistent basis and provide graduate students with 
faculty development and instructional design opportunities. Frantz, et al.’s recent discussion (2005) of the role of 
faculty development units presumes centralization of technology-based teaching initiatives within teaching and 
learning centers, despite the admitted limitations of centers to meet all client needs in light of academic budget 
cuts. And despite Sorcinelli’s (2002) ten principles of good practice for the development of teaching and learning 
centers that include both faculty ownership and collaborative systems of support, the benefits of unit-specific 
instructional development in technology continues to receive less attention in faculty development scholarship. 
Although much of the current literature on learning communities presume a more university-centered 
interdisciplinary approach, one significant implication of our study is the need for and ability to rely on learning 
community models to invigorate department meetings, curricular planning, and pedagogical work (Cox and 
Richlin, 2004, p. 6). Despite continuing staffing constraints on the ability to offer online courses, our Department 
of English had both the highest number of online courses and the highest enrollment numbers for summer 2004. 
Thus not only has the Digital Language and Literacy Community provided an in-house teaching and learning 
community that is necessary for graduate student professional development, it has filled a gap from a faculty 
standpoint as well, allowing them to see graduate students as both colleagues and mentors in a way that is 
consistent with Greengard’s discussion of reverse mentoring and Wenger’s communities of practice.  
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ABSTRACT 
Asynchronous web-based learning environments are not usually as interactive or adaptive compared to 
traditional classrooms. The use of synchronous communication tools may be a solution to recreating the 
link between students and professors. However, synchronous collaborative learning environments are often 
restricted to a set of communication tools and they do not offer any strategy to organize interactions and 
communications among users. This paper proposes a model called CCMS (Content and Communication 
Management System) to structure synchronous collaboration activities within a group of distributed 
learners. This model represents synchronous communications and organizes interactions in a way suitable 
for both network oriented implementations and pedagogical strategic development. This view aims to offer 
an understandable representation of synchronous collaborative activities for the different communities. This 
article provides the specifications for the implementation of a system according to our proposed model. It 
also analyses the drawbacks of some web-based learning environments and describes how the nature of the 
model provides new opportunities to overcome these problems. Upon implementation, educators would be 
able to structure communication and to define interaction strategies for their synchronous activities 
according to the representations of the object model. 
 
Keywords 
Communication and interaction model, Synchronous Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), 
Content Management System (CMS) 
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Introduction 
 
A lot of portals offer information or lectures supported by communication technologies. In Scolastance (2004), a 
lecture is available in HTML format, possibly enriched by audio and/or video information. Interactions between 
students and teacher are made with asynchronous communication tools: email, Frequently Asked Questions, 
forums, etc. These environments are well developed and available on the Internet, however they present some 
restrictions. Usually, the content of lecture-style communication is neither interactive nor adaptive. Support for 
active collaboration is one of the main elements for the success of web-based learning environments (Paloff & 
Pratt, 1999). Thus, the development of synchronous communications appears as an interesting opportunity to 
keep a lecture interactive and adapt it to the students, which would prevent dropout (Kawachi, 2002). 
Synchronous collaborative environments are considered here as a specific category of Computer Supported 
Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments. 
 
There is a large effort to produce a standard framework for development of learning objects and services (IMS 
Learning Design, 2003;  SCORM, 2004). These frameworks are used by several asynchronous web-based 
learning systems to develop lesson content. In the case of synchronous Computer Supported Collaborative 
Learning (CSCL) environments, content is often produced in real-time by collaborative actions and these 
frameworks are not appropriate. Collaboration is addressed from a point of view that does not make enough 
sense to define the transmission of information. In synchronous communications, quality is a strong 
differentiation factor that often makes-or-breaks a product. The implementation of synchronous collaborative 
environments is often driven by technical research fields (e.g. multimedia communications, networking). A 
variety of experiments have been performed for evaluating collaboration in synchronous activities (Petrou & 
Dimitracopoulou, 2003; Haake & Schummer, 2003). However, they are performed either with limited 
communication and collaboration tools developed by the authors (most of the time a chat tool) or with old 
software. The development of an adapted framework for synchronous learning activities is likely to enhance the 
quality of collaboration.  
 
In 1996, Microsoft introduced one of the first synchronous collaborative environments, i.e. NetMeeting software 
(NetMeeting, 2004). The Speaker tool (Neuroconcept, 2004) offers multimedia modules for learning English 
language. The teacher can interact with the students to correct their exercises as a result of tools based on the 
Microsoft NetMeeting Technology. Chat and videoconferencing are integrated in the Learning Space 
environment (Lotus Web Conf., 2004) to improve interactivity among the users of the environment. These tools 
are used in a free mode, where rights of speaking, roles and discussions are not supervised by the system. In the 
Virtual Rooms Videoconferencing System (VRVS) (Adamczyk et al. 2002; VRVS, 2004) some controls are 
offered in each tool, yet no global strategies are defined to organize communications. In those situations, the 
social nature of communication and collaboration is not supported; i.e. no difference is made between students 
and teachers, the interaction structure is the same for a meeting or for a lecture. If synchronous collaboration 
tools support learning, their benefits appear little compared to their potential. The interest remains for developing 
a proper Content Management System for synchronous activities. The aim of this research is to propose a model 
that supports collaboration by structuring communications and collaboration within synchronous activities. 
 
Often, the research on synchronous collaborative environments is only focused on either technical or 
pedagogical aspects. Upon implementation, it leads to heterogeneous systems. It appears important to develop a 
collaborative model that defines a relation between technical and educational expertise. Moreover, there is an 
important shift from learning objects to learning services driven by business models in learning environments. In 
telecommunication, business models are already developed. The corresponding services are part of our daily life: 
Internet access, voice, image and text services on cellular phones. The quality and type of communication 
services can be a determining factor to differentiate synchronous learning services. Therefore, it would be 
possible to propose synchronous CSCL environments related to a well-tried business model. 
 
This paper proposes a model called CCMS (Content and Communication Management System) to structure 
synchronous collaboration activities within a group of distributed learners. This model represents synchronous 
communications and organizes interactions in a way suitable for both technical oriented implementations and 
pedagogical strategy assessment. This model does not replace either the learning models developed for CSCL 
activities or the research on multimedia communication. It is a communicative and interactive model that creates 
an interface between these two fields of expertise. This article does not present a system implemented according 
to this model. However, it analyses the communicative drawbacks of some web-based learning environments 
and describes how the nature of the model can avoid them upon implementation. Users in charge of the 
development of educational strategies are referred to as educational experts and Users in charge of technical 
infrastructures for the support of these strategies are referred to as technical experts. 189 
The next section presents theoretical foundations of the systems regarding collaboration theory and multimedia 
communications. Then, the CCMS model is presented. It is followed by an analysis of other approaches of 
synchronous learning activities. After that, ideas for the implementation of the model are detailed. Finally the 
benefits of this model are discussed. 
 
 
Theoretical Foundations 
 
Different theories have been developed to represent collaborative learning activities. Among them, a large 
number were inspired by the Active Theory. The approach of the DARE project (Bourguin & Derycke, 2001) 
was inspired by the model of Engestrom’s basic structure of an activity (Engestrom, 1987; Bedny & Meister, 
1997). The members of a community are called subjects; they play roles defined by the task to be performed. 
They use tools to perform those tasks. Those basic elements are shared by a number of other theories and 
models. Allert, Richter & Nedj (2003) also addressed the separation of subjects and roles. They developed the 
concept of Learning Roles in depth and proposed semantics for its use. Caiero, Anido & Llamas (2003) 
suggested a new proposal for the IMS LD Act Mode (IMS Learning Design, 2003). This model defines a central 
element, the Role-part, representing an individual-activity that has to be performed by an individual participant. 
The act controls when each individual activity has to be performed. Then, the Role-part establishes what 
particular role (who) has to perform what activity. This model also defines the where (environment), the how 
(operational role) and the what for of the activity. Most research also provides similar components in the 
establishment of an activity model: subjects, roles, tools, tasks and environment. The collaboration is treated in 
those theories from an educational point of view. The experience acquired through empirical experiments of 
distance learning cannot be related directly to those models. When educational experts use new communication 
technologies, they need to be familiar with the environments in order to feel self-assured. The surge of 
videoconferencing experiments in distance learning expresses the necessity to relate simple educational concepts 
with technical manipulations. Thus, it appears interesting to develop an intermediate collaborative model that 
can relate simple educational concepts with practical outcomes. Martinez, DeLa Fuente & Dimitriadis (2003) 
increased the precision level of actions in their model, i.e. the source, reception and description of this action are 
part of their model. This development is an interesting direction to model communication and collaboration. 
 
From a technical point of view, synchronous communications are specific. Information is often produced in real 
time and there are important constraints on its transmission. Three categories of tools are usually available in 
synchronous CSCL environments (Baudin, Drira, Villemur, and Tazi, 2004): 
¾  Tools for informal communication among users, e.g. video and audio conferencing, chat; 
¾  Document-sharing tools, e.g. whiteboard, video streamer; 
¾  Multi-user applications, e.g. application sharing, co-browsers. These types of tools allow several users to 
share the same application and to command it synchronously. 
 
Each application has different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Audio transmission is more influenced by 
errors than video but video requires a larger bandwidth. Delay has less influence on data than on audio and video 
streams. A summary of QoS requirements for the different tools can be found in multimedia communication 
literature (Berthou, 2001). In order to guarantee the quality of the communication, it appears necessary to set up 
the appropriate QoS policies and adapted strategies. For example, a ubiquitous-learner may use wireless 
networks that have specific properties for the transmission of information (Berthou, Gayraud, Alphand, and 
Prudhommeaux, 2003). If such specificities are not taken into account, the learner contentment may be lowered. 
 
 
Content and Communication Management System (CCMS) 
 
The CCMS model (Fig.1) is organized in two groups of objects: the foundation objects and the association 
objects. 
 
The foundation objects represent the basic components used to define interaction and communication in 
synchronous activities. They define an access point for the integration of technical expertise work (multimedia 
communication tools). 
 
The association objects represent interactions and communications structures reflecting pedagogical strategies. 
They define a model interface for the educational expertise interested in structuring collaboration according to 
their own learning theories. They also allow technical experts to match technical infrastructure with user 
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This research does not present an implementation of the model, however, it gives some examples that help the 
reader understands the role of the objects and thus imagine implementation of the model. 
 
 
Foundation Elements 
 
Variable 
 
The elements involved in this model are associated with variables. Variables reflect specific characteristics of an 
element. Each field of experts is able to define the variables it is interested in. For each variable created, a 
method interface for the instantiation, the domain of existence and the default value are given. In 
videoconferencing communication, the video size could be defined by its width and height. The following 
example proposes a representation of this variable as an ordered pair of integer (width, height). 
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¾  Name: video size 
¾  Object used to represent the variable: (integer, integer) 
¾  Domain of existence ={ (160,120)  (176,144)  (320,240)  (352,288)  (640,480) } 
¾  Default Value: (176,144) 
¾  Interface Method for the instantiation of the variable: GetVideoCaptureSize 
 
The format of the Interface Method is not defined within the scope of this model (Figure 1). This format is 
related to the implementation of the model; object oriented programming languages defines interfaces model that 
can be understood by most users. 
 
The model also defines public variables to promote collaboration between experts and non-experts users. A 
public variable is an association of a technical value with a name that has meaning for uninitiated users. Such 
association eases the setting of variables. In the previous example of the video size, the public representation of 
the video size could be defined by three sizes: small, medium and large. 
¾  Name of the public variable: video size 
¾  Object used to represent the public variable: string 
¾  Domain of existence = { “small”  “medium”  “large” } 
¾  Default Value: “small” 
¾  Association with technical parameters: “small”=(176,144); “medium”=(352,288); “large”=(640,480) 
 
 
User 
 
A user represents an individual or a software agent taking part in the activity. A user is defined by several 
variables reflecting his features in learning activities. Users correspond to subjects or users presented in the 
section of theoretical foundations. Administrative information (e.g. first name, birth date), technical information 
(e.g. network access, computer characteristics) and learning support information (e.g. interests, past experience) 
are examples of variables of interest for a wide range of activities. Such variables may be used to support 
different collaboration strategies; users who possess a webcam may trigger the broadcast of their video when 
they ask a question. 
 
Upon implementation, variables could be instantiated by other components of web-based learning architecture 
according to the interface method of the variable selected. Administrative information could be implemented 
upon request to a database; technical information could be defined by a piece of software that detects the 
presence of a webcam and its parameter. The necessary variables depends on the activity to be perform. 
 
 
Collaboration Tool 
 
Collaboration tools are the main elements of this model; they reflect a way to create relationships between users 
engaged in a learning activity. They interface the technical functionalities of tools to a verbal expression that 
have meaning to educational expertise. 
 
a)  Group type: 
 
Two kinds of collaboration tools can be defined: group and personal collaboration tools. Group tools represent 
collaboration means associated to the group whereas personal tools are associated to one user. For example, a 
group videoconferencing would allow distributing video and audio streams to all the members whereas personal 
videoconferencing would allow private videoconferencing between two members of the group. 
 
b)  Domain of existence: 
 
Collaboration tools define variables to reflect their customization level. For each variable, two domains of 
existence have to be defined: 
¾  Tool domain of existence: this is the widest domain of existence provided for the variable. Upon 
implementation, it would represent the technical limits of the software. Technical experts providing a model 
of their collaboration tools would define this domain of existence. For example, a videoconferencing tool 
may have the domain of existence defined in the previous example. 
¾  Usage domain of existence: this is a restricted view of the tool domain of existence; the restriction of this 
domain would be the choice of volunteer limitations for teaching purposes. For example, in an activity 192 
where video is not central, a size of the video communication could be to the following domain: Usage 
domain of existence = { (160,120)  (176,144)  (320,240) } 
 
The variable value for the operation of the tool may be chosen in this usage domain according to the technical 
profile of the user. A user with a PDA could set their variable to (176,144) while desktop owners will use a 
larger video size i.e. (320,240). Similar strategies can be also developed with public variables. This separation 
may introduce complexity but it offers a solution to adapt the collaboration tools to technical and educational 
constraints. 
 
c)  Collaboration Link: 
 
The functionalities offered by a collaboration tool are represented by collaboration links. Collaboration links 
define a way to communicate, to interact and to exchange information among users of a collaboration tool. 
Collaboration Links create an oriented relationship between users and are associated with the following 
parameters: 
¾  Source or Origin of the collaboration link 
¾  Destination or Recipient of the collaboration link 
 
The source of communication is bound to be a single user for personal collaboration tools whereas group 
collaboration tools may support several sources. Destination can be a single user or a group. Information 
exchanged within collaboration links is referred to as messages. Public or technical variables may be associated 
to the link in order to reflect the way the link is used. 
 
A group videoconferencing tool may define video and audio links. Some of the variables of the video link would 
be video size and the encoding technique. Variables can also be a way to exchange documents; the link “share a 
slide” could be considered for a whiteboard collaboration tool; a variable of this link could be the slide to share. 
The instantiation method of the slide could allow access to a digital library or to a local directory. Collaboration 
links are an abstract model of operations utilized to perform collaboration tool functionalities. Thus, the 
implementation of a collaborative link must define the format of the message exchanged as well as how to 
generate and interpret messages. 
 
 
Association Elements 
 
Learning Profile 
 
A learning profile is an association between: 
¾  A profile name 
¾  A list of users 
 
Learning profiles allow managing large groups of users; they reflect the “learning role” of users in activities. “A 
community which has expertise in a specific learning or teaching concept sets up a Learning Role” (Allert, 
Richter & Nejdl, 2003). In a lecture, one would define the following profiles: all the users, professor and student. 
Different profiles reflecting technical specificities could be developed if these specificities have an influence on 
the pedagogical strategies. For example, educational experts may choose not to display video for students 
following lectures from a PDA. They may limit the use of some tools for users with a low bandwidth network 
connection. 
 
 
Personal Collaboration Tools Available 
 
Personal collaboration tools available is a list of combinations between the following elements: 
¾  Profile or user name 
¾  Personal collaboration tool name 
 
 
Collaboration Tool Interaction Structure (CTIS) 
 
Collaboration Tool Interaction Structure is a list of instantiated links that aim at the definition and the 
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¾  Source Profile or User 
¾  Collaboration Link (and its associated parameters) 
¾  Destination Profile or User 
 
The list of CTIS defines an organization of the communication and the interactions within the members of a 
learning activity. Upon implementation, a system would set up automatically this structure at the beginning of a 
learning activity. The links instantiated within CTIS are likely to be up during the whole synchronous session. 
One educational expertise that would like to model a lecture may describe it as follows: the professor is the main 
speaker and s/he shows slides of the lecture on the whiteboard. The other users’ video and audio (students) are 
not transmitted to the group, as they just have to listen to the lecture most of the time. Students can communicate 
or ask question by chat. In this basic scenario, links would be modelled: 
¾  For videoconferencing: (Professor, video, all the users) and (Professor, audio, all the users) 
¾  For the whiteboard: (Professor, share a slide, all the users) 
¾  For chat: (any user, share message, all the users) 
 
 
Collaboration Tools Interaction Rules (CTIR) 
 
Collaboration Tools Interaction Rules are a list of combinations that aim to define a hierarchy among users of a 
tool. CTIR are combinations between: 
¾  User or Profile invocating the link 
¾  Collaboration Link Instantiation (Source Profile or User, link name, Destination Profile or User) 
¾  Collaboration Link invocation rights or methods 
 
CTIR allows the adaptation of the interaction-structure according to specific actions. Links established through 
CTIR are likely to represent limited-duration interactions or communications in a session. In order to limit the 
setting-up of those links to strategy-related actions, invocation rights or methods are specified. The user 
invocating a link can be different from the users related by the link. In the example of a lecture, the professor 
may allow students who want to ask a question to broadcast audio and video to the other users. A software agent 
could also be developed to identify when students want to ask a question and to give them the rights 
automatically. Those rules would be modelled as follows: 
For videoconferencing:   [professor/agent, (student, video, all the users), true];      
  [professor/agent, (student, audio, all the users), true] 
 
Figure 2: Visual Representation of a Lecture modelled with the CCMS 
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Learning Activity 
 
Learning activities are composed of the following elements: 
¾  List of Learning Profiles 
¾  List of Group Collaboration Tools 
¾  List of Personal Collaboration Tools Available 
¾  List of Collaboration Tool Interaction Structures 
¾  List of Collaboration Tool Interaction Rules 
 
All these elements define a communication structure and interaction rules between users (Fig.1). Learning is a 
social activity and the CTIS and the CTIR support the social nature of the interactions by reflecting hierarchical 
relationships between the users. Users and Collaborative tools of this model are abstractions of information and 
tool implementations used within CSCL environments. Learning activities gather all the necessary information 
for the technical set up of a communication structure. 
 
A graphic representation of a model instance (Fig.2) has been established to reflect the example of a lecture 
developed throughout the section. Four users are specified and they are associated to one of the three learning 
profiles. The three tools relate them to each other in an asymmetric structure of collaboration. Students with a 
PDA have restricted functionalities due to the limitations of their communication device. Students have restricted 
functionalities compared to the Professor. This structure of organization is very simplified and different 
educational experts would probably model a lecture differently. Procter et al. (1999) found that a little reduction 
of quality may introduce a loss of affective information without any loss of informative information. Lectures on 
artistic topics would thus be modelled with a very high video quality. Collaboration activities on language 
learning would require a very high sound quality. Olson et al. (1995) compared real-time design work, 
performed with only audio conferencing tools, with the same work performed with a video conferencing system. 
Even if users “rated the audio-only condition as having a lower discussion quality, […] the quality of work 
suffers very little”. Thus, such kinds of collaborative work could be defined without video communication tools. 
Raymond et al. (2004) performed lectures of discrete mathematics with a collaborative environment and found 
that audio and the whiteboard were the important communication channels required by the professor and the 
students. Video was considered less important but still necessary. The aim of these examples is to help the reader 
picture the use of the model. The representation chosen in figure 2 is not a formal representation of a model 
instance but a simple visual representation for illustrative purposes. 
 
 
Synchronous CSCL Activities 
 
Types of Learning Environments 
 
This section compares the CCMS model with other learning environments and their collaboration models. Table 
1 presents communication tools and the learning systems using those tools. They are separated in asynchronous 
and synchronous systems. Such strict classification does not reflect exactly the nuance of communication, e.g. 
web pages are modified rarely; the content of a forum changes more often and chat allows exchanging text 
messages instantly. More and more asynchronous systems offer synchronous communication tools. Also, 
asynchronous learning environments are organized according to learning models whereas synchronous 
environments are often circumscribed to a package of tools. The different uses of synchronous communication 
are described in the following sub-sections and are presented in a non-strict view (Fig.3). The vertical axis 
represents the level of organization. The horizontal axis represents the level of synchronisation of 
communications and collaboration. 
 
Table 1: Tools and environments used in distance learning 
Level of Organization  Asynchronous  Synchronous 
Environments 
WebCT 
Lotus LMS 
Scolastance 
LiveMeeting 
Lotus Web Conferencing 
Webex 
Stand-alone Tools 
Email, Web pages 
Bulletin Board System 
Forum 
Chat, Whiteboard, 
Videoconferencing 
Application sharing 195 
Instant Messenging 
 
Instant Messenging programs have been developed from email accounts and chat. Audio and video conferencing 
were added to support interactive communications. The collaboration model of Instant Messenging software is 
the model of a café. Users meet in a chat room and talk without any formal organization. Unstructured use of 
collaborative tools can support these kinds of interactions very well. It explains the success of synchronous 
communication within Instant Messenger programs whereas synchronous collaboration tools are little used in 
on-line learning (Raymond, Kanenishi, Matsuura, and Yano, 2004). Contrary to café conversation, learning 
activities are defined by structured communications and interactions. 
 
Figure 3: Position of the CCMS model in relation to other Learning Environments 
 
 
Asynchronous CSCL Environments with Synchronous Collaboration Tools 
 
Asynchronous CSCL environments provide a structured use of asynchronous tools according to learning models. 
Some systems now integrate synchronous communication tools to support punctual collaboration aside from the 
on-line lectures (Lotus Web Conf., 2004, WebCT, 2004). Such learning environments provide an accurate 
implementation of the learning models for asynchronous learning activities. However, the synchronous 
collaboration tools were added later to support meetings between a professor and a student. Synchronous 
collaboration tools are not really integrated in the educational strategies and their benefit is limited. 
 
 
Synchronous CSCL Environments 
 
Most synchronous collaborative environments are not developed according to any learning model. They are 
often limited to a collection of tools and compared between each other by the list of their functionalities 
(Schulllo, Siekmann, and Szydlo, 2003). The enhancements of synchronous CSCL environments are traditionally 
focused on new tools and multimedia communications. Synchronous CSCL environments do not allow one to 
organize and to structure communications with precision. The CCMS model can be related to their tools and 
bring an answer to their educational limitations. This relation is more obvious with the CCMS rather than with 
other learning models.  
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Structuring Synchronous Activities 
 
Figure 4: Temporal relationship between synchronous activities and asynchronous phases 
 
 
Synchronous interactions are the central part of a learning activity (Fig.4). Synchronous CSCL environments do 
not offer enough support either for the preparation or for the review of learning activities. With most 
synchronous CSCL environments (NetMeeting, 2004; JXCube, 2004), users start collaboration tools manually 
from a central interface. The tools often let uninitiated users decide which technical variables to use 
(MacDonald, Chapman, Moy, Rogers, and Sylvia, 2000). Technical manipulations disturb users and distract 
them from their educational goal. Various solutions (Genesys, 2004; VRVS, 2004; LiveMeeting, 2004) provide 
agenda functionalities. This is helpful to start a session but it does not define the session content. The CCMS 
model allows for the definition, in advance, of communication strategie. It simplifies teaching during the 
synchronous phase. Technical parameters can be set up in advance in order to reduce manipulations during the 
synchronous phases. 
 
Synchronous CSCL environments do not support personalization of the users’ profiles and cannot reflect the 
social nature of the activity. Users have the same role and the same rights. Hierarchy is necessary to structure 
interactions. In traditional lectures, students may not be allowed to speak until the professor invites them to do 
so. The lack of hierarchy can be tolerated in meetings where users are usually participating on an equal basis. 
However, this structure is inadequate for asymmetric activities like lectures. The CCMS defines hierarchy 
among users: the CTIS defines how users are communicating and the CTIR defines how they are allowed to 
manipulate tools. 
 
In better systems (VRVS, 2004; Qnext, 2004; Platine, 2004), a session profile defines the tools used and the 
users’ rights on these tools. The support of collaboration is still limited indeed communications are not oriented. 
The communication structure is the same for a meeting, lecture or supervised practical work. The orientation and 
the selection of the communication are necessary to differentiate activities and optimize network resources. In 
traditional lectures, the main speaker is the professor and students participate if they want to ask a question or if 
the professor asks them a question. Communication is mainly directed from the professor towards the students. 
The CCMS is able to model the orientation and the selection of communications within the CTIS. Upon 
implementation, the model would allow developing original collaborative structures. Thus, original learning 
activities would be properly supported. 
 
 
Integrating Synchronous Activities in Learning Systems 
 
In most web-based learning systems, lecture content is adapted according to the user profile, (Matsuura, 2002; 
WebCT, 2004). When a user joins a synchronous session from an asynchronous activity, s/he loses his/her 
profile and becomes an anonymous user. In the best case, s/he is given a general profile of student or professor. 
This does not allow any personal adaptation and evaluation. A large number of synchronous CSCL environments 
are usually developed without asynchronous support (e.g. administration tools, Content Management Systems, 
learning review tools) (Curran, 2002; Platine, 2004). The discontinuities introduced by the lack of integration 
limit the efficiency of the global e-learning solution. The CCMS work this integration issue through variables. 
Variables are an interface for the exchange of information and objects. The format of the variable can be set to 
guarantee compatibility with other learning services. Variables can be instantiated by web-based learning 
components. They allow the introduction of objects into the CCMS model. Such relations would allow the 
integration of synchronous learning activities in learning structure (virtual or real). These relations depend of the 
nature of integration sought. An example of an integrated implementation of the CCMS model is discussed 
herein after (Fig.5). 
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Figure 5: Integrating synchronous activities with other elements of a web-based learning system 
 
 
Administrative services schedule and produce activities. Thus, they would create a pre-instance of the CCMS 
model including the list of participants and the professor in charge of the activity. The professor would modify 
the model instance to define his teaching strategy. Attendance to the activity could be checked by a specific tool 
and transmitted to the administrative services. In a Live Meeting solution (2004), it is possible to send an 
invitation to the meeting from the address book of an Outlook email client. This integration is limited and the 
environment is not designed to develop any other relation with administrative management tools. Nevertheless, it 
illustrates the idea of synchronous-asynchronous integration. 
 
Administrative services also provide the infrastructure that supports activities. Thus, technical management 
would put forward the collaboration tools supported for the activities. The professor would choose some tools 
and complete the pre-instance of the CCMS model. These tools would be integrated in the organization of the 
communication reflecting his/her educational strategy. By reference to the model instance, technical services 
would work the following issues: 
¾  Security: access rules, identification and rights control over tools would be defined by the CTIS, CTIR, 
learning profiles and the list of users. 198 
¾  Computing Resources: collaboration tools based on client-server architecture (e.g. whiteboard, 
videoconferencing systems) would be identified within the CTIS. The necessary servers would be started 
according to the size of the group like in VRVS (2004). 
¾  Networking: According to the CTIS and technical variable of users, network requirements would be 
evaluated and the infrastructure would be adapted, e.g. QoS policies, recognition of specific configurations 
(firewall, Network Address Translation). 
 
Preparation and review services would use documents created during the life of the session, e.g. text messages 
exchanged through the chat, audio and video comments produced by the videoconference, annotated documents 
created with the whiteboard. During synchronous activities, a variable of the whiteboard would refer to 
documents issued from a digital library. In this idea, Wrona (2003) presented an administrative management 
system that allows preparing, in advance, slides to be displayed. The learning pace of the synchronous activity 
would be used to synchronise the content of learning-review services. The users’ actions on tools are restricted 
by the CTIS and CTIR. These actions would be transmitted to user-modelling services to determine the 
synchronous learners’ profiles. 
 
 
Development of CCMS 
 
The development of the CCMS has not been performed yet but the technical feasibility and relevance of the 
implementation was taken into consideration along with the model definition. To provide a system that can be 
used by educational experts without the help of technical experts, this development should be separated into two 
parts: a model editor and a deployment system. The editor would be used to define model instances by way of a 
graphic user interface. The deployment system would set up the interaction structure and the communication 
tools according to the model instances. 
 
 
Edition of Model Instances 
 
Representation of Model Instances 
 
Model instances are represented in XML documents. Elements are represented literally as they are described in 
the model presentation. Interface for the instantiation of variables are referenced to objects defined in 
programmatic languages. Uniform Resources Name (URN) are used to reference external documents. The 
definition of a new model instance corresponds to the edition of a new XML document. 
 
 
Guidance in the Edition of Model Instances 
 
Some objects of the model are likely to be the same upon several model instances, e.g. a user’s variable detecting 
webcam presence, a student learning profile. Such elements would be defined in independent XML documents 
for an improved reusability. The CCMS model editor would detect those objects/documents. Thus, the edition of 
a model instance would be limited to the definition of a few objects, likely CTIS, CTIR, association between 
Learning Profile and users. 
 
XML Schema (XML Schema, 2004) allows defining the structure and the content of XML documents like 
Document Type Definition (DTD). Thus, XML Schema documents could define a generic type of learning 
activity. For example, a lecture activity could be defined as an activity involving a limited set of learning profiles 
(professor and student), collaboration tools (videoconference, chat and whiteboard) and a specific set of CTIS 
and CTIR. An XML Schema document could represent such limitations and insure that the XML document 
created for an activity conforms to the lecture type. 
 
 
Deployment System 
 
Strategy 
 
The deployment of model instance requires the following components: 
¾  User Client: management of user related information (storage, advertisement), acquisition and reproduction 
of information for a collaboration tool. 199 
¾  Collaborative Tool Server: management of information transport between user clients. 
¾  Model Coordination Server: management of User Clients and Collaborative Tool Servers. 
 
The model instances could be deployed automatically providing communication interfaces are well defined 
between those components. The Model Coordination Server would be started first and would load the model 
instance (XML document). According to this instance, the required Collaborative Tool Servers would be started. 
Then, each User Client would contact the Model Coordination Server and retrieve the connection list to the 
Collaborative Tool Application Servers to be established. 
 
 
Choice of the Technology 
 
The Java implementation of JXTA Protocols was selected (JXTA, 2004). “JXTA is a set of open, generalized 
peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols that allow any connected device on the network – from cell phone to PDA, from PC 
to servers – to communicate and collaborate as peers”. The main elements of the JXTA architecture can be 
presented likewise (JXTA, 2003): “The JXTA network consists of a series of interconnected nodes, or peers. 
Peers can self-organize into peer groups, which provide a common set of services. […] JXTA peers advertise 
their services in XML documents called advertisements. Advertisements enable other peers on the network to 
learn how to connect to, and interact with, a peer’s services. JXTA peers use pipes to send messages to one 
another. Pipes are asynchronous and unidirectional message transfer mechanism used for service 
communication. Messages are simple XML documents whose envelope contains routing, digest, and credential 
information.” 
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JXTA provide a deployment solution to organize users in a group with specific tools (services). User Clients are 
identified as peer and they rely on the JXTA mechanisms for the exchange of information. This is a solution to 
solve the issue of heterogeneous network accesses and computer configurations among users. The JXTA 
architecture provides the required flexibility for the deployment of Collaborative Tool Application Servers 
identified as services. In JXTA, it is possible to detect an object (i.e. a user (peer) or a Collaboration Tool 
Application Server (service)) with a request on the name of the object. In collaboration activities, all the users 
are potentially a source and a destination of information. The peer-to-peer architecture provides a generic 
framework to make all the users a server. From a network point of view, the transport of information in the 
JXTA platform can be done in different ways (i.e. advanced pipes). This feature could be used to reflect the 
different requirements of the multimedia communications. A modular implementation of the model components 
is possible in the JXTA architecture (Fig.6) 
 
The concept of a collaboration tool in the CCMS model is associated with the Peer group service. Upon 
implementation, there is a necessity to define a client and a server for each service. Different strategies can be 
considered for this implementation: 
¾  Quick Integration: The service is an interface with an existing program and its functionalities. Links are 
associations between a link name and the command line executing the functionality; variables of the link are 
parameters of the command. This implementation relies on its own mechanisms for the transport and 
diffusion of messages within the group. 
¾  JXTA Integration: The service relies on JXTA mechanisms for the security and the transport of information. 
This solution requires a deeper adaptation of existing programs but it provides interesting functionalities. 
The development of new collaboration tools can be fast and easy if generic implementations are available. 
 
Several tools have been developed in the JXCube project (JXCube, 2004); with a little adaptation it might be 
possible to relate them to the CCMS model. Other tools could be adapted from the Platine environment (Platine, 
2004), which was developed using Java. The integration in JXTA architecture allows a separation between the 
creation and treatment and transport of messages. As a consequence, they could be developed separately; 
network experts could define transport architectures adapted to video and audio documents while other experts 
define the way to capture video, audio and interact with users. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
The educational contribution of the CCMS model may appear limited. The communication and collaboration are 
modelled but pedagogical objectives are not mentioned explicitly. Indeed, the concepts of task, division of 
labour, community are not addressed. In her review of recent literature on pedagogy and videoconferencing, 
Amirian (2003) describes interactivity as a key point. She suggests that a single user should not speak for more 
than 15 minutes without making a break to engage all the participants in the conversation. The limitations of the 
model do not allow supporting such a complete pedagogical theory. However this is not the purpose of the 
model. The model aims to provide a communication interface for the CSCL learning theories. Elements of the 
model can be combined to reflect the specificities of the educational theories. The model aims at being 
unspecific towards educational theories to foster creation of reusable objects of the CCMS model. The only 
constraint towards learning and collaboration theory is that “human being’s interactions with his or her 
environment are not direct but instead mediated through the use of tools” (Vygotsky, 1978, cited in Caerio, 
Anido & Llamas, 2003). This describes the CCMS approach as an in between Computer Mediated 
Communication (CMC) and CSCL. Nevertheless, compared to current environments, the implementation of the 
model would raise the organizational level of synchronous activities and improve teaching. 
 
The CCMS model does not address directly the technical issues related to the architecture supporting 
communication. It can be regarded as a limitation of this research. However, research on multimedia 
communication is vast and addressing directly the technical issues would prevent the implementation of the 
model from being scalable. This limitation can be beneficial as technical implementations of users and tools can 
be modified without any impact on their description in the model, i.e. technical changes have no effects on the 
manipulation of the model by educational expertise. The collaboration tools developed by a research team could 
be shared or kept private. If communication standards are used in the development of tools, several 
implementations of the same tool might be able to inter-operate. 
 
Technical and pedagogical expertises are independent. The CCMS model supports collaboration between them 
by interfacing their respective competences. Their independence is symbolized by the difference between 
foundation objects (users, collaboration tools) and association objects. Foundation objects are related to technical 201 
implementations however association objects are only related to foundation objects. The collaboration strategies 
are not symbolized by foundation objects but by the relationship between these objects. This difference defines a 
relationship that guarantees a certain level of independence for all experts. Upon implementation, educational 
expertise would be autonomous, i.e. they would be able to modify the communication properties without 
technical assistance. These properties exist in synchronous collaborative environments but they are not available 
to educational experts. The modifications of the communication properties are a way for educational experts to 
express their own experiences of synchronous collaborative learning activities (Murphy et al., 2002; Candace, 
1999; Pendergrass & Sun, 1996). One educator would probably define a model for lectures differently from the 
one presented in this article. The addition, suppression, and modification of collaborative links and variables 
would express an optimization of the structure towards a specific learning purpose, e.g. video is not a main 
communication channel, or group collaboration is supported differently. Instances of the model are a way to 
share educational experience, e.g. lecture models such as fig.2 could be exchanged between educational experts. 
Other synchronous CSCL environments do not support this possibility because communication organization is 
directly related to the technical implementation. The ability to define original communication structures would 
allow properly supporting several types of synchronous activities. This would certainly enhance the quality of 
the collaboration in respect to activities performed with maladaptive structure. 
 
The vocabulary used to name foundation objects should be chosen carefully. It determines the clearness of the 
organization for both technical and educational experts. Foundation objects are not defined precisely in this 
paper. Thus, the content of the collaboration between technical experts and educators is not settled. The model 
only proposes a frame for collaboration. The elements’ name depends on the people gathered to define them. 
Cultural, language and educational differences would probably lead to different interpretations of what is a 
“videoconferencing collaboration tool”, or what is a “user”. There is a standardization effort to develop metadata 
that “aim at being pedagogically neutral or unspecific to theories and models” (LOM, 2002, cited in Allert, 
Richter & Nejdl, 2003). These standards could be used to define some of the variables of the model. However, 
these standards cannot describe all the technical elements of synchronous communications. Moreover, this 
approach can be questioned as learning situations are specific (Allert, Richter & Nejdl, 2003). Thus, the support 
of several metadata approaches can be seen as a positive feature of the CCMS model. 
 
Other research (Vogiazou, Dzbor, Komzak and Eisenstadt, 2003; Silveira, Stiubiener, and Ruggiero, 2001; 
Andrews & Klease, 1998) has developed teaching and learning strategies for synchronous collaboration as a 
result of experiments. However, their strategies are not supported within the synchronous environments. Upon 
implementation, the CCMS could be used to support those strategies. Rodriguez Peralta, Villemur, Drira, and 
Molina Espinosa (2002) present an interesting solution for the management of dependencies in collaboration 
activities. The CCMS model shared some of the ideas developed in their research, however the approach of 
Rodriguez Peralta et al. is technically oriented and ill suited for uninitiated users. Other research has addressed 
infrastructure patterns for collaboration infrastructure (Roussev, Dewan, & Jain, 2000). These works remain 
technical and do not support collaboration between technical experts and educators. Nevertheless, they addresses 
interesting technical issues that would be useful for the implementation of the CCMS model 
 
This model allows the representation of virtual collaborative learning structures. The benefit of this 
representation relies on its accessibility for both technical and educational experts. Educational experts could test 
if they can use their collaboration strategies with this model. Technical expertise could implement tools 
according to their representation in the model. The ability to perform these tasks would be defined only if the 
model is well-founded. However, this evaluation is limited and does not permit appraisal of the actual benefits of 
the model. It appears necessary to implement the model to be able to determine the contribution of this model 
and evaluate if this model support mutual understanding between educational and technical experts. During the 
implementation process, educational and pedagogical limits of this model may be revealed. Even thought this 
research does not propose an implementation of its model, technical issues have been studied and taken into 
considerations all along. From a technical point of view, the implemented model can be evaluated from its ability 
to develop reusable components and answer technical issues of actual environments (e.g. manipulation of 
technical parameters by the users or difficulties in adapting to heterogeneous network configurations). From an 
educational point of view, experiments of synchronous activities could be performed with the implemented 
model. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Distance is usually seen as a handicap in education, nevertheless computer-mediated communication can bring 
benefits that rise above this handicap. Traditional higher education is designed for mass learning. For financial 202 
and time-limitations reasons, it does not usually provide any kind of personal support. The development of 
adapted strategies for synchronous distance learning activities may take advantage of the technology to support 
individual learning. In order to provide support effective in synchronous activities, the collaboration between 
educational and technical experts is necessary. This research provides a model that supports this collaboration. 
Upon implementation, the CCMS model would allow each expert to share his or her results for the benefits of 
others. Educational experts would develop collaboration structures based on experiments or pedagogical 
theories. Technical experts would provide adapted tools and communication infrastructures. The development of 
a complete solution, strategy and infrastructure, would probably help the democratization of synchronous 
activities in distance learning. 
 
As a continuity of this research, we are interested in implementing the model of collaboration. It would allow 
proposing a set of components that can be combined or used directly; e.g. tools, variables, learning profiles and 
Collaboration Tool Interaction Structures. This set would constitute a toolbox that can be used to perform 
different synchronous collaboration activities. In order to provide a complete toolbox, it appears necessary to 
perform different types of activities. Social and cultural factors will probably reflect different communication 
and collaboration requirements. Several experiments would also allow identifying deeper relationships between 
pedagogical strategies and the elements of the model. This model could thus be completed or modified to 
provide a better support of the pedagogical strategies. The interest of this development surpasses the single frame 
of learning and has implications in collaborative work and other collaborative activities; it would also be 
interesting to evaluate the model in these situations. 
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ABSTRACT 
Learning technology is seen as one solution to the problem of delivering management training in Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). This paper investigates how the Higher Education (HE) sector can use 
its growing expertise in learning technology implementation to develop effective SME management 
development solutions. It is found that there is potential for the development of new learning technologies 
by business schools for use in SMEs, but the process is complicated by the need to ensure materials are 
adapted to the SME learning context. This is explored through the development of the Learning Technology 
Practice Framework (LTPF), leading to five key recommendations for HE educators, learning technology 
developers, SME trainers and public funding bodies to consider. 
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Introduction  
 
This paper summarises the findings a Ph.D. thesis, The Implementation of Technology-Based SME Management 
Development Programmes, awarded to the author in July 2004. The three main research questions addressed are: 
1.  What factors shape learning technology implementation experiments in HE? 
2.  What are the differences between HE and SME learning? 
3.  In view of these differences, what lessons can be carried over from HE learning technology experiments to 
the SME sector? 
 
Following a brief overview of the methodology employed, the rest of this paper is split into five main sections. 
The first section considers important issues affecting the diffusion of management learning technology from 
higher education to SMEs. In the light of such issues, the second section examines insights from the 
Management of Technology (MoT) and Social Shaping of Technology (SST) literature that help to explain their 
occurrence. The third section uses Pacey’s (1983) technology-practice framework as a basis for considering  
learning technology implementation in the higher education sector. This is a good starting point for analysing 
technology implementation as it encompasses a broad definition of technology. However, it makes an arbitrary 
or conventional distinction between social and technical aspects and to resolve this an original framework is 
developed in the fourth section. This is called the Learning Technology Practice Framework (LTPF) and has 
been developed for the purpose of analysing and planning learning technology experiments. It is composed of 
two main elements, the context of learning development and the context of learning use, and is particularly 
relevant to the development of more radical learning technology experiments such as those that target non-
educational fields. The final section presents five main recommendations for how the growing expertise in 
learning technology implementation held in the higher education sector can be improved upon and adapted for 
use in the SME learning context. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
The research methodology draws on literature in the fields of the Social Shaping of Technology (SST), the 
Management of Technology (MoT) and learning technology implementation, supported by primary research in 
SME management development. The empirical work has three main elements: the first is a case study of learning 207 
technology implementation courseware called Virtual Visit among HE learners at The University of Edinburgh 
and University X; the second is a case study of a learning technology implementation project for SME learners at 
University Y; and the third is a survey of SME learners that examines the nature of SME learning and the 
potential offered by learning technology solutions. 
 
The research approach is primarily a qualitative exploration, with the inclusion of quantitative episodes as a 
result of the need for compromise in certain instances and opportunities that arose as the thesis progressed. The 
development of the research approach also owed much to the interdisciplinary nature of the research. While 
interdisciplinary research is undoubtedly a valuable undertaking, it presents the researcher with the difficulty of 
bridging across two disciplines, in this case the need to try to reconcile the positivist Cognitive Science view 
with the interpretivist SST and MoT perspectives. The result in this particular study is that the research approach 
developed has much more in common with the interpretivist SST and MoT perspectives than the positivist 
Cognitive Science perspective, and the author cannot claim to have "squared the circle" between these two very 
different research disciplines. However, insights gained from knowledge of the Cognitive Science discipline, in 
as much as it led to the exploration of the learning technology implementation literature, provided valuable input 
to the research study. As a result the type of evaluation conducted in the two main case studies examined may 
appear to offer rather crude measures of the learning process to cognitive scientists or observers from the field of 
education, who would perhaps be more concerned with a detailed tracking of students' progress through learning 
material. However, this type of approach is common in studies concerned with examining the broad 
implementation frame and the factors that shape technology experiments, and wherever possible results are 
"triangulated" (Marshall and Rossman, 1989) in order to add weight to the analysis.  
 
 
Diffusion of management learning technology from HE to SMEs 
 
The encouragement provided by the UK political environment to make university research and teaching more 
relevant to industry, coupled with European Union (EU) funding targeted at SMEs, has encouraged some 
attempts at reaching the SME sector with university-led training initiatives (Woods, 1998). In accordance with 
European Commission (EC) classification systems, an SME is defined in this thesis as a business employing less 
than two- hundred-and-fifty salaried employees for medium firms, less than fifty for small firms, and less than 
ten for micro firms (Gray and Lawless, 2000).  
 
Gray and Lawless (2000) report that although much of the teaching and research in business schools is targeted 
at large companies, small and micro firms account for 99% of all businesses in Europe: three million in the UK 
and eighteen million in the EU. This realisation of the significance of the SME sector has raised expectations 
about the role of SMEs in European competitive and industrial policy (Gray and Lawless, 2000), but closer 
examination of European SME statistics reveal that there may be some flaws in this thinking: 
“Although small firms account for some 99 per cent of the EU’s enterprises, they account for less 
than half of the employment and less than half of sales (DTI, 1996; ENSR, 1997). According to 
Eurostat, the statistical office of the EC, some 90 per cent of firms are microfirms and they account 
for one third of all jobs (with wide variations between Member States), roughly half of 
employment in SMEs as a whole. Indeed, the vast bulk of SMEs are the single self-employed 
without employees.” (Gray and Lawless, 2000:2) 
 
Chittenden & Wildgust (1999) note that the fundamental characteristics of SMEs as a group are heterogeneity 
and transience. Thus the term SME, as applied to a variety of differently sized firms at different stages of 
growth, with different organisational structures and low survival rates (Cressey & Storey, 1995) may not be the 
most useful classification for SME sector policy-makers to consider. This makes the SME sector particularly 
difficult to reach with management development initiatives.  
 
Given the significance of the SME sector and problems with its performance, the limited training carried out by 
many SMEs is seen as both an important national and European issue (Woods, 1998, Gray and Lawless, 2000):  
“…the lack of development of sustainable, modern management techniques in the sector [SME] 
still concerns many policy-makers. Surprisingly little is known about how to overcome the 
widespread reluctance of SME owners and managers to engage in initiatives designed to develop 
their own management abilities, skills and professionalism. There have been even fewer studies on 
how new information and communication technologies (ICTs) may provide innovative approaches 
in this field.” (Gray and Lawless, 2000:5) 
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One proposed UK solution to increasing SME training levels is to develop management learning technology in 
the higher and further education sectors which can then be transferred to SMEs (Woods, 1998). It is hoped that 
an organised government training support programme, incorporating the education sector and private sector 
partners, will effectively promote, distribute and manage such innovative training more effectively than current 
separate approaches in both the education and private sectors (Woods, 1998). Evidence of such moves in the UK 
are provided by the development of the University for Industry (http://www.ufi.com/) and, more recently, the 
Small Business Service (SBS: http://www.sbs.gov.uk/), both falling under the more general Lifelong Learning 
initiative (http://www.lifelonglearning.co.uk) umbrella. However, much debate remains about how to engage the 
SME sector effectively with learning technology solutions (O’Brien & Hall, 2004; The Guardian, 2002). 
 
 
Learning technology implementation: insights from the SST and MoT literature 
 
The advent of learning technology is seen by some commentators (for example Ford et al., 1996; Peters, 2000) 
to offer the chance for a revolution in the way teaching and learning is conducted in higher education. Benefits 
for the student may include enhanced learning experiences and increased access to learning opportunities, but 
moves to implement learning technology are perhaps driven more strongly by the external political environment 
(Mayes, 2001) and economic imperatives (Hase & Ellis, 2001). Mayes (1993, 1995) considers two main issues 
that are currently setting the agenda in the learning technology debate in the UK higher education sector. The 
first is the need to reduce the cost of education and training while simultaneously increasing provision to a 
growing customer base. The second is that quality must not only be maintained, but improved, and its relevance 
to industry increased. Learning technology is emerging as a possible solution to current issues faced in higher 
education, but it has a ‘long history of failed promises’ (Mayes, 1995:1). Commentators on learning technology 
implementation in schools (e.g. Crook, 1994), which has an even longer history to draw upon, express surprise at 
such ‘slow’ progress. Universities are also being accused at being slow to adapt to technological change (Van 
Lieshout et al., 2001). One explanation for this slow innovation process may be a result of a concentration on 
supply-side (technology) rather than demand-side (learner needs) issues, as suggested by Laurillard (1994): 
“What students are most likely to need is not access to more information. Where understanding is 
difficult they need more guidance, practice and supervision. The technology does not easily offer 
that, however, and technology leads, not pedagogy, so it is rarely provided.” (Laurillard, 1994:1) 
 
Thus technology-pedagogy imbalance may be a major factor in determining the success of learning technology 
implementation experiments by the higher education sector. However, more fundamentally a closer inspection of 
the nature of technology and technology implementation indicates that the so-called ‘slow’ adaptation to 
technological change in education (Mayes, 1995; Van Lieshout et al., 2001) is actually a characteristic of major 
innovations, particularly those requiring significant organisational change (Freeman, 1997): technology 
implementation is a complex and uncertain socio-technical practice (Pollock & Cornford, 2003; Williams, 1996; 
Williams & Edge 1996). 
 
The high expectations often surrounding novel technologies and the complaints about the ‘slow’ pace of change 
that often follows their introduction are found to be common in industry as well as in the education setting. To 
unravel this ‘mystery’, there may be valuable lessons to be gained from research in the SST and MoT as well as 
from the Learning Technology Implementation literature. SST commentators argue that the diffusion of 
technology is not a linear process, but is a complex and uncertain process affected by an array of social, 
organisational, political and economic factors. SST research can thus offer important insights and points to the 
need for continued scepticism (Williams, 1996). For example, matching user requirements to new technical 
possibilities is likely to be a complex process and it is not clear whether the biggest contribution will come from 
building more societal knowledge into the design of new applications or from the design of generic offerings 
with final users learning how to adapt supplier offerings to their purposes (Williams, 1996). 
 
MoT commentators point to the need for an understanding of the nature of technology as a broad and dynamic 
definition rather than a restricted narrow view if technology implementers are to begin to get to grips with the 
task at hand. Technology implementation is also a difficult concept to define and is a highly complex and 
uncertain process, with a lack of simple recipes for success owing to the likelihood of different effects in 
different contexts of use. Implementation is seen to be the site for innovation as users ‘struggle’ to make 
technologies work in their particular organisational context or Fleck’s (1987) notion of innofusion. In the case of 
ICT implementation, SST commentators argue that the promotion of ‘vapourware’ by suppliers who have little 
knowledge of the end users’ needs serves to add further difficulties to the chances of successful implementation 
outcomes.  
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Despite the complex and uncertain nature of technology implementation, there are a number of tools available to 
assist implementers. Since this paper examines learning technology implementation experiments in an 
educational setting, specific business-oriented tools have been rejected in favour of more general tools. Arguably 
the most general of these, Pacey’s (1983) technology-practice framework (figure 1), which stresses the complex 
nature of technology implementation and the need for a synthesis between technical, cultural and organisational 
aspects, is a useful starting point for thinking about the technology implementation process.  
 
Figure 1. Technology and technology practice (adapted from Pacey, 1983:6) 
 
 
Technology-practice analysis of HE learning technology implementation 
 
Pacey’s technology-practice framework can be used to provide an overview of the main issues facing learning 
technology implementers in the higher education sector. There are a range of important issues in the technical, 
cultural and organisational categories that make up Pacey’s framework, but it is found that cultural and related 
organisational issues are likely to be more important for the effective adoption and diffusion of learning 
technologies than purely technical barriers. Overall, implementers need to obtain a working integration between 
these three areas in order to achieve successful implementation. Issues in learning technology implementation 
bear many similarities to general technology implementation issues, such as the need to address cultural change, 
changes in organisation and work practices, strong leadership for effective technology implementation, and the 
importance of involving the user in the implementation process (in this case primarily the teacher and the 
student). The impact of new technology on changes in organisational culture and work practices in higher 
education is viewed by Campbell-Gibson (2000) as the ‘ultimate disorientating dilemma in higher education’: 
“Teaching and learning online represents, for many, the ultimate disorientating dilemma in higher 
education. Emerging new roles and responsibilities for members of these online learning 
communities call into question definitions of teachers, learners, what it means to learn both as an 
individual and as a group, and what it means to have learned. Past values, beliefs, and assumptions 
are all challenged. Some learners and teachers are changed by the experience forever and I would 
contend for the better. Others remain unchanged while yet others, I would contend, are left with 
self-doubt about their flexibility and capabilities as learners …We may say that we want to create 
constructivist learning communities, but the question is, do we really? And does everyone have to 
be a constructivist? Perhaps, it is enough to give learners an opportunity to engage in a teaching 
and learning environment that may stretch them in some ways, but not necessarily change them. I 
do know that it has changed me!” (Campbell-Gibson, 2000: 145) 
 
Such sentiments could equally apply to the introduction of robotics or a Material Resources Planning (MRP) 
system to a manufacturing plant for example – there is a need for Fleck’s (1987) concept of innofusion to occur, 
or be given time to develop. In this case, the teachers and students have to adapt to their new roles and be 210 
allowed the opportunity, time, rewards and training to allow them to adapt the technology to meet their needs in 
their different and particular contexts of use. Peters (2000:11) recommendation for ‘a bold wave of 
modernization such as never before’ in the higher education sector may well be necessary, but it is not something 
that will happen overnight and complaints about the slow adoption and diffusion of learning technology in 
higher education are likely to be more to do with the complex nature of technology implementation that is 
common across all sectors, be it industry or education.  
 
 
Development of the Learning Technology-Practice Framework 
 
A good starting point for analysing technology implementation is to recognise the broad nature of technology, as 
illustrated by Pacey’s (1983) technology-practice framework. However, it makes an arbitrary or conventional 
distinction between social and technical aspects. SST commentators argue that it is impossible to distinguish 
between social and technical issues as they are richly integrated. Further, the separation of social elements into 
cultural aspects and organisational aspects in Pacey’s framework is also arbitrary, not least because it is difficult 
to pin down the concept of “culture” and to separate it from institutional context; in effect, organisational and 
cultural aspects collapse into the same category. However, Pacey’s overarching concept of technology-practice 
is useful for thinking about how to analyse learning technology implementation, and it links strongly with 
Fleck’s concept of innofusion. Thus the core idea from Pacey’s framework with regard to learning technology 
implementation lies in the interaction between the development of technology and the use of technology; 
technology in use is influenced by the organisational and cultural milieu in which it has been developed, which 
implies a potential gap between the design of technology and the complexity of people actually using 
technology. Thus the key question facing learning technology implementers is “How do I ensure a working 
integration between the socio-technical milieu in which learning technology is developed and the socio-technical 
milieu in which learning technology is used?”  
 
The adaptation of Pacey’s technology-practice framework also requires an explicit recognition of 
implementation within the context of the teaching-learning process, and to this end, Laurillard’s (1993, 2002) 
work is drawn upon. Laurillard’s conversational framework is seen as significant within the learning technology 
field, but less attention is paid to her analysis of the importance of the context of learning design, the context of 
learning delivery and the context of learning infrastructure. Draper’s (1997, 1998) argument for the inclusion of 
an overarching learning management aspect to Laurillard’s conversational framework is answered to some 
extent in her discussion of these three learning contexts. However, they are not explicitly represented in the 
conversational framework itself, which leaves it open to such criticism. This may be because implementation is 
often taken to equate merely to technology installation, and indeed Laurillard (1993) in her discussions of the 
context of learning infrastructure separates implementation from other activities such as design and evaluation. 
However, many technology analysts, such as Swanson (1988), argue that the implementation process starts at 
conceptualisation and continues through to realisation. Thus a broader understanding of learning technology 
implementation requires at least a conflation of Laurillard’s (1993) three learning context categories: the context 
of learning design; the context of learning delivery; and the context of learning infrastructure.  
 
Thus the framework proposed for use in the analysis and planning of learning technology implementation 
experiments in this paper draws on literature from the fields of SST, MoT and learning technology 
implementation. It synthesises, in particular, the work of Pacey (1983), Laurillard (1993, 2002), Crook (1994), 
Draper (1997, 1998), Fleck (1987) and the SST literature in general. This framework recognises:  
¾  the broad nature of technology and technology implementation (Pacey, 1983) and the need for alignment 
between technology development and use (Pacey, 1983, Fleck, 1987);  
¾  the need for an overall design or implementation methodology which includes the recognition of learner-
centred approaches to teaching (Laurillard, 1993) and the broad, social nature of the teaching-learning 
process (Crook, 1994);  
¾  the role of technology (Laurillard, 1993, Crook, 1994) and how technical elements interact with social 
elements in the implementation mix; 
¾  the importance of the role of dialogue as represented by the conversational framework (Laurillard, 1993); 
¾  the validity of Draper’s (1997, 1998) arguments for the inclusion of learning management in the 
conversational framework;  
¾  the recognition that technology implementation is a complex dynamic socio-technical process stemming 
from the SST literature in general, and Fleck’s (1987) concept of innofusion in particular. 
 
The proposed structure is called the Learning Technology-Practice Framework (LTPF, figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The Learning Technology Practice Framework (LTPF) 
 
 
The context of learning development is the socio-technical milieu in which learning technology is developed. 
This includes such issues as: choice of media, design of media, media analysis, defining learning objectives, 
identifying student’ needs, and designing the learning activities (adapted from Laurillard, 1993). The context of 
learning use is the socio-technical milieu in which learning technology is used. This includes issues such as 
Draper’s (1997, 1998) notion of learning management, which encompasses elements of Laurillard’s notion of 
the  context of learning hdelivery: facilitator and learner preparation, integration with the course, pedagogic 
support, epistemological values, logistics, and assessment (Laurillard, 1993, 2002). Both the context of learning 
development and the context of learning use include the conversational framework, in the former as a means to 
analyse various forms of media, and in the latter as this is where the conversation, or dialogue, actually takes 
place. Similarly, Crook’s (1994) notion of the role of learning technology can be assigned to each of the two 
learning contexts. Thus an overarching issue in the framework is the need to consider the essential role of 
dialogue in the teaching-learning process. Dialogue in teaching–learning is related to practice,  the core of 
technology development and the centre of Pacey’s (1983) technology-practice framework. Thus in figure 13 the 
central and most important issue is denoted as learning technology-practice, i.e. the effective integration of the 
context of learning development and the context of learning use that is required for successful implementation to 
occur. This has strong links to Fleck’s (1987) development of the concept of innofusion, that is the “struggle” to 
get technology to work in practice. Common to both the context of learning development and the context of 
learning use are issues drawn from Laurillard’s notion of the context of learning infrastructure,  such as 
evaluation, staff development, learning standards and the development of an appropriate organisational 
infrastructure for learning technology implementation. Both contexts should also include peer learning (Draper, 
1997) as a design issue in the context of learning development and a management issue in the context of learning 
use. The two-way arrow connecting the context of learning development and the context of learning use indicates 
that a working integration between the two contexts is required for successful learning technology 
implementation to occur. It also indicates that each context will affect the other (for example, feedback from 
evaluation studies can be used to realign the context of learning development). The major distinction between the 
two contexts is that in the context of learning development the learners may be hypothetical representatives of 
future users, whereas the context of learning use concerns actual learners with diverse and more complex needs. 
This may not be such a major issue when the context of learning development and the context of learning use are 
co-located, for example when learning materials for HE students are developed and used within the HE 
environment by HE learners, provided adequate attention has been paid to managing the context of learning use. 
However, it is likely to become a major issue once materials are developed within the HE for use outside HE, for 
example in SME learning environments. In such a case the developers and users are no longer co-located and 
integration between the two contexts will be much more difficult to achieve, as tacit knowledge about how the 
potential users learn is no longer valid.  
 
 
Conclusions and recommendations 
 
It is proposed that the growing expertise gained by HEIs in the implementation of learning technology can be 
improved and adapted for use in the SME learning context if HE educators, learning technology developers, 
SME trainers and public funding bodies recognise five key factors: 
1.  That learning technology implementation is a socio-technical practice;  
2.  The importance of informal learning to SME learners; 
3.  That the more the intended use of learning technology deviates from the developing institution's practice, 
the more attention must be paid to the context of learning use; 212 
4.  The value of involving end-users in the development stage to provide an understanding of the context of 
learning use; and 
5.  The need for analytical frameworks for studying learning technology in use to provide a feedback loop into 
the context of learning development.  
 
Each of these factors is now expanded upon to explain their importance in the process of developing learning 
technology materials that will be of practical use to SME learners.  
 
 
1. That learning technology implementation is a socio-technical practice  
 
This paper illustrates that the implementation of learning technology experiments is a socio-technical practice, 
and the LTPF has been developed as one tool for assisting with the analysis and management of the socio-
technical implementation process. At its core is the need to provide an effective working integration between the 
context of learning development and the context of learning use in order to achieve effective learning 
technology-practice. The SST and associated technology implementation literature have much to offer to the 
learning technology implementation field. It has been illustrated that there is a vital need to recognise the broader 
meaning of technology and technology implementation if experiments are to have a chance of success through 
Fleck’s (1987) process of innofusion. Technological determinist approaches will have limited application and 
will do little to aid the adoption and diffusion of new learning technologies. Technology and education should 
thus be viewed as constituents of one socio-technical practice rather than as separate entities.  
 
 
2. The importance of informal learning to SME learners  
 
A major finding from this study for funding bodies, developers and facilitators of learning technology solutions 
for the SME sector is that a simple transfer of existing materials from higher education, with all their inbuilt 
institutional assumptions, will prove unsuccessful. Furthermore, the identification of the nature of the SME 
learning environment indicate that it will exacerbate the problems experienced in the education sector with 
providing effective learning technology interventions. The implication is that the HE sector has a responsibility 
to find out more about the informal learning that occurs in SMEs if they are to effectively design and implement 
learning technology solutions that will engage SME learners successfully. 
 
A recognition of the importance of informal learning to SME learners will be vital if HEIs wish to target the 
SME sector effectively with learning technology solutions. Thorough needs analysis of the target SME learners 
are required before learning material content is developed, and avenues for providing informal online learning 
support and socialisation must be explored. One potential solution is to set up moderated online networks of 
business owners, mentors, consultants and coaches with similar interests, which mirror the most common forms 
of informal peer-to-peer learning support found in the SME learning environment. The approach adopted in 
SME learning technology implementation project at University Y was to learning technology on a “stand-alone” 
basis with facilitation largely restricted to face-to-face events. Feedback from the learners indicated that while 
these events and the learning technology were in themselves interesting it was difficult to see the application to 
individual business situations. In contrast, when the facilitators began working with small networks of SME 
learners the feedback was much more positive. It is likely that SME learners will require face-to-face meetings in 
order to establish trust in online environments, so blended learning solutions offer the most promise. Business 
educators who have familiarity with the needs of SME learners can moderate such learning networks. Above all, 
developing visions for SME learning technology solutions should not be based on existing HEI institutional and 
social practices but on the reality of how learning occurs in the SME sector. This may then lead to more SME 
learners undertaking more formal training courses that may be on offer, or are developed, by HEIs for this 
particular sector once both groups gain experience of working with each other. 
 
 
3. That the more the intended use of learning technology deviates from the developing institution's 
practice, the more attention must be paid to the context of learning use 
 
The more radical the experiment, the more disruptive will be the effect on the users (facilitators and learners) as 
was revealed in the different levels of success achieved by the Virtual Visit experiment in two very different 
contexts.  It was revealed to an even greater extent in the analysis of the SME learning technology 
implementation programme at University Y: when HEIs attempt to engage SME learners, this represents a 
significant departure from current institutional and pedagogical practices. If such experiments are to be 213 
successful then the amount of attention to the context of learning use required will be substantial, particularly in 
the areas of pedagogical support and integration into blended learning programmes. This is not to say that HEIs 
have nothing to offer to SME learning technology initiatives. Indeed, experience gained in learning technology 
experiments  within,  between  and outwith HEIs offer valuable lessons for new experiments aimed at SME 
learners. However, it is a great leap of faith to transfer such experience to a non-educational field, and one which 
will require deeper reflections about the needs of this type of learner and how learning technology can be used to 
match these needs. 
 
 
4. The value of involving end-users in the development stage to provide an understanding of the context of 
learning use 
 
The involvement of end-users is particularly important when designing learning materials for a group of learners 
of which there is little knowledge, such as SME learners. Users should be involved actively in the design phase 
of learning technology implementation experiments in order to develop learning content and technical 
infrastructure that matches their needs. Thus it should be a prerequisite for funding awards for SME learning 
technology development that users be actively involved in the design phase of learning technology 
implementation projects, and in subsequent development and implementation phases. In addition, the users 
should be as representative as the eventual end users as possible. For example, in the Virtual Visit project the 
users were akin to tame guinea pigs who had no choice but to take part in the experiment, and in the SME 
learning technology implementation project at University Y the users were “proxy users” and not very 
representative of SME learners receiving distance learning materials directly into the workplace or other 
potential learning locations. 
 
The most important user groups are educators and learners as they are in the position to develop the knowledge 
that can lead to further innovations through the process of innofusion (Fleck, 1987), that is innovation in use. 
This particularly applies to educators who are trying to reach an audience in non-educational fields such as the 
SME sector and will not be able to rely on existing models of HE teaching and learning in order to be successful. 
They will need some way to get round the problem of embedding assumptions of how learning occurs in HE, 
and the most likely way they will be able to do this is by working closely with SME learners in the development 
and implementation of material that match their needs. They will also need to recognise that it is impossible to 
separate the development and implementation processes as they occur simultaneously. Williams (1996) 
discussion of the SST literature in relation to ICT includes the related issues of ‘interpreting artefacts and user 
requirements’ and ‘suppliers and users’.  He points to the problems with technology driven views that typically 
take the utility of the artefact for granted, assuming that new functionalities offered will somehow automatically 
suit user requirements. This does not allow for the more realistic view that user requirements are constructed; 
they are built upon earlier templates and evolve with the use of new artefacts. It also accounts for the reason why 
various players (suppliers and current and future intermediate and final users) may have quite different 
perceptions of artefacts and their utility. This was very much seen to be the case during the evolution of the 
learning model at University Y. Initially the programme facilitators thought that the learning technology would 
somehow match the needs of their very disparate SME learners, but as the programme progressed and the 
learners were given the chance to provide feedback it emerged that the reality was very different. This ties in 
with Williams (1996) ‘suppliers and users’ issue: matching supplier offerings to user need is likely to prove to be 
a problematic process, particularly in the case of novel technologies with few established models of the 
application or its use. In addition, the evidence from both the Virtual Visit and the SME learning technology 
implementation project at University Y is that they should also be supported in development of skills in e-
moderation. Similarly, learners will require support as they adapt to learning in a new environment.  
 
Although HEIs have much to offer the SME sector in the area of formal education, there is a lack of need for this 
form of learning as it does not fit with the immediate work-related problem-solving needs of SME learners. Joint 
research and project implementation, in partnership with organisations who have more experiences of the 
requirements of SME learners is required in order to design and implement effective learning technology 
solution for this sector. For example, this could lead to the development of a model for SME learning similar to 
the ideas behind the model for HE learning (the conversational framework) that is currently used as a reference 
point for the design of HE learning technology interventions. 
 
 
5. The need for analytical frameworks for studying learning technology in use to provide a feedback loop 
into the context of learning development  
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The failure of the radical introduction of the Virtual Visit technology at University X provided warning signals 
that “stand-alone” non-skills based learning technology is difficult to implement effectively. Although improved 
design may eventually lead to the effective implementation of more radical uses of learning technology, it is 
likely that this will require a mutual adaptation of users and technology over time. The failure of this project 
within a HE context and the adaptations that the tutor made as the Virtual Visit project progressed at The 
University of Edinburgh served as a warning of the difficult nature of introducing learning technology to learners 
from a non-educational field. The failures of the SME learning technology implementation project at University 
Y and the steps that the programme facilitators took to tackle them provide valuable lessons for other HEIs 
implementing SME learning technology programmes, but these lessons were overlooked in the main by the 
external evaluators. This was partly due to the pressure on the facilitators to prove to the funding body that the 
project was a success, but also due to a focus of the evaluation on the appearance and success of the 
technological infrastructure and learner access statistics rather than the achievement of learning objectives. 
 
Thus the findings from the evaluation reported to other SME learning projects were of the control and 
verification variety with a focus on technological transferability, which does little to further innovation in this 
area. The call by Van Lieshout et al. (2001) for the opportunity to learn from failure (social learning) to be a part 
of research programmes, implementation programmes and individual project designs is reinforced by the 
findings of this paper. The social learning that emerged from the Virtual Visit project at University X occurred 
only by chance when a colleague at The University of Edinburgh project provided access to a copy of an internal 
evaluation report. It is understandable that the implementers of learning technology projects would not want their 
particular project to be viewed as a failure, but this owes much to pressures from funding bodies that every 
learning technology implementation experiment be deemed a success. If this situation could be reversed, much 
could be learned from failure, providing an important feedback loop into the context of learning development 
both within individual projects and across similar projects. This would then create the potential for an increase in 
the speed of adoption and diffusion of learning technologies implemented by HEIs for the SME sector. Coupled 
with this is the need for evaluation methodologies that move away from input-output considerations towards 
those that take account of the broader teaching-learning implementation frame, such as the LTPF developed in 
this study. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper uses the Open University of the Netherlands as an instructive case for the introduction of e-
learning based on the IMS Learning Design specification (IMS LD). The IMS LD specification, as 
approved by the IMS Global Learning Consortium in 2003, enables the specification and encoding of 
learning scenarios that describe any design of a teaching-learning process, i.e. support events, exchanges of 
projects, interactions and communications between participants. In 2004, after several years of small-scale 
pilots, the Open University of the Netherlands launched IMS LD-based online learning in an operational 
setting (over 3000 students). Rather than technology, the paper describes the implications for the workflow. 
The paper explains the processes involved with both IMS LD-based course creation and course delivery. 
Preliminary findings establish severe inconveniences for developers in the process of course creation, due 
to immature IMS LD tooling. Tutors, however, comment positively on course delivery, in particular on the 
way IMS LD supports course logistics, i.e. the arrangement of course runs, the control of student groups, 
tracking the students’ progress and the support to the exchange of messages and papers. Even though the 
applied IMS LD-models were deliberately kept simple with respect to interactions and methods, students 
for their part appreciated the online courses, in particular the functionalities typically enabled by IMS LD, 
like personalised flow, tailored feedback and portfolios. In sum, taking for granted the immature tooling, 
the IMS LD specification seems to work in large-scale operational settings. 
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Introduction 
 
Over the last decade, the use of e-learning has expanded enormously. While in the eighties and nineties of the 
last century computer-assisted learning merely concerned stand-alone applications, the advent of the World 
Wide Web opened up new possibilities to develop educational computer programs that run across the Internet. 
Web-based delivery (often referred to as e-learning or online learning) has significant advantages over traditional 
computer-assisted learning, as it enables online tutoring, continuous updating of learning material and the 
arrangement of computer-supported collaborative work. This would meet contemporary notions of learning, i.e. 
(social) constructivism and competence learning, which call for complex and realistic learning environments, 
authentic learning tasks, personalisation and social interactions with peers and tutors (Westera, 2000). In 
practice, however, web-based instruction often reflects the electronic delivery of “electronic pages”: text and 
images, with only poor interaction (Hedberg, 2001). For this reason students often question the value of web-
based delivery and indicate to prefer printed versions (Poelmans, 2002). Personalised program flow and adaptive 
support, which are well known in canned computer programs, are very rare in web-based instruction. Also, the 
sensible arrangement and management of collaborative learning and online tutoring are far from straightforward. 
So far, an important reason for this restrained interpretation of web-based instruction was the absence of 
technology specifications for distributed learning that would support the logistics of education, i.e. the 
specification of learning scenarios or program flow, personalisation and interactive sequences between students 
and tutors and students between themselves. Existing learning technology specifications cover testing, content 
packaging, sequencing, metadata amongst others (IMS (Instructional Management Systems) Global Learning 
Consortium, the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative, and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, Inc. (IEEE)), that is, they concern the “material” resources for learning (i.e. instructional pages) rather 
than the essential characteristics of the teaching and learning process. 
 
To enable the design of the dynamics of teaching and learning, the IMS Global Learning Consortium established 
a new specification for online learning. This specification, named IMS Learning Design (IMS LD), provides a 
framework of elements that can describe any design of a teaching-learning process in a formal way (IMS LD, 
2003). Rather than focussing on “material” learning content, IMS LD enables the design of learning scenarios, 
which describe a variety of learning events, including learner interactions with teachers, tutors, fellow-students 
(collaborative learning) and other human or non-human learning resources. It supports pedagogical diversity, 
personalisation, interoperability and reusability (Koper, 2003; Hermans et al., 2003, see also the website of IMS 
LD, 2003).  
 
This paper reports the launch of IMS LD-based online courses at the Open University of the Netherlands. Since 
2004, some 3000 regular students have enrolled in nine online courses, specified in IMS LD, which are part of 
the institute’s distance education academic degree programmes. So far, the use of IMS-LD courses has been 
reported before in other contexts like the Universitat Pompeu Fabra (Griffiths et al., 2005), the Alfanet project 
(http://alfanet.ia.uned.es/) and the Open University of the UK (McAndrew et al., 2004), but these involve only 
small-scale pilots. To our knowledge this would be the first time that online learning in conformity with the 
IMS LD specification is applied in an operational setting. Actual coding of the courses occurred in an IMS LD 
variant: the Educational Modelling Language (EML), which encompasses the IMS-LD specification. In 
retrospect, EML forms the basis of IMS LD and shares its conceptual starting points with IMS LD (Hummel et 
al., 2004; see also http://eml.ou.nl/). The choice for EML as initial format was, in fact, pragmatic in kind, as 
some authoring tools and procedures were available for EML at the time, but not for IMS LD. During the course 
development process the course files were converted technically into the IMS-LD format. For reasons of 
convenience we will refer to the term IMS LD rather than EML in the next sections. For the purpose of this 
paper we will not go into the technical details of IMS LD coding, web player software, file format conversions 
and content management software, but focus on the processes of course creation and course delivery. These 
processes differ in many respects from regular course development procedures (Schlusmans et al., 2004). 
 
Although the paper reflects a case study rather than an extensive assessment of a new e-learning technology, we 
will go into the question whether IMS  LD-based learning arrangements can be developed, managed and 
delivered appropriately. 
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After a brief explanation of IMS LD and an outline of the educational context of the courses, we will describe 
the process of IMS LD-based e-learning development and delivery. We will distinguish eight successive stages 
in the workflow. Also, we will discuss preliminary findings of this new approach and report briefly about the 
students’ and teachers’ appreciations of these process-oriented online courses. 
 
 
Basic Characteristics of IMS Learning Design 
 
Before going into the characteristics of IMS  LD, it is important to clarify the concept of learning content, 
because it may easily give rise to misunderstandings. The term (learning) content is often referred to as 
knowledge that can be represented in facts, concepts, principles, procedures or theories in a particular domain. 
Also, content concerns information captured digitally and imparted to learners; formats for e-learning content 
include text, audio, video, animation, simulation, and more (Learning circuits, 2004). Content becomes tangible, 
so to speak, as it materialises in books, tapes, files and other physical objects. In addition to learning content, 
learners should also have access to certain learning tools and services, e.g. calculators, software to edit text, to 
send e-mail. For learning to occur, learning content and learning tools and services should become part of 
sensible learning activities, which comprise learner interactions with tutors, fellow-students and other human or 
non-human learning resources. These learning activities and subsequent support activities are composed in so-
called learning scenarios that describe all interactions and transactions that occur or should occur in the learning 
environment, i.e. support events, exchanges of projects and communications between participants. Thus learning 
requires the availability of learning content, learning tools and services and learning scenarios. For the whole we 
introduce the term learning arrangement (see figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 1. Learning arrangements comprise learning scenarios, content, tools and services 
 
 
So far, IMS Learning Design is the only specification to cover the whole learning arrangement, because it not 
only allows the specification of learning scenarios, but it also supports existing technology specifications for 
learning content and learning tools and services. 
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IMS LD comprises a pedagogical meta-model that covers a variety of pedagogical concepts. First, the persons 
involved in the teaching-learning process are supposed to take up one or more specific roles, for instance 
student, reviewer, tutor, examiner, administrator, etc. Secondly, for each role activities have to be designed, 
which lead to certain outcomes. Third, to enable these activities learning environments have to be set-up, which 
offer relevant learning objects, tools and supportive services. Finally, a method has to be specified to create an 
intelligent flow of events in order to allow students to work towards their learning objectives. To a great extent 
this specification of the process of teaching and learning reflects the notion of a stage play. A play can be divided 
up into a number of subsequent acts, while each act carries one or more characters or role-parts. In an act each 
part is linked up with an activity, which describes what that part is supposed to do. Also, the activities make 
demands on the scenery and props needed (i.e. content, tools, services) to be able to perform the specified 
activity. In the analogy with a stage play, the roles correspond with the characters, the assigned learning or 
support activities are the equivalent of the scripted texts and directions for each part, the learning environment is 
made up of the stage scenery and props and the method offers the overall framework of the complete play. In 
contrast with a theatrical play, however, activities and methods may be far less prescriptive, as learners and 
teachers are supposed to be creative and flexible individuals that construct and colour their own realities to arrive 
at beforehand agreed objectives.  
 
 
Courses and Their Educational Context 
 
The Open University of the Netherlands provides innovative distance education to some 25.000 students. In 
accordance with the Open University's paradigm of distance education, students are supposed to study mainly at 
their homes and are assumed to arrange their own learning with a minimum of staff-support. It offers courses and 
full degree programmes in Cultural Studies, Business and Public Administration, Environmental Sciences, 
Psychology, Law and Informatics. Their pedagogical design is based on the notions of competence learning 
(Barnett, 1994; Westera, 2001). All courses use the Internet as an important information and communication 
channel, besides the use of other media like DVD, CD-ROM and books. Tutoring and support is provided via the 
web, the telephone or occasionally in face-to-face meetings in one of the 21 local study centres that are available 
in the Netherlands and in Belgium. 
 
In 2003, nine courses (study load 120 hours each) have been developed and encoded in IMS LD. The courses are 
currently being delivered to over 3000 students. All courses are part of the academic bachelor programmes of the 
Open University of the Netherlands in the areas of Business Administration, Psychology and Law, respectively. 
In accordance with the notion of distance education these online courses are highly self-contained and offer 
built-in facilities for support and feedback. The lack of face-to-face interactions is partly compensated for by 
incorporating various modes of virtual interaction between students and between students and tutors. IMS-LD 
offers the possibility to model these interactions. In our courses, for example, we have modelled the workflow 
that is associated with providing feedback on completed learning tasks and delivered work. Such model accounts 
for a sequence of necessary messages that have to be exchanged between a student and a tutor in order to 
complete the course: at a certain stage student X has to send an assignment concerning task Y, or, before a 
certain date tutor Z has to comment on the assignment submitted for task Y, etcetera. For every user, the 
necessary actions for a particular role are displayed as a tailored activity listing. In some of the courses we 
modelled a portfolio to collect all subsequent products and comments. The submission of work and feedback can 
be accompanied by “notifications” that inform the receiver that some necessary action has occurred. Furthermore 
IMS-LD offers built-in functionality to “track-and-trace” students and teachers on various activities, for instance 
activity completion. All these data are stored within the delivery system. All communication, notification and 
exchange of documents (i.e. papers, projects) between students and tutors are handled by IMS LD scenarios (cf. 
the method concept). 
 
Note that such an integrated and interactive approach excels common e-learning practices, which focus on 
providing (additional) course information via a “learning management system”: teachers putting their lecture 
notes on the web. Integration of e-learning requires a complete rethinking of the educational processes 
(Schlusmans et al., 2004). 
 
 
The Development of IMS LD-Based E-Learning 
 
To describe the development of IMS LD-based learning arrangements the associated e-learning process will be 
divided up into 8 stages, each of which will be briefly explained (see figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Steps in creating IMS LD-based learning arrangements 
 
 
The steps depicted in figure 2 may seem not to be extraordinary and could be applied in any course development. 
However, when these steps are combined with IMS LD, innovative new methods of course development arise, 
because IMS LD urges to focus on scenarios, logistics and interaction rather than content as such. It thus covers 
the design of the whole learning arrangement (Sloep et al., 2005). Naturally, in this process much iteration 
between stages may occur. Below, we will briefly explain the subsequent steps. 
 
 
Design the course 
 
As a first step an instructional course design has to be made, which naturally is based on the analysis of target 
groups, content characteristics, learning objects, pedagogical starting points, various boundary conditions, etc. In 
this respect it doesn’t differ from any other course design process. The difference, however, lies in the fact that 
the design has to conform to the formalised concepts of IMS LD and should cover the description of roles 
performed by students and staff, learning activities, support activities, content, tools, interactions, etc. (Janssen & 
Hermans, 2005). Ideally, this is accomplished implicitly by applying a user-friendly design tool or authoring 
tool, but due to the lack of tools so far, the mapping has to be done by IMS LD experts. The design is made 
explicit through a textual description or a graphical representation (i.e. UML: Unified Modelling Language) in 
order to facilitate communication, discussion and fine-tuning to reach agreement on the design. This approach is 
especially useful when educational technologists and subject experts work together in a course team, but it is of 
even greater importance for the robustness of an IMS LD course design, in order to avoid the need to make 
adjustments at a later stage. Certainly in the case of more complex designs, adjustments are error prone and time 
consuming. 
 
 
Construct and test an IMS LD course prototype  
 
The instructional model has to be implemented in an IMS LD template that represents the full structure of the 
envisioned course. The template serves as an operational prototype, which, at will, may even contain some 221 
exemplary content. The encoding of educational arrangements in the IMS LD format requires detailed 
specification of roles, activities, environments and methods (see figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 3. A specimen of a tagged course sequence 
 
 
At this stage, instructional designers, IMS LD modellers and domain specialists work closely together, while 
maintaining a clear role division to realise efficient course creation. In order to test the prototype an IMS LD test 
environment is available, which is capable of interpreting and displaying IMS LD. We chose to deliver through 
the web and therefore we have developed IMS LD web player software, which makes IMS LD-based e-learning 
available through a web-browser. Today, various new initiatives for IMS LD web player software are coming up, 
for instance the IMS LD engine Coppercore (http://coppercore.org/) and the Learning Activity Management 
System (LAMS, 2004). 
 
By publishing the IMS LD prototype through this web player software, the course team can experience the 
integral course scenario, check the consistency of its design and adapt it when desired. Constructing and 
publishing such a course prototype proves helpful to facilitate the discussions amongst the course team members 
to arrive at a proper course design. 
 
 
Produce materials and scenarios  
 
WYSIWYG (“What You See Is What You Get”) authoring environments for IMS LD are not yet available. 
Therefore, second best solutions have to be used for the authoring of learning content. To shield authors from 222 
detailed tagging and encoding (see figure 3) we provided them with simple and tailor-made content-definition 
forms (MS Word), which - after completion by authors - could be easily converted to the required file format. 
Such forms have been made available for the more or less standardised pieces of textual content (interaction 
types, cases, references, multiple-choice questions, etc.). This procedure leads to a collection of encoded course 
components. During the process of course creation, standard file-management software was installed to allow 
users to (remotely) store, search and access the various components and keep track of versions.  
 
 
Enrich, assemble and convert 
 
During this stage, the encoded course components are processed further: pictures are added, occasionally layout 
and identifiers are added, while various integrity checks are carried out as well. The intermediate result of this 
stage in the authoring process is a number of well-designed, enriched and labelled IMS LD files to be stored in a 
database of course components. Next, the course components have to be assembled according to the integral 
course prototype (cf. stage 2). The resulting composed file is then converted to meet the full IMS  LD 
specification. At this stage the resulting file is ready to be published and tested. 
 
 
Publish files on test server  
 
As a next step the complete set of IMS LD files is published on a test server. This is a one-off pre-processing of 
the learning design to perform validation of the course materials and to ease processing during delivery. In the 
test environment the courses are checked for validity of the encoded scenarios, for presence and accessibility of 
all required functions, services, learning objects, etc. and for correct functioning of interactions and the modelled 
method. Any errors are returned to the relevant specialists involved, to be corrected in a new course version. 
Publication of a course, whether in a test environment or in a production environment, involves also the linking 
of a style sheet to the course. This enables the adjustment of the look and feel of the web player to meet style and 
user requirements. 
 
 
Transfer to the production server 
 
Once the authors are satisfied with the test, the course files can be transferred to the production environment, 
which is technically identical to the test environment, be it that the performance of the production environment 
meets higher standards in order to serve many concurrent users. The production environment is meant to deliver 
the courses to learners and staff, like tutors, coaches, examiners etc. At this stage all learners are enrolled for a 
publication, so that they can be assigned to different course runs.  
 
 
Create user-assigned course runs  
 
The production system is responsible for the execution and processing of the instantiated learning design. The 
IMS LD-based courses can be instantiated as often as needed, each time for different people, different groups, at 
different dates and locations. The term ‘run’ is introduced to handle this. A run is defined as a logical grouping 
of people, or an instantiation of a course to enable multiple delivery of the course without having to duplicate 
structure or contents (Tattersall et al., 2005). Only users that have been enrolled can be assigned to a run. Here, 
course management is required to enable multiple deliveries of a course to different users or user groups. To 
achieve this, a course management tool has been developed. This tool constitutes the administration layer, 
providing a single point of access for all administrative functionality. It enables the publication of a course 
instance, the enrolment of learners and the assignment of users to a specific run and to their intended role in the 
course. It also covers logging and portfolio management, management of style packages, updating of content, the 
management of runs and the management of defined roles. In practice, it wouldn’t be a problem to assign various 
roles to one person, as often is the case for teachers. Within the Open University of the Netherlands, however, 
the division of labour is strongly implemented, as is the case for other distance education universities. This is in 
accordance with the idea that these different roles require different competencies. 
 
 
Run the course 
 
When students and tutors are assigned to a certain run (and informed about it) the course is made available to 
users by running the IMS LD web player on a server. The web player software takes care of the personalised 
delivery of the IMS LD-encoded courses to the end user through the World Wide Web. At the client side 223 
(students, tutors, etc.) a standard web browser (MS Internet Explorer version 5.5 or higher) is sufficient to 
display all e-learning objects and interactions. 
 
Figure 4. Student’s view of an IMS LD-based course in a standard browser window 
 
 
In figure 4 a tailored style sheet has been applied. The top-left of the picture displays the activity pane listing the 
student’s learning tasks (To Do list). Note that this pane corresponds with the activity concept in IMS LD. The 
bottom-left pane makes available the tools and the content that are needed to carry out the selected learning task. 
In fact, it presents the specific learning environment as defined in the environment concept of IMS LD. The main 
pane on the right (only partly visible here) displays the actual activity to be carried out by the student or the 
tutor, i.e. the description of the activity selected from the activity pane (To Do list). This pane can be maximised 
at will by the students. What cannot be displayed in figure 4 is that the web player not only presents various 
pieces of learning “content” in the browser, but also handles interactive learning scenarios as encoded in IMS 
LD, i.e. conditioned flow, notifications, exchange of papers and group work. For this purpose, the web player 
software has been integrated technically and functionally with the Open University's web-portal “Study web” 
(Westera, 2003), which provides access to synchronous as well as a-synchronous communication and 
conferencing facilities. Furthermore, it should be noted that the web player’s look and feel as shown in figure 4 
is only illustrative, because the style sheet can be changed at will to meet corporate requirements. 
 
 
Preliminary Findings 
 
So far, some preliminary findings are worthwhile reporting. We briefly go into two questions. First, is it possible 
at all to develop, manage and deliver IMS LD-based learning arrangements appropriately on a large scale 
(thousands of users)? Secondly, what are the students’ appreciations of these process-oriented online courses? 
 
With respect to the first question, it is clear to all staff involved that the process of IMS LD course creation is 
still quite laborious. The absence of an appropriate authoring environment impelled the course teams to an 
inconvenient set of provisional tools, templates and conversion steps. The process is controllable, but also 
complex and time-consuming. Previewing a constructed piece of education takes some processing steps, which 
causes delayed feedback to course developers and domain specialists involved. So far, course developers and 
authors are quite unhappy because of this immature tooling. A conclusion, which was also reached in the 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra case studies (Griffiths et al., 2005). Various initiatives should be mentioned, however, 
that aim to specify and develop IMS LD-based editors for future use, for instance the RELOAD-project 
(Reusable E-Learning Object Authoring and Delivery, http://www.reload.ac.uk). An overview of the current 
state of development of Learning Design tools is available at the site of the UNFOLD-project (Understanding 224 
New Frameworks Of Learning Design, http://www.unfold-
project.net:8085/UNFOLD/general_resources_folder/tools/currenttools). 
 
With respect to course delivery and course management, staff comments are quite promising. Tutors for their 
part commended the course management procedures to arrange course runs, to control student groups, to track 
the students’ progress and to support the exchange of messages and papers. Delivery as such seems to be quite 
straightforward within the context of the Open University of the Netherlands. The web player software could 
easily be integrated within the existing “Study web”-environment, which enabled a flying start.  
 
As for the second question, the students’ appreciations, first findings are encouraging, be it not conclusive so far. 
A running survey amongst 180 students (response 71 students) shows positive appreciations by the majority of 
students. Despite occasional problems with start-up or with performance (some 30% of the students still use 
analogue telephone lines to connect to the Internet) students value the way the courses are arranged and the way 
they guide them through the various learning activities. In particular, the functionalities typically enabled by 
IMS LD, like personalised flow, tailored feedback and portfolios were appreciated. IMS LD thus provides a 
valuable extension of the virtual learning environment of our institution: it marks a shift from “a predominantly 
supporting function of the virtual learning environment, with a strong focus on information service, towards 
regulation of the primary educational process for both students and staff” (Janssen & Hermans, 2005). 
 
We repeat once again that this paper reflects a case study rather than an extensive evaluation of new e-learning 
technologies. It should be noted that some methodological problems would arise when we would try to draw 
general conclusions from our case. With respect to the first question (is it possible at all?): the applied IMS LD-
models were deliberately kept simple with respect to interactions and methods. Therefore, only a small part of 
the wide possibilities of IMS LD have been explored. Gradually, extended functionalities will be applied in 
future courses. With respect to the second question (what about students’ appreciations?): the sophistication of 
this e-learning approach greatly concerns the institute’s back-office: the process of encoding, course instantiation 
and course management. These remain largely concealed at the end user level: students may hardly notice the 
sophisticated server-side technologies. In the end, students’ appreciations and performances essentially will 
depend on the quality of the instructional approach. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In sum, our case shows the first steps of large-scale implementation of IMS LD-based e-learning. Promises are 
high, even though the transition from neat learning technology specifications (IMS  LD) towards the full 
arrangement of IMS LD-based online learning is not straightforward. We stressed that the steps in figure 2 when 
applied with IMS LD, lead to new ways of e-learning development. Through its focus on scenarios, logistics and 
interaction rather than content per se, IMS LD has an impelling influence on e-learning developers to treat all 
relevant issues of the educational design from an integral perspective: roles, activities, flow, methods, 
environments, etc. To a certain extent this may be unpleasant or laborious, not only because of immature 
technical tooling. It is the price to be paid for making design decisions explicit.  
 
While our efforts focused mainly on getting IMS LD technologies implemented in an operational setting, further 
research would be necessary to investigate these promises, in particular the assessment of efficient course 
modelling, practical reuse of learning content, personalisation and, of course, effective and attractive learning. 
Naturally, large efforts on technical tooling are pressing. The research agenda should also cover ways to link 
instructional design methods to the specification of learning scenarios, arrangements and learner interactions. 
Also, new empirical data in various contexts are necessary to assess IMS LD’s usability for educational practice.  
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